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Summary 
- 

The nnin objective Of the-thesiýs'is' to examine criti I cally the 

nature and role of Natural" Theoioij li'th'e' thinking . of i6it-R"tor'ation"' 

Puritans. ' Although II nciden . tal 1, CI onsideratIon Is given't6 t he t opics 

'the te rm 'Natur , al Theology', such as the traditionally embraced by 

arguments for the oxistence of God, the main discussion centres on the 

epistemology that underlies the Puritan conviction that hunan beings 

possess a natural knowledge of God. 

First of all an attempt is nade to analyse this epistemology 

and trace its development. This involves a review of the period before 

1660 in order to explain the contributions nade by such influences as 

Puritan scholasticism and Federal Theology. 

Second, a broad examination is offered of the part played by 

Natural Theology amongst other leading groups such as the High 

Anglicans, the Latitudinarians, Virtuosi and the Canbridge Platonists. 

it is instructive also to make passing references to smaller groups such 

as the Unitarians, the Deists and the Quakers. The intention here is to 

enquire whether there are convergences amongst these in their 

netbodology. 

Finally, the question is raised whether the Puritans shared 

common beliefs with other groups in their understanding of Natural 

Theology. To do this, special attention Is given to the concepts of 

'man', 'God' and 'reason'. This helps us to pose the question whether 

this was a period which produced a viable epistemology to Justify the 

belief in the human capacity to know God and spiritual realities apart 

from Divine Revelation. 
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The field of study is a wid* one but it is justifi*d by tho 

conviction that epistemological presuppositions are crucial in an 

adequate appreciation of the nature, and of the subsequent influence. of 

Restoration Puritanism. It seeks therefore to fill a manifest gap in the 

academic study of the thought of the period. 
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Tntroductian. 

It will'help us in our discussion to know that this thesis 

grew out of an interest in why the great Puritan movement declined. 

Hence it'is not an attempt to anatonise the faith of Puritanism, which 

we regard as beyond the ken of scholarship. - Accepting'this, if we look 

back at the movement from the time of the Great Awakening, the'idea 

emerges that-Puritanlsm declined because-of the way-in which it'had 

developed. At this stage we should not allow such a point to pre-empt the 

discussion. 'Yet all studies have to start somewhere, and so, we shall 

exanine uses of Natural Theology within mainstream theology In the post- 

Restoration period. 

Historically we are mainly concerned with the reigns of 

Charles 11,1660-85; Janes 11,1685-88; and William 111, -1689-1702. 

However, any discussion of post-Restoration theology inevitably'drags in 

developments as far back as the Elizabathan-Settlement. This would 

include seminal figures such as Richard Hooker and William Perkins, who 

should be seen'as taking on the task'of developing the next stage of the 

English Reformation. This progressed through the reigns of Elizabeth I, 

1558-1603; James I, ' 1603-25; and Charles 1,1625-49. During this period 

we had the great flowering of Puritanisn with Presbyterianism and 

Congregationalism. ' No less with the Anglicans, 'a decisive catholic 

faith emerged, with such man as Lancelot Andrewes and Villian Laud. All 

these movements were affected by the Civil War and the Commonwealth 

period. Accordingly, in considering post-Restoration theology, we need 

to have some understanding of the developments over the previous seventy 

years. 
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As well as having a historical framework, we also need to 

define several terms. This is because we can often use terns 

Imprecisely. Hence It is important that for our purposes we are sure 

what they mean. ý The terms We shall attenpt'to define are: - 

scholasticism, 'Chain of Being', Anglicanisn, Puritanism, Virtuosi and 

Natural Theology. As far as Watural Theology Is concerned we shall have 

to go somewhat further than a simple-definition. Since Calvinism 

was very dominant for much of the pro-Restoration period. we'shall also 

briefly discuss the Implications of Calvin's theology in relation to 

Natural Theology. 

There, "... grew up in the generations after the 

Reformers... an arid and unoriginal practice of systematizing reformed 

theology which is now... spoken of as 'Protestant, Scholasticism.,,, ' 

Hence in using this term we are not referring to the great Xedieval 

Schoolmen, although It is important to note that whilst the schools 

might be epistemologically exclusive, they night well be 

methodologically close. For our purposes the following suns up the 

nature of such scholasticism very well: "... a method of philosophical 

and theological speculation which aims at a better understanding of 

revealed truthsi that is an attempt by intellectual processes, by 

1. A. Richardson, led]. and writer of this piecel, A Dictionary of 
Chrintlan Thpnlngv, 

- 
S. C. X. 1969. p. 307. 
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analogy and by defining, co-ordinating and systematizing the data of 

faith, to attain a deeper understanding and penetration into the inner 

meaning of christian doctrine. Consequentyly, philosophy has a great 

part in scholastical theology. "' This last point 

Is significant. For whilst the epistemology of Protestant 

scholasticism would limit itself to systematizing revealed truth, its 

methodological presuppositions would be formative. Its treatment of 

Natural Theology would mean that there would be no effective limit on 

the boundaries of its knowledge. 

This was both a cosmological conception of the 

physical universe, and a metaphysical view of the spiritual. It 

understood both realms to be joined hierarchically. Such a view was by 

no means linited to the Puritans. A. 0. Lovejoy explains: "... through 

the Kiddle Ages and down to the late eighteenth-century, many 

philosophers, most nen of science, and, indeed, most educated men, were 

to accept without question the concept of the universe as a 'Great Chain 

of Being', composed of an immense, or-by the strict but seldom 

rigorously applied logic of the principle of continuity- of an infinite, 

number of links ranging In hierarchical order from the nearest kind 

I. F. L. Cross, Ced], Tha Oxford DIctionary of the Christian Chimeh. O. U. P. 
1974. p. 1245. 
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of existents, which barely escape non-existence, through every possible 

grade up to the ens perfectissinum 01 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the term 

'virtuosi' was used to describe those skillful in the arts and 

sciences. 2 In particular, the English scientists referred to themselveB 

as Ivirtuosit. 3 They were essentially religious man who sought 

expression through Natural Theology. 4 "The key feature was the new 

combination of mathematical reasoning and experimental observation. " 

Briefly we should point to the pioneering work of Nicholas Copernicus 

[1473-15431, who laid the foundations of modern astronony when he 

outlined a heliocentric solar systen. Xost importantly his conclusions 

were based on empirical observation, and a 'purer' nathematics. 0- "It 

was In the work, of Galileo 11564-16421, that this mathematical approach 

was combined with an emphasis on experinentation. 07 In England 

these trends were developed in the work of Francis Bacon [1561-16261, 

whose work was rationalistic with a strong emphasis upon empirical 

observation. 0 

I. A. 0. LoveJoy, The Grant ChAin nf Being. A Study on the Histgry nf mn 
TdAa. Harvard University Press. 1970. p-59. 
2. H. G. Koenigsberger, PolltIniang mnd Virtunni. Rm--Ays-in Early Modern 
History. 

- 
The Hanbledon Press. 1986. p, ix. 

3.7bld. 
4.1=; I. G. Barbour, fasues in SnIgnce and Rallglon. S. C. X. 1966. p. 37. 
5. Barbour, np. cit. p. 23. 
O. Tbld- p. 23. 
7. Tbld. 
B. Tbld. 
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Yhen, 0 ... the Bible speaks of revelation, the thought 

intended is of God. the Creator actively disclosing to man His power and 

glory, His nature and character, His-will, His ways and plans--in short 

Himself... *' Scripture assumes that such revelation is a mandatory rule 

of faith and conduct. 2 Even though pre-lapsarian man needed such- 

revelation, the situation Is conplicated by the Fall. The result is 

that perception of divine things is dulled by Satan and sin. 3 Xore than 

this, man's mind is full of a trust In his own wisdom which is hostile 

to the knowledge of God. 4 Indeed it is beyond nan's, "... natural powers 

to apprehend God, however presented to him. "O Despite this, Paul 

empbasises that God Is constantly presenting Himself through creation 

and providence, O as well as in natural conscience. 7 

This is all viewed as Natural Revelation, as distinct from the Special 

Revelation of Scripture. Natural Revelation is the basis of Natural 

Theology, although we should note that Natural Theology tends to be much 

nore systenatised. 

Against this background a double knowledge of God emerges, 

"... one based an historical revelation and the other founded directly on 

1. J. D. Douglas, led], Tbia Maw im DICtin-ary. I. V. P. London, 1962. 
P. 1090. 
2. Tbld - 
3.2 Car. 4 vs 4; 1 Car. 2 vs 14. 
4. Rom. I ve 21ff. 
5. Douglas, Qp, gj+, p. 1091. 
6. Rom. 1 vs 19ff; Acts 14 vs 17. 
7. Rom 2 vs 12-15. 
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rational insight.! ' *Their scientific forms are of theology Eof 

revelation] and natural theology. 02WO should be aware that Natural 

Theology has long been associated with a rational method not obvious in 

the Scriptural references to it. Riesenhuber describes this, "Since 

grace has a revelatory character, so too human nature, the intelligent 

spirit, is orientated to grace, that is, to God. ** Hence it is seen as 

preparing, "... for the God of revelation by a philosophical concept of 

God.... "4 

If we look at the charter of the Royal Society we see it, 

"... Instructed its fellows to direct their studies, 'to the glory of God 

and the benefit of the human racel. "O This explains why Robert Boyle 

regarded science as a religious task, "The disclosure of the adairable 

workmanship which God displayed in the universe. "Is Newton believed the 

same, "Whence it is that nature doth nothing in vainj and whence arises 

all that order and beauty, which we see in the world?,.. Does it not 

appear from phenomena that there is a being Incorporeal, living- 

Intalligellt. 

I. K. RahnertEed], The EncycimRapd1a of Theology. A Conclam S&cramentll, 
Mundl. London, 1975. section-by K. Riesenhuber. p. 1027. 
2. Ibld. 
3. Ibld. 
4-Ibld- pp-1027-8. 
5. Barbour, op. cft. p. 37. 
G. Tbld. 
7.1. Newton, Qptlcs. London, 1721. pp. 344ff. 
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It is crucial that we associate the definition of 

scholasticism with Natural Theology. Being a philosophical approach, 

Natural theology has inevitably become associated with a rational 

system, and thereby with Greek philosophy. Accordingly all the 

manifestations of scholasticism can seen as variations of Natural 

Theology. Until the seventeenth century Natural Theology tended to 

compliment Special Revelation, because as a scholastical epistenology it 

had a metaphysical foundation. Even with Plato's great dialectical 

system of knowledge, the foundation of such knowledge is spiritual. The 

great change in the seventeenth century was that the basis of Natural 

Theology was being viewed as a dialectical physics rather than a 

metaphysics. It is here that we see the beginnings of a breach between 

Special and Natural Revelation. 

Brunner's Essays on the lature of Personality, is particularly 

enlightening in this respect. He tells us that at the centre of 

philosophy stands the individual thinker who has, "The confidence that 

thought, and that means human thought, has the power tpo penetrateto the 

ground, the unity of all things; consequently that this unity Is present 

in the last resort in his own thinking; that the meaning and coherence 

of the world discloses itself to his thought... [therefore] ... In his 

thought he has infallible access to that unity or ground or ultimate 

cause which we call God, and this access is infallible because it 
depends 

upon nothing but right thinking. In his thought he has not only control 

over the idea of God, but also in virtue of this, In the last 
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resort ... he is Identified with that ground of all things-"' 

Philosophy can do this because Natural Theology isn't 

capable of understanding the Scriptural. concept of sin. It does not 

accept that the pre-lapearian unity of body and mind has been. lost. 

This is unlike Reformed theology, which believed that sin has set Van 

against God and himself .2 Hence man is born under the compulsion to 

sin: 3, and needs to be freed by Christ. 4 

Thus, "Christian knowledge of man means knowledge of man in his 

contradiction... 06 Other thought systems have very different views 

about man Idealisn sees him as necessarily less complete than the 

supreme ideal. Pantheism, sees man as only complete when absorbed into 

'the sum of the"whole. Naturalism, treats the 'self' as an object amongst 

others. All these are characterised by a self-centrededuess, whereas 

Christianity stresses the transforming intervention of the eternal God, 

who takes the individual outside himself. Scripture also points to 

facts which have a, place in time, such as the Fall and the ministry of 

Christ. These'are'not universal themes, and so cannot be expressed in 

philosophical terns. 6 Despite this, it is a fact that aspects of 

Christianity can seen very well suited to expression through philosophy. 

1. E. Brunuer, God and Xan. Four Rsqmla nn the Nature nf Parmnnalfty. 
Edinburgh, 1932. p. 47, - D. K. Edwards, Chrlotimalty and PhIlosophy. 
Edinburgh, 1932. p. 71. 

2. Numbers 23 vs 19; John 17 vs 17. 
3. Calvin, Inatitutes. 1.15.2. 
4. Tbld. 2.6.1.; John 8 vs 32; Ron. 6 vs 18; Gal 5 vs 1. 
5. Brunner, np. elt. p. 60., 
O. Ibld- p. 152., 
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But whilst philosophy can conceive of God as a hypothetical value, there 

are aspects of Christianity which are outside its ken. Philosophy 

cannot accept a mission by Christ whereby at a certain point in time the 

fundamental standing of the elect was profoundly altered. The 

significant difference lies in the way Scripture places the power of 

action outside the individual,. with the God of whom we know only what He 

has revealed to us. Therefore we can see philosophy standing. in 

opposition to a personal God who created-the world out of nothing, ' and 

made man in His own inage. 2 

In this thesis we shall have to examine many subjects such as 

Puritan conceptiOUB Of 'BOUl', 'reason', 'sin' and 'temporality'. Again 

and again we shall dISCUBS their relationships to Natural Theology. 

This will inevitably draw comparisons with Scripture. It could well be 

asked how we can judge the scripturality of a piece when often the 

author is struggling with questions of biblical exegesis. The answer 

lies in our trying to assess the grounds upon which they are doing this. 

Ve have just discussed the relationship of philosophy and Natural 

Theology, thereby underlining how hostile they can be to fundamental 

aspects of Scripture. We cannot approach a subject without bringing 

Witb UB a hoBtýof preSUPPOBitionB. If theBe are philOBOphical, aud if 

we use Natural Theology as a means of examining and expressing 

Scripture, then our final stance might, well be unscriptural. This point 

is crucial. 

1. Gen. 1 vs 2;, Rom. 1 vs 20. 
2. Gen. 1 ve 20. 
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Now that we are fairly clear 

about the nature and the implications Of using Natural Theology,, we 

should look at its use during the time of the Reforners. 

Ve must stress the Reformers' commitment to, 0 ... a vigorous 

experiential faith grounded in the scriptural promise of God's 

unconditional gift of salvation. "'- Luther-and Calvin regarded the 

Special Revelation of God in Scripture as paramount 2 Calvin saw God as 

almighty3, as well as the source and fountain of all good. 4 Hence 

knowledge about God was central, and Calvin emphasised that this could 

only be granted through Scripture. 5 This was regarded as the only Deans 

of teaching the children of God, O although such instruction can only be 

sealed by the, Holy Spirit .7 Hence Calvin stressed that there was no 

earthly challenge to ScriptureO, and it is bore that we-seeýthe Reformed 

doctrine of Scripture. 

Calvin believed that for his own-sake, man mmet put God in the 

centre of his life, but also that the Fall had inpeded this. 9 

Accordingly the central question was: 'How could man know God? ' 

1. Lynne Carter'Boughton, 'Supralapsarianism and the role of metaphysics 
In Sixteentb-Century Reformed Theology', in the Vamtninster Theological 
inurnal. vol. 48,1986. pp. 63-96. 
2. E. L. H. Taylor, lha Cbriation Philasophy of Law. Politics and the StAtp- 
ffew Jersey, 1966. p. 481; Calvin, lngtliutes. - 1.7.1. 
3. Calvin, TnatitutesA, -1.14.21; 1.16. T. 
4.1hidA-2- 10.9; 1.2.1. 
5. Tbld. 1.6.1. 
6. ibid. 1.6.4. 
7.1b1d. 1,7.4.; 1.7.5. 
8. Tbld. 1.7.1.; 1.7.3. 
9. Ibld. 1.13.1. 
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He saw the answer in revelation: Special and Natural. We have already 

seen that Calvin gave the most weight to Scripture as Special 

Revelation. ' sinply because he saw it as the most accurate and 

authoritative means of describing God's character .2 Having authority. 

and combined with grace, Scripture leads man away from his labarynthine 
I 

mind, which no longer has God as its foci. 3 This in turn weakenB 

Natural Theology4, which Calvin saw as inferential revelation, by which 

man attempts to see God in the world. We should stress that when Calvin 

said that Scripture is the only means of guiding the 'children of God'6, 

he means the elect, and by implication the reprobate are excluded. 

Therefore Natural Theology is useless to the reprobate, because they do 

not possess the necessary spiritual insight6. Indeed, without such 

spiritual guidance even Scripture is a mystery to the reprobate. 7 

ThA 'Ralatinniahip nf Matural tIgnIngy to Calvin 

It is sometimes maintained that Calvin used natural philosophy 

as the guiding method in his theology. Battenhouse sees Reoplatonsis in 

Calvin's equating sin with slipping down the 'Chain of Being'. 0 There 

seems to be a Neoplatonic contenpt for the flesh in Calvin's work. He 

I. Calvin, TnAtitutes. 1.10.1. 
2. Ib1d. 1.6.2. 
3. Tbld. 1.5.11; 2.2-11. 
4. T'h1d. 2.2.12. 
5. Tbld. 1.6.4. 
6. Tbld. 

-3.24.12. 7. Tbld. 3.24.131 3.24.8. 
8. R. W. Battenhouse, 'The Doctrine of Xan in Calvin and in Renaissance 
Platonism', in Journal of tha History of Maas. ix. 1948. p. 450; C. 
Partee, 'The Soul-in Plato, Platonism, and Calvinism'. In Scottish 
Inurnal of Thaglogy. vol. 22,1969. p. 292. 
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admitted his regard for Plato', which probably emerged from his 

educational background2, and his use of Augustine3. 

Therefore he calls the body under sin a reformatory4. a prison6. Calvin 

stresses the srtruggle between flesh and spirit In his Commutary on 

Romans. 0 Such a view of sin was developed into an existentialism by 

sin. "For Calvin the natural man does not live from what remains of the 

real, ontological goodness with the ordinances of God, but be moves with 

the witnessing force and the evidence of the divinely ordained good as 

revelation of His holy will. The predominating aspect in Calvin is not 

the goodness of the human nature but the goodness of the law and 

ordinances of God. Calvin's doctrine of common grace does not arise out 

of the inclination to remove anything from the corruption of human 

nature, but out of the certitude that this total corruption Is taught by 

Scripture. 07 In this sense we can see How Natural Theology has forced 

Calvin into viewing God and sin as hypostatic qualities. 

E. L. H. Taylor tells us that It was Calvin's logic which caused 

him to deny grace to physical nature. 0 This takes us to 

l. Calvin, Tnatitutes, 
-1.5.11. 2. Partee, ort. clt. p. 294. 

3. Calvin, rommutary on John. ch. 11, vs 3. 
4. Calvinj Tnatitut"... 1.15.2. 
5.7bld. 3.9.4. 
6. Rom. 7 vB 22; H. QUiBthorpe, calvines Dontring nf the Last Thines. 
Translated by H. Knight. Richmond, John Knox Press. 1955. pp. 62,58. 
7. G. C. Berkouwer, rk- Alpmmna Openbarlig, 

- quoted in Taylor, oll. cit. p. 488. 
B. TbId. p. 484; V. Walker, Calvlý. The Orcraniser of Rafnrmed 
Protestantism 1509-1554. Shoeken, 1964t pp. 148,117f; F. Vendel, Calvin- 
The Origlus and dpvplnpmnt of his Rellalaus Thought. London, 1963. 
p. 357; H. Brunner, The iý, hristlan Doctrjný of God! Dnqmntfcsý vol. l. 
London, 1970. p. 345; J. Pelikan, The Chrlstimn TrAdition. 3 vols. 
Chicago, 1978.1. p. 275; H. Cunliffe-Jones, ted), A History of ChrIntInn 
Dnntrine. Edinburgh, 1978. p. 387. 
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one of the strongest sources of Natural Theology, viz. the 

methodological use of reason. Calvin saw reason as distinguishing Dan 

from the beasts. ' He admired all, *... skill and knowledge of the 

world-land]-those things which are of, the highest excellence in 

human life... 82 Even with the reprobate, "... the lord has been pleased 

to assist us by the work and ministry of the ungodly in physics, 

dialectics, mathematics and other sciences. "3 Hence it is only because 

man is unable to use such disciplines, properly that he calls Natural 

Theology ephemeral. Even so, he clearly had a high regard for them, and 

denied the Schoolmen's idea that they are fallen disciplines. "Not that 

they can be polluted in themselves... but that they have ceased to be 

pure to a polluted nan... " So that, *I deny not, indeed, that in the 

writings of philosophers we meet occasionally the shrewd and apostate 

remarks on the nature of God-06 "The Lord has bestowed upon them some 

slight perception.... "0 Even where Calvin says that Natural Theology is 

not enough he quotes Aristotle to prove this. 7- From our standpoint it 

is significant that whilst Calvin, denies natural man's ability to 

evaluate Natural Theology. he admits that reason canýdo so. 

Importantly, he stresses the purity of disciplines such as mathematics 

and philosophy In their revelation of the character of God. Hence the 

methodology and conclusions of these disciplines could be associated 

with the person of God. VS should note how Calvin is going beyond 

1. Calvin, Inatitutesa. 2.17. 
2. Tbld. 2. '2.15. 
3.1bld. 
4. Tbld. 2.2.25. 
5. Tbld. 2.2.18. 
G. Tbld. 
7.1bld. 2.2.23. 
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saying that man can reason from Scripture etc. Reason is being 

developed as a means of understanding and perfecting the 'Golden Rules 

of Art'. This approach is remarkably similar to that of the Puritans 

and the Virtuosi. Both these, groups stressed reasonable method above 

unfounded empiricism. Accordingly the Reformed era can be regarded as a 

time when Natural Theology was emancipated; rather than a time of, 

personal emancipation. 

Whilst, it Is possible to see philosophical concepts that go to 

the very heart of Calvin's theology. 'nany scholars stress that he was 

restrained. This is evident in hiEvcomplete denial of the efficacy of 

natural reason in natters of faith. ' But many of his contemporaries 

were not so restrained, especially in their view-of predestination as a 

11 ... doctrine to be explored and refined through the use 

of... metaphysical categories. *2 Theologians such as Peter Martyr [1499- 

15621, Girolamo Zanchi 11516-15901 and Theodore Beza, "... incorporated 

new Interpretations of the Aristotelian metaphysics established by 

Renaissance scholars into what seemed to be their own scholastic, and on 

occasion, Thomistic understanding of the relationship between philosophy 

and theology. " As far as the role of Natural Theology throughout this 

period is concerned, we should be aware that there was continuity 

between pre and post-Reformation scholasticism. It was against this 

I. Calvin, InstItutem... 2.3.1; 4.15.10; C. Partee, art. nlt. pp. 291ff; 
Wendel, ap-cit. p. 357; T. H. L. Parker, 'The Approach to Calvin', in jjjrý 
]Eyangelical Quart@r2. y, _ 

16,1944. pp. 165-72. 
2. Boughton, art. elt. pp. 64-5. 
3. Tbld. p. 65. 
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background that Beza tried to demonstrate the Intelligibility of the 

divine decrees. Thereby, "... venturing Into metaphysics and 

scholastical'theology and developing a doctrinal position concerning the 

efficient relationship of first-and final causes. "' 

One key point was the tendenoy to develop Calvinism as a 

physics rather than as a metaphysiCS. 2 This was part of a widespread 

trend which avoided metaphysical existentialism. Ramism played a key 

role because of its ability to deal with existence in logical terms. 

Ramus' (1515-157219 "-dialectical method dealt with questions of 

existence and essence, traditionally the province of metaphysics, as 

aspects of physics, logic or theology. 03 Most importantly. 

".. -. Aristotle's physics and dialectical logic were relegated to the 

Investigation of the material world and man's perception of it... 04 The 

significant point is that epistemology began to have a 'natural' rather 

a spiritual basis. 

In Cambridge duringýthe 1570's Alexander 

Richardson developed a logically based Ramism. 0 Be, * ... felt competent 

to evaluate existence without metaphysical categories by focussing an 

certain 'rules of art'-, which were knowable In created beings and 

provided the basis for knowledge Esciential and logic. 06 

1. Boughton, arlai: L-p. 65. 
2. Tbld. p. 70. 
3. Tbld. p. 72. 
4. Tbld. 
5. Tbld. 
6. Tbld. 
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It is significant that Richardson associated-these rules of art with 

ideas within the divine mind. 1 The traditional metaphysical concept of 

the I Chain of Being' was. adapted with God now being approached through 

a knowledge, of His mind as dialectic. 2 "The eternal set of ideas... were 

subject to exploration because of their material manifestation in 

created things.... *0 Philip-Xelancthan 11497-15601 was especially 

important in influencingýa retention of a metaphysically based logic. 

"His philosophical influence remained strong at Cambridge, particularly 

among English supralapsarians. His naturalistic metaphysics, which had 

originally inspired, Ranus to eliminate the discipline entirely, paved 

the-way for Ramism, iu England and provided logical refinements for its 

development through the seventeeuth-century. "4 

71ba =nblan of dtafinjing Purltanlzm. 

'Puritanismil bridged at least a 

century in English history. It contained groups as far apart as the 

Presbyterians and Ranters. Hence the term 'Puritanism' Is as enigmatic 

as its wide usage suggests. We should accept at the outset that real 

precision is difficult. 

Petrus Ramus' methodology might have appealed to Puritans 

becuae it, "... advanced an inductive theology that seemed to nurture 

experimental piety while avoiding the intellectual and spiritual 

l. Boughton, mrt. clt.; A. Richardson. Lociclanln School Master. or a 
rnymmnt upnn Ramus togicke. London, 1629. p. 13. 
2. Tbld.; Richardson, ng. cit. pp. 4-6,100-107. 
3. Boughtontop-cit. p. 73. 
4. Tbld. pp. 74-5. 
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rigidity associated with metaphysics and doctrine. " Accordingly 

Puritanism can be seen as a type of subjectivism, which was, or had the 

potential to lead to anthropocentrism-1 In the historic development of 

Puritanism there had indeed been a rejection of traditional authority. 

which can be said to have been replaced by empirl CiSM. 3 It could be for 

this reason that Federal Theology was almost wholly taken up with the 

individual's place within the divine schema A Added to this we must 

take into account that a subjectivism which grow out of contemporary 

social and political trends, tied in well with Reformed concepts of 

personal saving grace and God's providence. 6 Aspects of this can be 

seen in the Puritan diaries which endlessly plotted personal spiritual 

development. 6 These trends can be interpreted as a rejection of an 

objective christocentrism in favour of subject JVJSM. 7 

However, it is easy to misinterpret what 'personal faith' 

meant to the Puritans. They believed in the 'priesthood of all 

believers'O. and so stressed the used for intense 

I. Boughton, art. clt. pp. 63-4. 
2. K. Nott, The E=erOr'g ClOthOg- Indiana, 1958. p. 182; A. S. P. 
Voodhouse, Eed], Purltanisim and Liberty. Being Ar= Debatar. J1647-16493. 
Chicago, 1951. p. 50; B. K. Brawn, 'Freemanship in Puritan Massachusettes, l 
in American Historical Review. vol. 69. No. 4. July, 1954. p. 229. 
3. E. L. H. Taylor, oprj±, pp. 510-521; L. F. Solt, 'Puritanism, Capitalism, 
Democracy and the new Sciences', in American Hlatnrlcal Review. vol. 73. 
1967-8. p. 19. 
4. R. Schilter. Eed], Rlchmrd Raxtor and Puritan Politics. New Brunswick, 
New Jersey. 1957. pp. 97-104. 
5. Woodhouse, op-elt., see 'Introduction', and p. 50, 
G. e. g. J. Beadle. Thp Journal of a Diary of a thankful rbristlan. London, 
1656. 
7. V. Haller, The Rise of Puritanism. New York, 1938. pp. 96-7. 
8. "... salvation is freely offered... the purchase is made by a Saviour to 
our hands... * R. Baxter, Practical WorkR. London, 1846.4 vols. vol. 4 
p. 486. 
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personal preparation. This in turn was dominated by the idea of total 

dependence upon Christ. ' Accordingly what can appear to be subjectivism 

was part of the process by which they put their souls in the hands of 

Almighty God .2 Therefore 'individualism' is not an adequate definition 

of Puritanism for. our purposes. 

We introduced the section of Puritanism as Isubjectivism' by 

explaining the subjective nature of Ramism. This suggests that 

Puritanism might have been a collection of scholars. It is true that 

very educated men were at the fore of the movement. But far more than 

this, it would be their attitude to education which would most concern 

us. The Puritans set traditional, classical education at a very high 

preniUM. 3 Such a regard for education did not go unchallenged. Early 

In the movement's development Robert Browne recognized great 

differences between orthodox Puritanism and classical education. 4 

His protest Was Ignored, but later Webster and Dell's criticism of 

established education received much wider support. They contended that 

university education had nothing to do with faith. 6 Xainstream 

Puritanism responded with a strong defence of the role of education. 0 

J. Tbld. vol. 3, pp. 2-4; John Owen would not admit the efficacy of 
preparation, but he emphasised that humility is important. see: John 
Owen, Vorks- V. H. Goold led], 16 vols. vol. 4, p. 554. 
2. R. B. Perry, Purltanism and Mtxgrty, - 

New York, 1944. p. 78. 
3. Peter Toon, 'The Puritans at Oxford', The Gospel Marazlnp. June 1971, 
P. 181. 
4. N. X. Knappen, Tudor Purltanlam. A Chapteir In UP History of rdealign 
University of Chicago Press, 1970-p-474. 
5. L. F. Solt, 'Anti-Intellectualis= in the Puritan Revolutionl. rhijrnh 
Hintory. xxv. December, 1956. pp. 306-316. 
G. J. Hall, An Humble Matinn... London, 1649; E. Waterhouse. ApnIng4p fnr 
Tdoarnigh and Iparned Men. London, 1653. 
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This is significant, but we are looking for more than simply holding 

education in esteem. ' Ve are really concerned with whether a specific 

educational method and Ideology lay at the heart of Puritanism-' 

Ve have already touched an strains of_scholasticism within 

mainstream continental theology. This inevitably influenced the 

Puritans. Briefly we could point to the Neoplatonic natural philosophy 

within the work of Calvin. 3 This in turn was developed by Calvinists 

who as Aristotelians enphasized the temporal, seeing aspects of God in 

everything, and the means of disseminating these in man's reason. ' The 

result was a Calvinism which we can regard as very different to Calvin's 

theology. 6 Indeed Calvinism has been described as a tragic mixture of 

Calvin and Aristotelianism. 6 

Bearing this In nind It is possible to see a movement centred 

on humanism but garbed in Reformed ProtestantiSM. 7 Indeed, 

I. M. H. Carre, 'A Puritan at Oxfordl, art. cit. p-712. 
2. Haller, op. cit. p. 38; D. Vallace, Purftang &nd Predestination. North 
Carolina Press. 1982. p. 54. 
3. C. Partee, Calvin and Classical Philganphy. 

- 
Leiden, 1977. pp. 155-6; 

Battenhouse, art. cit. pp. 468-9. 
4. J. P. Donnelly, 'Italian Influences on the Development of Calvinistic 
Scholasticism., Slxtaanth Century Journal. 7.1976. pp. 81-101; R. 
Bainton, Tipre I Stand. London, 1958. p. 34; Wendel, np. cit. . 264; 
Knappen, np-cit- p. 474; Vallace, Qp., jcýp. 

57; J. E. Platt, The development 

nf the nrgumant for tha axistance of Qnd w1thin natural theologry annnir 
Dutch tbeýlnglnns in tbA flrgt half of the sAventpanth cantury. Oxford 
PH. D thesis. 1976. pp. 11-51. 
5. J. S. Bray, RA-za's Doctrine mf Predestination. Niewkoop. 1975. pp, 12,64; 
B. G. Armstrong, Calvinism-mnd--tha A=rmut herasy: Protestant 
snbnIngtinigin anA humanigm-in r2aventeanth century France&-Xadison, 
1969. p. 37. 
6. Boughton, art-cit. . 65; S. B. Ferguson, 'John Owen on Conversion'. IhIL 
'RAnner mf Truth. Issue 134. Nov. 1974. p. 21. 
7. L. J. Trinterud, 'The Origins of Puritanism'. Church Hlatory. 20. 
1951. pp. 38-40; P. Xiller, The New England Mind: The Seventeenth Century- 
Harvard. 1971. p-102. 
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this might be evidence of Puritanism being a classical, philosophical 

view of history. ' This could be why Puritans are often seen as applying 

academic theories to Scripture2, and also that they appear to be 

dependent upon the certainty of philosophical argunent-* Calvin's 

soteriology was re-arranged and centred'by predestination, accompanied 

by a strict order of grace which was expressed through the philosophical 

constancy of a reasonable providence. This can be seen as one of the 

later characteristics of Puritanisn, made all the nore stark by its 

absence from the work of men such as Greenwood, Travers, Cartwright and 

much of the work of Perkins. The dividing line between these men and 

later Puritans Is shown by Horton Davies when he describes the acadeXic: 

rigour of Ames' work when his theological propositions marched down the 

page like soldiers. 4 

If humanism is that enigmatic quality which defines 

Puritanism, it would follow that their Reformed Doctrines were merely 

tools in the hands of ascriptural scholars. They also might have viewed 

doctrines such as Justification by faith and predestination as useful 

weapons against the authoritarianism of Tudor and Stuart society. 8 

Their humanism might also have been a replacement for the void left by 

I. Lord Eustace Percy, John Knax,, London. 1937. p. 109; R. G. 
CollingwoDd, The Idem of Hiatox: X., Oxford, 1937. 
pp. 4 0-2; Taylor, gy, =.. p. 488. 
2. Haller, np. cit. pp. 83,85. 
3. rbid. . 330; 0. Rosen, 'Left-wing Puritanism'and sciencel. "Rullatin nf 
tha HIstory of Xediclna. xv. April 1944. pp. 375-80. 
4. Horton Davies, Vorghlq and Thoology In England frnjj-rrAnmRr to HnnkerA- 
1534-1603. O. U. P. 1970. p. 134; Haller, cqj,. rjtp. qo. 
5. Vallace, op-cit. . 193. 
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the loss of Ronan Catholic casuistry. ' Vhatever the circumstances, we 

should regard it as clear that Puritanism expressed its faith through' 

very much the same channels as the Schoolmen. Indeed, it has been 

suggested that they were another generation of Schoolmen. 2 Perkins shows 

this very well in the way he developed scholastic concepts of 

casuistry. 2 If we look at the work of John Preston (1587-16281, 

... there is a similar blending of Ramism with the principles of 

Aristotelian natural philosophy in the development of a systematic 

theology. "4' 

It has been suggested that Puritanism lost its apparent 

theological cohesion after the Vestminster Assembly. Hence the 

VeAtmIn4RtPr Cnnfpsminn is seminal in any discussion of humanism within 

Puritanism. Whilst being scriptural, the Vestnlnstar rInnfaAginn is also 

a classically philosophical documentO. ... framing the most highly 

philosophical statement of the nature of God which has ever been given 

confessional status... 06 Central to this theme was a reluctance to 

dismiss the intellectual ability of man to perceive aspects of God's 

2. XIller, np-cIt. pp. 100-101; 1. Breward. 'William Perkins and the origins 
of Reformed Casuistry'. The Rvanralical Quarterly. vol. XL. 10.1. 
Jan/Xarch, 1968. pp. 13-15. 
S. Boughtontart-cit. . 87; R. Rogers, SSAvan Trantians... -London, 1603, 
a ... The Papists cast in our teeth, that we have nothing set out for the 
certain and daily direction of a Christian". Preface. 
4. Boughton, art-cit. pp. 88-9. 
5. C. K. Robinsin, 'Philosophical Biblicism: The Teaching of the 
Vestminster Confession concerning God, the Natural Nan, and Revelation 
and Authority'. ScottIsh jnurnAl nf ThanIngX. vol. 18,1965. p. 23. 
6. TbId., p. 25;, Westm1nr. t@r Confesslon. 5.11.8. 
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character. This led to'some anbIguity about whether good and evil could 

be perceived in the'sane manner. ' Accordingly we can suggest that the 

underlying'authority within Puritanism was a humanistic methodology. 

Xany'studies refer to Villiam Perkins as one of the first 

Puritans to effectively demonstrate such a use of bumaniSM. 2 It is true 

that humanism is present within'his work, but this does not mean that it 

is the focal point. Even if'we accept that he - used the Schoolmen to 

develop Puritan casuistry, it is quite'feasible that he did so for 

pastoral reasons. This seems to be supported if we look at a wide sweep 

of those termed Puritans. Nany were academics, but notable'exceptions 

shunned it. Webster and Dell condemned the traditional approach to 

education, whilst Bunyan, and uneducated tinker, was one of the giants 

of the movement. It is important that John Owen, probably the most 

educated and brilliant Puritan, said he would have given all this up for 

the preaching eloquence of Bunyan3. Accordingly 'humanism' is not an 

adequate term to describe what Puritanism'was, although it certainly 

contained it. 

The Puritan era-was one of great political ferment. This 

raises, the'possibility of Puritanism being a movement for political 

change. ' 

I. Tbid. Q. i. 

2. Horton Davies. up-cit. . 311; WallacetoPecit. . 55; Haller, op. cit. . 64; 
Knappen, aprJI., -p - 

369. 
3. J. G. Oliver, 'John-Bunyan, 

! 
1628-1688'. The Qnspal Magazina. 

Jan/Feb, 1983-p. 27. 
4. C. H. and K. George, The Protestant Mind of the Rne ish 
RafmrmationA570-1640. Princeton, 1961. p. 6. 
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There was to way that those striving for Reformed 

Protestantism within the Established Church could escape being entangled 

in political issues. Ecclesiastical Polity, the belief in a union 

between the Church and state, neant that any call for church reform 

would turn into a political struggle., Beyond the issue ofcChurch, 

reform, we see that contemporary society contained groups which were far 

from satisfied with their place within the status quo. This might have 

been the unifying factor in that movement we term 'Puritanism'r a socio- 

politico liberator. which effected a separation of Church and State., 

The Reformed background of Puritanism was politically 

significant. If we look at the work of John Downame and John Foxe, we 

see that they developed Reformed Theology with an acute apocalyptical 

vision of England as God's nation. 2 This Vas set against a background 

of the great change involved in the emergence of the Nation State under 

monarchs such as the Tudors. 3 It became clear to the Puritans that God 

and England had claims upon each other4, and this nurtured growing Ideas 

of what nationhood meant in the minds of those we term 'Puritans'. 6- 

I. A. L. Morton, 'Pilgrinlra Progress'. Rintom Vorkshop. A journal of 
snnialimt Mstorians. Issue 5. Spring, 1978op. 4.; L. F. Solt, mrt. cit. 

P. 19. 
2. See J. DownametThe Christlan Warfare. London. 1604; and his Lectures 

Upgn thp-F1rAt Four Chapters nf thp Prnjahpay of Ramen. London, 1608; 

X. McGiffert, 'God's Controversy with Jacobean England'. American 

Historical RAviaw&- vol. 88. Ko. 5. Dec. 1983. pp. 1151-1154; D. K. KcKim, 'The 
Puritan View of History, or Providence Within and Without'. 12a 
RymnZalical Quarterly. vol. 52. No. 4. Oct-Dec.. 1980. p. 223. 

3.0. Chadwick, The Refornntinn. London, 1960. p. 35; H. J. 
Hillerbrand. led], Tba Protestant Raformtjnný Landon, 1968. p. xiii; E. L. H. 
Taylor, qpýPp. 471-3; V. Ferguson, The Ranalsmnam,, 

- 
New York, 1940. pp. 1- 

43. 
4. M. XcGiffert, nrt. cit. -. p. 1152; Thomas Tyme, A-Prapmrmtlon Against the 
Prognosticated Danaprs of this Year, Landon, 1588-p. B7r. 
5. McGif f ert, ar-ýLatl, -p. 1152. 
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-- There is no avoiding the fact that '-predestination' was 

important toAbe Puritans.! This proved to be central to the 

questioning of the class structure. Its emphasis upon free-grace, and 

personal election helped to consolidateiýthe emerging middle classes.: 2 

Thus. it was the Puritans who fought, and executed the King they saw as a 

tyrant. They fought him with a sword in. one-hand and a catechism in the 

other. 3 The very fact that theyýwou the Civil War. demonstrates support 

from classes which could find no-niche in the old order., The Puritans 

were part of this, -and have been seen as its mouth-piece. 4 Hence in New 

England it was church membership rather than, class which got a man the 

vote. That--theology was being used arm a political tool is further 

suggested in the work of Milton and Roger Williams. Williams came to 

the startlingly revolutionary conclusion that all nen stand equal in 

politics regardless of class, and most significantly, regardless of 

religion. This latter pointýsuggests that religion was a tool in the 

political struggle. Williams seems to, have developed the 

I. Haller, np. cit- p. 83; Vallace, V-194. ý 
2. Val1nca. nq. cit_p. 192; C. Hill, Kflton_mnd týe Enwliabý Revolution-New 
York, 1979-p-270; C. Hill, The Vorld turnad upside-down! RadInal Ideas 
AurIng tha Rnwllah Revolution. New York, 1972. p. 276; C. Hill, Society and 
Puritanism 1n Pre-Revolutionary England. New York, 1967. pp. 509-510. 
3. P. Toon, 'A message of hope for the Rump Parliament'. Thg lRyance Ical 
Quartar_jj, _Vol. 

44. No. 2. April/June. 1971p. 82. 
4. This Is especially important in the way they were able to connunicate; 
see: C. Richards, 'John Bunyan-The unlettered Tinker*. The Evangellcxl 
LIbrary Rullptin. L. Spring 1978. No. 60. p. 3; G. R. Elton, 'Parliament in the 

sixteenth-century, functions and fortunes'. Historical Journal. xxii. 
1979. pp. 255-78; X. Graves, 'Thomas Norton the parliament man: an 
Elizabethan M. P., 1559.1 HintgrIcal Journal.. xxiii. 1980. pp. 17-35; 
Haller, op. cit. . 334. 
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Congregationalist concept of personal covenant Into one of individual 

political standing. In Yew Engalnd this would lead to the famous Half 

Vay Covenant. ' 

But as neatly as these-ideas tie together, they do not cover 

all Puritans. We nust remember that political ferment precedes and 

post-dates the Puritan movement. This raises the possibility of ' 

politically orientated groups latching on to Puritanisia. So the picture 

emerges of Puritans'who were opposing the establishment for'religious 

reasons, 'being Joined by those who only wanted to latcb, on to a group 

who seemed to be the most effective opposition at the tins. 2 Robert 

Greville, or Lord Brooke, is a representative of this type which, 

... synpatbized with the Puritan preachers if for no other-reason than 

they resented the steady intrusion in politics of church men like 

Laud... Their object was a strong nation, led not by'preachers but by 

energetic, God-fearing gentlemen. " 3 Because of this and other-factorB 

it can be said that Puritanism had little time for politics. 4 

I. B. K. Brown, artLj±, pp. 880-884; L. Ziff, Purltanlam in -rina- Irex 
Culture in a New World. Oxford, 1973. pp. 297-8; W. V. Abbot, Tha Colonlal 
nrlZingn nf the UnItad States. 1607-1763. Landon, 1975. pp. 40-2; D. J. 
Boorstin, The Anerlcans! 1. The Colonial Rxperience. Harimondsworth. 
1958. p. 40. 
2. Haller, QjLsi±, -, P- 330. 
3.111JA, p. 331; L. F. Solt, 25; C. Hill, Tha Century of Revolutlon. 
1603-1714. Edinburgh, 1961. p. 180. 
4. One of the great political issues was toleration, but the reasons for 
this can be seen as apolitical. See V. H. Goold, 'John Owen on Toleration 

aaf Church Government'. Thp Ranner of Truth. Issue 44, Sept/Oct 
1966. p. 15. Even if we see their work as political, it is not in the 

obvious sense. For they really wanted a disciplined, Holy Comnonwealth; 

see, R. Schlatter, Tba Smclal Meas of Religious leaders. 166o-1688 
London, 1940, pp. 188-9. Therefore they can be seen as seeking religious 
freedom to worship Godi see, A. S. B. Voodhouse, Qp,, -QL±u-pp. 

67-9. Hence 
Puritans cared little for politics as we know it; 
see, Knappen, ap,. ciL-p. 350. 
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Or, at least it was not politics that made a Puritan what he was. -if 

there'had been any real political unanimity in-the movement, Charles II 

would never have got the throne back. I When the Presbyterian Richard 

Baxter published his-Palitical ARhnrjj--nn, in 1658, his sternest critic 

was a fellow Puritan, the Congregationalist John Owen. Politically they 

were stern enemies, and yet they are both Puritans. Clearly politics 

does not adequately define the group we term Puritans. 

If not a political movement, Puritanism night have been the 

expression of a changing society. Attempts have been made to explain 

Puritanism as a class phenomena. But whilst Puritanism contained 

middle-class persons2, much the sane can be said of Anglicanism. 3 

Even so, well established scholars have emphasised that Puritanism 

appealed to the middle classes, "... because they could dominate the 

church through elderships... I More than this they used predestinarian- 

theology to validate the growing economic niche they had in society. 4 

It has been-said that, "In the extreme sects, participation in the 

church became the total substitute for unsatisfactory civil 

experience. "6 

I. P. TDon, 'English Puritanism'. The GcHapal Magazing. May, 1971. p. 136. 
2. R. B. Knox, ledI. Refornntion. Conformity and DIRsent. LDndon, 1977. p. 256. 
&T. H. Breene, The Non-Existent Controversy: Puritan and Anglican 
Attitudes to Work and Wealth, 1600-1640. Church HIRtory. xxxv. Sept. 
1966. pp. 273-87. 
4. J. F. H. Kew, Ancrlican and Puritan. The Basira nf their QqpoRjtinn. 155n__ 
1604. London, 1964. p. 64; H. G. Plum, Restgrntinn PurItanign- A Study on 
the arowth of English Liberty. Kennikat Press, 1972. p. 10-0 
Vallace, op. cit- p. 192; A. L. Xorton, &r±, rjjp. 4. 
5. New, op. cft. pp, 50-51. 
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It was easy for these groups to associate societal bondage 

with the Reformed doctrine of the bondage of sin. Because of this there 

were social implications In Puritan theology. I This is why Puritanism 
T 

can be seen as a catalyst in the formation of a morality of 

nationhood 2. 

As far as the major Puritans are concerned, they were mostly 

university men, what we might term the intelligentsia. 3 It is true 

that they were mostly middle class men eager to consolidate their, role 

in SoCiety. 4 But for our purposes the most telling question Is what 

were the reasons behind the popular doctrines which these men 

formulated? Were they answering a need when they produced pastoral 

theology? s Did they adapt existing Reformed Theology to produce a 

pastoralism which articulated contemporary emphases an liberty for the 

lower classes, -mixed with anti-sacerdotalism? rl Taking this into account 

some scholars see Puritanism as a movement of the emerging gentry, as we 

see in the work of Walzer, Tawney and Trevor-Roper. 7 

I. Vallace, op. cit. p. 195-6; B. A. Garrish, TradItInn And thp darn World: 

Reformed Theology In the Nineteenth CantuU. 
- 

Chicago, 1977. Where he 

underlines the social significance of assurance, see, pp. 138-40. 

2. M. McGiffert, art. cit. . 
1154; W. Haller, Tba Elect Watimn@ The Nean1no 

And Relevance nf FnxAIR Book of Xartyra. New York, 1963. passin. 
3. Vallace, op-cit. . 42; X. H. Carre, A Puritan at Cambridge. 

Art. clt-P. 712-716; N. H. Carre, 'Robert Boyle and English Thought' 

History Today. vol. 8.1957. p. 324 

4. Haller, op-cit. . 40. This points to how aware the Puritans were of the 

need to gain a living. Also that since the Dissolution of the 

Nonasteries the nunber of clerical livings had vastly shrunk; see 
Haller, 1121&Lp. 99. For all his piety John Owen Is said to have dressed 

expensively, see: Peter Toon, 'The Puritans at Oxfordl. Gospal MarnTing. 

lune, 1972. p. 262. He says they were generally upstarts with an eye for 

advancement, and little respect for anyone getting in their way, ibld. 
5. J. H. Springarn, CriticAl &. 9myA of the Seventpenth-Century, 

_ 
London, 1908. pp. 37-48. 
6' Tb1 d. ; Salt, dr±, _Cjt, _p. 

19. 
7: Knox, qc?, =,, p. 257. 
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Obviously any society is made up of classes, and It is true 

that many of the Puritans came from the middle-classes. Whilst 

accepting this, it Is also true that Puritanism attracted aristocrats 

such as Robert Rich, Earl of Warwick 1. It also appealed to the working 

classes 2, Nothing shows this'better than the'Vebster and Dell 

controversy'of the middle seventeenth-century. They represented a 

strong movement'which criticised education, - the 'darling' of the middle- 

class university Puritans. They did this because they were effectively 

barred from the universities. 3 The confrontation was a sharp one, and 

yet'all are,, termed Puritans. Hence we cannot define Puritanism as a 

class struggle, or a single class party. 

During'thIs Period Presbyterianism was by far the most popular 

religious movement among the Puritans. This raises the possibility that 

Presbyterianism can furnish-us with an effective definition of 

Puritanism. 

When looking at the Presbyterian church system we cone closest 

yet to the heart of Puritanism. Nany scholars highlight the group which 

strove for Presbyterian church reform within the established Church. 4 

1. Knox, Q; t,. rdAp - 257. 
2. ThId. 
S. P. Xiller, op-cit.; Education was. the sols'preserve of the upper and 
middle-classes. Hence Samuel Howe wrote that their approach 
scholastical education was wrong, that it was enough to feel the spirit 
of God. See: S. Howe, The Sufficlancia of the Spirits TanchIng Without 
Human LearnIng to be no help to tha Spirituall ýzdarstandina ;f the Vord 

nf God. London, 1653; J. Webster, Tha Saints Quide- London, 1653. 
4. R. B. Knox, 'Puritanism Past and Present'. Scottish Tournal Of 
Theology-. 

- vol. 19.1966. p. 296; J. I. Packer, 'Puritanism as a Movement of 
Revival'. Tha Evangelical Quarterly. vol. 52. Mo. 1 
Jan/Xarch, 1970. p. 330; the latter denied by I. Murray, in 'Who were the 
Puritans? ' Tba nnimpal Xagn7inp- Sept. 91970. passin. 
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Numerically there were more Presbyterian Puritans than any other group, 

but this does not prove that their church system is Puritanism. 

Certainly, Field, Cartwright, Greenwodd, Travers and many others hoped' 

for such a system, and it can be said that, all divergent Puritan groups 

are a consequence of the blocking of this type of church reforn. -I In 

many ways Presbyterianism was the synthesis of this wish for reform of 

the established Church. Within its doctrine, church government and 

Apocalyptical, enthusiasm were synthesised to produce a platform for a 

national Reformed Church. Such a consensus peaked with the production 

of the-VestiminRtar CnnfPRR1nn-in 1644. The political ramifications of 

the Commonwealth led to the doninance of the minority 

Congregationalists, and a religious toleration quite out of step with 

the Presbyterian ecclesiastical polity. This iorked the decline of the 

Presbyterians, made'plain byýthe rejection of'Baxter's Holy 

rnn-mmnwealth, in 1658. If weýassociate Puritanism with'the Presbyterian 

movement, 'this can be seen-as'theýend'of-Puritaniraia. To further 

consider this, we should discuss what it was that propelled'the founders 

of Presbyterianism. 

If we do this we see that it was the exciteennt, drive and 

feeling of Apocalyptical Inmarxence which fired then with a mission to 

prepare for God's Holy Comnonwealtb. The Presbyterian Church Government 

was their attenpt to give shape to these ideas. If we go behind this 

church government, we see a Reformed, spiritual pastoralisn with a 

I. P. Collinson, RlivAbpthan Puritanism. London, 1964. p, 466. 
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strong revivalist impulse. Hence there doesn't seem to be any great 

divIsion between them and the Congregationalists. ' 

The Congregationalists felt the very same drive. Indeed, they 

had no great disdain for-tbe Presbyterian church systen. They simply 

saw it as impossible to have such a far-reaching systen in a fallen 

world. 2 Relying wholly on free-grace, they gathered God's elect in 

Independent churches. They believed in Christ's death supplying 

efficient grace for the elect, and hence saw that the church's validity 

and strength went only so far as the justification of the-nembers of 

each individual congregation. 2 

Like the Presbyterians they had some strong scholastic, or 

ascriptural traits. There was a scholastic conpulsion-to be exact about 

the mysteries of salvation, and God was as times mde too compatible 

with ascriptural, philosophical conceptB. 4 Like the Presbyterians they 

were not averse to bending their theology to political necessity. 0 

However, as far as-defining Puritanism Is concerned, all this is 

interesting but, not central. When we strip away superficial aspects, we 

see the sane Impulse behind both movements. Accordingly the structure 

of Presbyterianism does not adequately define what Puritanism is. 

I. Facker, art-cit. . 3; G. F. IfuttalltThe Holt Spirlt In Puritan Fnith mna 
REparlence. Oxford, 1946. p. g. 
2. Owen, VbrJmJII. p. 147; I. Murray, The Reformation of the Church. 
London, 1965. pp. 285-6. 
S. Owen, Vorks. X. pp. 159-60,164,452. 
4. Boughton, art. cit. p. 90-1, Ein relation to William Ames]. 
5. R. Tudur-Jones, Cnnoregatignmilan In Rugland.. London, 1962. pp. 33-5,45. 
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After.. getting this far in our discussion we can understand 

Knappen's statementt "In strict accuracy there were many Puritan spirits 

but there was no Puritan spirit. * I Whilst agreeing in general, it is 

important that we examine one nore area in order-at least to grasp what 

it was that, united Presbyterians and Congregationalists, as well as 

Baptists, Quakers, Seekers, Ranters and others. We-shall discuss the 

place of 'revival' In Puritanism. 

Presbyterianism and Congregationalisa are sonatines criticised 

for being too subjective. 2 So that their theology can appear to be 

anthropocentric, rather than theocentric. 3 Such developments can be 

seen as the inevitable outcome of systematising the 'spirit' of 

Puritanism. Nuttall and even Christopher Hill have stressed the central 

position of personal, spiritual experience at the heart of Puritanism. 4 

Accordingly we, should view Puritanism as essentially an appeal to the 

conscience. 16, In plain words It was a religious revival, 6 a renewed 

awareness of personal goodness. 7. ,I 

Bearing this In nind we need to consider whether Puritanism 

was that movement in sixteenth and seventeenth-century England which 

sought further reform and renewal within the Established Chruch. If so, 

I. Knappen, QR... rA±. p-339; R. B. Knox, op-clt- p-257- 
2. D. K. McKim, art. cit. pp. 227-232; A. S. P. Woodhouse, Qgxtt., -p. 50; 
Haller, np-clt. p-96- 
3. T Lane, 'The Quest for the Historical Calvin'. Evangelical Quarterly, 

_ 
vol. 55. Yo. 2. April, 1983. p. 101. 
4. Knox, 257. 
5. Vallace, np. cit. pp. 193-41 Breward, op-cit. pp. 10-11. 
6. Packer, art. clt. passim. 
7. Collinson, ap. cit. p. 26; Murray, art. cit. p. 405. 
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we should understand that there, was no radical departure from past 

trends in the movement. Therefore it is understandable that William 

Perkins should draw on Roman Catholic aotharities in his Problema de 

Ro nae Fidef Rmpntltn Cathallclsmo. aud. his Casas nf Conscience. He 

drew on such background material and combined it with Reformed Theology 

to Inspire church-reform. ' Essentially, the Puritans stood out from 

other ninisters because of their, euphasis on a Reformed, Pastoral' 

ministry. 2 : Xen such as Valter Travers and Richard Greenhan were 

revivalists. They were inspired by the idea of God's visible 

sovereigntyj and by the immuence of the Killennium. This inspired them 

to glorify His name3, as much as any sectary. 4 

By 1648 the Established Chruch had been disbanded, and if 

Puritanism was a movement for reform within the Church, it follows that 

it no longer existed. 6, The ideal of a state church, had been rejected by 

Parliament because the Congregationalist party no longer accepted it. 

But we cannot accept that Puritanism no longer existed. It was not 

just a pressure group within the Church. Nuttall explains how the 

I. Breward, art-cit. p. 10; V. Perkins, Vorkr.. London, 1626-1631.5 vols. 
vol. 3. p. 389. 
2. Haller, np. cit. pp. 5,173; Packer, mrt. clt. p. 6. 
3. Breward, art. clt. pp. 10-11. 
4. P. Toon, 'Comments on the Chialism in Puritanism'. lb& Gospel Magazine. 
June, 1970. p. 275. 
5. Knox, ort. cit- assim; P. Toon, 'English Puritanism'. The Gospel 
Xacrxýina. May, 1971. p. 142. 
6. Knox, ar-t. L=-p. 2Q7; Collinson, op. cit. p. 466; Toon, 'English 
PuritanismI. The GosRel Maga2ine. p. 142. 
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Congregationalists, "... left undisturbed the greater part of those Ideas 

and ideals which still as hitherto, they had in conmon. with thelmore 

conservative Puritans from among whom they came. *' Accordingly, even 

though the Established Church was disbanded, the spirit, which probably 

was in fact Puritanism, continued. 

Hence we can see Puritanism as an atttempt to salvage 

individual pastoral cars. This was a trend made all the more obvious by 

the church authority's failure to do this .2 

In defining Anglicanism we are doing so from the 

perspective of the post-Restoration period, more precisely after the 

Great Ejection of 1662. Hence in sketching a brief history and 

discussing its theology, we should bear in mind that we are primarily 

concerned with the history of the High Anglicans and the 

Latitudinarians. 

There is no doubt that at its outset the Anglican church was a 

political creation. 3 Whilst accepting this, it 3must also be seen as 

Protestant with a strong religious motivation. ' The Church 

I. Nuttall, oll-cit. . 9.; A. Kuyper, Tha Work af the Holy Spirit. New 
York, 1900. Iutro., p. xxxiii, xxviii. 
2. McKin, art. cit. p. 221; S. J. Knox, Valter Travers-Paraimn mf VnZIJAJ 
Purltanlsm. -London, 

1962, ch. 2. Cartwright pointed to this, seei T. 
Cartwright, k Reply to Vandsworth, 1574. p. 144. For the 
Anglican ChruchIs failure to deal with pastoral problens see: 
Breward, ap.,. DjL_p. 7. 
3. E. L. H. Taylor, op. cit. p. 465; O. Chadwick, The Reformation. Landon, 1972. 
p. 35; F. J. Shirley, Rinhard Hnnkgr and Canteanrary Politicni IdPAP. 
London, 1949. p. 1; R. Powicke, The Reformation in England. Oxford, 1941. 
p. 27. 
4. Taylor, op. cit. p. 456; New, ap. cit. p. 12; Hillerbrand, ap-cit. p. xiii. 
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was overwhelmingly Calvinist well into the seventeenth-century. The 

Puritans were the strongest representation of this, but there were many 

within the Anglican Church who were Calvinist whilst not being Puritan. 

Vhitgift accepted the Lambeth Articles, which were openly acknowledged 

to be Calvinistic. ' Calvinism further developed under Bancroft and 

Abbot. 2 Such Calvinisn found a stern opponent in the Crown. Initially 

this was with Elizabeth who battled to assert her authority, and 

then with the Stuarts who thought they had an God-given right to the 

powers the Tudors had cunningly acquired. Indeed, it has been suggested 

that it was at the behest of the Crown that Richard Hooker developed his 

Rceleafastical Pallty.,?. His work was seminal, especially if we are to 

understand the position of post-Restoration Anglicans. Hooker provided 

a political, intellectual and religious foundation for an anti-Calvinist 

stance. 4 

One significant point was that Hooker saw Scripture as Just one 

authority amongst others. For him Christianity was a synthesis of 

Scripture, antiquity and reason. He developed a liberal method which 

regarded reason as the ultimate authority in tbeology. 0 In allowing non 

a free ability to use innate reason to judge the merits of theology, 

Hooker undermined the Reformed Doctrine of total depravity. 6 He 

I. H. R. McAdoo, The Splrlt af AnglIcanlam. A Survey nf Analinnn 
Theologleml Mathod in thp Rfkvýntaanth-Cautury- London, 1965. p. 10. 
2.1bid. p. 11. 
3. Colllinson, ap-cit. p. 34; Frere, Histor3c of the Rnalish Ch"rnh. 
London, 1924. p. 39; Shirley, op. clt. p. 33. 
4.1bid! XcAdoo, op. clt. pp. v, 5. 
5. XcAdoo, op. cit. p. 5. 
6. Newt op. cit. p. 25. 
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outlined a communal rationality which largely undernined Calvin's 

emphasis upon free-grace. ' He saw such an ability especially suited in 

the development of Natural Theology. Accordingly he regarded Natural 

Theology as complimenting Special Revelation. 2 Hooker didn't regard man 

as totally depraved, rather as slightly deficient, in a state similar to 

Ignorance. Significantly he saw reason as central to the process of 

salvation, and nuch more than this, it is seminal that he regarded 

'reason' as capable of expressing salvation Is dialectical terms. 3 

Reason became morally important to him, allowing the educated mind to 

approach God. 4 Such a reasonable moralism becane a basis of 

justificationO. thereby allowing man to ascend the order of grace. 6 

Hooker expanded the scope of Natural Theology by placing the 

Church in the realm of nature. One result of this was a dilution of the 

concept of the communion of saints. 7 Grace Was increasingly thought of 

as something linked to devotional acts, and therefore the Reformed 

emphasis upon the Word of God took second place to sacramental grace. 0 

Predestination was also reinterpreted, with a greater emphasis upon the 

Individual being able to contribute to his salvation. " 

1. New, opL, -QJ: L-p. 25. 
2. Richard Hooker, The Vorks nf tha Lan nod anti judInInus Dlvlna. 2 vols. 
Oxford, 1850. I. M. 2-5. 
3.1bld. I. viii. 3. 
4.1bld. viii. 7. 
5.1bld. I. xvi. 5. 
6. Tbld- Ibid. I. ix. 1. 
7.1bld. V. ix. 3; IV. xiv, 4. 
8. Tbld. 
g. Tbld. IV. xiv. 6. 
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Ve should stress that within his work there is a belief in 

God's grace and Justification by faith. '. However, his ideas formed the 

bedrock of a strongly anti-Calvinist movement, "... centred around those 

such as Laud, Andrewes, Chillingworth, Taylor, Hammond, and 

Sanderson... In their writings, as in those of the Cambridge Platonists a 

little later, is to be seen a developing of the method indicated by 

Hooker... they attempted to liberate their thinking by means of rational 

enquiry from the systematised statements of the Reformers.... 02 

In the early seventeenth-century this group was in the 

minority. James I played a crucial role in their development when he 

extended patronage to then because of the support they offered his 

threatened crown .3 Hence Charle I was raised within an Anglican system 

of Divine Right and sacramental devationalism, and so he extended royal 

patronage .4 In fact he became a driving force behind Laud's plans to 

unify the whole nation under his conception of Anglican ecclesiastical 

polity. 0 

Laud denied the Reformed enphasis on Justification by faith. 

He preferred the idea of receiving grace through the elements of the 

sacrament. Added to this was a great respect for reason as a means of 

uncovering aspects of God's being. 0 Like Hooker he saw 

1.7bld. I. xi. 6; I, xi. 5. 
2. McAdoo, Qp,. ai±, A-p. 12. 
3. P. Velsby, Lancelot Indrewe , 1555-1636. London, 1958. p. 169. 
4.0. E. Cragg, FrAedgm and Authorlty: A Study of Rnwllgh Thought in thp 
Rarly Seventeenth Century. -Philadelphia, 

1975. p. 107. 
5. C. Russell. Eed], The Orfiring nf thga English Civll War. London, 1973. 
p. 132. 
6. W. ScottA J. Bliss, Eeds], The Vorks of ... LaudA-7, vols. Oxford, 1847- 
60. vol. 2. pp. 71-2. 
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rational thought as God's handmaiden, ranking lower than faith, but a 

holy attribute nonetheless. ' Whilst his theology is important, it is 

for his patronage that he is significant. We need to consider others 

who were attempting to develop a distinctly Anglican theology. 

Thomas Jackson continued the anti-Calvinist movement with his 

emphasis upon man possessing a free-will. 2 Robert Selford took this a 

step further and concluded that man could fulfill God's laws. 0 

Accordingly we can see that conceptions of grace were becoming 

increaingly moralistic, with Natural Theology ranking alongside 

Scripture. 4 All these strands were pulled together by William 

Chillingworth, Laud's god-son. 0 His work, The Rellir1nn nf Prntj-_rtmnt 

A safA way to Salyntlon. (16381 is a key statement of pre-Restoration 

Anglicanism. He produced a detatched, sceptical, rational and 

undogmatic view of faith. 6 Stressing Natural Theology, he only 

curtailed it slightly when it clashed with Scripture. Also, without 

foregoing the final assurance of faith, he proposed to set nan's mind 

1.1few, ay. cit. P-11. 
2. T. -Jackson, lorks. 12 vols. Oxford, 1844. vol. 2. pp. 198,318. 
T. Jacinson, [1579-16401. Anglican theologian. Educated in Cambridge. 
Was promoted under Laud, and became a very influential Anglican 
theologian. see: F. L. Cross, led], Thp nxfmrd Dlctlnnary of the 
rhrlntlnn Church., London, 1957. p. 708. 
3. R. Selford, Flve Plaus and Lpmrnad Discourses. Cambridge, 1635. pp. 58- 
60. 
4. C. F. Allison, Tha Rise of Mnrailan! The ProclAmatinn nf the r-nRppl 
Frn-m Hnnkar to Baxter. London, 1966. pp. 47-8. 
5. V. Cblilingm2rth, [1602-16441. Anglican divine. Fellow of Trinity 
Oxford. Converted to R. C. church in 1630, went to Douai. 1631 declared 
himself a Protestant. wOu the plea that, 'the Bible only is the 

religion of Protestants', he defended the rights of reason and free 

enquiry Into doctrinal matters, and denied that any Church has the gift 
of infallibity. " Cross. np. cit. p. 272. 
G. Halleroop-clt. p. 245. 
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free from the 'tyranny of dogma'. It was by-watering down what many saw 

as essential that he laid the basis for toleration. ' We can see his 

conception of toleration as a rejection of the Reformed emphasis on the 

Vord of God as articulated in Scripture and dogma. "Take away this 

persecuting. burning, cursing, damning of men for not subscribing to the 

word of men, for the words of God require of Christians, only to believe 

Christ, and to call no man master-let those leave claiming infallibity 

that have no title to it... "2 

Up to this point we have looked at the influence of man such 

as Hooker, Laud and Chillingworth, but it is important to be aware that 

none of these controlled Anglicauism in the same way that the work of 

Baxter influenced the Presbyterians. McAdoo furnishes us with an 

explanation for this, "Anglicanism is not a theological system and there 

Is no writer whose work Is an essential part of It either in respect of 

content or with regard to theýform of its self-expression. *3 Accepting 

this we should also be aware of the work of men such as Jeremy Taylor 

[1613-671. His great contribution is sunned up in his Haly 

MvIng. 16503, and Holy Dying,, 116511, they "... are characteristic 

expressions of Anglican spirituality in their balanced sobriety and 

their insistence on a well-ordered piety which stresses temperence and 

moderation in all things. "Henry Hammond, (1605-16601, 

I. W. Chillingworth, Ransonable ballef... London, 1638. Preface. 
2. H. D. M. Spence, The Church nf Rnaland... 4 vols. London, 1898. vol. 4 
p. 84. 
3. McAdoo, r)p. cit. Pref. p. v. 
4. Cross, op. clt. p. 1325. 
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opposed Calvinism's emphasis on predestination, and emphasised the 

Importance of "... & high standard of personal devotion and discipline 

bordering on asceticism. "' The influence of John Hales E1584-16561 

should be highlighted. In works such as his Sch1sm and 

SchIsmatIcs. [16361, he emphasised a broad church and the love of God .2 

He firmly denounced what he saw as the logical development-of dogma in 

Calvinism, "It shall well bebefit our Christian modesty to participate 

somewhat of the sceptic... till ... the remainder of our knowledge be 

supplied by Christ. 03 The list could be extended, but the most 

significant point for us to be aware of is that in the years leading up 

to the Restorations two distinct groups within Anglicanism were 

emerging. Broadly speaking one was 'High', wherein we find the 

influence of men such as Laud, Lancelot Andrewes [1555-16261, Jeremy 

Taylor and John Hales. They laid great store by the 'church visible' 

and sacramental grace, along with a veneration of antiquity and 

spiritual reason. In the pas-Restoration period they were represented 

most effectively by Edward Stillingfleet'(1635-16991. The other group 

is termed 'Latitudinarian', which can be seen as relying heavily an the 

work of Chillingworth. Isaac Barrow E1630-16773. is also referred to as 

a proto-Latitudinarian. He especially emphasised the Importance of 

mathematics and counted Newton among his students. 4 Post-Restoration 

I. KcAdoo, op-elt. p. 12; Cross, ap-cit-p-606- 
2. Cross, op-elt. p-603. 
3.3. Pearson, Tha anidan Rammlns of the Rvar Memnrahl-sh Mr John Hales&- 
London. 1659. p. 31. 
4. Cross, ou-cit. p. 134. 
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Anglicans such as Simon Patrick [1625-17071, extended this by 

synthesising Anglican liturgy with what we would term Natural Theology. 

The same could be said of John Tillotson 11630-16941. 

"A nane applied to those Calvinists who 

held the view that, In the divine decrees, the predestination of sone to 

eternal life and of others to eternal death was antecedent to the 

creation and the fall: opposite to Infralapsarian. " [The Shorter Oxfnrd 

anar-v] . 

"Of or pertaining to a covenant, conpact 

or treaty... pertaining to the Covenant of Yorks or Covenant of 

Grace.... Federal Theology: the system based on the doctrine of covenants 

made by God with Adam as representative of mankind, and with Christ as 

representing the Church. " ETha Shorter Qxford Dictlonary. 1 The basis Of 

Federalism is that Christ redeems the 'chosen' as the Second Adam. 

Christ is head of the 'chosen', just as Adam is head of all mankind. 

God had made a covenant with Adam. Adam breached this by sinning, 

thereby plunging the whole of mankind into disobedience and Inability to 

fulfil the first Covenant of Yorks. In Christ the covenant was renewed 

as a Covenant of Grace rather than works. "The operative principle is 

the same in both cases; by virtue of our union with Adam, he being our 
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representative and head, we are constituted sinners; by virtue of our 

union with Christ we are constituted righteous. "' 

1. B. Xilne, rnmw tha Truth. I. V. P. 1983. pp. 105-8. 
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In the previous chapter we discussed the nature of Natural 

Theology, highlighting some of the problems Involved, such as 

ascipturality. Bearing, this in mind it would be surprising if the 

Puritans- who were dedicated to the prinacy of Scripture- used Natural 

Theology to any great extent. - If they did use Natural Theology this 

would have important implications in our view of them. -The possible 

development of an epistemology will be-crucial in our discussion. 

Although we are mostly concerned with post-Resotoration 

Puritanism, any discussion must take the previous eighty years into 

account. This is easily explained when we, bear in mind that many of the 

major Puritans lived before and after the Restoration. It is also 

necessary that we look at the early years of the movement. 

It must be underlined that every issue we-touch upon will be 

linked to Natural Theology. Naturally we have to be selective. 

Puritanism covers a huge field, and it will be inevitable that we will 

have to avoid certain areas because they are irrelevant to our 

discussion. 
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We don't really know what put the fire 

into the magnificent Puritan movement. Some scholars see the root cause 

as 'pastoralism'; explained as a number of-nen, mostly inside the 

Established Church, who felt. impelled, to--3ninister to the individual, and 

who thus saw a lack of personally relevant religion, or casuistry within 

the Established Church. ' If we read the sermons of Richard Greenhan 

[1535-15943,2 we can see the development of this warm, relevant. faith, 

which scholars have termed 'pastoralism'. The basis of such an approach 

was Biblical and pusposefully non-scholastical. -; 3 However, whilst 

Puritans such as Greenham and Browne E1550-16331 might insist that, 

".., the word of God doth expressly set down all necessary and general 

rules of the arts and of learning... "s nost Puritans didmot practice 

this., A cursory emnination reveals that most of these early-Turitans 

were scholars, O who might well have been forced into a popular 

pastoralism because of the contemporary fall off in church Jobs because 

of the dissolution of the monasteries. 6 This may be why 

1. Haller, ap, _ai±,., _p. 
15; I. Breward, 'William Perkins and the Origins of 

Reformed Casuistry'. The Evangelical Quarterly. vol. 40. No. l. 
Jan/March, 1968. pp. 10-11. 
2. R. Greanham, Like many Puritans he went to Canbridge. A moderate 
Puritan, he "... more concerned for the substance of religion and for the 
co-operation of all the religious men within the church... " D. N. B. IV. 
p. 520. 
3. Greenham complained of sermons, "Glassie, bright and brittle... so cold 
and so humane, that the simple preaching doth greatly decay. " R. 
Greenhan, Vorks. London, 1612. pp. 291,2941 Haller, op. cit. p. 26. 
4. Haller, ap. cit. pp. 131-2. 
5.1bld. p. 85; Knappen, np-cit. p. 341; Miller, op-elt. p. 67; O. X. 
Griffiths, Religion and T-Parnlng.,. Cambridge, 1935. pp. 17,54-67. 
O. Knappen, op. clt. p. 353; Haller, op. clt. pp. 128-9; M. XcGiffert, 'God's 
Controversy with Jacobean England'. The American HigRtgrical Review 
vol. 88. pp-1151-2. 
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there can be such a sharp divide between the scholasticism of-their 

studies, and the pastoralism of their sermons. William Perkins endorsed 

this approach when he advised preachers to, "... note that 'Artis etiam 

celare arten'; it is the point of art'to-conceal art. wl They key point 

Is that from the earliest times Puritanism laid a great emphasis on 

scholasticism. So much so that-at times it seened more important that 

the pastoralism. 

As a result of the necessity to court popular support, -and the 

undoubted evangelistic zeal of men such as Greenham, the Puritans' 

ministry tended to be comparatively simplistic and inward looking. 2 

This methodical self-examination married very well with the Puritan's 

academic leanings. As Just one example, Breward tells us that their use 

of Roman Catholic casuist literature led to then being directly 

influenced'by the huge tradition of Roman scholasticism. 3 However, the 

crucial point for us is that the Puritans took scholasticism to the very 

heart of their pastoralism. In doing this the tendency was to equate 

scholastic values with grace, thereby providing an ascriptural base for 

their epistemology. Such a combination of pastoralism and scholasticism 

meant that'soteriology was increasingly expressed as law and science. 4 

It was for this reason that the seminal William Perkins charted an exact 

1. Hal 1 er, up. cIt-- pp. 131-2. 
2. W. Perkins, Armilla A"rea. Canbridge, 1592. pp-70-91 H. Davies, Vorship 
And Thgaglogy in-England from Andrewes to Baxter and Foxe. 1603-90. 
Princeton, New Jersey, 1975. pp. 131-2. 
3. Breward, mrt. clt. p. 12. 
Cffaller, np. cit. p. 129. 
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table of salvation In bis, Armilla Aurea. This allowed any intelligent 

man to plot his progress towards heaven or hell. ' 

If we look at ThonaB Hooker's 11586-16521 

PreparatInn for Chrigt, E16321, we see that a pastoral emphasis upon a 

very personal faith continued into the next generation. 2 But for all 

this it is accepted that scholasticism had become entrenched in their 

attitude .3 This certainly doesn't-mean that Owen or Baxter's work was 

devoid of pastoralism, 4 it simply means that pastoralism was no longer 

the driving force. An evangelical, personal faith, gave way to a more 

rigid Federalism, which can be seen as a subjective scholasticism. 6 

Whilst accepting this, we must note that any decline in 

pastoralisn was masked by nilleunial or apocalyptical excitement-being 

an awareness of England fulfilling the will of God in the last years 

through the second coming of Christ. Milleunialis3i became one way of 

overconing those aspects of scholasticism which Jarred with contemporary 

faith. '-- Millennialism, itself has been interpreted as a scholastical 

interpretation of Scripture. 7 Whether or not this is the case, 

IL. Haller, op-cit. p. 92. 
2. Thnimr, Hooker. Went to Oxford where he came under Perkins' influence. 
A contemporary of John Cotton, and Thomas Goodwin. As a minister be was 
particularly caught up with the theme of pastoral preparation for 
Christ. Forced to flee to America by Laud. See: T. Hooker, The Soul's 
Prpparatinn for Christ. Londoa, 1632. p. 190. 
3. H. Davies, ap-cit. pp. 269-70. 
4. P. Toon, Qndls Stmtprnnn. The NfA and Vork of John Owen. Paternoster 
Press. 1971. p. 17; V. Lamont, Rinhard Baxter and the Millennium- 
Prntestant I=erimligm and thp RnIllsh Revolution. London. 1979. p. 134. 
5. Knox, art. elt. p. 301. 
6. McKin, art. cit. pp. 217-8. 
7. jhjgj, p. 223; E. L. Tuveson. Millentum and Utopim, 

_Berkeley, 
1949. pp. 25-6. 
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wIt gave God his glory, man his place, events their meaning- England its 

due. "' Vith an, assurance that God was guiding England to the 

Apocalypse, it is hardly surprising that. tbe acadenic Puritans were able 

to combine their scholastic philosophy of history with-an emotional view 

of the times they lived in. 2 

Ve have already seen that Puritan 

scholasticism contained Natural Theology, and also that this would 

probably draw in aspects of scholasticism. Now we need to examine 

possible sources of this scholasticism. As usual when discussing the 

Puritans we must start with the Reformers. 

Whilst Puritans such as Perkins drew fron the Fathers and the 

Xedieval SchoolmeO, it was upon the Reformers that the 

I. P. Gay, A Ings of Xasteqj, Puritan Historians in r-alaninl_Amrica. 
Berkeley, 1966. pp. 9-10. 
2. J. V. Allen, A History of PoliticAl Thnught In the Sixteantb Cantury. 
New York, 1961. pp. 217-8; H. Davies, op. cit. p. 272; Lamont, nR. cit. p. 176; 
Owen, Worka, VIII. p. 453; R. Baxter, A rbriRt4an Dirpetnry-, London, 1673. 
p. 736. It Is significant that Thomas Goodwin saw the failure of the 
Commonwealth as God's breaking of an agreement, see: Baxter, Vorks. II. 
p. xxxvii; A. S. P. Woodhouse, Eed], Puritanism and Liberty Chicago, 1965. 
p. 50. 
3. Villiale Perklu&J1558-16021. Like so many other Puritans he went to 
and taught in Cambridge. Like Cartwright and Walter Travers he must be 
placed at the very forefront of those who formed this movement. He was 
influenced by Laurence Chadertan. Famed most as a theological writer, 
especially with his Auran ArmIlla. see: D. N. B. XV. p. 829; the Puritans 
used patristic sources in the study, but riot so imich in the pulpit, see: 
Perkins, Vnrkq. 1631. vol. 2. p. 644; Baxter, Yorks. ondon, 1707. 
vol. 4. p. 428. 
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bedrock of their theology lies. 11n recognising their dependence, we also 

need to be aware that by the seventeenth century glaring differences 

existed .2 Such differences should not be viewed as a basic 

disagreement, but rather as a consequence of dealing with problems which 

the Reformers did not solve. 3 Vhilst this is not a study of Luther and 

Calvin, it Is probably fair to say that they were far nore concerned 

with outlining a soteriology rather than an epistemology. As we have 

seen the Puritans were concerned with constructing a stable 

epistenology, this is probably one of the nost important differences 

between the Puritans and the Reformers. 4 Perry Xiller tells us that in 

striving to construct an epistemology. ' the Puritans were continuing the 

pre-Reformed tradition of SChOlaStiCiBn, and that the Puritan movement 

was therefore an attempt to stabilise knowledge. 16 "AllýPuritans were 

once more confident of what the fifteenth century had brought into 

question, that natural and revealed religion agreed, that belief and an 

adequate degree of understanding could be reconciled 

together... Protestantism was a revolt against medieval thought, but only 

on a limited number of particulars; otherwise it was the same thought 

once more stabilised. "O 

If we agree with S. B. Ferguson that Puritanism was largely a 

mixture of Reformed Theology and scholasticism, it does not follow 

I. Breward, art. elt. p. 12; Perkins was aware of the dangers of the 
scboolnen for the Puritans, hence he wrote, EMblamm de RnTmAirimp 

Fidel..., London, 1596. 
2. Bass, qp, -ýp. 

55. 
3. Xiller, op. cit. p. 55. 
4. TbId. 
5. Tbid. p. 102. 
6. Tbld. 
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that their Natural Theology came from scholasticism alone. Ve have 

already seen a scholatical ambiguity in Calvin's work, and while it is 

possible to give Calvin the benefit of the'doubt, Ahis, is not true of 

some of his contemporaries such as'Nelancthon', or of the Calvinists who 

followed Calvin. 2 From our point of view it is'significant that these 

men had no qualms about developing Calvin's occasional view of God as-a 

philosophical constant, or'MOBt importantly Calvin's, Reforned philosophy 

ofýhistory. 3 

For us to understand the significance of a philosophy of " 

history for Calvin, it is more useful for us to look at his education 

rather than his faith. Calvin was influenced by the Florentine 

Platonists., and hence by their view of-God. 4 No doubt this is why he 

saw Plato'as the best of philosophers. 6 Although Calvin limited the 

importance of Neoplatonism by stressing that the best it can, do is to 

conceive of an impersonal god, there is no doubt that in his work we 

occasionally come across an embrionic synthesis of a philosophical 

I. Plattoop-cit. pp-11ff- 
2. Tbid. pp. 35,45,51,261; For ambiguity in Calvin's stance see: 30,35. 

&B. B. Varfieldor-alvin and Calvinlam. New York, 1931. pp. 29-130,133-85; 

S Jackson-Case, Tha Christlan Ph4lnRnphy of History. Chicago, 1943. 

p. 144; R. G. Collingwood, The Ida& of kfgtory. Oxford, 1937. pp. 40-42; 

C. A. Patrides, 'The Grand Design of God; The Literary Form of the 

Christian View of History. ' Thp Ranner nf Truth&-Issue, 17. Oct. 1959. 

p. 13. 
4. C. Partee, 'The Soul in Plato, Platonism and Calvin'. The Scottish 

Journal nf Theology, 
- vol. 22.1969. p-294- It Is interesting that the 

Cambridge Platonists drew from the same source. 
5. G. J. Postema, 'Calvin's Alleged Rejection of Natural Theology'. Jb& 

. qnntt1s'h JnurnAl nf Thpnlogry, 
-vol. 

24. p. 431; Platt, op. cit. p. 30; 

Xiller, op. clt-p. 234. 
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ground motive and biblical providence. This formed a philosophy of. 

history, which in fairness, was only part of Calvin's soteriology., 

However, for his followers such as Beza, the Reformed philosophy of 

history was developed into a predestination centred soterialogy. 1 This 

in turn would form a central part of Puritan epistemology. 

Heoplatonsim is almost an impossible philosophy to work into a 

sense-perception epistemology. Calvin's contemporaries and followers 

overcame this by drawing upon Aristotelianism. This is probably the 

main reason why Calvin's partially developed philosophy of history was 

expanded into a tremendously encompassing doctrine of predestination. 2 

Dewey Wallce shows us that this method was scholastical because it 

relies on ascriptural logic and metaphysics, and therefore treated 

soteriology as part of a unified and rational epistemology. 3 If this is 

the major part of Puritanism's scholastical heritage, it seems obvious 

that Puritanism could never have remained the 'simple', evangelical 

movement of the pastoralists. 4 

As Cbristians, Calvin's contemporaries and immediate followers 

knew their faith to be correct, but the premium at which they set 

Natural Theology, neant that they wished to stabillse Christinaity 

within 'established knowledge'. This neaut that Reforned faith 

I. Bass, np. clt- p. 12; The Evanicelical Quarterly. vol. 40. pp. 97,105. 
2. Calvin was hostile to Aristotellanisn, see: Wendel, n,. rýp. 264; J. P. 
Donnelly, Calvinsm and Scholast1clan in Vermiell's doctrine nf Man and 
Grace. Leiden, 1976. p. 207. Peter Martyr, Jerome Zanchi, and Theodore 
Beza were all Aristotelians, see: J. P. Donnelly, 'Italian Influences on 
the Development of the Calvinistic Scholasticism. ' Sixteenth Century 
Journal. 7.1976. pp. 81-101. 
&Wallace, ap. cit. p. 56. 
4. P. Niller, Rrrand intm thp V11dernags. Xassachusettes, 1958. pp. 66- 
7,95-113. 
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was set within the Roman Catholic tradition', but most importantly it 

took then straight to the Medieval-Schoolmen. 2 We have already seen that 

the Puritans were mostly educated"nent and so they were caught in this 

trend. Hence we see that Villiam Ames [1576-16333, was heavily 

influenced by the established scholastical works'. -3 "Ames' philosophical 

orientation, grounded in'the Ramisn of Perkins, Richardson and George 

Downame,: and also influenced by Johan Heinrich Alsted (1588-16381 and 

Bartolanaus Keckermann 11517-16091, two Germanic scholars who as 

"Systematics" combined Ramism with certain aspects of Aristotelian 

philosophy. "4 So that we can-view Ames' Nadu=j and r-spe of Consclence 

as syntheses of pastoralism and scholasticism. 6 The, great John Owen 

(1616-16831 criticised-Roman Catholic scholars who spun endless 

philosophical distinctions from a single Christian truth. 6 

I. Breward. np-cit- p. 12. 
2. Tbid. 
3. Villinim A-s*- Vent to Cambridge where his tutor was Perkins. He was a 
Puritan divine and casuist. *In the opinion of his-contemporaries his 

genius Was better adapted for the professor's chair than for the 
pulpit. " Because of reactions from the establishment be had to spend 
=ch of his tine abroad. see: D. N. B. I. pp. 355-7. 
4. Boughtantart-cit. p-90. 
5. W. V. Bass, Platonic InfluannAm nn Saventeanth Century Engllsh Puritan 
ThAnlogy. As Expressed in thp Th1nking of John Owen. RlAard Baxter and 
John H; we. Ph. D-thesis. 1958. p. 62; Miller, ffew Rnaalnd Mind. pp. 106-7. 
Therefore T. Goodwin refers to Keckermann's System Theoloz. see: Workn. 
IX. P. M. 
6. ()wen, Varkr.. II. p. 379. John Owen. ford man who was a very capable 
student. After initial Presbyterian leanings he became aý 
Congregationalist. Cane to the fore in the Civil War. 1652 mader Vice- 
Chancellor of Oxford, where he maintained high academic standards. He 

was a moving force for the Savoy Conference of 1658, at which the 

cornerstones of the Congregationlist faith were laid. Offered a 
bishopric in 1664, but refused. He only ever really considered 
compromise with Richard Baxter. Owen must be regarded as a great 
theologian. D. N. E. XIV. pp. 1318-1320. 
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In no uncertain terms he often referred to all natural, learning as weak, 

as In his 1656 sermon before Parliament, OndIR Vorks Founding Zlon. 

a ... the schoolmen brought ... Aristotle*s philosophy into church divinity; 

I cannot but think It bad been well If they had never done it. "' But 

despite such statements, Owen drew on all the schoolmen, "Thomas 

Aquinas, Anseln, and Duns Scotus were those in whom his acute intellect 

found high exercise and real delight, and rejoiced in whetting and 

exercising it on them its dialectic powers, until he could rival In 

subtle and shadowy distinctions those ghostly schoolmen... 02 He could do 

this partly because of his education, but most of all because 

scholasticism had been taken to the very heart of the Puritan faith. We 

have seen that this was done in an attempt to resolve everything to an 

epistemology, and that this in turn meant that everything was measured 

against reason. It is significant that we have already touched upon a 

central but ambiguous role for reason in Calvin's theology, we should 

view the Puritans as In a trend of developing this theme, of j 

straightening out theýambiguities. So that J. McCash tells us, 0 Their 

profound views of human-reason... enabled them to construct a theology in 

some measure corresponding to the profundity of Scripture. "; 3 

I. Owen. Varks. VIII. p. 412; he talks similarly of Platonism, see: XIV. 
p. 60. 
2. A Thompson, 'Life of Dr Owen', in The Vorks of-jahn Owen. D. D. V. H. 
Goold, Eed]. Edinburgh, 1862, p. xxv. Quoted In Bass, op. cit. pp. 93-4; 
0wen. Works-1V. pp. 87,93.97,99-100. 
3. J. McCasb, Eed], Vorks of Staphan Charnnck. London, 1864. p. xiviii. 
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Even amongst the earliest Puritans we see a central role for reason, and 

such a trend became even more overt in the 1650's, as we see in the work 

of John Howe, " ... Ewithl ... reason as itself the source of truth, the 

container and giver of Ideas through inward intuition or 

recollection-reason as a principle of action, a power or faculty by 

which truth was discovered in the seUBibles... "' 

Puritan epistemology grew out of a faith in the ability of 

reason to-construct a Natural Theology. For then there'was no facet of 

God, man or the world which was beyond reason. Therefore it was not 

enough for them to accept'the fact that Christ died on the cross, they 

sought to express it through, contenporary science. 2 We should recognise 

the beginnings of science as we know it in this. For with the Puritans 

we see an eagerness to set all knowledge in an ordered system. Hence 

for then reason pointed to Christ, and Christ to reason. Part and 

parcel of this dependence an reason was their development of Calvin's 

doctrine of history. Using reason, they developed this with little 

caution, so that supralapsarian, double-predestination became a strong 

intellectual force within the movement. We might well wonder why these 

faithful, compassionate man could live by their evangeliam, whilst 

formulating a supralapsarian, doctrine of predestination which almost 

I. Miller, New England Mind. p. 190; John Have-E1630-17051. Influenced by 

the Cambridge Platonists. Philosophically he was the most able of the 

Puritans. He lacked some of their zeal, and wasn't much interested in 

Federal Theology. Worked for ecumenism. He didn't get on well with the 

Cromwells. Ejected 1662. Suffered persecution. . 
Welcomed William to 

the throne on 1687. Toleration cane in 1689. Unlucky enough to give a 

certificate of genuineness to the postumous works of Tobias Crisp, which 

some saw as an endarsenent of antinomianism. See: D. T. R. X. pp. 85-7. 

2. Perkins, VorkR. p. 29. His description is taken from Columbus' Anntnmp 

Cnrporin Humanl- Venice. 1589. 
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drove John Cotton, E1584-16523, to Antinamianism. 1 The answer night well 

lie in their reliance-ou'reason. This asserted the philosophical 

necessity that God should be an unchanging ideall and thus if salvation 

lies with God, It is reasonable that the decision is infinite, and so 

not connected with actions within finite time, or with temporal 

creatures. 2 So we see that already in the early seventeenth century 

divinity was becoming the handmaid of reason. 2 This is why being 

educated was put at such a premium. It is said that John Owen told 

Charles II that he would have given up all-his academic abilities for 

the evangelistic zeal of John Bunyan. Ve should balance this against 

Owen's deep resentment when people tried to break away from a 

scholastical view of God. In his A Brief Declaration nnd Vindicatinn nf 

tha Doctrine nf the TrInItyj London. 16691, Owen emphasised that 

without scholastical terms; men would become bruteB. 4 His 

Animdygralans. 16621, was written to, oppose those Catholics who-argued 

that reason is useless, and that men should surrender,, blindly, to God. 0 

l. inihn Cattem. leading clergyman of New England's first generation. A 
leader In civil and religious affairs, and a most persuasive writer on 
the theory and practice of Congregationalism. This man was extremely 
influential, and breathed fire into Federal Theology. See: The McG&rw-- 
Hill Encyclopedia nf Vorld Hingraphy. 111.1973. 
2. XcKin, art-cit- pp. 217ff; Perkins, Vorks, 3 vols, 1626. II. p. 605; G. E. 
Duffield. led], Jnhn CalviiL- containing Basil Hall's, 'Calvin against the 
Calvinists'. Grand Rapids, 1968. pp. 13-37. 
3. H. Davies, op. cit. p. 412. In this way the reasonable, good god of the 
Puritans, 0 ... is the good god of Plato and not the arbitrary God of the 
Calvinistic decrees... 0 See: F. J. Powicke, The Cambridoe Platonistq. 
Xass., pp. 33-6; Niller, Tha Now England X1nd. p. 195. 
4. Owen, Vorks, II. pp. 378-9. 
5. Xiller, New England Mind. pp. 70-1. 
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The Antinonians, Ronan Catholic Fideists, along with Webster and Dell, 

were all seen as opponents, to the, concept of God as perfect reason. 

They were denounced-by the Presbyterians and Congregationalists for 

doing this. ' Along with Owen's AnImmdverjmInn_-_.,, BaxterIs The Judgrenent 

of the Mon-Conformimtm, can be seen as an archetypal Puritan apology for 

the scholastical view of reason's role in religion, along with its 

ability to synthesise all knowledge., 

This would explain why Puritan education never came to te ms 

with their faith, For whilst 'reason' became the-great standard in 

their thought, there is no doubting, that at heart Puritanism, like 

Scripture, Is 'unreasonable'. E1 Cor. I vs 201. It seems incredible 

that men who quoted Scripture and damned the philosophers, weaned their 

students on ascriptural, heathen authors. 2 This probably shows their 

twin loyalties, one to a Biblical faith, the other to a scholatical 

Natural Theology. 3 Hence-it is important to see Puritan theology as a 

conflicting mixture of Scripture and scholasticism. as an attenpt to 

synthesise mutually contradictory grounds of knowledge. Kaybe this is 

why some claim that John Owen produced a flawed theology., ' 

Such a duality was further conplicated by the conplex nature 

of-their scholasticism. It is rare to find a-Puritan such as Charles 

I. T. Goodwin criticised Arminianisn's unreasonableness in its stress an 
the universal efficacy of the atonement. See: Works, IX. p. 91; also, 
Owen, Works. pp. 223-4. 
2. Knappen, np-cit. p. 473; P. Toon, 'John Owen on Education. ' The Gospel 
MagnzIng. June, 1971. pp. 184,188. 
3. Therefore Puritans tended to be leaders in both fields. See: D. 
Vallace, aR. cft- p. 159; R. S. Vestfall. Science and roigrign in 
Saventeanth-Cantury Rnaland. -Nichigan, 

1973. pp-141-2. 
4. Charnock, Vorks. I. p. xliv. 
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Xorton who was a consistent Aristotelian', or Theophilus Gale who was a 

committed Neoplatonist. 2 Most used a synthesis of Aristotelianism and 

leoplatonism, and for this they turned to Petrus Ranus. Ramus radically 

transformed established philosophy In in that he saw logic as an art for 

disciplining man's natural intellect, rather than as a-science of proof. 

Xost significantly he insisted that truth should be internalised. 3 

Ramisn became a central part of Puritan scholasticisn, ansd it 

can be said to have doninated their thought throughout. 4 It is true 

that John Owen was not a strong'Ranist, but we should realise that he 

was a great enough scholar not to need the support of Ramus''thought. 6' 

Villian Ames was one of the most complete Ramists. For hin it meant the 

integration of physics and metaphysics, a stabilisation of his faith 

within an all-eUCDnpassing epistemology. 6 

From what we have already looked at we'can Bee that by the 

generation of Preston, E1587-1628]7, and Owen, scholasticism was 

becoming a driving force within their theology. By this time they were 

I. Bass, op-clt-p-69- 
2. Tudur-Jones, op-cit. . 88. 
&Knappen, ap-cit- p. 475; Bass, op. cft. p. 198. 
4. Miller, Orthodozy In RassachuApttes. 1933. pp. 107,111; Xiller and 
Johnson's, The Puritans. New York, 1938. p. 291; Bass, op. cft. pp. 68-9; 
Toon, Hvpar-Qa1vinR1n- pp. 24-5. 
5. Bass, np. clt. p. 94; although Ramism is present in his early work, see: 
Vorks. X. p. 10. 
6. W. Anes, Tha Xarrow of the Seed---London, 1642. p. 227; Toon, op-cit. 
p. 25; Miller, The Mew England Mind&_ pp-161-2; Boughton, art. cit. pp. 90-1; 
Y. Jnbn PrestanSambridge man. Influenced by John Cotton, after Preston 
had given himself to the studying of scholastic divinity. "It is clear 
that his heart was set on the propagation of Calvinistic theology. " 
D. N. B. XX. p. 308. 
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looking at the Bible as science and law. ' This in turn married well with 

their emphasis on placing all aspects of their faith within an 

epistemology of reason. These factors were combined with Calvin's 

doctrine of history to produce the great Puritan doctrine of Theological 

Federalism, a supreme theory of individualistic, historic determiniSM. 2 

In essence this scholasticism was dominated by reason and 

empiricism. The Puritans didn't like the Neoplatonic tendency to 

dismiss the individual, or the Artistotelian tendency to see man as 

simply part of the whole. For then it was important that all knowledge 

should be resolved to the individual, so that each man became the centre 

of creation. with all creation set In nicrocosm within each man. 

Somehow men such as Baxter and Owen managed to limit the 

scholasticism, but with the Restoration, scholasticism became 

increasingly dominant-3 By this time pastoralism had certainly 

declined4, and theology was increaingly absorbed Into their scholastic 

epistemology. In short, during the Restoration period God was on trial, 

and His judge was anthropocentric Natural Theology. 

J.. Haller, cqj, -gj±, p. 70; Bass, aprjýtpp. 69-71; The Vent-minster COnfassion. 
has been seen as a thoroughgoing philosophy. Sees Robinson. art-cit. 
pp. 36-9; Bass, np. cit. . 94; Owen, Vorks. XIII. p. 340. pp. 412-3. 
2. Haller, np. cit. -pp. 

83,84,90-2. 
3. Tudur-JDnes, np. cft- p. 88; J. W. Ashley-Smith, Thp Rlrth nf Modern 
Education. London, 1954. pp. 31-2; Bass, ap. cit- pp. 36-8. 

4.. Bass, nq-cIt. p. 33; E. Cassirer, Tha Platonic Renaissance in England. 
Austin, 1953. p. 68. For an outline of a developing scholasticism see: 
D. K. McKim, 'John Owen's Doctrine of Scripture in Historical 
Perspective. ' The Evangelical Quarterly. Issue. 4. Vol. 45. Oct/Dec, 1973. 
pp. 197ff. 
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Ve have seen that whilst 

the doctrine of predestination was part of calvin's soteriology, it was 

steadily developed Into a rigid and all-encompassing philosophy by his 

successors. ' We must viewthe Puritans as part of this process, for if 

we look at their earliest work, we see the likes of Perkins expressing 

pastoralism through this scholastic doctrine of history. The result was 

an ethical syste*2, regulated by dialectical covenant theology, in terns 

calculated to appeal to the populace. 0 

At this stage the concepion of God began to be expressed in 

philosophical terms. Puritans such as Perkins avoided doing this with 

little BUCCeBB. 4 One of the most important conBequenceB of this was the 

decreasing emphasis they laid on the Trinity as We Bee in the work of 

Perkins and Richard Sibbes. 8 

The next generation relied even more on systematic, 

scholastical Federalism. They Bought to relate all to an omnipotent God 

and an impotent man. 16 Covenantism took up a central place within'their 

epistemology, so that regeneration Was set in tandem with nature and 

1. Bass, gj6-Cit, -P- 
13 so ý A. C. McGif f ert, Protestant thought baf ore Kant.. New 

York, 1949. p. 76; T. Lane, art. clt. -pp. 
97-9; Toon, Hyper-Calvinle-ze. p. 13. 

2. Breward, art-elt. p. 20. 
3. Haller, op. cit. -pp. 

84-93,130,135. 
4. Breward, art. clt. p. 20. 
5. Breward, np. cit. pp. 178,183-4,250; shows how Christ is a tool in the 

Father's plan; R. Sibbes, Tha Vorks of Richard Slbbes. D. D.,, with general 

preface by J. C. Killer, D. D. Loudon, 1865.7 vols. vol. I. p. 42. 
6. Miller, QpsJ: L, 

-p. 
281 Haller, np. nit-p. 83. 
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reason, as we see, in John Preston's, The Positlon of John 

Prpstnn. (16541.1 In this way they provided an authoritative system 

within which man-could embark upon an agreement with God. The certainty 

of this agreement was important, for, we should note that, 0 ... for any 

thoughtful person in the seventeenth-century the problem of authprity 

was urgent. It was involved directly or indirectly in every controversy 

of the age. "2 Hence we can understand why John Owen wrote that the 

substance of religion is intellectual assent to-propositional, orthodox 

divinity-3 Ve should note that, "By the word 'covenant' Federal 

Theologians understood just such a contract as was used among men of 

business, a bond a mortgage... each, enters the pact of his own volition, 

each has the right to expect from the other a fulfilment to the 

letter. "4 Such an emphasis upon the terms of covenant led to a Federal 

legallen-6 The Puritans were relying upon a reasonable certainty as we 

see in the work-of Thomas Goodwin, n ... the Infallibility of which naxin 

is abundantly evident in scripture,. and from undeniable reason, draw 

from the perfections of God. *O Accordingly what the preacher said, 

a ... was*not rheteric or poetry but science and laWW7. 

I. J. Prestan, The Position af Jnhn Preston. London, 1654. pp. 5-10; 
Xiller, niz. clt. pp. 29-31. 
2. G. R. Craggilhe Cb"rnh and +hp Are of Reason. Loadon, 1966. p. 71; 
Xiller, np. clt. pp. 102,375-6. 
3. Toon, rrod's tateaman. p. 106. 
4. Miller, op. cit. pp. 375-6. 
5. Bass, op... Qit. -p-193; 

Jones, op. elt. pp. 16-17; Haller, op. cit. p. 129. 
6. Goodwin, Vorks. IX. p. 27. 
7. Haller, i3p. cit. p. 129. 
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As a Puritan-one'could be infralapsarian like Baxter', or a 

supralapsarian like oWeU2, believe In suffi int grace, like the left- 

wing Arminian John Goodwin In his RedenptIon Revealed, E 165113 or 

efficient grace, whereby God minutely quantified grace to save only the 

elect .4 The differences are profound, but all are linked by a 

reasonable view of Covenantism. ýAll of-them resolved salvation to what 

we can tern a scholastic epistemology. However, there were-many factors 

which camoflaged this such as millennialisn, but in the post-Restoration 

period this was less so. 6 

One of the reasons why-the Puritans' 

scholasticism was allowed to penetrate to the heart of their faith was 

because they tended to conceive of God in terms of Natural Theology. 

Such concepts of God were formulated either upon the basis of an innate 

idea of, the deity. or upon the providential ordering of, nature and 

theology. 6 Added to this were the traditional philosophical concepts of 

God with which they were all familiar. All these trends were integrated 

with the Christian Doctrine of God. So that even for Calvinjý 

1. Wallace, op. cit - pp. 136-7; Lamont, ap., rJUp. 127. 
2. Toon, Ondl a StatMwIn. &-P- 169; Owen, Zarksa.. X. p. 326. 
3. John Goodwin, RPdP=t4nn Revealed, London, 1651. p. 94; Lamont, nq. cit. 

p. 129. 
4. J. S. Coolidge, Tha Pauline Renaissance in Encland. Oxford, 1970. 

pp. 110-111,237-8; T. Goodwin, Vorks. IX. p. 236. 

5. E. G. Theophilus Gale's very scholastical defence of Federalism, see: 
Vallace, aXrjt., _p. 

178; William Bates affirmed single predestination in 

supralapsarian terns. See: V. Farner, Eeffl, Willlam Rates. The Whole 
Vnrks. 4 vole. London, 1815. III. pp. 5,419-20; I. p. 261. 
6. Platýsnp. cit- p. 12. 
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Christianity could be a philosophy of history, with God as a COUStaUt, 

as In dialectical reason. ' God was-viewed as an eternal idea underlying 

the finite process: of historical change. 2 Hence Puritanisn could draw 

upon the riches of Scripture and individual experience, whilst'relying 

upon a scholastical concept of God. 

Thus Puritan scholasticism viewed God as sovereign reason and 

will, but it did not allow the concept of God to become detatobed from 

everyday life. Ve have already seen the emphasis they placed an an 

individual's innate ability to comprehend God as the pinnacle of 

existence, and even to comprehend an intellectual works righteousness as 

a means of reaching salvation. This resulted in a very subjective view 

of God. One consequence of this was that they tended to view God 

through'man's scholastical conception of Him. This in turn meant that 

the concept of total depravity could find no real resting place within 

their epistemology. This was because for Puritan scholasticisn, 

'manhood' by definition, 'meant the possession of faculties which the 

concept of total depravity'destroyed. 3 If we look at the Vestminater 

Cnnfamslmn we see a reluctance to apply-the full consequences of the 

Fall. Chapter IX section ii reads; "Nan, in his estate of innocency, 

I. XcKin, mrt. cit. pp. 215-217. 
2. R. G. Collingwood, The Idea of History-, Oxford, 1937. p. 46. 
3. William Perkins and William Ames saw man as made up of three parts: 
substance of body and soul, the faculties of reason and will, and the 
integrity of the faculties. Sin for them meant a lack of balance in the 
latter. Hence salvation became a process of redisposing one's 
faculties. Inevitably this was equated with aa iritellectual-works 
righteousness. See: V. Ames, Thp Marrow of Sacrp 

-Divinitl- * 
Landon, 1643, 

pp. 60-3; Sibbes, Vorks. III. pp. 210-11; Xiller, New Rinjjaný xintjý 
pp. 183ff. 
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had freedom and power to will and to, do that which Is good and well- 

pleasing to God; but yet mutably, so that he might fall from it., Here 

we have man able to will freely, and yet this is not a stable state. 

Remarkably, this is nearly the same as their description of natural man: 

"God hath endued the will of man with that natural liberty, that is 

neither forced,, nor by any absolute necessity Of nature determined, to 

good or evil. "' They did this because 'manhood' and 'godshipl were - 

equated with philosophical ideals such as: 'reason', 'goodness'. 'will' 

and 'finiteness'. Accordingly God tended to be viewed as a cluster of 

philosophical ideals, as perceived. within limitless, objectivist 

epistenology-2 

Puritan scholasticism increasingly viewed God through man's 

use of reason. 3 There was no doubt that God is rational. 4 Ve see an 

early development of this in-Alexander Richardson's Ramist develppment 

of 'rules of art', -rational-rules which emerge after examining 

existence- which he saw as ideas in the mind of God. 6 This was also 

shown by Perkins, who'saw theology as, " ... a science that combined man's 

knowledge of God and-himself. 11" ýIn sons ways these trends 

I 

I. Robinsonomrt-cit. -pp. 28ff. 
2. Breward, op-aft. pp. 176-8; "The necessary being is, in strict 
propriety, not so truly said to have essence, as to be It ... not so 
properly a being possessed of goodness, as goodness itself. " 
XilleronR. clt- pp. 12-13; John Howe, The whole works Of the Reverend John 
Hnwe. M. A. 8 vols. London, 1822.1. p. 177. 
3. Miller, gli. c1t. pp. 29-310236-340. 
4. Bassonp-elt. pp. 69-72. 
5. Alexander Richardson, The Lgrician's School-MARtar! 

-Or cm1nmPnt up= 
A mu-- Logicke. p. 13. 

6. Boughton, mrt. cit. p. 84. 
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peaked in Ames' brilliant Technammtrx, where 'rules of art' are seen as 

discernible by mathematics, physics and theology, serving, 11 ... to piece 

together revelations of God's understanding of being, including his 

understanding of himself. "' If we return to the Westminster rnnfAnginn, 

"Here we have a highly philosophical and very precise definition of the 

Creator-creature relationship. The category of causality is basic. God 

is the first cause. 112 *Although in relation to the foreknowledge and 

decree of God, the first cause,, all things come to pass immutably and 

infallibly; -yet by the same providence, he ordereth them, to fall out 

accordingly to the nature of second causes, either necessarily, freely, 

or contingently. "3 Therefore for Ames, philosophy had a central role 

to play in describing the person of God. 4 In these terms be saw God as 

a unified essences, with the covenant of grace as necessarily 

supralapsarian. 1 For Ames, and Owen in his Q1 rnurmininn with 

aad, (16573, God is viewed as the reasonable peak of a scale of 

perfection from which all being floWS. 7 "Try as they would to worship 

the Jehovah of the Old Testament, their concepts surrounding him inplied 

that he is the highest being in the scale of being. "O 

The expression of God through philosophical terms pre-dates 

Puritanism. but the uniqueness of their approach lies in their Ramist 

I. Boughtontart-cit. p-90. 
2. Robinsontart-cit. p-30. 
3. Vestulnster Confession. VAL 
4. Villiam Amesalhe Mrraw mf Sacred Divinity. 

- 
London, 1642. p. 277. 

5. Tbld. p. 12. 
6. rbld. pp. 161,228. 
7. Tbld. p. 125; Owen, Vnrks. 11. pp. 8,19. 
8. Bass, nll. clt. p. 153. 
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denial of inconprehensible system. This is why they used reason to 

demonstrate that the world conformed to the divine nind, and vice 

versa'. The result was a naturalistic/objectivist epistemology, with 

God expressed through Natural Theology as a universal JaW. 2 Hence we 

see that the Puritans have reforimulated, the Reformed Doctrine of God .3 

For post-Restoration scholars, the results of this were as numerous as- 

there were schools of thought, the main ones-being: God as perfect 

, the 'Cause of causes'O, the one true necessary beingO, or reasoe- I 

supreme goodness. Common to all-these was the Puritan tendency to: ' 

approach God-through the mind of'man. 7- 

I. Bass, oR. c1t. pp-74-5. 
2.1bid. p. 6. 
&Toon, Hyper Calvinism p. 104; cf. with the post-Restoration work of 
Charnock- i1brks. 

. p. 129. 
4.0 The 

; 
ractice of virtue consists in living suitably to the dictates 

of reason and nature. " Seei Owen, Worka, XIII. pp. 416,439; "This is the 
sovereign dictate of reason ... that whatever God reveals to be believed 
is true, and as such must be embraced, though the bottom line of it 
cannot ýje sounded by reason's line: and that because the reason of a 
man is not absolute reason. " ihid, 

-XIV. p. 74; also, Baxter, Practicml 
Vorks .II. p. 12. 
5. Baxter, Practlcal Vorks. IV. p. 35; Howe, Workr.. I. pp. 105-6. 
6. Howe, YhrXrL, I. pp. 111-112; Charnock, YbUi4_ I. p. 151. 
7. Baxter, Prmct1c&1 Works. II. p. 3; Owen, Vorka. IV. p. 229; 01 find that 
truth must... 0 Baxter, The Ranson nf the Christian Rellstinn. p. 1; 
Charnock, Works. I. p. xlvii. 
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Ve have seen how anthropocentric the 

Puritan concept of God could be. This leads us on to a discussion of 

their concept of man. 

One characteristic of, Puritanism is its pre-occupation with 

the nature of man. ' For them nanAs essentially a-soul, and thus viewed 

as chained to the corpse, as Thomas Goodwin explains in his An Tinzwdiata 

State fnf Mary- " When a child is born. a lump of flesh, animated with 

" soul, comes forth... W2 Perkins had taken a more balanced view, seeing 

" unity, between body and soul, which meant for him that pre-lapsarian 

mn didn't need a Messiah. He was iispressed by. "... the decency and the 

dignity of the body in which ... nothing was unseemly, so was there in it 

imprinted a princely majesty. "3 Perkins saw a balance in the attributes 

of pre-lapsarian nan. and viewed sin as a disruption of man's faculties 

and place In the hierarchy of creation. 4 Hence he saw sin as of the 
C 

body and soul, and caused by the Devil. 5 This in itself is a vkry 

balanced Scriptural view, and by it Perkins resists the scholastical 

tendency to set sin in all unnecessary being. 0 Such a tendency was 

given great impetus by the contemporary hardships which pointed to sin 

being associated with the temporal. 7 It Is true that at 

I. Charnock, lorks. I. P. Xlvii. 
2. T. Goodwin, Vnrks. XII. pp. 26,17-21, Sibbes, W(3rks. V. p. 143. 
3. Xiller, Tbp Mew EngaInd Mind&-pp. 184-6; Breward, op. cit. pp. 187-8. 
4. Xiller, np. elt. p. 184; Sibbes, Vorkr.. I. p. 187i Breward, op. cit. . 1192. 
5. Breward, op. cit. pp. 192,196,238. 
6. Tbid. p. 226; Sibbes, Vorks. V. pp. 164-5. 
?. J. Sears XcGee, Tha Gndly Man ln Stuart England. London. 1976. p. 18; 
see: T. Goodwin. Tha TrIal nf a rbrIstim a Gr; wth.. Landon, 1641; Joseph 
Caryl, An Rypnsitlnn w1th Practical Observances Upnn thp Book nf Job, 12 
vols. London, 1647. I. p. 116; T. Goodwin. Works. IX. p. 14. 
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times he describes a sin of temporality which divorces Christ's mission 

from a historic Fall. ' But on'balance he sets sin in the body and the 

soul. 2 

The early strains in Puritan theology developed into very 

different views between the Congregationalists and Presbyterians. By 

the 1640's the Congregationalists saw man as utterly depraved, hardened 

In sin, and totally reliant on a supernaturally moved salvation. 3 

Whereas the Presbyterian document, The WestnlnRtpr rnnfesslon, 16481, 

tended not to have such a strong view of depravity. By this we do not 

mean that The Vestminster Confasslon has no place for the doctrine of 

depravity, it is sinply'that their doctrine of natural man undermines 

this. 4 This separated them from Congregationlists such as Ames and Owen 

who insisted that depravity meant that, "... any testimony about God, to 

be effectual, must be preceded by an affection of the will to God. "U 

The Presbyterians believed that Christ had died sufficiently 

for all men, and that the onus was on man to turn to God. 6 In matters 

of reason, Ames in his The Marrow nf Sacred Divinity, 16431, did not 

deny man free-will .7 Whether the differences were due 

I. Breward, np-cit., pp. 178,192,210,184; Sibbes, Vorks. V. p. 143, II. p. 296, 
vri. pp. 441-2, I. p. 298. 
2. Therefore the sacraments are not tokenal: Breward, qp&ri1, -pp. 

220-222. 
Vhereas for T. Goodwin they are only a sign, Vorks. IX. p. 362; 
Owen, YbrJm. VI- p-39; Howe is close to Perkins, see: 'Yorks. I. pp. 447-448. 
3. Owen, Warjm, VI. p. 631, VII. p. 441, X. p. 1089 I. p. 477, III. p. 242, 
III. p. 608; T. Goodwin, Vorks. X. pp. 5,59, IV. p. 22. 
4. Westminater Confession. -Mi ; Robinson, art. cit. passill. 
5. Bass, np. cit. p. 149; Ames, Thp Marrow,,. A_ pp. 2,6. 
6. Robinson, art. cit. pp. 23ff; M. Davidson, 'The Westninster Confession of 
Faith. 0 Thp Scottish Journal mf Thpn1ng3[, - vol-19.1966. p. 312. 
7. W. Ames, The Marrow,. - 1643. pp. 60-3. 
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to Congregationalist, Neoplatonic disdain for the temporal, or 

Presbyterian, Aristotelian-optinism in an ethical system of discipline, 

or whether indeed, they are legitimate differences in bilical exegesis, 

it is not easy to decide. However, whilst they were denominationally 

polemical, they were methodologically, very close. We should stress that 

they both set-tbeir doctrine of man in a scholastic 'Chain of Being'. 

If we note that the-Congregationalists tended to write about elect nan, 

and the presbyterians about-natural man# we can see similarities in- 

their standpoints., Both-gave man super-temporal, god-like souls, with 

an innate reason to construct a Natural Theology. '-When we look at their 

theories of church government, such as those of John Eliot [1604-16901,2 

in his Christian Commonwealth of 1659,, or of Baxter's Holy Counnnwealth 

of 1658 3, we see a Presbyterian emphasis upon external discipline. We 

should view the stance of Roger Williams. [ c1604-16831,4 and Owen as 

very similar, except that they internalised the concept of 'Holy 

1. With reason an art for disciplining man's natural intellect, rather 
than as a science of proof. See: Bass, np. cit. . 65; Miller, New EnzaInd 
Mind. pp. 106-7. Hence reason is not an art, but eternal truth, see: 
Owen, Vorks- IV. p. 223; hence reason proves that Scripture comes fron 
God, Idem. XIV. p. 38; God is known in the exercise of reason, idem- IV. 
p. 84. 
2. john PlInt. 'The Indian Apostle'. Cambridge man. Influenced by Thomas 
Hooker. Under pressure from the authorities he quit England. landed in 
Boston 1631. Great evangelist to the Indians, and a good pastor. Links 
with Richard Baxter. 
3. S. C, Carter, 'John Eliot. 1604-90. ' The Evanwelinal Quarterly. Oct. 
1948. vol. 20. No. 4 pp. 289ff. 
4. Rozer Williams. Cambridge man. Sailed to New Engalud in 1630 for 
religious liberty. Argued with Massachusettes authorities, thus he set 
up Providence in 1635 as a tolerant province. Wrote The Bloudy Tenent... 
in 1644. This was an important defence of religious toleration. See: 
Clark, np-cit. P. 1466. 
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Commonwealth'. It nay seem that the Congregationalists created, 

warm evangelical piety, detatched from worldliness, and inward 

looking. -.. "' Without denying this, we should realise that they demanded 

an assurance in the Innate powers of. natural man to rationalise .2 

From our point of view the significant feature is that the 

Puritans viewed man within a 'Chain of Being' which encompassed all 

epistemology and theology. Nore important than this was the universal 

appreciation of the spiritual nature fof man, and especially how this 

was associated with the higher faculties. In this way grace and 

salvation were equated with Intellectual development. A key part of 

this process was their attitude to 'conscience'. We shall end this 

section by examining the Puritan's approach to conscience. 

In many ways Puritanism was a 

novement of the conscience, "... the only authority of this pastoral care 

was its appeal to the conscience of its subjects. 03 William Perkins 

was the early driving force in this field. 4 He realised that despite 

r, 
the reluAtance of the authorities, a counselling service needed to be 

Initiated. 6 He was vo" very concerned with curing the diseases of the 

soulO. But there is no intense concentration upon the conscience here, 

1. Val lace, olLaU., p. 162. 
2. Taylor, np. cit. pp. 521,513ff. 
3. Breward, art. cit. pp. 11,7. 
4. Tbld. pp. 7ff. 
5. Tbld. 
6. Breward, Qp, -c; Lt, -pp. 244,169; Miller, New Rngalnti Himcf. p. 184. 
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rather an appeal to the whole man. ' Perkins saw sin as a practical 

rather than as a metaphysical problem, the answer lay in, "... continual 

and'fervent prayer with watching. 02 Whilst accepting this, taken as a 

whole, Perkin's theology has an emerging psychology of conscience. 

These trends were taken a step further by Puritans such as 

Richard Sibbes, E1577-163513, and Villiam Ames, who developed a very 

rationalistic view of the conscience's function. "God hath set up a 

court in man, wherein conscience is register; witness; accuser; Judge; 

executioner. "4 In developing such a super-temporal view of conscience, 

the Puritans drew heavily on Neoplatonism, 0 ... characterising these 

principles as 'common reason', 'nature within man' ... "0 They placed the 

conscience in the mind. "There is a law in the minds of men which is the 

rule of good and evil. "6 They also suggested parallels between man's 

conscience and God. 7 So that, "The notion of God seems to be twisted 

with the nature of man... *8 Accordingly conscience was viewed as a 

spiritual substance, and they were not precise'in defining where within 

it manhood finished and godship, began. 9 In doing this they 

1. *If thou feelest in thyself some great defect and want of faith, pray 
unto God earnestly that he will vouchsafe to increase it. " 
Breward, ap-cit. pp. 224-5. 
2. Tbld. pp. 237-8. 
3. Richard Elbbas. Went to Cambridge. Influential Puritan divine. D. N. B. 
XVIII. p. 182. 
4. Sibbes, Vorks. III. p. 210-11, I. pp. 87,339; Ames saw conscience as super- 
temporal reason and will, see: Niller. apcýp. 184. 
5. Charnock, Wnrks. I. p. xliv. 
6. j. bjd, p. xli1i; Owen, Vorks. 

-XIII. p. 377; T. Goodwin, Workr- IV. p. 304. 
7. Owen, Works. XIII. p. 395; V. Ames, The Marrow mf Sme--red Divinity. 

pp. 60-3. 
B. Charriock, Vnrks. I. p. xliv. 
9. Owen, WQr1m. 

-XIII. pp. 414,416. For Howe, God becomes the perfection of 
man's latent perfection, see: Vorks. I. p. 183. 
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gave reason a central role to play, with a reasonable conscience seeking 

absolute reason. ' John Owen explains this in his Truth And Tnnncence 

Vindleated, (16691, "Things evidently deduced and necessarily following 

the first principles and dictates of nature are of the same kind with 

themselves, and have the authority of God no less enstamped upon them 

than the other; and in respect unto then conscience cannot by virtue of 

inferior commands plead exemption. " 

I. Owen, larlm, XIII. p. 439, IV. pp. 223-224; Baxter, Praotlcml Vorks. II. p. 63, 
IV. pp. 39,68. 
2. Tbld. 
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Mnvtp-r Two. 

PliritainismIn II? n1P for ][Atural Thpnln&3[ 

The Puritans knew that Scripture gave Natural Theology some 

scope', but they saw this as making man's sin inexcusable, rather than 

as a basis for believing man has the natural ability to construct a 

system of thought that would encompass all being. Theologically they 

found it a difficult problem to solve. They solved it by referring to a 

rigid providence within which man would have free-will. Hence Richard 

Baxter stressed that a man should re-align hins lf, 2 0 ... God is not only 

a bare permissive agent in an evil work, but a powerful effecter of the 

same... W3 Hence the emphasis is upon life as a test which each man can 

pass. The earlier Puritans tended to come down in favour of God's 

government and the need for free grace, so they viewed Natural Theology 

as ingenious but spiritually ineffective A Hence despite the respect 

which men such as Sibbes and Perkins had for reason, the emphasis was 

upon practical, experiential faith. 0 Perkins wrote, 

l. e. g. Rom. I vs 19; 2 vs 14; lCor. 21 vs 14. 
2. Baxter, Prmctical Vorksý IV. p. 64. 
3.7bld.; Lanont, apsJJP. 143. 
4. T. Goodwin, Vorks. I. p. 375. 
5. Sibbea. Vorks. I. p. 80, Il. pp. 281,495, IV. p. 159; Breward, drj, _ýp. jo; 
Breward, op. clt. pp. 19-20. 
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" That which the affections receive is a disorder by which they are 

therefore affected because they eschew that which is good and persue 

that which is evil. "' Therefore they viewed Natural Theology as 

insufficient2, and looked for authority in Special Revelation' 

Vhilst Fatural Theology appears to be curtailed, the search for 

an epistemology inevitably led them to ascriptural sources. ' This Is 

shown by their scholastical view of sin being a dislocation of faculties 

which man still retains. 4 This demonstrates that whilst 

denominationally the Puritans put definite limitations on man's ability 

to use Natural Theology, methodologically this was not the case; Hence 

despite his emphasis upon the corruption of Natural Theology, Thomas 

Goodwin 11600-16801 1, used traditional, ascriptural scholasticism to 

describe man as essentially super-temporal, reasonable conscience that 

needed to be saved before the Fall. - 

Despite this, the Puritans were well aware that man's reason 

could be an enemy to the lunsearchable abyss' of God's work. 7 When 

pressed they even dismissed the ancient philosophers whom they otherwise 

cherished. "All the books of the ancient philosophers will not'give us 

the light unto that notion of grace which the Scripture declares unto 

us. "s Hence, *Reason stands by amazed and 

I. Breward, np. cit- p. 10. 
2. Sibbes, YDrJm, 

-II. p. 147, VII. p. 112. 
3. Tbld. 

- 
II. p. 441. 

4. Breward, np. cit. p. 193; Xiller, lfaw Rnsralnd Xin&p. 184. 
5. T. Goodwin. D. D. Cambridge man. Influenced by John Cotton. In turn he 
Influenced Charnock, Howe and Gale. A leader of the Congregationalists. 
Somewhat eclipsed by John Owen. see: D. N. B. vur. pp. 148-9. 
6. T. Goodwin, Vnrk-:. IX. pp. 14,97-8. IV. p. 304. 
7. Tbld. ir. p. 151; Owen, YDrXzXIV. p. 56. 
B. Owen, Works. XIII. p. 415. 
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cries... "' Most importantly, they would stress that truth does not 

emanate from the mental faculty. 2 They were further willing to divorce 

Scripture from philosophy3, and insist that sanctification has no 

parallels with philosophical perfection. 4 They were well-aware that 

Christianity is amenable to being expressed philosophically. 6. Puritans 

such-as John Owen denied this with a rigorous support of Scripture, as 

we see in his The Causes. Ways. &nd Means nf Understanding the Mind mf 

Qaj, 1167816 *- 

Accordingly Owen denied the efficacy of the arts, of natural 

man, and so drew a sharp distinction between reason and faith, as we see 

in his Brief Declarmtinn, [16691.7 The same can be said of Thomas 

Goodwin In his A Discourse of Blection. 1168210. Owen rejected Natural 

Theology or the Church Visible as sources of authoritative knowledge of- 

God. 9 When-we turn to the Presbyterian'Richard Baxter, E1615-1691110, we 

have to bear in mind that he was not as competent a theologian as Owen, 

and so never produced such a sound system of, thought. 11 We also need 

I. Bass, ap. clt. pp. 97-8,94-5; Owen, Works, VII. p. 16. 
2. W. H. Goold, 'John Owen's Greatness as a Theologian'. The Banner of 
Truth. Issue. 45. Nov/Dec 1966. p. 14. 
3. Bass. op-cit. p-95; Owen, WorkR. p. 224. 
4. Regeneration is to be a new creature with a new inner principle. Seei 
Vallace, ap-clt. pp. 156-7; Owen, Works. IV. pp. 193ff. 
5. Owen, Works. IV. pp. 202,209; Wallace, op. cit. p. 157. 
6.0wen, Works. IV. p. 192. 
7.1b1d. X. pp. 119-128, II. pp. 389-90; Vallace, op. cit. pp-155,150. 
B. T. Goodwin, Vorks. IX. pp. 5-7. 
O. ThId. IV. pp. 514-516; Owen, Vorks, V. p. 70; T. Jones, op. cit. p. 56. 
10. R1chard Baxter. Largely self-educated. Ordained 1638.1641 assistant 
at Kidderminster, where he developed a great ministry. Largely eclipsed 
by Owen during the Interrugnum. Refused bishopric from Clarendon. 
Suffered persecution. A great Puritan writer and pastor. See: D. N. B. 1. 
pp. 1349-1353, 
II. E. Donnelly, 'Richard Baxter. A Corrective for Reformed Preachers. ' 
Thp Banner of Truth. Issue 166-7. July/Augest 1979. p. 6. 
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to bear In nind that he had a more positive view of man's ability, and 

therefore believed in external codes of discipline for all nen. ' Even 

so, Baxter questions Natural Theology, and "self-conceited wisdom". 2 

However, whilst Puritans doubted natural nan's abilities, they 

tended not to doubt reason. 3 Time and again they refer to Christianity 

as intellectual assent to propositional. diViAity4, as we see in the 1760 

edition of Owen's The-Doctrine of justificatlan by Rafth. 6 In Owen's 

Discourse of the Holy Spirit, grace is seen as infused into the mind. 0 

"This internal efficacy ofthe Holy Spirit on the minds of men, as to the 

event is infallible, victorious, irresistible, or always effiCaCiOUS. "7 

Owen associates grace with the Ramist notion of 'rules of art'. For the 

Puritans this was part of the broad progress to rest in Christ. "The 

Lord Jesus was willing to come from heaven to earth for us, and shall we 

be unwilling to remove from earth to heaven for ourselves and him? "O 

To do this Owen saw, 0... the ways and methods of reasoning" as 

important. 9 Hence Baxter saw sin as an abuse of man's reason. 10 In 

turning to God, "There is some part of this which nature itself will 

teach you, as soon as you come to the free use of reason, and look about 

I. Lamont, ap. aft. pp. 181,188,237. 
2. lbid, p-160; Baxter, Practical Works. III. p. 400, II. p. 383. 
3. T. Goodwin, lorks. IV. p. 361; Owen, Vorks. IV. p. 72- X. p. 23, XIV. p. 76; 
Lamontgap-cit. pp. 241-2. 
4. Toon, Qnd'A Stmtea=6- p, 166; Baxter, Ptractleal Works. Il. p. 400,499; 
Bass, op-elt. p-95- 
5. Glasgow, 1760. Introduction to the reader. 
6. Owen, Works. III. p. 316. 
7. Tbld. 
B. Baxter, The Saint's Everlasting rest. Quoted by: Bass, op. cit. p. 176. 
O. Owen, Works. IV. - p. 223. 
10. Tbid. 

-II. p. 63. 
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you. In the world. "' It is fundamental that we should see this as a 

contempt for natural man. 'Natural Xan', was the man without grace or 

intellect. Hence the Congregationalists addressed the elect man, and 

Presbyterians all men, because of their belief in universal efficacy. 

These stances can be seen as contrary to the pre-Westminster Assembly 

pastoralism. 2 What we can term as the scholastisisation of 'elect man* 

was widespread, and certainly developed at a great pace in the last 

years of the Commonwealth. 3 By this time a scholastic emphasis on 

reasonable method had moved away from practical pastoralism in favour of 

an intellectually sound soteriology. 

To balance this view, we should realise that the same men 

tended to dominate Puritanism before and after the Restoration. They 

had in turn experienced the very peaks of Puritan fervour in the 

millennial period, and so tended to have strong pastoral sides to, their 

faith. In grasping this we understand one of the strongest restraints 

to Natural Theology. 4 Scholastic methodology became irrelevant when 

Baxter or Owen warned of bell-fire., "The genuine offspring of sin are 

death and hell... that the earth Is filled with darkness, resentments, 

griefs... is to be attributed entirely to this cankerous ulcer of 

nature. " Herein we see a great source of spiritual unity 

J. Baxter, Practical Works. IV. p. 68. 
2. J. B. Rogers, Scripture it the Westminster CnnfeRqinn, Grand Rapids, 
1967. p. 114; XcKim, 'John Owen's Doctrine of Scripturel, art. cit. 
pp. 196-7. 
3. See Owen's Inimadversions of 1662, and Baxter's The Reason of..., 1666. 
4. Miller. law Engalnd Mind. pp. 12-20; Toon, Hyper-CAIvinism. p. 31. 
5. Owen, YQr1mj. p. 618; see also the outstanding ministry of Baxter: 
Donnelly, zLrtxJtp- 12; J. I. Packer, I Baxter' *3 Reformed Pastor'. 1hp- 
Ranngr of truth. Issue. 129. June 1975 pp-1-2; Wallace, op. cit 
pp. 128,139,152; for Owen's own pastoral qualities, lbld. p. 150. 
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In the puritan novenent., 

By the 1650's several factorB were taking the fire out of 

Puritanism. One aspect of this was the way political power had gone to 

the head of the Independents. 2 Because of factional rivalry, and 

different views on how the church and country should be run, this led 

directly to a decline of the more numerous Presbyterian movement. 3 

Although it Is true that the impact of Baxter reversed this to some 

extent .4 These changes within Congregationalisn and Presbyterianism, 

along with the decline in millennialism and the development of 

scholastic Federalism, were brought to a head by the fall of the 

Commonwealth and the approaching Restoration. Pastoralism in particular 

had begun to disintegrate by 1559. Although rigid, scholastical 

theology proved to be more resilient. All these trends are reflected in 

Thp Orthodox Fvangellst, (16521, of the New Engalnd Congregationalist, 

John lorton, [1606-1666316. Norton used scholastical method to express 

his orthodox Congregationalism. In the process he balanced God's 

sovereignty against Man's Belf-hood. He emphasised reason, and 

especially ethics, whilst effectively lessening any emphasis upon total 

depravity and the need, for free-grace. " It is important for us 

LI Nurray, 'Vho Vere the Puritans. w The Gospel Marn2fne. September, 
1970. p. 409. 
2. Tudur-Jones, op-c1t. p. 34. 
3. A. H. Drysdale, Hlatory of the Presbyterians in Enoland.. Landon, 1889. 
pp. 312,346. 
4. Lamont, ap. cit. - p. 182; Drysdale, op. cit. pp. 364-5. 
5. John Norton. Cambridge man. -Although his work was scholastic, his 
education was not that good. Ordained a *teacher, in 1638. D. N. B. XIV. 
pp. 659-660. 
6, J. V. Jones, ap. cit. pp. 3-31. 
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to realise that it is fitting to bring the New Engalnd Puritans into 

this discussion. In many ways they were extensions of the English 

Puritans. - They are especially useful as examples of what Puritanism 

developed into away from factors such as the Civil War, the English 

class structure and most importantly the Restoration. - 

All these factors represent areas in which Puritanism curbed 

or developed Natural Theology. Next we need to highlight specific - 

developments of Natural Theology prior to the Restoration period. 

Even-fron the earliest days 

of its development, Puritanism tended to see God and soterialogy in 

terns of a detatched, atemporal mind. ' This inevitably brought in 

philosophical ideals and methodology, so that Puritanism tended to 

expect academic standards in theology. 2 Indeed, they shaped central 

parts of their soteriology by making it conform with it. 3 So that they 

began to deny that knowledge could be separated from God. 4 

One phrase, becomes creatures endowed with reason and 

understanding... ", is inportant. 6 It suggests that Puritans viewed 

I. Breward, np. clt. p. 186; Sibbes, Vorks. 11. p. 147, I. p. 245. 
2. Thus T. Goodwin criticised Arninianism because of what he saw as 
logical inconsistency. Works, IX. p. 91- 
3. e. g. when Owen denies universal efficacy, Vorks. X. p. 245. 
4. Bass, np. cIt. pp. 166-177; OwenZorks- XIII. pp. 416,439. 
5. Tbld. XIII. P. 439. 
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reason and understanding as of God. Neoplatonic ideas about reason 

became a key part of their view of humanity. This tied in with a basic 

Neoplatonic contempt for the flesh', -which in turn led them to lodge 

reason in what they saw as the atemporal SOU1.2 Reason was viewed as a 

principle of action, bringing order out of chaos, with man allied to the 

former. 2 In this system God is the First Cause which transcends 

temporal inperfections. 4 God is absolute reasonO, which man, as the 

world in microcasn! 6, assents to. 7 

These trends developed steadily in New England where they 

maintained a legalistic Federalism&, whilst developing ideas of human 

autonomy. " One of the most important consequences of this was the 

lessening, of the historic role of Christ as they centred all in the 

Father as First Cause. 1c, By the 1670's the sovereignty of God was 

compromised in their theology. Religion had become an expression of the 

individual thinker seeking his own happiness, with faith as an act of 

the will. " The answer to personal problems was seen in one's own 

experience and reflectiono rather than in Scripture. We see this 

attitude in Giles Firmin's, 11614-16971, The Real Chrigntlmn, EI6701.1-1 

I. R. Baxter, The Saint's Everlasting rest. London. The Religious Tract 
Society. p-199; T. Goodwin, Vorks. XII. p. 26. 
2. Baxter, Practical Vorks. IV. p. 69; Goodwin, YarjE%- IV. p. 304. 
3. T. Goodwin. lorka. XII. p. 18, IX. pp'. 5-8. 
4. Tbld. IX. p. 100; Baxter, Prnctical Yarkru- II. p. 12. 
5.0wen, Varks, - 

XIV. p. 74. 
6. Baxter, PrAct4cal Vorks. II. p. 11. 
7. Charnock, Works. I. p. xIiii; Baxter, Practlcal Vorks. II. p. 12. 
8. Jones, op. cit. -pp. 28-9. 
9. Tb1d. pp. 16-17. 
10. Tbid. P. 26. 
11. TbId. pp. 32-4,41-2. 
12. G. FirminoThe Real ChrlRtlan. London. 1670. p. 141. 
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They increasingly viewed God as having to approach man's rationality, 

rather than man having to approach God. Hence, "... the spirit is 

reduced to trying to provide man with reasons to convince him it would 

be better for him to be saved than damned... "I They did this because 

they had changed the Reformed view'of a Scriptural God into that of an 

ideological First CaUSe. 2 It is'remarkable that they did this whilst 

expressing it through traditional Congregationalist language. 3 

The Presbyterian's optimistic view of man led to a more overt 

use of Natural Theology before 1660, 'and this was continued after. 

Those such as John Howe, and Stephen Charnock, 11628-168034, saw God 

everywhere. Therefore in his Living TempIp-JI6761, Howe emphasises that 

we can learn about God in pagan writings. 6 He stressed that such a 

natural source would lead to an intimate knowledge of God, 0 ... in the 

highest perfection originally, in and of itself. "O Similarly in his 

Attr1butes nf God, 11682-3 ]7, Stephen Charnock said, 11 ... every visible 

object which offers... itself to our sense presents a deity to our 

minds... "8 They perceived a vast, interrelated system, and 

I. Jones, op-clt-pp. 44-5. 
2. Tbld. pp. 59-60. 
3. Tbld. p. 64. Especially true of Cotton Xather, 11663-17281, lbid,, pp. 79- 
83. See: S. E. Ahlstrom, A Rellglnug History of the American Peoplr,, 
Yale, 1972. p. 159. 
4. S. Charnnck, 

- 
Cambridge man. Chaplain to Henry Cromwell in 1654. "His 

theology was Calvinistic... but assigning to man a power of 
distinguishing good and evil which threw on him the responsibility of 
his actions. " D. N. B. IV. pp. 134-5. 
5. Howe, Works. l. pp. 87,98. 
6.7bld. I. pp. 102-3. 
7. Adam and Veal, leds], Thp rnllpnted Vorks of StaphAn Charnnnk. 2 vals. 
London, 1682-3. 
8. Charnock, Vorks. I. pp. 129,131. 
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equated it with a 'Chain of Being' 1, which could not be broken by sin. 2 

Because of this belief in stability, like Firmin, they saw the onus as 

being on nan to use his reason and choose. 3 Hence Charnock wrote, 

"Faith supposeth natural knowledge, as grace supposeth nature. "' 

Much more than making God approach nanj they began to see God 

as perfect nan. 6 This can be seen as a by-product of assimilating the 

concept of God into Puritan epistemology. To the Puritans the harmony 

of the 'Chain of Being' demonstrated man's goodnesso, and rationality7. 

'God' became the idealistic apex of this ascriptural epistemology, 

"... we ascend to a conception of a substance purely incorporeal and 

spiritual, so from a multitude of things in the world, reason leads us 

to one choice beoing above all... "O Here we see-a definite emphasis 

upon the natural basis of theology. 0 

I. Baxter, Practical Works, IV. pp. 36,69; Charnock, VnrkR. I. p. 134. 
2. Charnack, Vorks. pp. 131,133,137,162, IV. pp. 17-19; Baxter, PrAc-t1e-. A1 
Works, Ill. p. 65. 
3. Charnock, Vorks. I. pp. xl, xliii, 166, II. pp. 27-9, III. p. 120. 
4.1bld. 1. p. 130, IV. p. 96. I. p. 133; Howe, Works. VI. p. 404, I. p. 9. 
5. Charnock, Works- I. p. 131; Howe, Vorks. I. p. 183. 
6. Baxter, Prmctlcal Works. IV. p. 36; Charnock, VnrkR- I. pp. 10-11. 
7. Charnock, Works. l. pp. 137-9,142,132,154. 
8. Tbld. I. pp. 150,151-2; Baxter, Practical Works. IV. pp. 69-70. 
O. Wallace, op. cit. p. 159; R. S. Vestf&ll, Sc1PnnP mnd ReltrInn in 
SavPnteenth century Rngland.. Mchigan, 1973. pp. 141-2. This demonstrates 
their links with scientists and philosophers such as Newton and Locke. 
See: Toon, Hyper-CalvInists. p. 34; Howe, Vorks. I. pp. 132-4. 
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Puritain Irnlden Chainl RpintpmnlCta. 

From what we have touched upon so far we can be fairly sure 

that Puritans were constructing a theory or science of the method or 

grounds of knowledge: an epistemology. For the vast majority of then 

this was theocentric. Hence they regarded the various branches of 

Natural Theology as demonstrating aspects of God's character. ' They 

believed that to study nature was to study God in the act of willing. 2 

The resulting scholastic aspects were in turn focussed an the heart of 

what we have discussed as 'Puritanism'. Its inarticulate nature did not 

stop them incorporating it into their epistemology, "... trying to 

articulate a vision in the words of a highly abstract system of 

thought. "' An even more extensive system came out of this. It 

incorporated all known epistemology and theology in a 'Chain of Being'. 

which linked the meanest atoms to Almighty, God- Since Willliam Perkins' 

Golden rhAin, [15901, is seminal in this approach, it will be useful If, 

we term this 'Golden Chain Epistemology' from now on. 

Dudley Fenner's 11558-158734 Sacra Thaologica was one of the 

first important Puritan works in this field. But it was Perkin's GaIden 

Cbmin which really. "Xarked the beginning of a series of English 

l. Miller, lraw England Mind. p. 216. 
2. Tbld. p. 225. 
3. jones, ap, r, it.,.. p. 70; Xiller, op. c1t. p. 102. 
4. T)- IRAnnAr., Vent to Cambridge. Follower of Cartwright. Had to flee 
country before taking B. A. Returned and put back into prison in 1584. 
Subscribed to get abroad to be pastor of a church in Middleburgh. 
Probably one of the most able Puritans. D. N. B. VI. p-1181. 
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systematic theologies.. ", like Ames Medulla, [16271, and Ussher's A Body 

of DIvinIty., E16451.1 Perkins' methodology owed much to Aristotelian and 

Ramist influences. 2 "In-Perkins' thought, the will of God-functioned as 

what Aristotle would have described as an efficient cause appropriate to 

the Prime Mover-as a single, pure act, not the consequence of reason or 

arbitrium, but the operation of the 'final' cause in ordaining all 

things for the glory of God. Ramist reasoning could arrive at the same 

conclusions as the pre-Christian Aristotelianism that was used by 

Christian Reformers. " Aristotelian influences meant that Perkins had a 

sound ascriptural base for his ethics, whilst his Ramisn became a source 

for an atemporal, Neoplatonism which was very inportant for following 

Puritans such as Ames. 4 

The use of scholastic language tended to wrap their faith in 

philosophical terminology. This in turn led to viewing salvation as the 

acquisition of knowledge by the mind through the senseB. 6 This Is 

demonstrated in their scholastical view of nang, which saw the Fall as a 

dislocation of man's place in the 'Golden Chain#7 but which-did not 

I. Breward, up-cit. p-171. 
2. Vallace, op-cit. pp-56-7. It is inportant that Perkins drew from Beza, 
who detested Ranus. Beza's Sunma Tntfus Thealogicae included a chart of 
salvation and followed the medieval method. Breward, aprjtp. 171. 
Boughton stresses the epistemological parallels between Ramism and 
Beza's Aristotellanism. aLt,. cltpp. 86-7. 
3. Boughton, art., CItp. 86. 
4. Vallace, op-cit. p. 57; K. L. Sprunger, Tha Learned Doctor V1111mn AmpRi 
Dutch Backgrounds nf Rngligh and Amaricmn Puritanism. Urbana, 1972. 
pp. 109-110. 
5. Vallace, op. clt. pp. 56-7; Miller, op-cit. p. 281. 
6. Killer, op. cit. p. 184. 
7. Tbld.; Sibbes, Vnrk-, -I. p. 131. 
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doubt man's strong links with God, as we see in Ames' The Narrow of 

Sacred Dlvlnlty, [16421.1 The linchpin of this whole view was 

predestination. This fulfilled the philosophical role of linking 

ground-notives with God's decrees, whilet drawing on all aspects of 

Reformed Theology. 2 

One consequence of making-predestination the centre of-their 

epistemology was that they had to defend all its corollories. ý3 

Reprobation was one which they philosophically accepted whilst ethically 

they, rejected it4, as we see in Baxter's The SaintIR RyPrInsting Rest . 

This approach also tended to lessen the role of Christ, "The purpose of 

a Saviour was subordinated to the purpose of election. "O They saw it as 

far more important to assure a man of election than to preserve the 

Scriptural role of Christ. 7 Everything was collapsed into the idea of a 

supralapsarian election, which would give the soul grace which not even 

Adam had received. 8 Therefore it was not a minister's role to convert, 

rather to assure the elect of their salvation-' PastoraliBM can be 

viewed as a practical extension of the scholastical interpretations of 

the decrees of God. 10 So that it was to this scholasticism that 

Apocalyptical excitement added the fire of revival from the early 

l. Anes, The Marrow, 
_pp. 

60-3. 
2. Vallace, ap, Dlt, -p. 

56; Breward, op. cit. . 183. 
3. Wallace, op. cit. p. 56. 
4.11LU; Lamont, op-cit. pp. 137-8. 
5. Baxter, Practical Vorks. III. pp. 125,152,379,476,499,400. 
G. Vallace, np-cit. p. 48. 
7.1bld. pp. 48-9; John DownanelThe Christlan Varfarp. London, 1604. p. 284. 
8. Vallace, np. clt. pp. 48-9; T. Goodwin, Vorks. IX. p. 14. 
O. Tbld. pp. 51-2. 
JO. Tbid. p. 59; Haller, np. cit. p. 83. 
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1630's. It Is further significant that the scholasticism was obscured 

at the height of this excitement. 

As well as Perkins, John Preston, E1587-16281,1 significantly 

developed 'Golden Chain' epistemology. Here, "... there is a similar 

blending of Ramism with the principles of Aristotelian natural 

philosophy in the development of a systematic theology. "2 Here again we 

see the development of predestination through scholasticism. "The 

stated purpose of Preston's discussion of the divine essence was to 

defend, predestination yet at the same time his philosophical position 

produced a supralapsarian understanding of salvation. " In works such 

as TAfR Eternal[16341, Preston emphasised the power of human reason, and 

its ability to discern the fundamental character of God. 4 In works such 

as-Thp New Covenant [1631, he expressed the perception of God through 

philosophical constants which are not related to physical existence. 6 

The whole of Christian history, whereby God, and man were affected by 

occurances such as the Fall, and the Atonement, are irrelevant to such a 

scholastical view of God. *Election and reprobation were, therefore, 

necessary to God's act of self-revelation and gloriflcation. 0 

J. J. Preston., Cambridge man. Influenced by John Cotton. He was much 
preoccupied with studying scholastic divinity. *It is clear that his 
heart was firmly set on the propagation of Calvinistic theology. " D. N. B. 
XVI. pp. 308-311. 
2. Boughton, mrt-cit. p-88- 
3. Tbid. p. 89 
4. J. Preston: TAfA RtArnal or a Treatise of the Knowledge of the Divine 
EAsence And Attributes. London, 1634. pp. 1-5. 
5. J. Preston, The New Covenant or the Smintm Port1nn. London, 1631. 
pp. 40-1. 
6. Boughton, art. cit. p. 90. 
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It was against this background that Villian Ames developed his 

view of Federal Theology. In works such as his Nedulla, [16271, " ... Ames 

identified being with the eternal good... "I In this view of God Ames 

associated God's attributes with the philosophical arts. So that, 

"There was, in other words, no real difference in knowledge between what 

was known by nature and what was revealed in the written word. "2 It is 

very impartant, that we realise that the Puritans' methodology was 

leading them a belief that knowledge is unified. This effectively put 

Natural Theology on a par with Special Revelation. In this system, 

11 ... God is essentially a promiser who also performs, irrespective of 

man's action or inaction, fidelity or infidelity. " 

Ames was thorough in the way he expressed Federal Theology 

through scholasticism. In 1626 he published his edition of RaMUB' 

Malacticus with Cnnmpntary. 4 The role of the individual became central 

because of his view that theology functions, "... according, to the Golden 

rules of art. "s Accordingly an individual was seen to judge himself in 

parallel with God. Tn his Consclence with the Power and Cases 

Thereof, [16431, Ames defined conscience as, -" ... a man's Judgement of 

himself, according to the Judgement of God of him. "" In this outlook 

I. Boughton, arl, ail, p-92. 
2. Tbld. 

- 3. Horton Davies, op-alt. p. 312. 
4. Vallace, op. cit. p. 59. 
5. Bass, op. cit. p-68. 
6. W. Ames, Consciance wlth the Power and cases Thereof. Londou, 1643. 
I. p. 2; L. Ziff, PtiritAnism ln America. New Culture In a New World. 
oxford, 1973. p. 14; X. Valzer, The Revolutinn nf the Saints. 
F. ambridge, Nass. p. 110-, C. Hill, Society and P"ritAng in Pre-Revolutionary 
Rngalnd. London, 1964. p. 291 
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words replaced religious symbols as instruments of theological 

precision. ' Hence the man who possesses an enlightened conscience has 

found his real identity. 2 There was a great emphasis upon the worth of 

man, so that it followed that God would have to fulfill his part in any 

agreement. It is rumoured that when the Commonwealth fell Thomas 

Goodwin quoted Jeremiah 20 vs 73, believing that God had broken a pledge 

with the Parliamentarians. 

Hence 'Golden Chain' theology can be viewed as, 11... the 

fountainhead of a new conception of evangelical inwardness.. " Because 

of such internalisation, there was great emphasis upon personal 

judgement. Therefore the accuracy of sense-perception became 

important. 6 Because of this, and their rationalistic view of God and 

revelation, it became essential that Scripture should be demonstrably 

the word of God. 6 In view of what we have already discussed about their 

philosophical view of the ground of God's being, it was natural that 

Scripture, as God's revelation, should be measured against the 'Golden 

Rules of Art'. Added to this was the way they tended to set their 

concepts fof 'man' and 'god' in parallel. Apart from man being 

atenporal spirit, they saw reason and will as profound similarities with 

J. Ziff, gp., cjt., -p. 
14; Horton Davies, op. cft- p. 314. 

2. Ziff, op-cit. -p. 
15. 

3. T. Goodwin, Vorks, Introduction by R. Halley. p. xxxvii; Horton 
Davies, op-cit. - p. 313; Ahlstrom, np. cit. p. 131; N. Guizat, History of 
Richgird, Cronvell and the Restoration of CharleR IT. Loadon, 1856 p. 64. 
4. Ahlstrom, oR-cit- p. 128. 
5. Baxter, Practical Works. IV. pp. 68-9. 
6. T. Goodwin, Vnrlr--. IX. p. 43; Owen, WorkR, XIV- p. 38, XIII. p. 439. 
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God. ' Reason more than anything else became a tool and a goal for 

then. 2 Hence to use reason was to worship God. 3 

As the Restoration approached Covenant theology was expressed 

more in terns of a reasonable agreement. It became a philosophical and 

a theological constant, the Infrastructure of 'Golden Chain theology'. 

No natter how far apart the Puritans drifted apart denominationally, 

they all clung to the security of such a stable system. 'Golden Chain 

Theology' was very adaptable to their superficial differences, whilst 

unting them in the grounds of their epistemology. 

Against this background all Puritans viewed the Fall as 

disorder. ' Vith salvation as a re-establisbment of this unity. 16, 

Despite their strong concept of sin, they regarded all nature and time 

as united under God's providence. 6 Throughout all history and nature 

man emerges as the apex of the earthly chain of existence, confirming 

his god-like character7, as we see in Baxter's MnthPrIP 

ratechism, 1168210. Such an emphasis upon the worth of man, combined 

with an atenporal view of sin, can be regarded as a further assault on 

the role of Christ. '3 Scholastical 'Golden Chain Theology' 

1. Killer, law England Mind. pp. 182-3. 

2. Owen, Wnrks. XIV. p. 74, III. p. 365; Xiller, Qpajt, _pp. 
71,74. 

3. Bass, op-cit. . 79. 
4. Owen. Works. I. pp. 103,185. XIX. pp. 341,347,387; T. Goodwin, Vorks. IV, 

p. 153; Baxter, Prmctical Vorks. Il. p. 63. 
5. Baxter, Practical Vorks. IV. p. 68. 
G. Owen, 'Works, XIII. p. 435; Charnock, Vcjrks. II. p. 292. 
7. Owen, Vorks. XIII. p. 435; Baxter, Practical Vorks. IV. p. 35. 
8. Baxter, lbld. 
O. T. Goodwin, op-cit. IX. p. 3. 
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tended not to have a real role for Christ. ' 'God' emerges as a 

philosophical constant. He is the orderer of the 'Chain-of Being 12, and 

sin became a fall from the higher levels of the chain, while salvation 

was viewed as a pilgrimage towards super-added grace. 3 

Despite this atemporalism, Puritans took it for granted that 

man could develop a very complete picture of God from natural 

revelation. Everything was expressed through the ground attributes of 

God as first cause. Hence they saw everything as essentially good, 

reflections of an all-enbracing determini SM. 4 This was understood to be 

essentially good, and regarded as the super-temportal peak of the 'Chain 

of, Being'. 6 Baxter explains the thinking behind this in his Via 

ratpchimlng of Families, (16821,0 ... we see that the regions above us 

excel in the glary of purity and splendour: and when this dark spot of 

earth hath so many millions of men, can we doubt whether those vast and 

glorious parts are better inhabited... If our'souls-are invisible 

spirits, essentiated by the power of life, understanding, and will. the 

spirits above us can be no less, but either such or more excellent. And 

he that made Us must needs be more excellent than his work. 06 In 

England, Congregationalists tended not to view physical creation as 

optimistically as this. They came closest to doing so in New England, 

1. T. Goodwin, Vorks. IX. p. 97 
2. Tbld. p. 106. 
3. "Where inward man is strictly the soul with its graces, set in 

opposition to our outward man... a mouldering and decaying 

condition. "Tbid. XII. p. 3; Baxter, Practical WorkR. II. p. 977. 
4. Baxter, Pr&ct1ca1 Works. IV. p. 36; OwenoYDrka. 

- 
IV. p. 87, III. p. 272. 

5. Owen, Vorks. II. p. 91, I. p. 151, VI. p. 399, IL p. 42. 
6. Baxter, Practical Works. IV. p. 69. 
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',... where Puritanism achieved-its fullest, least inhibited flowering. ", 

After John Cotton, one of the most interesting is Roger Villiams. His 

theology emphasised the worth of man so much that he demanded *soul 

liberty'. Such a subjectivism has been seen as divorcing'man from God. 2 

Against'a background of 'Golden Chain' epistemology, Williams demanded a 

'soul liberty' which had close parallels, with Locke's rationalistic- 

empiriCiSM. 3 'Golden Chain' epistemology rapidly outgrew what had 

formally been regarded as sacrosanct. 4 

Many scholars'see a decline in the pastoral theology which we 

earlier associated with the beginnings of the Puritan movement. To some 

extent the troubles of the Restoration period brought a revival in 

pastoralism. Works such as Baxter's Now or Key=, EI6631, Joseph 

Alleinels, [1634-1668IOtA Call to the Unconverted, 116721, Owen's L 

nignournp nf thp Holy Sn1rit In Prayer, (16821, and Bunyan's, [1628- 

I. Ablstrom, np-nit. p. 135. 
2. A. Sinpson, Purl tan1sm 1n nid and New Rnglmnd. Chicago, 1955. pp. 53-7. 
3. Taylor, n12. cit. p. 514. 
4. Ahlstrom, ap. cit. p. 161. 
5. J. Allaine... Vent to Oxford in 1649 whilst Owen was vice-Chancellor. 
Assistant to George Ifewton in Taunton iin 1654. Ejected 1662. Inprisoned 
when he continued to evangellse. Released 1664., 

' 
imprisoned again and 

again. "His evening years, spent often in hiding, were temptuous and 
dark. 0 A great Puritan pastor. D. N. B. I. p. 299. 
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168811, Grace Aboundlng to the ChIpf of Sinners, [16661, are all'parts of 

this renewed search for spiritual fulfilment. ''NThese are plummets 

sounding the uttermost depths of Nonconformist religious experience. " 

But whilst Puritanism crumbled as a mass religion3, the efforts to 

synthesise a 'Golden Chain' epistemology continued. Nothing underlines 

this more than Joseph Alleine's Theologia Ph1losophica. 'Alleine was one 

of the greatest'pastoral ministers of post-Restoration England. Despite 

this he felt-impelled to produce a work which attempted to synthesise 

Special and Natural Theology. 4 

Similarly in Charnock's A Discourse of Divine Providence, we 

are furnished with a reason for turning to nature for authoritative. 

revelation: "Things are not ordered in the world by blind fortune, but 

an all-seeing Deity, who hath the management of all sublinary affairs. "O 

Vithin this system man's sense-impression feeds the mind, thereby 

communicating the wisdom of God to the wisdom of Xan. "In nature it is 

so: the eye guides the body, because that is the chief organ of 

sensitive knowledge; the mind, which is the seat of wisdom, guides the 

whole. "O It was also important for Charnock to stress that nature 

i.. Tnhn Runyan. Born of poor parents. He probably acquired mastery of the 
English language from reading the Bible. 1657 recognised as preacher. 
Spent most of 1660-72 in Bedford gaol. "... his chief writings 
demonstrate that to him the world was exclusively the scene of spiritual 
warfare... " Cross, op-nit. p. 207. 
2. Horton davies, op. clt. -pp. 

453,438ff. 
3. Knox, art-clt. p. 301, 
4. D. ff. B. I. p. 299. Although this work has been lost. 
5. Charnock, Vnrks. I. p. 8. 
G. Tbld. I. P. 9. 
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gives man direct knowledge of God, for no other being could communicate 

such knowledge through nature: "No creature hath the skill or power to 

work immediately upon the will of men; neither angels or devils can do 

it immediately, but by proposing objects, and working upon the fancy, 

which is not always succesful. "' It was because of this that Thomas 

Browne in his Vulrar Errors, Uondon, 16461, writes, "It hath seemed 

strange unto some, she [Eve] should be deluded by a serpent, or subject 

her reason to a beast, which God had subjected to hers. 02 This, is a 

question which the great Puritan polymath, John Milton, addressed in his 

Paradigm- T. ngt, [London, 16671. In Book IV, line 800i Satan approaches Eve 

in what has been seen as an erratic dream, echoing; 

11... the bougbt smile 
Of barlots, loveless, Joyless, unendeared, "-" 

Even though the dream sequence is an assault on the rationality of 

$man', Milton is at pains to explain philosophically why man could be 

deceived in such a drean. 4 When we reach the eating of the apple in 

book IX, Milton Is careful to stress that Satan approaches Eve with 

, glazed" or false speach. 6 Similarly, for Charnock in his A DIscourse 

nf-Mvinn Providence, "The sun in the heavens is a shadow of God, which 

doth not disdain to communicate its natural goodness, and emit its beams 

to the meanest creatures... and would it not be a disparagement to an 

I. Charnock, Vorks. 
-I. P-9. 

2. Tbld. I. p. i. 
MV. 465-6. 
4. V. 100-021. 
5. IX. 549. 
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Infinite goodness to be outstripped by a creature, which he hath set up 

for a natural communication of good to the rest of the world. "' "What 

an orderly notion is therein the natural actions of creatures, which 

evidenceth a guidance by an higher reason, since they have none of their 

own. " 

By the tine of the Restoration period the Puritans were 

relying on a scholastical definition of theology, as a mixture of 

Special and Natural Revelation. Urian Oakes, 11631-16811, in his Ia3j 

England P-leaded-Vith, [16731, explains the role of Natural Theology in 

this: "Rational application of general Rules of Scripture to our selves 

and to our conditions, and in the production of particulars, and due 

Reasoning from it. "' 
I 

'Golden Chain' epistemology developed as new men came to the 

fore. Yet we should not think that there, was any clear search for a 

scientific, naturalistic synthesis. The real impetus was one of wishing 

to synthesise all knowledge. However, whilst Puritans. such as Baxter 

and Owen laid great emphasis upon pastoral faith, many post-Restoration 

Puritans were far more concerned with developing a stable epistemology. 

Accordingly they outlined a 'Chain of Being' which 

demonstrated God's creation and His nature. To deny this was I 

demonstrable was to, "... go contrary to every creature and link In the 

1. Charnack. Works. 1. p. 11. 
2. Tbld. p. 15. 
3. Urlan Oakes, New Rngalnd pleaded With. 1673; in Basrs, op. clt. p. 54. 
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chain of creation. "' Charnack further writes in his Attributes of 

Qcd, ELondon, 16821, "Every plant, every atom, as well as every star, at 

the first meeting. whispers this in our ears, I have a Creator, I am a 

witness to a deity. "2 Like'earlier Puritans they saw man as the apex of 

creation,, with a temporal and spiritual nature. 3 However, they tended 

to stress man's spiritual ability and affinities more that earlier 

Puritans. This led to them seeing man as having an innate and unlimited 

power of spiritual fulfilment. Howe writes in his Living TeMpla, [16763, 

"... every good and virtuous man hath or may attain a sort of... self- 

fulness, and be satisfied from himself [which yet is a stamp of 

divinity, and a part of the Image of God, or such a participation of the 

divine nature as is agreable to the state and condition of a 

creature... "' By self-fulfilment they meant infinite, intellectual 

development, "... the possibility on the creature's part can never 

actually be flled up; that it is a bottomless abyss in which our 

thoughts may still gradually go down deeper and deeper, without end... "O 

This was combined with viewing God through reason6, and so religion 

became the rational discernment of good7, something they thought of man 

doing naturally-O Indeed, "We cannot pay God a due and regular homage 

l. Charnack, Vorks. I. p. 128. 
2.1bld. pp. 143-4; Howe, Works. I. pp. 132-3. 
3. Charnock, Vorks. I. p. 162. 
4. Hawe, Vorks. I. pp. 171,183. 
5. Howe, Vorks. I. p. 183. 
6.1bld. I. p. 182; Charnock, Works. I. pp. 128,158. 
7. Charnock, Works. I. p. xliii. 
8. Tbld. pp. xliv, 155,137. 
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unless we understand him in his perfections... "I This approach tended 

to set great store in the precision of Greek philasophy2, so that the 

concept of God was expressed through such terminology as an idealistic 

first cause, "We must come at last to anrinfinite, eternal, independent 

being that was the first cause.... " Their concept of God was expressed 

through the methodology and epistemology of what we have termed 'Golden 

Chain' theology. "If nature therefore uses counsel to-begin a thing, 

reason to dispose it, art to effect it, virtue to complete it, and power 

to govern it, why should it be called nature rather than God? *4 In such 

a system knowledge is the basis of faith. 6 

Somewhat earlier John Owen wanted the Congregationalist Savoy 

neniaration, E16581, to act as an intellectual and practical rallying 

point. To some extent he was succesful, but despite the obvious 

denominational differences, Congregationalism was very similar to 

Presbyterianism. Thomas Goodwin's pupil, Theophilus Gale, E1628-16781,7 

worked towards a synthesis of Calvinism, and Neoplatonisn. 0 There was 

1. Charnock, Vorks . I. p. 129. 
2. Howe, Vorks. l. pp. 87,96. 
3. Charnock. Vorks, I. pp. 150-11157; Howe, Vorks. 1. pp. 178-83. 
4. Tbld. I. P. 157. 
5. Tbld. I. p. xl; Baxter, Pr&ctfcn1 Works, II. p. 404. 
6. Savoy Declmratlon. "A statement of Congregational principles and 
polity... drawn up at a Conference held at the Chapel of the old Savoy 
Palace in 1658 by representatives of 120 churches. " Cross, op. cit. 
p. 1219. 
7. T. Gale. Oxford man. M. A. In 1652. wIn ecclesiastical polity he was an 
Independent, and a member of Thomas Goodwin's church. His great work, was 
The Court of the Gantiles, E16693, which-attempted to trace all theology 
to its Hebrew roots. D. N. B_ VII. p-817. 
8. Tudur-Jones, op. cit. p. 88. 
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also John Milton, E1608-16741, who had more in comm n with the 

Independents than the Presbyterians. ' Works such as his famous 

Areopazltlca, 116441, sought intellectual freedom. Harry Vane's 

work, 11613-16621, "-presupposes a profound sense of muls personal 

worth. .. "2 Thomas, Gilbert. 11613-16941, had, "... all the schoolnen at 

his finger-ends. "3 We should also stress the continuing intellectual 

excellence and dominance of John Owen with works such as Animadversinna 

on a TrpAtise entitled IFInt LtiXLJ166214 

Despite being banned from Oxford and Cambridge, the 

Independents set about the education of their children. In doing this 

they retained scholastical views about education. Old syllabi were 

changed In favour of modern courses for subjects such as mathematics and 

modern languages, but there Was no attempt to introduce courses that 

squared with their faith. We see this at John Flavell's Academy at 

Dartmouth in 1668, or with Charles Morton, [1627-169816, whose acadeny in 

London offered, "... classics, logic, divinity, mathematics, modern ) 

languages, science... 0, subjects closely alligned to a Natural Theology 

epistemology. 6 

I. A. Peel, ted], Essays Conirreantinnal AnA rAtholic. pp. 285-7; Tudur- 
Jones, ap-cit. p. 64. 
2. Peel, np. cIt- p. 64; also David Clarkson, see: Charnock, Vorks. 1. 
P. Xliii. 
3. Tudur-Jones, op-cit. p. 64. 
4. Peel. op-cit. p. 297; Bass, op. cit. pp. 93-4. 
5X. Morton.. Oxford man. X. A. in 1652.1662 eJected. Began school for 
dissenters. Defoe was a pupil. 1686 arrived in New England because of 
persecution. Became minister at Charleston, got a post at Harvard, 
D. N. B. XIII. p. 1046. 
G. Ashley-Smith, op-cit. pp. 56-61; Tudur-Jones, op. cft. p. 88. 
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These trends peaked in the work of those Independents who 

combined an emphasis upon the worth of man with a wish for a scholastic 

synthesis of the faith. This led to something close to an intellectual 

works righteousness. We see the seeds of this in Owen's Truth and 

Tnnocenne Vindicated, [16693, where he venerates reasonable virtue. ' But 

it was with such men as John Locke, who is seen as having close ties 

with the Puritans, and Roger Williams, that these trends reached a 

peak. 2 "... Williams had in effect replaced his faith in'the living God 

of the Scriptures by another faith in his own inner light and reason. "3 

But in doing this he was not out of line with mainstream Puritanism. 

Theophilus Gale and Stephen Charnock were both students of Thomas 

Goodwin. John Locke was tutored by John Owen and Thomas Cole. 4 One of 

Gale's students, Thomas Rowe, taught Cartesianism. "This-significant 

widening of the intellectual horizons of Nonconformist thought can be 

exemplified... by Samuel Cradock's academy which was one of the channels 

by which the influence of the Cambridge Platonists reached Dissenters. 16 

All this implies a dominance of 'Golden ChaiW epistemology within the 

ranks of the Independents. 6 

By the 1690's the'traditional Congregationalism, known as High 

Calvinism, had so developed a scholastical view of Federalism that it 

had changed into Hyper-CalViniSM. 7 *... a system of theology, or a system 

I. Owen, Vorks, XIII. p. 416. 
2. Horton Davies, op.,. ýp-137- 
3. Taylor, ap.. citp - 521. 
4. Tudur-Jones, uprUlu-p. 88., 
5.1bld. 
6. Taylor, np. n1t.. shows the background and implications, lden. pp. 197-8. 
7. Toon, Hyper-Calvinism. pp. 144-5. 
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of the doctrines of God, man and grace, which was framed to exalt the 

hanour and glory of God and did so at the expense of minImising the 

moral and spiritual responsibility of sinners to God. "' Looking back 

over the history of Congregationalism we would not have, expected Hyper- 

Calvinism to have become such a dominant force. Nainstream Puritanism 

had strongly blocked the anti-reason movement of Webster and Dell in the 

1640's and 1650's. 2 Persecution might well have been a key factor which 

changed the movement. - Xany might have been frightened off by the 

sometimes-fatal-consequences of being-a Honconformist in the Restoration 

period. 3 There is also the strong possibility that Hyper-Calvinism has 

little to do with Webster and Dell's movement. That it was in fact the 

apex of a scholastisisation of Congregationalism. There is no doubt 

that aspects of the theology of Congregationalists such as Owen and 

Thomas Goodwin were highly complex, and SChOlaBtiCal. By the 1680's we 

have a movement which-no longer has these men of great ability, but 

which none the less reies-on their work, and is itself caught up in the 

universal, contemporary emphasis on Natural Theology as the basis of 

epistemology. Added to this we have a Congregationalist movement 

depleted by persecution, which night haveýcontributed to the low 

educational standard. In the 1680's and 1690's the High Calvinists 

could have either relied too heavily on scholastical systems they didn't 

completely understand, or reject them. Bearing in mind the traditional 

I. Toon, Hypar-Calvinism. pp. 144-5. 
2. Miller, ihe New EngaInd Mind. pp. 74-9. 
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Congregational denial of Natural Theology, and the scholastical 

development of their theology, it was inevitable that they would do 

both. I 

Against this background the New England Congregationalist John 

Norton, (1606-16631, constructed a synthesis of the entrenched 

Congregationalism of Cotton with the more humanistic outlook of Thomas 

Hooker. His Orthodox Rvanzalfat, E16521, has been called, "... an 

extremely technical exposition of the Puritan systen of theology. "2 His 

theology retained the structure of traditional Congregationalism, whilst 

developing a high valuation of man. Thereby emphasising the ability of 

a reasonable man to ascend to God as first cause. 3 Like the 

Presbyterian emphasis upon a moralistic works righteousnes, this 

rationalistic subjectivism reduced the role of Christ. 4 The result of 

this was a self-contradicting theology, whichýexpressed man's ability to 

effect his own salvation against a background of traditional 

supralapsarian, double-predestination. 6 

New England Congregationalists increasingly rebelled against 

total submssion to the traditional concept of God. 0 All knowledge and 

soteriology had been combined within 'Golden Chain' epistemology. In 

the process they had stressed man's natural ability, minimised the 

historic Fall, and promoted the concept of God which tallied with 

l. Toon, Hyper-Calvlnl--m. pp. 146-7; Horton Davles, ap. clt. pp. 450-3. 
2. Toon, ibid. pp. 147-8. 
3. J. Jones, op-cit. p. 11. 
4. Tbld. p. 26. 
S. Tbld. p. 3L 
6. Tbld. pp. 35-9. 
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the individual's perception of his own happiness. ' 

An Almalyraig nf Puritan 'Goldp33 ChainO lipirtemningy. 

In the 'Introduction' we 

saw that if Puritanism is definable it was probably a revivalist 

movement, centred on the needs of the individual, and carried out by a 

number of well educated men who reacted against what they saw as the 

inadequacies of the Church. It certainly was a great deal nore than 

this by the end of the seventeenth-century. Whilst allowing for socio- 

politico-economic developments, we should look upon Natural Theology as 

a major force for change within the movement. There is no doubt that a 

synthesis of Natural and Special Revelation began to emerge at the 

earliest times. 

Physlcnl StrUcture. 

The Puritans had 'atoms' at the base of their 'Golden 

Chain', the building blacks of temporality. There was some discussion 

about whether atoms could be further sub-divided into intelligent and 

non-intelligent, as we read in Howe's LIving TPnpja, E1676J. -2 It was 

most important to them that atoms were, "... contradistinguished to mind 

and spirit. " Here we see a clear hierarchy between heaven and earth, 

i. Jones, np. clt. pp. 39ff. 
2. Howe, Wnrks. 1. pp. 47-9. 
3. Tbid. I. pp. 146-7. 
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between the temporal and spiritual, more precisely between man and the 

rest of creation. ' Within this structure the linking of 'contrary 

qualities together' was seen to point to an intelligent creator. "Yet we 

see then chained and linked one with another... 02 For Charnock, man and 

nature are closely integrated in an Imposing unity. 

In terms of the 'golden Chain' they saw clear parallels 

between man and the rest of the chain. Lowest of the life forms were 

the plants3, as Baxter explains in his The Reasons of tha Christian 

RellRion, (London, 16661, *A power of mere growing notion, conmon to 

plants. 04 They demonstrate the law of GodO, and more precisely his 

teleological hand, as Charnock writes, in his Attr1butes of God, "There 

is a natural as well as a revealed knowledge, and the book of creatures 

is legible in declaring the being of a God... 06 

Above plants they set 'brute creatures', as we see in Owen's 

niRcourse rnncerning the Holy Spirit, ELondon, 16741.7 Discussing the 

oinanimate part' of nature Owen writes, NThat which concerned the 

Inanimate part of it in general, with the influence it had into the 

production of animated or living but brute creatures... 00 In his Review 

nf the Annntations nf Qrntlus, [London, 16561, Owen writes, "Of Creatures, 

I. Charnack, 'Works, l. p. 154; Owen, Vorks, III. pp. 97,95. 
2. Charnock, 'Works, I. p. 152. 
3.13axter, Practical Works. II. p. 7, IV. p. 69; Charnock, Vorks, I. p. 154. 
4. Baxter, Practlcal Works. IV. p. 69; Charnock, Vorks. I. p. 155. 
5. Tbld. - O. Charnock, Works, I. pp. 143-4. 
7. Owen, 'Works, III. p. 95. 
B. Tbld. - 
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one general division is into intelligent and brute or irrational ... oil 

Baxter writes of a vast and syncronised system in which, "... we find 

that the grossest things are the basest... 02 These were seen as being 

with which man has some links, but to which man is profoundly superior: 

"Eacb in their several active spheres assigned, 
Till body up to spirit work, in bounds 
Proportioned to eacb kind. So from tbe root 
Springs lighter tbe green stalk, from tbence the leaves 

-More aery, last the brigbt consunate flower 
Spirits odorous breaths., flowers and their fruit, 
Nan's nourisbment, by gradual scale sublimed, 
To vital spirits aspire, to aninal, 
To-intellectual; give both life and-sense, 
Fancy and understanding; wbence the soul 
Reason receives, and reason Is ber being,... `-^* 

Vithin this system man is separated into "The'rational or intelligent 

part of creation... "4 Owen termed the whole of creation a host of order 

and beautiful disposition, *A host properly is a number of men put-into 

a certain order, for some certain end or purpose... I's 

Creatures, more commonly called beasts, were associated with 

sin. In his Living Tanple, Howe believes'creatures to be without souls 

to direct their actions, he sees them, "... as'a sort of machine made by 

the hand of God... "O More pointedly he quoter. the Neoplatonist Philo 

and underlines, "That they who have no hope towards God, have no part or 

share in the rational nature. "7 He sees the atheist as one 

I. Owen, Vnrkla. XII. p. 487. 
2. Baxter, PrActical Vorks. IV. p. 69. 
3. A. V. Verity, Eed], Xilton. 'Paradise Lost'. Cambridge, 1910. V. 477-85. 
4. C)wen, Vnrks. III. p. 95. 
5. Tbld. III. p. 96. 
6. Howe, Varks. I. p. 140. 
7. Tbid. I. p. 99. 
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who charms his reason with sensual softness. ' Thomas Goodwin writes in 

his A D1scourse of the Glory of the Gospel, E16801, "If you would ask now 

what Is the substantial glary of a man, that is the foundation of all 

his parts and wit, and makes him capable of the glory the world puts on 

him, without which he would lose'all In an instant, what, is it'? It is 

his soul that dwelleth in his body; take it away and he is a beast; nay, 

take it away and he is a dead carcass... 02 Such a view should be 

balanced against Thomas Goodwin's Of Creatures. and thp rondition of 

their state by Crentien, (London, 16821, This work has a moreýpositive 

view of creation. But. we should be aware that it is more concerned with 

man as a creature, rather than creation in the broad sense. Also, 

whilst Goodwin sees a strong Itheologia naturalis' for prelapsarian man, 

he still enphasises the necessity for a super-added grace. 0 In his QL 

Riectlon, [16823, Goodwin enphasises-that the folly of nature lies in its 

mutability. 4 It is significant that in his MothArlm 

CAtg, QhjszjLondon, 16821, Baxter associated bestial behaviour with 

ignorance, "Those that do not learn that which God would have them 

learn, are all naught, and miserable worse than beasts. 1116, - Whilst the 

tern 'beast' was an expressin of sin, the Puritans-stressed their links 

with all creation through the 'Chain of Being'. The Presbyterians had a 

more positive view of creation because they did not stress total 

i. Hc)we, Vnrkg. I. P-91. 
2. GoodwintVorks. IV. p. 327. 
3. Tbid. VII. p-451 IX. p. 5. 
4. Tbld. - 

IX. p. 4. 
5. Baxter. PrActicAl Vorks. IV. p. 34 
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depravity as much as the Congregationalists. Hence Baxter stressed, "It 

is not true to say that beasts do not have souls. They have a different 

soul, and are made to serve nan. 01 Accordingly beats were generally 

seen as imperfect shadows of men. 

We should stress that Puritan 'Golden Chain' theology was a 

mixture of Reformed Theology and scholasticism. If they had been 

thoroughly scholastic they might have gone as far as Descartes and seen 

a rigid philosophical divide between 'man' and physical creation. 

Descartes saw animals as soul-less, mindless machines. Puritans 

disagreed. 'Golden Chain' theology was dominated by their concept of 

God, and they saw it as axiomatic that His imprint was on all creation. 

Also since God was viewed as Spirit, it was logical that all creation 

has a basic spirituality, and that beasts have SoUlB. 2 Howe in his 

TAiving TAMpja, (1ondon, 16761, criticises Descartes' lack of understanding 

of creation or Intelligent spirituality. 3 The emphasis was upon a 

linked ascent through temporality until man emerged as a mixture of the 

temporal and the spiritual. -Owen describes'this view in his D1scourse 

rnnnernlng the Holy Spirit, E16741, "The works of God being thus 

finished, and the whole frame of nature set upon its wheels, it is not 

deserted by the Spirit of God... there are particular operations of the 

Holy Spirit in and about all things, whether merely natural and animal, 

I. Baxter, Vorkr., IV. p. 35. 
2. Tbld. 
3. Howe, Vnrks. 

-I. pp. 139-140. 
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or rational and moral. "' 

Therefore the Puritans saw close parallels between man and 

beasts. Man was viewed as the apex of the creatures. 2 The highest 

point of, "... the pure lump of creatureship. .. "3 Even so, creatures 

were regarded as doomed, created in imperfection, -for even man needed 

super-added grace4, as we see in Thomas Goodwin's Of Rlectlnn, E16821: 

"Vere I as perfect as Adam, I promise you I would for ny part betake 

myself to that of election, that super-creation privilege, [rather] than 

adventure my eternal condition in any free-will holiness, were it never 

so perfect. "O Therefore in his The Knowledge of God the Father, 

physical creation was seen as created by God in imperfection. 0 At best 

creatures were seen as attaining a shadow of spiritual being7, and so it 

was vanity to expect anything from them-O 

Such a view of creatures saw the essence and glory of man in 

his atemporal soul, * ... by which he differeth from the beasts. "s Xore 

especially they regarded man's reason as separating hin*from brute 

creatures, who only have instinct to guide then. 10 This view meant that 

man is closest to beasts when he neglects the power of reason, as Owen 

I. Owen, Vorks, III. p. 103. 
2. Goodwin, vorks. IX. p. 100; Charnock, Vorks I. p. 161. 
3. Goodwin, Vorks. IX. p. 97. 
4. Tbid. 
5. Tbld. p. 7. 
6. Tbld. -IV. p. 544,466. V. p. 40, VII. p. 7. 
, 7. Tbld. - 

VI I. p. 18. 
8.0wen, Vorksj XIX. pp. 107,204. 
9. T. Goodwin. Worlm. IV. p. 327; Baxter, Prmctinni Works- IV. pp. 34,69. 
lo. Howe, Vorks. I. pp. 99-100; Owen. Works. IV-p. 82. 
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writes In his Mortificmtinn of SInJ165611, and Baxter in his 

Catechising of Famllies, (London, 16821. Xore serious is their view that 

in reason man confronts life, and in creaturely 'unreason' death, as we 

see in Howe's Living lezLipla, 116761.2 Hence it is God's reason that 

animates the 'lump of creatureship'. 3 This compounded their view that 

stable existence is super-temporal. Therefore reason was not seen as 

making the temporal spiritual, rather as allowing man to get above the 

beasts to spiritual existence. 4 I 

Accordingly man was set within an order of creation, caught in a 

tension between the spiritual and temporal. 6 Like the beasts nan is 

conversed with and sustained by Godg, and like then his body 

denonstrates a maker. 7 Hence nan holds his place in the 'Golden Chain, 

as the apex and epitome of all creation. 0 

I. C)wen, Vnrks, VI. p. 178; Howe, Workr.. I. p. 91. 
2. BaxterlEractical-Morks. IV. p. 69. 
3. Howe, Vnrks. I. p. 9l; Charnock, Vmrkm I. pp. 126,162. 
4. Charnock. Vorks. I. p. 158. 
5. T. Goodwin, Vorks. V. p. 42; therefore man is set at a certain rank in 
creation, see: Howe, Vorks.. I. pp. 100,133. 

6. Tbl d. p. 219. 
7. Tbld. 

-pp. 
129-133.124 

8. Charnock, Vorkz. I. pp: 154-5,161-2. 
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Pur tan rnncppt= nf 'Nanl and SanctIficatimn. 

The Place nf I Min I- 

We now turn to the most significant section of 'Golden 

Chain' theology: the Puritan view of 'man'. Even for the earliest 

Puritans the concept of the individual had been centrally important. ' 

Ve can view this approach as either the result of the traditional 

Reformed duty of ministering Christianity to the individual, or as part 

of the development of an anthropocentric epistemology. Breward comments 

on Perkins' concern with casuistry: "It is a difficult question to 

decide how much this is due to the Puritans's concern with the pathology 

of conscience and how much this is due to a shift in theological 

emphasis towards anthropacentrisn. "2 

In his Discourse Concerning the Holy Spirit, [London, 16741, 

Owen saw creation in two parts, "That which concerned the inanimate part 

of It in general, with the'influence it had unto the production of 

animated or living but brute creatures, "3 and, "The rational or 

intelligent part of it... "4 Although they saw man as distinct, they 

regarded all the levels of creation as a syncronised system. 6 On earth 

I. Breward, art. clt. p. 10. 
2.1b. LLp. 14. 
3. Owen, Y; WJMi- I I. p. 95 
4. Tbld. 
5. Baxter, PrAeAl cal Works- IV. p. 69. 
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man is the apex of creation, ' with all other creatures being 

subservient to hiM. 2 But whilst man was seen as the apex of creation, 

his links with the lower levels were recognised. 3 Because of this, man 

as the epitome of all nature, was understood to be the clearest 

demonstration of the hand of God, as we see in Charnack's Attributes of 

Gad. 4 Hence the Puritans could not understand any argument which saw 

man as, * ... an anomalous sort of creature, reducible to no certain rank 

or order in the creation. "O 

Looking at creation in general and man in particular, the 

Puritans saw clear evidence of God's work. - Superficially there was the 

proof of the human body, as Howe explains in his Living TeMq2jp,, "Could 

you have made such a thing as the stomach, a liver, a heart, a vein, an 

artery? 117 They thought such examples of God's handiwork clearly showed 

his wisdom. 0 To deny this is to go against the testimony of every level 

of creation. It would also undermine their 'Golden Chain' cosmology, as 

Charnock explains in his Attributeg; nf Ond, "... every atheist is a grand 

fool. If he was not a fool, he would not imagine a thing so contrary to 

the stream of the universal reason in the world, contrary to the 

rational dictates of his own soul, and contary to the testimony of 

I. Charnock, Yorks- I. P. 150. 
2. T bid. 

- pp - 152-3. 
3. Baxter, PrActic&l Vorks. IV. pp. 34.69. 
4. Charnock, yorks. I. pp-161-2. 
5. Howe, YDrjm,. I. pp. 99,199. 
6. Tbld. p. 100. 
7. Tbid. pp. 126,132-3. 
8. Tbld. -p. 

124. 
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every creature and link in the chain of creation. "' We should-be aware 

that Charnock is tying various strands of knowledge together into a neat 

epistemology. Hence to question God's teleological role seemed to then 

to undermine man's epistemological position. For all temporal creation 

was linked to man, and man was seen as the best source of'evidence of 

God's telelogical and ontological imprint .2 

But we have to remember that the Puritans tended tolodge 

'humanity' In the soul, and so they conceived 'man' as being above' 

temporal creation. This is why many Puritans had a high regard for the 

work of Descartes and Locke. They admired their idea of nature as 

, mechanism', with the soul as 'super-mechanism' .3 Despite this they 

looked to the mechanism of nature as a basis for their view of God and 

man. The Puritans were part of a trend which, "... refused to accept the 

possibility of God's willing conformity to a standard of goodness beyond 

nature and for those who equated metaphysics with principles of 

causation, supralapsarianism and determinism seemed to be the only 

logical conclusion. "4 But not even this was clear-cut. the Puritans 

relied heavily on Aristotelianism, and so there is often an appreciation 

of the sufficiency of the temporal in their work. The result was that 

whilst focussing upon Neoplatonic 'goodness', they also relied on the 

Aristotelian emphasis upon sense-perception. Charnock writes of this in 

I. Charnack, Vorks. I. pp. 128,12-17. 
2. Baxter, Practical Yorks. IV. pp. 36,39. 
3. Howe, Vorkr.. I-pp. 139-141. 
4. Boughtont art. &ýýp. gro. 
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his Attributes, of r-nd. 116821, "Whatsoever is a natural perfection in 

creatures, is eminently an infinite perfection... EReferring to the 

created] ... They are all, good, for be pronounced then so... "' Hence they 

tended not to see grace destroying nature, rather as completing it. 2 

They saw no incongruity in this combination of the natural and the 

supernatural. 3 and emphasised how important it was for men to receive. 

natural information, in order to rationalise. 4 In his Thg-rmtPnh1R1nZ nf 

Fanllles, [London. 16821, Baxter wrote, 0 ... even faith and reason suppose 

our senses, and their true perception; and if the first perception be 

false,, faith and reason can be no truer. "O By the Restoration, most 

Puritans had abandoned the Neoplatonic-contempt for the physical which 

we saw In the work of Thomas Goodwin. For them nature was stable, and 

the full implications of the Fall were no longer fully developed. 

Increasingly nature was viewed as having the latent capacity to achieve 

perfection. Even if-thlsýwas doubted by some, all saw nature as a 

mirror of God. For Baxter nature demonstrated God's goodness, "And 

could God make the world good, if he were not good? "rz He also saw 

nature proving the existence of heaven. 7 In his DiscuRRi_nn_Cnncarn1n& 

thg-. Rnly Eplrit. [London. 16741, Owen pointed to the order of providence 

in the harmony of nature. 8 

I. Charnock. Yorks J. pp. 10-11. 
2. Miller, np. clt. pp. 288-9,280; Platt#QP-. Q=-P. 12. 
3. Nil ler, apxit, -p. 

289. 
4. Charnock. Vorks I. pp. xxxviii, 158; Owen, Vorket, IV-p-84. 
5. Baxter, Practical Vorks. IV. p. 69. 
6. TbId. p. 36. 

7. JhjdA-p. 69. 

8. Owen, 3&idLS4-I I I. P. 96. 
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The Puritans did not believe in pure matter as Aristotle did. ' 

For then physical creation was finite and attributed to a Heoplatonic, 

supernatural, first-cause .2 They recognised that as a second cause man 

is less pDwerfull than God3. In particular that man is not in 

possession of-a comprehensive knowledge. 4 These were the positions 

which God and man held within their system. However, they so developed 

their concept of man, that it began to overlap with the position of God. 

Ve see this in Howe's Living Tenpla, "God converses with all creatures, 

culminati. ng in men ... and if God doesn't he Insults man as temple and 

doesn't deserve to be called God. 06 Much of this grew out of the value 

they set upon Natural Theology. Balanced against this was the super- 

tenporalien which we have already touched upon. 

Because of the dialectical implications of temporality, and 

the scriptural account of the Fall, the Puritans by-passed physical 

creation and set'nanhood in the super-texaporal soul. "The glory of man 

is his soul, by which he differeth fron beasts.., " according to ThomaB 

Goodwin's A Dlscnurse of thp Glory of the Qospel, [London, 168210, or his 

An 1-mmedlate State of rlnry, [London, 16571.7 Whilst this lifted man 

above the nechanisns of natureO, it was still a part of the 'Golden 

Chain'. * ... we find that the grossest things are the basest, and the 

1'. Tayl or, op.,. at. -P - 192. 
2. Charnock, Vorks-I. pp. 10,191; Howe, Vorks. I. p. 112. 
3. Charnock, Vorks-I. p. 146 
4. Tbid. I. P. xli. 
5. Howe, Vnrkr- aI-P-2 19. 
6. Goodwln, Vorks. IV. p. 327, XII. pp. 3ff. 
, 7. lbid, -X 

I I. pp. 3ff. 
8. Howe, I&U: k. %- I-p. 140. 
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most invisible the most powerful and noble; as our souls are above'our 

bodies... "' Paradoxically, spiritual being headed the 'Golden Chain', 

whilst being opposite to the physical part of it. They overcame this by 

conceiving of the super-tenporal as a vast mind. In his 

An4nadverR1nns, ELondon, 16621, Owen saw physical creation as nindless. 1 

In the same terms they understood man's soul to rule the body, as God 

rules the world .3 

It was in the soul, and especially in the higher faculties, 

that the Puritans set humanity. 4 Hence they belived that if a man 

abandoned his reason he undermined his humanity. 6, In his On the 

xnrtifinatinn of Sin, [London, 16561, Owen stressed that It was a great 

sin to have a carnal mind against God. 6 Accordingly he saw the loss of 

reason as inverting "... the order of nature, dethroning the soul, and 

causing it to follow the faculties that have no light... "7 Reason 

became their means of attaining a knowledge of God, and in its operation 

it was understood to be atemporal. 0 Hence reason was clearly associated 

with grace in such works as Owen's-Truth mnd TnnnnPnnP 

VindjcAtedjLondon, 16691. '9 If we look at Owen's The Reason of 

Faith, [London, 16771, "God by his Holy Spirit doth secretly and 

JL. Baxter, Practical Works. IV. p. 69. 
2. Owe n, Y=k-54- XIV. pp. 74,76. 
3. Charnock, Vorks- I. p. 10. 

4. Tbld. - pp. 142,136. 
5.0wen, Vorks- XIV. p. 74. 
6. Tbid. VI. p. 178. 
, 7. Thid. XIV. p. 74; Baxter, Practical Vorks. IV, p. 34. 
8. (Iwen, Vnrks. X. p. 128; Charnock, Vorks. I. p. lo. 
q. 0wen, YDrJw-&-XIV. p. 74, XIII. pp. 416ff. 
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effectually persuade and satisfy the minds. and-souls of believers in the 

divine truth and authority ofýthe Scriptures... "' For Owen such 

revelation is reasonable. Even though-the Holy Spirit operates 

internally, better than any science, it is clear it fulfils the, highest 

faculty-of rational souls, which, is the ability to accept-testimony. 

Hance the mind and will, of God. satisfies the mind and will of man. 2 In 

such terms revelation frees the mind from darkness and Ignorance. 3, In 

his Tho Trinlty., (16691, Owen enphasises that even though the Trinity is 

scoffe&at by philosophy, it Is nevertheless reasonable to, 0 ... the soul 

which theeHoly Spirit, -has opened. "4 Accordingly man was viewed as 

. having to shake off tenporalitys, thereby achieving spirituality through 

reasoO, as we see In Baxter's The Saint's EverlastizZ 

RgjjtjLondon. 16511.6 This theme represents a strong Neoplatonic 

contempt for the temporal. It presents the harsh side of deterministic 

theology, implying that man needed salvation because of his temporality. 

Ve see this in Thomas Goodwin's k Mr-e-gurse nf Plactinin, ELondon, 16821 .7 

We can understand that their view of man's nature in relation 

to the 'Golden Chain' was contradictory, that there was a,, 

a contradiction, between Its physical and spiritual aspects. " They 

1.0wen, Vorks, IV. pp. 99-100. 
2. Tbld- IV. p. 102; Basstop. clt. p. 99-100. 

3. TbId. IV. p. 7. 

4. Tbld. 
- 

II. p. 411. 

5. Tbid. 
-XIII. 

p. 416, XIV. p. 74. 

O. Bazter. Practical Vorks. II. p. 65. 

7. Covenant theology was a najor unifying agent. See: Miller, iRm%nd intn 
tha Vildernazi. Cambridge, Nass. 2956. pp. 48ffl See: T. Goodwin, VorkR. 
IX. p. 106; Bass, apalt. p. 1171 Owen, VQrkr-, IV. pp. 84-5,418ff; XIV. p. 74; 
BaxtersEractic0l Vorks. III. p. 65. 

a. Miller. New Fncraind-NJIL(L p. 286. 
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accepted the ability of nature to feed knowledge to man's senses, which 

in turn led to grace, but when dealing with man's soul they tended to 

dismiss nature. --In philosophical terns this is a flawed approach, and 

in this sense the Puritans were 'bad' philosophers, because they never 

completely resolved their epistemology Into any one of the genres of 

thought they used. ' Nevertheless, there-, was enough ascriptural 

philosophy to compromise Scripture, which also tends to mean that they 

fall short as theologians. The Puritans were convinced, "It is but one 

truth in philosophy and divinity, that what is false in one cannot De 

true in another... ". as Charnock writes in his IttrIbutes nf rnd. 2 XoSt 

notably'the, brilliant John Owen's, philosophy is seen as flawed because 

he failed to Integrate the basic grounds of his knowledge. * Vithin 

Puritan theology there are strains of historic scripturallen and 

scholastic philosophy. Their concept of 'nano helped them to overcome 

the apparent contradiction. They did this partly be developIng the 

Federal, concern with the Individual, and also by associating, elect or 

, natural' nano with the qualities of graceo or more precisely with the 

qualities of reason. 'Kau' emerged as the great exemplar and mind which 

centred this system, as we sea In Charnock's AttrIbutan nf nnd, "In his 

Soul... C man] ... partakes of heaven, in his body of the earth. there Is 

the life of plants, the sense of beasts, and the intelligent nature of 

IL. Miller, lew England Mind, p. 378; Charnock, Vorim. I. p. xllv. 
2. Charnock, Vnrka. p. 131-, Bass, op,. =4.154. 
S. Bass, cp... cUa-p. 154. 
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angel s. "I 

Ve have seen how. the Puritans saw the 

soul as nan's divine glory within, as we see in Thonas Goodwin's JjmL 

algry rif the Gc3a; al, I London, 16821.2 t., In his ReaRnn nf 

Faith, (Loadon, 16771,. Owen regarded the soul as the Inage of (; c)d. within 

man. 3 The mind of man emerges as the ruler of man's soul, -in a parallel 

fashion to the, mind of God ruling the world: "Nan is a creature conposed 

of. mind Inoue], which in the ruling faculty of the soul, and the 

understdning which is the directive, discerning and Judging faculty. 

The heart is the practical. principle of operation, and Includes the 

will. "A In this sense man's soul was understood to perforn functions 

sin1lar to Gods, 'which In fact brings nan closer to God. 6 The soul was 

associated with mind, and so not to, nove towards God was seen as 

unreasonable .7 Sin was associated with-unreason, and the Fall was seen 

as a loss ofýmorality within the mind, as we read in Owen's VIndiclas 

Rvanra14cae, [Loudon, 16551.0ý 

Humanity was set within the soul. ". In his Rmlvat4nn 

IL. Charnock. Vorkr., I. p. 162. 
2. T. Goodwin, Vorkr-- IV. p. 327. 
3. Owen, Vorks. IV. p. 84. 
4.1. bid-III. pp. 250-2; Charnock, V=kmI. pp. 10-jj. 
5. Bazter, Practical Vorka. IV. p. 69. 
6. Owent Vorkr-, - 

IV. pp. 82-4. 
7. Tbld. pp. 83,93-4,101, XII. p. 487; HoweoVDrlrft, VIII. p. 355; 
T. GoodwirisVorkil- XII. p. 26. 
8. lhiji. 
g. C)wen, Varks. XII. p. 487. IV. pp. 93-4; HOwesVQrkR, VIII. p. 355. 
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BY-Rage, (Loudon, 16911, John Howe writes, "... inward man is strictly the 

soul, with its graces, set in opposition to our outward man... " Even 

Aristotelian ethics were minimised when they-concentrated on a super- 

temporal soul cloistered within a finite body, and-neagerly fed with 

reason by the senses .2 Therefore-reason war, equated with-grace, ýwhich 

in turn brought Neoplatonism's contempt for the flesh. 3 In these terms 

Christian and philosophical concepts of sin and atenporalisn seen to be 

parallel. It was in philosophical terns that they tended to view nan's 

earthly existence as a temporary alienation of, "... these intelligent, 

immortal spirits of ours. "4 

Therefore the Puritans tended to view the soul an a Idemi- 

god'. and as profoundly atemporal. In his I Disenuran nf the Holy 

. czp4r1t, ELondon, 1G743# Owen Insisted that man was created in order to 

conforn reasonably, to God. 0 In his The Unreamm ablenamm mf 

Infidallty, ELondon, 16553, Baxter saw sin as Intellectual orror. 6 In L 

Brief-ViindinatInn of the lan-Confornista, [London, 16823, Owen wrote, "The 

practice of virtue consists in living suitably to the dictates of reason 

and nature. *7 Their rational view of the soul tied in with viewing God 

as 'frist cause't or absolute reason as in Owen's 1662 AnImadvermInna. 0 

LT. Goodwin. Zorka, XII. p. 3; Howe, Worlrm, VIII. p. 355. 
2. Baxter, Practleal Works. V. p. 69; Howe, Vorlrr-. I. pp. 195-81 
Haller, op-elt. pp-334,337,348-9. 
3. T. Goodwinolorks. XII. p. 26. 
CHOWS, 10rkmo VIII. p. 156 
5. owen, Varks. IV. pp. 84-5: III. pp. 101-103. 
6. Baxter, PrActi Qmkl V13rkft- Il. p. 383, III-p. 65. 

#I. Owen, Vc3rks. - 
III. p. 416. 

S. Thid. XIV. p. 74; Bazter, Practical Vorks. IV. p. 70. 
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In his A Saint or a Brutia, (London, 16621, Baxter looked to, "Full 

proof... from reason-itself that there is. a life to coma... "I The soul 

became-., a key component in this epistemological view of man. It was the 

means of underlining affinities with God as the ground of being. So 

that, 0 ... the notion of a God seems'to be'twisted with, the nature of 

man, and is the first. natural branch of common reason. *. 02 They never 

lost sight of the fact that man's soul Is created by God, but they 

invested man's soul with, so many Independent powers that the dependence 

upon God was lessened., 'One of the-nain ways In which they could do this 

was by representing God as anAdeal within'their systems. In his 11mL 

Rpngnn of ha Chrintlan'Rallafinn, - (Loadon, 16621, Baxter wrote, "Though 

God, or the first cause, is to be searched after in all his works, yet 

chiefly-in the chief of then within our reach; which is man hinself. "3 

Therefore their concept-of soul was defined as reasonable and atemporal. 

whichAled In with their view of God. The result was, that both man and 

God were expressed in dialectically Idealistic terns, and though none of 

the'Puritans saw nan as God, In using these means to, describe man and 

God,, it was inevitable that they would do so. Hence in, his The Reason. - 

nl-tta Chrlatlmn R&11r1nn, ELondon, 18621, ' Baxter wrote, 0 ... I found that 

truth must be so long retained and faithfully elaborated, by a diligent 

and willing mind, till it be concocted Into a clear nethodological 

understanding. "' So that towards the end of the seventeenth- 

I. Bazter, Practleal Vorksý II. p. 711. 
2. Charnock. Varks. . p. 137. 
3. Baxter, Prmctical Vorks, II. Pp. 3,11-12. 
4.. Ibid. I I. p. 3. 
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-ceutury-the Puritans-found most of the answers to spiritual-problems 

within man. The Inplications of using ascriptural 'Golden Chain' 

theology is that they had been doing this from the earliest tiMBS. 

-Accordingly their pathology of soul associated it with the 

mind, especially wisdon. 'Its creation demonstrated wisdom, and it 

needed a continuation of this to function, as we see In Owen's Doctrine 

mf the Unly Sp1rjt, ELondon, 16773*'1 They saw tenporality as compromising 

the-basic nature of the. soul. 2 Despite this the soul functions, albeit 

imperfectly, and as such is the only-intelligent mechanism within the 

wholeýof-man, and therefore of nature. a Thus the soul was viewed as 

purely intellectual, a"... substance which thinketh, understandeth, and 

willeth;;. *4 So that to be alienated from God, was to be alienated from 

ultimate reason. ' 

Ve should underline that the Puritans were not trying to 

immerse the concept of I man' in God,, or even attempting to call man God. 

In. his T. 1ving Texja&, ELondons-16701, Howe opposed those who,, w ... have 

spoken of the souls of men as parts of God, one thing with him; a 

article of divine breath... to give then his very name, and say In plain 

worde'they were God-06 . 'Golden Chalul, theology was very rigid, 

jL. C)Wen. varks, IV. pp. 82-3, III. pp. 101ffl Howe, Varkr-. I. p. 160,. VIII. p. 355. 

2. Hows, VorksoVIII p. 385; Oweu, Wnrkmý XIV. pp. 62,741 T. Goodwin, Vorka. 

IX. pp. 5,95, XII. p. 26. 

3. C)wen, Varka, -XIV. p. 74; Baxter, Practical XQrkm,. IV. pp. 69ff; Howe, 
yslrjm, _ 

1. p. 14 0. 
4. Baxter, Practleal Ygrkz.. 

- 
IV. p. 69. 

5. owen, Varkst. VI. p. 178; Baxter. Practical WorkR. III-p-65; Howe, Varks. 

I. p. 91; Charnock. Varks. I. p. 128. 

6. Howe, Varkr.. I. p. 143. 
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each stage of creation kept to its own level. The great-change cam in 

concentrating all knowledge on, man as 'natural man', rather than putting 

man-into the, place of God. Clearly their concept of man's soul was a 

key part of this. It was viewed as a court within man, as the ruler of 

the world in-microcosm within the body. ' Significantly, they tended not 

to believe that, the soul had been blighted by the Fall. This, combined 

with their-atenporal, dialectical view of the essence of the soul, 

became a key-part of the powers they gave to natural man. In doing this 

they moved away from the basic Reformed concept oUa free God, to that 

of a free nan; 2 

"In a century wracked by plague. fires, and in the 

middle decades, civil war, suffering was believed to be an integral part 

of God's plan ... 13 Igainst such a background it is understandable that 

the Puritans have been seen as obsessed with the problem of sin. Ve 

should uuderlinelthat for them sin was a practical problem. In his Tla 

Trl&ll-nf a Chrlatlainn Growths-Thonas Goodwin saw sin's positive side in 

promoting fellowship with Christ. 04 Eveuýthough they had a vivid sense 

of election, the Puritans saw the nission of Christ as removing the 

l. Howe, ynrjm, I. p. 143; Charnock. lorks. I. pp. 10-121 Owen, VorlrFt.. 
XIII. p. 418o IV. p. 840 III. pp. 101ffl BaxteroPrantical Varlm,, Il. p. 404, 
IV. P. 69. 
2. H. R. Ifiebuhro quoted bylaylorsap-cit. p. 499. 
S. AcGeetall-cit. p. 18. 
4. T. Goodwin, Tha Tryall mf a rbrInfianla r-rawth. London, 1641. p. 88. 
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guilt of sin, rather tban, sin itself. Within this situation Owen 

emphaBised the central role love plays In overcoming sin. We read this 

in his DACIAMUM Of 1679, "Love is capable of a constant exercise, Is 

a spring unto all other affections, and unites the soul with an, efficacy 

not easy to-be exercised unto its object. "' 

They were acutely aware of the need to associateAhenselv96 

with the workings of sin. In his An EXPOSitiolo(London, 16473, Jpseph 

Caryl explains, I ... considering the tines we live in threaten us With a 

common deluge, or an overflowing scourge, which may sweep away both the 

good and the bad together. 002 Against this background we should be aware 

of the Puritans' determination to minister to the troubled soul. In 

doing this they stressed the need to be aware of sin, as we see in the 

work of Richard Baxter, Tha Machlefs of Self-Trnorance, (London, 16611, 

OBe acquainted with the root and remnant of your sins: with your 

particular inclinations and corrupt affectional with their quality, 

their degree, and strength; with the weakness of every grace; with your 

disability to duty; and with omissions or sinful practices of your 

lives. Search diligently and deeply; frequently and accurately persue 

your hearts and ways, till you certainly and-thoroughly know 

yourselves ... *3 With nano 0 ... in a state of wrath and 

condennatiou ... for the Scripture telleth you that 'We are conceived 

I 

I. Owen, Vorkr,. I. p. 150. 
2. J. Caryltin Expoalt1nn with Prantleal Obaarvatlmns Upmn tha Rnnk nf 
" quoted by: McGee, gR. cIt. p. 54. 
3. Bazter, Practical Worka. Il. p. 845. 
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in sin', Psal. li. And 'that by one man sin entered Into the world, and 

death by sin, and so death passed upon all men, for that all have 

sinned, and cons short of the glory of God, ' Rom. III. 23... "I In his 1hfL 

kraravatlan nf Sinnek and SInnIne Aaalnstt Knowledge. Xarcip, [London, 

16501, Thomas Goodwin stressed, *The subject therefore as necessary as 

any other, because If ever we be saved, sin must first appear to us all, 

as it did here to him... 02 

Ve, have'introduced this section by trying to stress the 

personal role of sin in the lives of the Puritans. However, sin also 

had a key role to play in their use of Natural Theology, and it is this 

we are prinarily concerned with. 

In standard Puritan works such as Owen's T)gmth mf npAtb 

, (London. 16471, and Thomas Goodwin's An Rypnm tion mf the Rpistle to 

tha Enbaglans, [London, 16821, sin was associated with the historic Fall. 0 

Vhilst accepting this, we also have to note their tendency to marry the 

Adamaic Fall with philosophical disorder, or a contempt for the 

temporal, as we see in Owen's Disaartatlan of Divine 

s-uAtice, (London, 16531.4 Hance their views on sin were often narrowly 

connected to the Scriptural Fall. 0 Accepting this we need to realise 

that depravity was a very dominant theme within all Furitan groups. In 

I. Baxter, PractIcAl Vorks. Il. p. 845. 
2. T. Goodwin# Vc3rkr-- IV. p. 153. 
3.0wen, Varkat X. p. 399. XIX. p. 103; T. Goodwin, Wnrkst, 

X. pp. 7,48,58,87,340,344-5. 
4. Owen. Vorka, -X. p. O19, XII. p. 1271 T. Goodwin, Vnrkn. XII. p. 26. 

p. 22. 
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his Thm Doctring of Justification by Falth, [London, 16771, Owen 

emphaBised the depravity of nature. ' Whilst in his The Nature al 

Apggtagy From tha Profession of the Gnspel, (London, 16761, Owen pointed 

to the depravity of the nind .2 

Since'they tended to concentrate religious experience in the 

higher faculties, it is not surprising that the Puritans saw sin as a 

dislocation of Intellectual clarity, or the loss of first principles. 

Hence for Charnock In his Attributes of God, a sinner is, 0 ... not one 

that, wants reason, but abuses his reason... "* The cosmos was viewed in 

dialectical terms as reason or 'goodness'. - Any man denying the 

dialectical basis of life was seen as effectively unimanning himself, 

thereby, "... dethroning the souls and causing it to follow the faculties 

that'have no light... ",, according to Owen in his 

_An1nadvPr=1On8,1London, 
1662J, and Baxter in his Xotharl= 

rj%+Pch1r. mjLondon, 168214. Hence to deny dialectical analysis and method 

implies that the 'frst cause' is unworthy, of being, and undermines 

'Golden Chain' epiatemology. 6 So sin was viewed as a disruption of 

man's dialectical position within the 'Golden Chain'. Baxter wrote in 

his Thp Reason of the ChrIntlan Rallglmn, (Londou, 1666), 0 ... (sin is3 ... a 

1.0wen, yorks. V. p. 28. 
2. Ibid. III. pp. 242l238, VII. p. 127; Baxter. -Practit-ml Works. II. p. 561; 
Laisont o pp. 137-8. 
3. Charnc)ck. Ynrks- I. pp-127-8; OwenoYDX"A- XIV. pp. 62,74,78, XIII-p. 439, 
IV. p. 82; BaxtertErmetical Works, III. p. 65olLpp. 711,404. 
4. Charnock, Vorks. I. p. 162; Owen, YDX"a. XIV-pp. 74.76; Baxter, PractIcAl 
Varks. IV. p. 34. 
5. Charnock. Vorkf-t., I. pp. 187,191; Owen. Workri. X. p. 619. - 
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breach in the moral harmony and order of the world... as the dislocation 

or rejection of sons parts of a clock or watch Is a disordering of the 

whole... "' 

Iccordingly sin was viewed as a'dislocation of the faculties 

of the soul. This Implied that perfectlon'within natural nan remained, 

although they admitted that it was Inhibited. 2 So, ýthat no matter how 

firn the Puritans were on total depravity when referring to such Ideas 

as the Fall, they mellowed when they dealt with man's intellectual 

abilities. This is especially Important when we bear'in mind the way. '- 

they"associated the soul-with dialectic;, and salvation with rational 

method. Against this background sin-was seen as a cloudiness of 

understanding - that only salvation'could clear. 'In-Owen's Reason nf 

Faith, [London. 16771, sin is intellectual darkness which doesn't 

conprebend God's light. 2 Baxter uses the same terns of reference in his 

Tha saint'n EverIngtInct RPat, ELondons16511.4 'In'a complex mixture ofý 

Scripture and scholasticisn, 'Goldeu, Chain''theology pictured Satan 

hindering man from discovering the mind of God-6 In similar fashion the 

11oly Spirit'was seen to-fulfill the role of purging error from the minds 

of men. In his Ranson of Falth Owen saw the Holy Spirit aiding man 

because# NOur rational faculties In their utmost inprovement in this 

world, and under the highest advantage they are capable of by spiritual 

I. Baxter, Prmctlc&l Vorks. ' II. p. 63; Killer. op. cit. . 184; Owen, Varkm. 
P. 619 

2-Xillertagicit- p. 186. 
s. Owen, lorluLo. - 

IV. pp. 182-5,175-8,178-81; Xiller, oý. cjt. pp. 280-1. 
4. Baxter. Practical Varks. III. p. 125. 
5. Owen. Yndm- IV. p. 83. 
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light and grace, are not able with all their searchings, to find out the 

Almighty unto perfection in these things. 01, Hence they had no doubt 

that mu's scholastical disciplines were-a shadow of God. 2 

It followed that when. referring to sin the Puritans saw it as 

something to be avoided, equating it with intellectual error. 3 They 

believed that free-will could be aided by the discipline of dialectical 

method. ' In his ThO PrQtAMtAftt R911210n TrUIX Stated, ELondon, 16921, 

Baxter associated the loss of free-will with a pollution of the 

Intellect-6 Therefore sin was seen as all the more unpardonable because 

it could have been avoided. 0 This was compounded by their 

epistemological trend of not developing fully the scriptural 

implications of the Fall. Real sin became expressed and-associated with 

a dislocation of the dialectic. In his A Dlacaurse of 

R-iantianjLoudou, 16821, Thomas Goodwin stresses that salvation is only 

for intelligent creatures. 7 Reason thus became the ground-motive In a 

basically super-tenparal,, view. Since they also saw man as super- 

tenporal, because of the way they lodged humanity in the soul, reason 

was understood to be one of the contral, conponents of manhood. Hence 

tenporality was seen to pollute man, as was evident from the poor 

I.. C)Wen, Works. IV. pp. 184-5,194.224. 
2. IbJSL4.224. 
S. Thid. p. 178; BaxteroPract-cal Vorks.. IV-pp. 34,36-7, II. p. 63, III. p. 65; 
Charnock, Varks-I. pp. 126-7. 
4. Charnock, Vorkr-- I. p. 130; Owenolorks. XII-p. 122. 
5. Baxter, Tba Protestant RallaInn Truly Stated... p. 87; Owen, Vorks. 
XIII. p. 416. 
is. Baxter, PrAeti CAI Vorks. II. pp. 267o845# III. p. 65. 
lf. T. Gcý6dwjn, Vnrks, IX. p. 94; 
Breward, ay. L. Qi±w-P-189; Oweu, Vorlrim. XII. p. 487. IV. pp. 83-4. 
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information man received through sense-impression. As we read in 

Baxter's The Reason nf thp Chr1qtj&n Religiol, [London, 16661, "It 

is... (viz. sin] ... a setting up of our senses above our reason, and 

making ourselves in use as beasts, by setting up the lower bestial 

faculties to rule. *' 

In his Of he XortIfIcatinn of Rinp(London, 16561, Owen 

expressed sin as grounding one's principles-on erroneous facts. 2 The 

affront was to, absolute reason,. rather than to the scriptural God. * In 

epistemological terms it was to ultimate reason that they looked. 4 

Salvation and God were seen as Intellectual standards and goals, so that 

Owen in his BrIal VIndleatian, E16801, balanced reasonable virtue against 

spiritual grace. 6 Hence sin was understood-to be intellectual error, 

not a destruction of the gifts-and, position of natural man. 6 

This explains why the Puritans always had a great r*gard for 

*great ninds', even if they were atheists. In his Attributflim nf Gnd' 

Charnock wrote that Socrates had perceived the mind of God. 7 They could 

do this because they associated the, mind with the soul, and divorced 

reason fron texporality. 0 Like the Greek philosophers 

L. Baxter. Practical Varks. I. p. 63, III. p. 10; 
T. Goodwin t VadmXI I. p. 26; Owen, Y2rjujXI V. pp. 74,70; HowesVorkst. Lp, 91; 
Toon#JmhA-J2M=, P-1615* 
2. owen, Vc3rks XIV. p. 74, III. p. 65. IV. p. 178. XII. pp. 226-8. 
3. charnock. liorks- pp. 127,187. 
4.0wen, ygrks XIV. p. 74, IV. pp. 179-181.184#205-6; Charnock, VorlrFt. 
I. pp. 158,155,150,130, *Baxter, PrmctleaI WorkA. IV. p. 36. 
5.0wen, Vnrks XIII.. pp. 413ff; Charnock, Vnrk-R. I. p. 1311 Bazter, Practical 
YgrkgL, IV. P. 69. 
6. Haller, op-elt- p. 83; Bass, nip-cit. p. 93; Charnack, VorkM. I. p. 95; 
Howe, Vorks ,I-P-87. 
11. Tbld- 
8. (3wen, Varks III-pp. 101ff; T. Goodwin. Vorkin XII. p. 26; Howe, Varks 
I. p. 140. 
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they regarded man as higher than physical creation. "Hence, despite sin, 

man concentrates on the hypothetical perfections or character of God. 

For Owen In his AnInadversio=J16621, God emerged as absolute reason. 2 

In conceiving God in this way, Howe in his Living Taimpla thought man 

could achieve a perfection proportional to that of the 'first causel. 3 

Accordingly sin was viewed as turning away from the reason of God, and 

then applying man's rational nature to fallacious grounds. 4 Therefore 

in Baxter's The Catechlaina of F-11fi-im, 116821, "We must learn to love 

best that which is'best in Itself ... and choose the means by which it 

must be attained... "O 

Often Puritanism's concept of sin was termed man's inability 

to give credance to an ultimate philosophical ideal. We see this in 

Owen's early work, A Display of Ar-IT'Ift"ImELondon, 16421, and his 

_AnInadvarglans, 
116621.1 In this way Sin was associated with attacking 

the good god of reason. 7 This was regarded as the product of man's 

place in the 'Chain of Being', and'was seen as most relevant to the 

higher faculties. 0 The moat serious consequence of this was 

I. T. Goodwinolorkii, IX. p. 100. 

2. owen, Vorka XIV. pp. 59974; HoweeVorka I-p-170; Charnock, Vorlrfa. I-P-132. 
3. Howe, Varkr.. I. p. 183. 
4. Owen, 'Vorks. IV. p. 82, VI. p. 178, XIV. pp. 74o76; Baxter, Practical vorkFa. 
III. p. 65; Charnock, Zodui., I. pp. 126-8. 
5. Baxter, PractIcal YDrIm.. 

- 
IV. p. 68; Owenolorkis XIV. pp. 74-6-, 

Charnock, Vc)rkr-- I. pp. 128,150. 
6. Bass, U., cli. -pp. 

113-4; OwenoWarks. X. p. 700 XIV. p. 74. 
7. Charnock, Vorks, I. pp. 191,187; Oweu, VorkR, XIV. p. 74; Baxter, Prncticni 
ymrkm, IV. p. 36. 
8. Bass, =,, -Cit-&. pp. 112-115,115-120; Xiller, oR. cit. . 184. 
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man sinking down towards the beasts, ' whereýaccording to Baxter in his 

The Catachiming nf Fmmillan, (London, 16821, "Those that do not learn that 

which God would have them learn are all-naught, and miserable worse than 

beasts. "2-It is true that in his Display of Arn1ninnian, Owen wished to 

grant nano " ... as much power, freedom and-liberty as a more created 

nature is capable of. *' Even so, nan is distinguished by his rational 

nature iron, "The very senseless creatures... 0 who fulfil their role In 

creation through instinct. 4 

Ve should stress that the Puritans never believed that sin 

destroyed the 'Golden Chain'., In his'Attributen of God, Charnock wrote 

that there Is enough of the 'Golden Chain, Intact to convert nan, s 

a ... every visible object'which offers itself to our sense presents a 

deity to our minds, and exhorts us to subscribe to the truth of, it... Ken 

that will not listen to Scripture, as having DO counterpart of it in 

their souls, cannot easily deny natural reason, -which riseth up an all 

sides for the justification of truth. -Thers-is a natural as well as a 

revealed knowledge, and the, book of creatures Is legible in declaring 

the being of a God, as well as the Scriptures are in declaring. the 

nature of a God; there are outward objects In the world, in common 

principles In the consciencel whence it may be Inferred... Faith 

j. Owen, VQrk8, XII-PP-122ff, X. p. 1691 Baxter, Prme-tinal Works. IV. p. 34. 
2. Baxter, Practleal Yorks. IV. p. 34. 
3. Owen, Vorks, X. p. 116. 
4. Tbld. - 

VIII-P-109. 
5. Charnock. V2rJM&-I. pp. 12Q-130; BaxterlPractical Vorks. II. pp. 845,62, 
III. p. 65, IV. pp. 37,68; Xiller, op. clt. p. 184. 
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supposeth natural knowledge, as grace supposeth nature. "' For the 

concept of God in man, -*... is so perpetual, that the nature of the soul 

must be dissolved before it be rooted out, nor can It be exinct whilet 

the soul, endures. 02 Looking at the elements of nature, O... we see them 

chained and linked one within another in every body upon the earth... 03 

Upon consideration of this# "It is natural to arise from a view of those 

things to a concept of a nature more perfect than any other... from a 

corporeal: or bodily substance Joined with an incorporeal Eas' man is an 

earthly body and spiritual soul], we ascend to a conception, of a 

substance purely incorporeal and spiritual, so from a multitude of 

things in the world, reason-leads us to one choice being above all. "4 

Igainst this background sin was seen to dislocate muss 

position in the 'Golden Chains; it conpromised his position as a 

creature of spirit, and uuderniuad his rationality. They could do this 

because sin was associated more with philosophical concepts than the 

Scriptural Fall. Sin was linked with universalist concepts of nau being 

a contingent beings as we see in Howe's Lim1ur Templik. ELoudou, 16761, 

"Whatever is not necessary... lbeiug3 ... Is caused, for not having been of 

itself, it =at be put Into being by sonewhat else. "m Accordingly they 

saw man as a second 

I. Charnockslarkil. I. pp. 129-30. 
2. lWLP-136 
S. Tbld. p. 15ý. 

4. TbId. 
- p. 150. 

5. Hows. Varks I-pp. 178-9*, T. GoodwinoVarks, IX. pp. 5- 
7, Xjl. p. 26, V. p. 40, VII. p. j8. 
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causel., acted rather than acting, and herein lies the epistemological 

basis for sin. So that salvation lay in the overcoming of this basic 

flaw. In his The lamr-on nf Faitb, [London, 16771, Owen overcomes the 

problen whilst retaining reasonableness for the individual, 0 ... thus the 

mind doth assent unto the principles of God's being and authority, 

antecedently unto any actual exercise of the discursive faculty of 

reason, or any other testinany whatsoever-02 Xan nust be brought under 

the authority of God by understanding of God as necessary being because, 

@Every created will must have a liberty by participation which includeth 

such an imperfect potentiality as cannot be brought into act without 

so= promotion... of sone superior agent .... 0 according to Owen in his 

nispiny mf Arm1nianlo-JI, ondon. 16421.3 So that in his Dlasertatinn nn 

nivina J"st1ce, ELondon, 16531,, Owen wrote, 0 ... whatever declares the 

glary-of the creator, also expresses the disgraceful fall of the 

creature. "' These thenes were'linked with an atemporallem which saw man 

as spirit, amd physical creation as profoundly flawed before the Fall. 0 

Indeed, the Fall-became irrlevant. In his Disaartntl n on Divine 

justi=P-Mondon, 16531, Owen associated sin with God conforming all 

existence to his being. 0 Against this background Thoins Goodwin even 

1. Basse r112- Cit - P- 118. 
2. Owen, Vork, q IV. p. 85. 
3. Bass, gp,. Cit, pp. 118-120; C)wen, Vorks X. p. 120. 

4. Owen, Vnr'kr--X-P-618- 
5. T. Goodwinoiarksgell. P. 97- 
6. T. Goodwin, Vorkr-, II. P. 99; Owau@Wörkg#X-PP. 507-512.498- 
499; Baxter, Practlnnl Vorks, II. pp. 267,318s561,842,845; 
Vallace, ni2. cit. p. 152. 
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saw-that Adam was in"need, of, ".., *a rouper-creation union with hl if 

and communication of himself, and the highest and utmost end... that 

union with himself which is far above that oneness we had by the law or 

dues of our creation. "' We have, to renember that no, one could live in 

the seventeenth-century without'having a vivid sense of sie, but beyond 

this they constructed a philosophical atemporalism which-was .- 

ascriptural3 

Igainst this background. of dialectical atemporalism Howe 

warned of foolish atheists-in his Llvlncr Tanpla, who, 0 ... charmi their 

reason by sensual softness into a dead sleep... "4 By 'dead' Howe neant 

dammed. -He clearly associates reason with salvation. Hence the, 

Puritans were wary of-the influences of sinful nature. 5 Salvation was 

seen to lead man to absolute reason, which according to C)wen In his 11mL 

RpAnnn nf, F&1th, 1Loudon, l6771t- Is, " ... nueb higher than can presently. be 

achieved by the force of external argunents or the credit of human 

testimny. 06 In his AnImAdvaralans, ELondon, 16621, he regarded human 

testimony as polluted by the flesh. 7 It followed that the doctrine of 

works never existed. For even pro-lapearian man was not conplete. 

CbLrlst did not. save as perfect nan, but as God distributing super-added 

1. T. Goodwin, Vorklatll-P-99. 
2. XcGee, ap-cit. p. 16-18,34,39,50-4. 

3. ()wen had a vivid sense of sln, Owen, VarkR, VIII. p. 85; 
Haller, n: D-elt-pp-140-72. 
4. Hows, yarka, I. p. 91; Baxter, Practleml workg, -II. p. 63. 
5. owen, Vc3rkgt, XI I I. p. 353. 
6. Owen, Varkz, IV. p. Q4, XIV. p. 74. 
7. T.., Goodwiu, Varkr., #IX. pp. 78.9710WOrltVQrkg#XIV. p. 74. 
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grace, as we see in. Thonas Goodwin's Of ElactInn. 1 

- Whilst-the Puritans dismissed the 'flesh' and the possibility 

of a works righteousness$ they often sketched something akin to a 

rationalistic version. Yhen Howe, wrote that-the creature's potential is 

directly proportional to God's being, -he allowed great scope for 

personal advancement-2 The Puritans looked to the, atenporal and the 

dialectlcalýquality of the soul, and especially its links with God as a 

means of'escaping sin, as we see in Owen's Tha Rebmann nf 

valth, (London, 16773.0 This ability, could either'be seen as an innate 

quality of natural man, or as a super-added gift-to elect nan. 4 Both 

are extremely similar in that they allowed the Individual to embark upon 

a process of rationalistic empiricism that was based an personal assent 

through understanding-' For Charnock in his Attributag of God, *God Is 

the tern turned from by a sinner; sin is-the term turned to... "O : Hence 

while Scripture and philosophy couched their whole epistemology in the 

general setting of a Isupreme being', the actual motivation in 

understanding became profoundly personal; so that methodology if riot 

epistemology became anthropocentric. Ve can understand the complexity 

of this approach by looking at Owen's The Reason of Fallh. In a chapter 

entitled: 'The nature of divine revelations-Their self-evidencing power 

consideredl particularly that of the Scripture as the word of 

J. T. GoodwinpWarksoll. pp. 97-100. 
2. Howe, VQrkM--1-P-l83- 
3.0wen, 10dril- IV. p. 82; Charnock, Varks- I-PP-191,195. 
4.0wen, lorks. III. p. 102; T. Goodwinglorks. 11-pp. 97-100. 
5. Owen, yarks- IV. pp. 82-3; Charnock, Vorks, I. p. 129. 
6. Charnock, lorks. I. p. 187; Baxter, Prantli-ml Varka, III. p. 65, 
I V. p. 37,11. p. 63. 
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God. "[Ch. 61, he outlines, "... three ways whereby we assent unto any 

thing that is proposed. unto us as true. o. 113 By inbred principles of 

natural Ilght, and the first rational actings of the mind. This in 

rgArga answers Inatinct in irrational creatures... By rational 

cmmmidArntinn of things externally proposed unto us. Herein the mind 

exerciseth its discursive faculty# gathering one thing out of another, 

and concluding one thing from another; and hereon it is able to assent 

unto what is proposed unto it in various degreas nf certainty, according 

unto the nature and degree of the evidence it proceeds upon... (31 By 

faith. This repects the power of our minds whereby we are able to 

assent unto any thing as true which we. have no first principles 

concerning... "' 

Accordingly we see a-contradictory dualism in the Puritan 

attitude to sin. At one level It is part of an eternal divine achena, 

with-God responsible for sin and mmuls predicament part of this process. 

As early as Perkins' Armilla Aurea (London, 15901, he tells us, OFor 

things do not come to pass because that God did foreknow them: but 

because he decreed and willed them, therefore they came to pass.... " 

Also, OThat which is evil hath some respect of goodness with God: first: 

in that it is the punishment of sin: and punishmnt is accounted a moral 

good, in that it is the part of a Judge to punish sin; secondly, as it a 

mere action or act; thirdly, as it Is a chastisement, a trial of one's 

j. Owen. VnrXmJV. pp. 82-3p II. pp. 97,101-2,103, XIII. p. 416; 
Haller, npadti p. lID7-200.202,207#2O8p330,332-41 Baxter, Prae-, tlnml 
ICWJýgLI I. p. 267. 
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faith, martyrdom, propitiation for sin, as the death and passion of 

Christ. And if we observe these caveats, God is not, only a bare 

permissive agent, --but a powerful effecter of the same;.. " I If we*look 

at Owen's a DactrIne of Justification by &jtLELorLdon, l6771, we come 

across a great emphasis on imputed grace from God 2 Such grace was 

seen as supralapsarian. 3 It is very significant that in his V1nd1n1nP 

Rymnanl4nan (London, 165551o' Owen equates, God's prescience with the rules 

of logic, "God certainly knows everything that Is to be known; that is, 

everything that is scibile ... (viz. logical3... If there be in the nature 

of things an impossibility to beknown, they cannot be known by, the 

divine understanding. Jf that thing be scibile, or my be known, the 

not knowing of It is his imperfection who known it not. To God this 

cannot be ascribed (namely, that he should not know what is to be known] 

without the destruction of his perfection. He shall, not be my God who 

is not infinitely perfect. " 4 Ve should also consider Owen's Of the 

nanth of rhriat (London, 16501# which denies inn any effect on the 

actions of God because of being a contingent being. A In his QL 

imar-tinjL_. 1london, 16821 #, -Thomas Goodwin wrote, "Also the sin of Adam, no 

man must say that it was a means, but at the utmost of It, but an 

occasion, or rather Indeed but a mare outlet or passage through which 

election Wrought itself into a new enlargement or amplification 

i 

i. Braward. op-cit. . 185. 
2.0weritygrkaj. pp. 44-5; Vallace. op. cit. . 154. 
S. Toon, cimd"S Stmta=u, 

-p. 
27. 

4. C)we n, ygrka,, X 11. p. 129. 
r). Owen. YDaiLX. p. 454. 
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and magnifying ofAhe grace of itself towards the elect... * I The other 

aspect-was an anthropocentrism which stressed the abilities of natural 

man to avoid sin and develop towards the ultimate. Hence Baxter told 

the individual to fight. 
-for 

he has, 0 ... an actual right to the benefits 

of Christ's death ... 12 In his lphorians of justificatian he came close 

to advocating a works righteousness. 0 In this sense Baxter denied that 

God is the author of sin. 4 In these terms 'sin' was no obstacle 

between man and God, hence Owen in his A Discourna of the Hn1v Spirit 

wrote, "... Efor man's soul] ... was made meet and able to live to God, as 

his soversign, lord, chiefest good. and last end. " Such ideas were 

closely linked to a scholastical-view of man and God, but they were also 

affected by the post-Restoration weakening of the Idea of depravity. 

The tendency was one of balancing Natural Theology against Scripture. 

Therefore in his The 1jeasons of the Chriatlan Ralialan , Baxter saw sin 

as a denial of the testimony of God and nature. "... Esin] ... is a 

contempt of all the instruction and advice of wise and good man, who are 

required by God and nature, to warn non, and dissuade them from their 

sins. " 7 In his The CatenhInIng nf F Use -[Loadon, 16821, Baxter 

advised, "We must learn to love best that which is best in Itself ... and 

l. T. Goodwin, Varks- IX-pp. 85,93-4,97. 
2. Lanont, np-cit. . 145. 
S., Lbid,. -p. 

149. 
4. Baxter. The Protestant RalicIgn. Truiy stat. d. 

_,. 
pp. 88_101. 

5. Oweno Y2dLRJ II-p. 102. 
6. Jones, =. SJA.. -Pp. 

30-1. 
7. Baxter, Practical WorkaII. p. 63. 
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choose-the means by-which it must be attained. ý. * I In his Truth nnd 

Innocence Vindicated ELondon, 16691, Owen adds to thisthem, - "There is 

a pollution of the flesh and spirit which we are still to be cleaBing 

ourselves from whilst we are In this world. *2 

In the vast system-of 'Golden Chain' theology sin holds a 

dominant position. They saw, it in Scripture, and its effects in 

contemporary life. But it was strongest in the philosophical systems 

they drew from. -It was especially important as the infrastructure of 

Federal'Theology. The resulting view of sin was a compromise between 

Scripture and scholastical philosophy. Their view of man as atemporal 

spirituality was coupled-with the traditional scriptural emphasis an 

hope. These in turn were synthesised with a great emphasis upon the 

powers of natural mant and'his'ability to achieve intellectual goals 

which were equated'with grace. This was especially true in the-way they 

set sin and salvation in the mind, more precisely through rationalistic 

empiricism. 

The basis of Puritanism's 

attitude to sanctification was traditionally and scripturally Reformed. 

If we look at Owen's Truth and Tnnnnanna Vindinatnel . (London. 16691, we 

1. Baxter, Fractleal Vorlr%%IV. p. 68. 
2. Owen, YDrIMXIII-pp. 416,353. 
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read the same-Reformed concern with the individual conscience and its 

relationship with soveriegn God. -' At face value this certainly negated 

any scholastical drift towards subjectivism. 2 But the tendency to 

resolve all soteriology to a scholastical epistemology was very strong. 

Basically their theory of regenetaion began with an omnipotent God and 

an impotent man. 3- Vhen concentrating on this relationship, Owen in his 

Trut'h mnd T-n-nocanca Vindicated-, dismissed, wAll the books of the '- 

ancient philosophers ... 4 Not even common grace was seen to be enough. 

It was a simple theory: man is fallen, and can only be saved by God 

through Christ: far too simple to be adequate to the demands of 'Golden 

chains theology. --In the Catechfir-Incr of-ZAnillzra.., [London, 16821, Baxter 

represents sin as the disruption of a systen, as the rejection of 

reasonf 

We have already seen how the Puritans tended to met humanity 

in the mind. If humanity fell, the iloplication would be that the nind 

of fallen nan is irrevocably corrupted. ýThls certainly, was not the 

case. , if we look at Owen's Cauges. Vayvt mnd Neang mf TJnrjmrntmnd1ng the 

Ijind mf Qmd [Loudom, 16691, -we read of sin, as an assault on the mind, 

and how the spirit of God frees the mind. In Truth and Tnnnnnnna 

Vinejjnmtjg. d-, (Loudon, 16691j Owen ties in the Intellectual duties 

1. Owen, VgjrkjjjI 11. p. 365. 
2-Bass, op-git-PP* 184-5. 
3. )(Illertoll-cits p. 21-2,28. 

, j. Owen, ynrlsXI 11. p. 415, V. p. 179. 
5. Owen, yarkajIl 1. p. 413; Baxter, PrAe-til-ml 

varksIV. p. 36#II. p. 63ICharnock. Workii. I. p. 187. 

6. Owen. Y2rlSJV. pp. 182-4. 
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of natural and sanctified man, "Things evidently deduced and necessarily 

following the first principles and dictates of nature are of the same 

kind with themselves, and have the authority of God enstamped upon then 

than the other; and in respect unto then, conscience cannot by virtue of 

any inferior command plead an exemption. " I In doing this they put no 

effective restraints upon theýwill, especially when, it, operated through 

rationalism. They saw this as a common attribute of-Inan' across the 

world .2 They regarded such attributes as divine, and hence to be a man 

was to be immovably aligned to God. * Nore especially to the mind of 

God. 4 As a consequence, in terms of sanctification, each man was 

viewed In individual terms, as a-being aligned to God with properties of 

will and reason. Inevitably their approach became subjectivist. 

Because of this. sanctificatlon-became a happy goal which each man 

chooses, as we see In Giles Firmin! s The Raml Chrlatlmn_, 

(Landon. 16701 r, # and Owen's Truth'and Innocence Vindicatad -7, In which 

he saw man with innate characteristics which led him towards, 

a ... natural light, audýthe dictates of that reason which is con n to 

all, and speaks the sane langauge in the consciences of-all mankind. * 

I. C)wen, 3&wjM, XIII. p. 439; Baxter, The Prateatnnt Raligrian. Truly statad. 

p. 87. 
2. HoweiVQrllS-. I. pp. 96-8; Owenokorlm. &. XIII. pp. 435,465; Charnc)ck, Vorks. I. 
p. xliv. 
S. CharnocktWorks. p, xl, 42. 
4. Owen. Yarka,, -IV. p. 126, XIV. p. 74. 
5. 'T. V. Jones, ='ail. '-p - 11. 
o. jhj. d, 

-pp. 
35-9. 

7.0. Firxin, The Real Chriatlan London, 1670. p. 122; 
Owen, yj=UJIII. p. 416; Baxter, Prantinal VnrksIV. p. 68. 
8. owen.. Yorlms-XIII-pp. 432,437, IV. pp. 82-3. 
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-The will was closely associated with the soul and intellectual 

faculties 1, to form a debating forum or court Within man. 2 Baxter 

wrote in his The Catechlaing of Fa-miliam p, "I find that my-spiritual 

substance, as intellectual hath ... a-three-fold power, in one; that 

is... Intellectual ... Understanding ... and-will. " A 'court' in which the 

sensorial and atemporal were Judged by reason and pronounced upon by 

the will, as, we read, in Charnock's AttrIbuter. nf r1nd # "The choice of 

the will in all true knowledge treads upon the heel of the-act of 

understanding, and nen'naturally desire the knowledge of that which is 

good in it. " I This court was set within the soul, in fact the soul was 

often another term for the higher faculties., 15 -Ve have seen that 

Puritans tended to regard manhood in terms of the soul, hence to be a 

man, is to possess a reason and will that can choose salvation 79 as we 

read in, Owen's Truth And Justice VILAICAted ELondon, 16691 0, and in his 

_A_, 
njncnurse of the Holy Spirit (London, 16741'. 9 It followed that 

wrongful disposition of one's will and reason, coupled with the, effect 

of being a contingent being, were the real causes of lack of 

sanctification or separation from God. 10 Ve see this in work such 

j. CbLarnock, WDrks&- pp. xl-xli. 
2. Sibbee; oVc3rkr-, - pp. 210-211. 
3. BaxterePracticml Vorkia. IV. p. 69. 
4. Thid. ; Charnock, Varkm-l. pp. xlii, 43. 
S. Charnockolorks- -pp. xliii, 43. 
6. Breward, art,. ýt,. 

-pp. 
13-14; Baxter, Practical-vorknIV. p. 69. 

II. Miller, my-clit- p. 182-3. 
8. Owen, yDrlmXI 11. p. 4 16. 
g.. IhisL_l I I. p. 102. 
lo. Hallertnp-cit. p-197-207. 
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as John Goodwin's Ing"tatia-EidaL, ELondon. 16421. In his Ajreatlaa of 

Conversion (London, 16571, Baxter writes, "Supernatural light supposeth 

natural; the'doctrine of faith supposeth reason; and'he that would draw 

you to be everlasting happy, doth suppose you so much to love yourselves 

as to be willing, to be happy... we... Epreachers] ... are sent to tell you 

where your happiness lieth, and where not, and to advise you to exercise 

your reason aright, and to know the way to happiness, - and to take that 

course by which it might be obtained... 01 Hence right reason war, seen 

as the path to sanctification, as we see in Owen's -AnjncLdmarzj&ma, _, 

(London, 16621 . 2The Puritans regarded natural man as inclinedAo 

'goodness', so that man can-only blame his unprepared nind for any 

estrangement from God or absolute reason, for the will Is always 

inclined to the first cause, as we read in Baxter's Tho Reason of the- 

Chr4stjAn__Ra11a1o" [London, 16771,0 ... I have an inclination to know 

the cause;, not only the lower,, but the very first ... so that I perceive 

it is natural to man, to-desire to-know even the first cause, and 

highest excellencle. " 2 In his Ranson of FAfth ELondon, 16773, Owený 

stresseso OThe question is about sufficient evidence and efficacy to 

cause us to belleve-things divine and supernatural... 04 

The Puritans terned the collective actions of the higher 

I. Baxter, Practlc&l Varks, Ij. p. 400; Wallcae, op. cit. . 136. 
2. owen, Xgrjg, XIV. pp. 74-6. 
3. Baxter, The Reasnn nf thp r-hrlatlmn Relfirinn . London, 1667. pp. 2-3. 

4. Owen, V=k&JV. pp. 75-6; Baxter, jam 

, pp. 75,85,86-7; Lanout, op. elt p. 140. 
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faculties 'conscience'. They regarded It as the most stable part of 

man, as the seat of humanity and closely associated it with the'soul. 

In their 'Golden Chain' theology it was given great independence, and 

was also understood to have divine attributes. Howe underlined this in 

his MvIne TezVje--, when he stressed that only man and God meet in 

tenples, and that in fact man is a living tenple. I It is true that 

they saw man testifying to God 2, but the reverse was also the case. 

This Is especially true in the way Puritans expressed God and man 

through scholastical epistemology. *1 Hence sanctification, was seen'to 

bring stability and rationality to the-conscience, which In turn meant 

self-dependeuce. The inplication was that God should take account of 

man. A 

Accordingly sanctified reason and will were the great divine 

and human characteristics for the Puritans. & Hence in Baxter's JIM 

prntpstAnt Religion 10113t Stated-, [London. 16921, God completes features 

of man's abilities, rather than transforming them. a The implication Was 

that God was within man, and man within God. Sanctification was'viewed 

as the stabilisation of man, a turning away from the sensorial denying 

7 
of reason. Concerning such heavenly things, Owen tells us 

1. Howe, lgrJmJ. p. 98. 
2. CharnockoVarks- p. xlii. 
3. Owen, VbrXmJIV. p. 74; J. Sones, op. elt. p. 42-6. 
4. J. JonestQP-CLt- p. 42-6. 
5. XllleroapAr, it. &-PP-182-3. 
6. Baxter, Tba Protestant Raliffign... tp*85; Vallacet 4&zjt. &_p. 140. 
7. Baxter, Prmctical Varks, II. p. 63. 
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in his, rA"sfýs Vaja and Means of Understanding the X1nd of 

QgdL. (London, 16781, "Our rational faculties in their utmost improvement 

in this world... are not able ... to find out the Almighty unto perfection 

in these things. " I But it-is significant that he infers they go some 

way. He saw perfect reason in God 2, and denied that reason Is an 

artificial art. Even the mysteries of sanctification were understood 

to be rational even if man could not understand because of sinful 

ignorance. 

Another result of their view of conscience-was the way they 

saw man accepting rather than receiving sanctification. An act of free- 

will was central to Baxter's theology. 6, they did, this because of a 

basic belief In choice, especially rationalistic free-will. 6 In Howe's 

A Trantima nf Dellghting GmL, desire is described as wanting the, 

a ... highest and most, perfect excellency. 0 7 All the mminstrean Puritans 

regarded-the mind of man as innately predisposed to reasonable virtue, 

which in turn was associated with grace. Therefore even traditional 

Christian faith was regarded as assent. -In his The Rannnn nf Faith 

, [London, 16771, Owen writes, "He... (God) ... doth it unto our reason In 

1. Clwen, ynrjmIV. p. 194. 
2. IhIlL. -p. 

224. 
S. Ihid, _p. 

223. 
4. Md, --XIV-p. 

74; Haller, ap-cit- p. 197-200. 
5. Lamontor'P-clt- . 140; BassjQpArit. &-PP-181-2; Facker, cirlAmifu-p. 7. 
6. Owen, ynrka. JI I I. pp. 416-7. 
7. HoweoynrkL-II. pp. 13tlO7-Q 
8. owen, ymrkmjV; p. 82, XIII. p: 416; Baxter, Practinal 
varks, Il. p. 63, III. p. 65. IV. p. 68; CharnockoVorka- p. 162; 
iffowe, YcmJM.,. I - P. 96. 
g. Owen, YnrkaJV. P. 83. 
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its exercise, by proposing such things unto Its consideration as from 

whence it nay and cannot but conclude... 01 So that a man must be 

willing to be converted. even humble submission was viewed as assent, as 

we see In Baxter's A-Troatlae of Self-Daniza-, [London, 1559] 2. and his 

sAinton Everlasting Rast [Loadon. 16491 3. - The whole Presbyterian 

system of'ecclestastical polity-was based. on the preniss that man of his 

own volition could choose. 4 Even the Congregationalist John Owen put 

forward the basis of an ecclesiastical polity In his Causes Vayn mnd 

Keans ELondon. 16781 6. But because of the Independent's-stress on 

personal, efficient election, the tendency was to nininise external 

religion and any constraints., The view surfaced that every man should 

be ruled by his own consciencee 6 We see this In Owen's Two Discourses 

, [London. 16931. 'Iý 

Hence sanctification was understood to perfect, rather than 

change nan's lnuate, abilities., O Relyiug-on, reason, the will inclines 

towards goodness 9. So that a voluntary act of the will was essential 

in their view of sanctification. 10 So that for Baxter in, his 

jL. C)wen, ygrlulJV. p. 84. 
2. Baxter, Practical Morks, III. p. 371). 
3. ihiA, --p, 

152; OwentWorks. V. pp. 180-2. 
4. Lamont. op. Cit. &-PP-161#167#173-180. 
5. Owen, lUdul-l V-P- 178. 
6. Ha 11 er. ap... QUA-pp - 197f f 
, 7. C)wen, ynrjw, JV. pp. 514-517; Horton Davies, ciprdJ, -pp, 

244-5; H. G. 

plUn, Rgintgratlon Puritmnlan- A Study in the Growth of Rnalish Llberty. 

I(ennikat Press. 1972. pp. 6,12. 

8. Baxter. Tho Erntantant Rallfflon-i- p. 85. 
g. Tbld-; Vallace, all-cit. . 140; Lanontta", t, 

_p. 
128. 

lo. Vallace, op-elt. . 140; Lamont, cjRrj&., -pp. 
140-1. 
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The Prntgatwnt Rallaton Truly Stated ELondon, 16921, to be a man is to 

have free-will. I In-doing this they became systematically jealous of 

man's social. -econonic and political, liberties. In the process they 

tended to devalue God in their outline of man's self-hood. Ve see 

examples of this in the way they thought, truth should be proposed to the 

individual, as in Owen's The Reason w1th Falth_, [London, 16771 2, and in 

the work of the New England Congregationalist Firmin. 0 They became 

increasingly anthropocentric, and sanctification was described In terns 

of Natural Theology. - We see this in the-lectures of Samuel - 

Villard, 11640-17071, on, the Vestminater Catechism , which were later 

collected into ASQ=lete Body of D1v1n1tX,, (London. 1? 26J. In this work 

Villard's scholastical method led to enpiricisn. 4 This was part of the 

process by which pastoralism was systenatised into a rationalistic 

empiricism. 'o 

In lodging sanctification in the-higher faculties the Puritans 

also incorporated it into their platonic atemporalism. a In his AIL 

tmadiau State nf Glary . [London, 16571, Thomas Goodwin saw, 0 ... inward 

man is strictly the soul with its graces, set in opposition to the 

outward man ... W7- They tended to divorce grace from the temporal, 

l. Baxter, Th& prntestant Rallalm... p. 85. 

2. Owen, YnrJU6-IV- PP- 82-3. 

3. J. -Tonestallicit, p. 45-6. 
4. IldcL-PP- 66-70, 
5. Thid pp. 42-83; Owen, Vbrk&JIV- p. 74. 
6. Owentynrka, JV. pp. 82,94; Charnock, Varks. I. p. xliv. 
7. T. Goodwin, Yadm., --X 

I I. p. 83. 
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and associated the soul as manhood with innate rationality. I Hence the 

conscience was set in the spiritual realm and seen as atemporal, 'good', 

reasonable and Infinite. 2 It was against this background that God was 

viewed as a collection of scholastic essences, as we see in Owen's Rripf 

nonlarntlon nf tha Doctrine nf-the Trin1tX_, (London, 16691, where he sees 

God as necessarily, "... one in respect of his nature, substance, 

essence, Godhead or divine being; how, being Father, Son and Holy Ghost, 

he sub6isteth in these three distinct persons or hypostases... aa 

Against this background they tended to have an essential view of nan, 

and it was in these terns that they resolved faith to the authority and 

truth of God as absolute reason. 4 In brief, man as spiritual, 

contingent reason is attracted by absolute reason. as we see in Baxter's 

Tha Ranoamn of the Christian Rol I clan, I London, 16671.0 In his DIStemlirrla- 

nn tha 
_A_ttrIbutea 

of rind, ELondon, 16821, Charnock Bees, *The impressions 

of a deity is as common as reason. and of the same age with reason. " 

Ve have already discussed the fact that 'Golden Chain' 

theology was not loyal to any one philosophical school. One result of 

this eclecticism was their tendency to represent sanctification through 

the notional and sense Impression. 7 Depending on which-was 

I. Charnock, Vorks- P. Xlii. 
2. C)wen shows this In his schOlastical view of superadded grace. Seat 
Bass. 99, Cit-PP-136-9; Sibbes, korlms. T. p. 3391 Brew&rdnrL-QJl'--pp. j3-14; 
Baxter, PrAe'tlcal VQrkr-PlV-P-69- 

3. Owen, y=UjLpp. 378-9; Bassomp. clit. p. 133-6. 
4. Owen, Yj2rJMJV- PP- 69-70, XIV. p. 74. 
5. Baxtert1ba Raaann nf tha Christian Ralivinn. pp. 2-3; 

C)weu, yMrjLrajV. pp. 82-3. 

6. Charnock, Vorks- p. 137. 

, f. xjjler, gjLZjj, _pp. 
288-Q. 
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stressed, a natural or supernatural concept of sanctification emerged. 

This compromise saw supertemporal grace as the completion, rather than 

the destruction of nature. I They regarded the sensorial as effective 

when combined with, man's rationalism, and capable of coming close to 

seeing God, in his perfection, as we read in Baxter's The Catechislne nf 

F-%n4IIPra, ELondorLo16821.2 

Sanctification was equated with individual intellectual - 

developilente Knowledge-and justification were seen as parallel. 

Hence they exhorted the individual to reason and understand as a 

religious exercise, thus gaining contact with God. In his 

Aninadvosrl--innst, (London, 16621. Owen writes, "That in our whole obedience 

to God we are to use our reason, Protestants say indeed, and, moreover, 

that which is not-doue reasonably is not obedience. The Scripture is 

the rule of all our obedience, grace the principle enabling us to 

perforiz it; but the manner of its perfornance-isust be rational. " 

Scripture was seen to be profoundly rational. 0 In stressing the, 

individual's efforts to understand, they equated the individual's role 

with that of Christ's, as we see in Norton's orthndn-Y 

vvmnaa14at#ELondon, 16543.0 Faith was expressed as elevated 

J. Xjller, nR-clt- . 289; Owen, Warks. V. pp. 193-4; Baxter, Tho R@amnn of the 
ChrlstlAm Rallulall, p. 85; Charnock, Vnrka-I. p. 137. 
2.13axtertEractIcAl WorksIV. p. 69. 
3. Haller. nn-cit. p. cit. pp. 198-202. 
4. C)wen, ynrlm, )CIV. p. 74, IV. pp. 83-4; Powicke, op. L-it. p. 285-7; Baxter,: Eb& 
prmtostAnt Relizinn- p. 85; Lamont, op-cit. . 140. 
5. ()wen, VDrkm, XIV. p. 74, IV. p. 82. 
6. J. Jonestng-cit. p. 14-17; Lazontlnp-cit. p. 140-1; Wallace, op. cit. 
pp. 136-7. 
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reason-' This further stressed the worth and independence-of man in 

relation to God. I The only real obstacle In this schema was their view 

of temporality. Whichever way they constructed their epistemology, 

man0s contingency was a very difficult concept'to overcome 3; and if God 

was ascribed-any roles it was the overcoming of this. -4 In his QL 

RIgntion, [London, 16823, Thomas Goodwin underlines that creation is 

folly, because it has the potential to sin. So that whilst prelapearian 

3nan is perfect. heýneeds a super-added grace to overcome this. 0 Hence, 

Nof our persons, without'the consideration of the fall, in nassa purn, 

in the pure lump of creatureship, or as to'be created; and under that 

consideration-God ordained us unto that ultimate glory, under relation 

to him as an head... In his designment to advance us, considered purely 

as creatures, to an higher glory by his Christ than was attainable by 

the law of creation... " 6 It is in a similar way that Charnock in his 

_Attributoom 
nf Ond asks, 'What ground-could they have in nature, to 

imagine that the blood of-beasts could expiate'and wash off the stains 

of a rational Creature. " 7 

1. Owen, ygrkra. JIV. p. 74; Bass, cLpLjt, -p. 204. 
2. J-joner,, gq,. cjýL-pp. 40-83j Owen, Ybrkm., -XIII. p. 432j Baxter, PractinAl 
ynrka. IV. pp. 68-9; Vallace. ojLcjt,. -pp. 135-Q. 
3. Owen, jgaraa. p. 116j Baxter, Practleal Vorlrm, jv. p. 69. 
4. Owen, Ynrlui, -IV- PP- 184-5; Baxter, Prag-tinal Vor)rn, IV. p. 68. 
5. T. Goodwintlorks. IX. pp. 3-5. 
6.1=, P. 97. 
7. Charnock, Vorks. . p. 139. 
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Tho R-jmltmtlnn nf Illan* in tho Puritan Cancept of Smuctificatinn. 

To achieve sanctification the Puritans had combined their 

concept of limited deprivation in man 1, with that of rationalistic 

works righteousness. 2 This is most true in the way they combined 

reason with morality to produce a virtue which'they equated with, grace, 

as we see'in Owen'S Truth and Tnnncance Vindicatad, ELondon, 16691, "The 

law of nature and reason is the rulel and their own nature, as acting or 

acted, consists'in a suitableness unto'rational beings acting to prepare 

thenselves for the state of immortality and glory... 0 -0 Despite the 

widespread use of rationalistic works righteousness within Puritanism, 

they did not see-man as in a position of ultimate-reason. For this they 

looked to the good and perfect God 4, who'would'create a new mind of 

perfection in man. 0 They saw sanctification &B a matter of having a 

new essence enter into the being of man 0. However, 'the new essence was 

not the scriptural view of sanctification, rather it was one of perfect 

reason. 

Yherever the scholastic enphasis was laid, the rigours of 

post-Restoration life nade the Puritans nore subjeCtiVe. 7 These 

I. OwerL, yj2rlm, IV. pp. 82-4, III. p. 101, XIV. p. 37, XIII. p. 439,, 
Charnock, VOrkr--l. p. 166, II. pp. 27-9; Howe, Vorkr-. p. 96. 
2. Owen, yDrjmjIII. p. 416; Baxter, Practical VQrlrstII. p. 63, IV. p. 68. 
3. Oweu, yDrjjaIll. p. 417; Bass, inp. cit. p*186-71 -T. JouesqQpA.. Cij. L-PP. 40: ff; 
Xiller, ap-L'Iti- p. 280-2. 
4. Charnock, Vnrks. -pp-280,288. 
5. Howe, yaasjIl. p. 89; C)wenokorlz. &XIII. pp. 414,426,428. 
6. BasspQPA-. Qi: L-PP- 127-8. 
7. ToontUP2r-CAlvlnifiM4-PP-8ff; Xiller, ap. cit. . 297. 
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factors combined to produce an even greater concern for personal 

choice 1, with the liberty which this implied 2, as we see in Owen's L 

RrIef V4ndlcatlan of the Mon-Confornints, [London, 16821. -1 This is why 

they thought It important that a man should be convinced 4, so that the 

individual had a role to play in sanctification. 6 Liberty, like all 

other concepts was centred In the mind, being assent to what is most 

reasonable. 6 Hence the will constituted a major part in their view of 

sanctification. They saw it, as divine In nature 7, and thus not totally 

fallen. This independence of nau, neant, 0 ... spiritual regeneration was 

integrated with a concept of-tbe physical powers of the soul through the 

vehicle of the sense impression. " 0, Therefore sanctification becane a 

matter of amassing sufficient evidence to make a man choose, so that an 

atheist was termed a fool, as we see in Charnock's Attributes nf 

g2d, [London. 16821- 

We have already noted the balance In Puritanism between the 

notional and sense impression, this was reflected in their view of the 

will's role in sanctification. Sons Puritans regarded the path to the 

will as notional 10,, as we encounter in the work of the 

I. Charnock, Vt3rks. p. xliii. 
2. lhisLPP-Xlv-xlvii- 
3. Owen, ynrjmaI I I. p. 311. 
4. Bassoc'nocita- p. 176-85. 
5. C)wen, XgrkS,. XIII. p. 4l; Breward, art. cit. pp. 7,12.9. 

6. owen, V=kaJV. p. 82. III. p. l02. 
7. miller, =&=A. -ýP- 

186-190. 
a., Lhi. d, p. 282; Baxter, PrmctIcal Vorka, III. p. 125. 

g. Charnock#Vorkft. p. 127; Lawntoop. cit. . 141; Baxter, Practical 
Vnrks, iij. p. 145; Owen, Vcirkr.. IV. p. 74. 

10. BaxtersPractical Varks, III. p. 125; Bass, QpLI±,,. -pp. 
l74-O, 184-5. 
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Restoration Presbyterian William Bates. 1 In his D1SP1QE of 

Ar-minlanign, [London, 16421, Owen discusses the faculties of the soul. He 

condemned the actions of natural man, and dismissed a role for the 

tenporal in sanctification because It is an inferior alloy, 0 ... for ever 

such disposition... (viz. sanctification] ... must be of the same order 

with the form that. is to be introduced. 2 Other Puritans saw a 

sensorial progression to sanctification as important. 3 Although the 

two outlooks seem very different, they are similar In that they are 

scholastical treatments of grace and nature. 

As millennial excitement waned, and Restoration persecution 

took-effecti subjectivism became more prevalent. Against a background 

of Intellectual progress to sanctification, more effort was put an 

persuading a man to worship God 4through the higher faculties 6, as we 

see in the very scholastical treatment of Federal Theology in Elisha 

Coles'. A Practical DIscourse of GodIn Soveralant. X, [London, 16781. a We 

should also cite Thomas Brooke', A GnIden Key to Qpan-Hiddan 

mnuras, [London, 16751, the four part, lba Court nf the . 

Gantilpn, (London, 16701s], by Theophilus Gale was significant. Although 

J. V. Farnerq1ed3, V1111ftn Bates- The Whole Warka. London, 1815.4 vols. 
III. pp. 419-20; Killer, ap. cit. . 281. 
2. Owent Ygrk%-X- PP- 127-8. 
3. Miller, gjLxjj., -pp. 

282-3; Bass, aprJj,. _p. 
176. 

4. Bases 012- cit - . 256. 

5. Vallace, ali-cit. . 128; Owen. Ygrlm&XIII. p. 432, III. p. 102. 

6. Vallace, aP. QU. &-P. 177; Mahn Was, Lay nan and Congregationalist. 

Influenced by T. Goodwin at oxford. A follower of Owen, who wrote a 
preface to this work. He was one of the new generation of 
Congregationalists who were greatly concerned with scholastic 
Federalism 
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leaders such as Owen and Baxter exercised a great, influence an these 

later Puritans, the basis of their theology had changed. They 

emphasised a choice for man, with great euphasis on natural induction 

as. we see in Baxter's The Catechiming of FAmIliam, 0 ... the first in tine 

known by man, or the lowest step where our knowledge beginneth, are the 

sensible things near us... even faith and reason suppose our senses.,. * 2 

There was great, emphasis upon the regenerate mind. 3 Accordingly they 

developed such a high opinion of man that sanctification became a. self- 

fulness which was proportional to God's. 

SO-netifiCatinn Cnalpleted JM RRZJUL- 

Ill these trends led to then seeing 

sanctification being, completed on earth. The basis of this was the 

original Reformed concept of common grace which had been developed into 

one of Innate, co-on reason. 0 It-was. these connatural conceptions of 

the ultimate which laid down the infrastructure of 'Golden Chain! 

epistenologyq and it was in terns of this that they expressed 

sanctification. 6 They understood sanctification as a fulfilling of the 

moral law# orthe law of nature, as we read in Owen's Truth and 

Tnnncencp Vindicated, (London, 16691, "... the law written In the hearts 

i. i. Jones. 011-cit. p. 40ff. 
2. Baxter, PrdQt1cAI Varka, IV. p. 69; Miller, 4, mit,. ý. 282. 
3.1(iller, np-cit. . 281. 
4. Howe, ynrlmaj. pp. 183.19 1. 
5. Charnock, Vorks. p. xliv. II. pp. 27#330133; Vallace, Qy,. Qjt., _p. 

l7q. 
6. Charnockoyarks. -p-xlivIOwen#XQrkG. L. IV-p-84. 
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of all men by nature; which is resolved partly unto the nature of God 

himself, which cannot but require most of the things of it from rational 

creatures... " Appealing to'the'noble'nature of natural man, they 

asked the individual to choose goodness. 2 This meant granting full 

liberty, the inplications, of which can be seen to peak in the work of 

Bunyan 0, ' and Roger Villiame 4. This attitude, is pre I sent-'in Owen's 

Rripf Vindicatinn, CLondon, 16801 41. Inevitably this led to clashes 

between Reformed concepts of God, and their emerging concept of man, as 

we see in the work of the New England Congregationalist John Norton 

Hence in his NvIng TAUVIA, ' Howe saw van's potential as proportional to 

the ultimate Ideal termed 'god'. 7 Indeed, because of his own divine 

attributes, 0#'o. every good and virtuous man hath or may attain a sort of 

self-fulness from himself... 00 Sanctification became a matter of 

personal intellectual development, and was Increasingly divorced from 

the historic Fall. 0 Therefore they saw the possibility of an earth- 

based progression towards perfection. 10 Vhen they referred to the 

traditional scriptural covenant, it was in terms of man accepting and 

1. Owen, yarlmjI 11. p. 413. 
2.1. hid; Packer. art. cit, pp. 7-8; Basis, ap,. ait, --pp. 174-6.184. 
3. M. Furlong, 'Bunyan in Prison'. Hlatnry TodaLy. Augest, 1975. pp. 537-8. 
4. S. D. Goulding, 'Roger Willians of Rhode Island'. History Todzq. 
]rov., 1975. pp-741-747. 
5. Owen, jCXJLsX I 11. p. 311. 
6. j. jones, np-c1t. -- p. 14ff. 
7. Howe, Vorks . I. p. 183. 
8. bid, p. 171. 
9. Xiller. ap-cit. p. 280-1,288; J. Jonestap.. ýt., ýp. 14,30-1. 
j0. B&ss, ap. Qit. L-pp-176,242-52; Niller, aqL,. Dit., -pp. 

282-3. 
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: fulfilling, rather than receiving. Restoration persecution, coupled 

with other factors we have discussed, heightened such subjectivism. 2 

So that the certainty of, the elect was not based on the unconditionality 

of justification or sanctification, but on the basis that they would 

fulfil then. The elect became synonymous with natural nan 3, as we see 

in Baxter's Tha UnranannabInnPAFt nf InfId6§IIt4. ELondon, 16551.11 Hance 

sanctification became the perfection of nan's innate, divine nature. 6 

This inevitably led to an undermining of the concept of the Trinity, and 

especially of Christ. For whilst within Puritan 'Golden Chain' 

epistenology man could never assume the role of God, the perspective Was 

anthropocentric. Vithin these terns Inan' didn't need a historic 

Xessiah, the Fall was devalued, and the conditions of sanctification 

were systenatised into an epistemology which could be fulfilled by 

man. I 

1. Bass, GL; A. ý p. 184,193-4; Packer, ArI&rAI, -pp. 
7, Q, 12; J. Jones, op. cit. 

pp. 20ff; Baxter, Practical Wmrk-r,, IV. pp. 34o69. 
2. Xilleronli-cit. . 297; Horton Davies, op. cit. p. 438-51; Toon, Hyppr- 
rmlvinigin, pp. 52-3; Owen, YDrlmaIII. pp. 4l6o437-8, IV. pp. 82,84,94; 
Vallace, ail, rdiA. -P-140; 

Lamont, np-cit. p. 141,241, 

S. LamontsmPiclt- p. 143-5. 
4. Baxter. Practleal Vorks II. p. 297. 
5. Bass, QR-, -ýP- 

127-9; Nil lero QjLCit. L-pp. 280-1. 
6. Bass, gy,. Qjt, -pp. 

193,1Q9; Miller, op. cit. p. 282-31 Baxter, lh& 
Prot x_nt RellaInn Truly Stated, p. 85. 
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The nost profound 

consequence of 'Golden Chain' sanýtification was its move towards 

anthropocentrisn. The basis of this was a belief in the abilities of 

natural man, as we read In Owen's Truth xMd Tnnnnanna 

Vind1cated, ELondon, 166911, N... Evirtuel... may be obtained and acted 

without special assistance of grace evangelical. "2 Therefore the 

highest sin became the abuse of one's innate ability to achieve 

sanctification. Sanctification was seen to lie In nau's ability to 

perceive and understand absolute reason3, rather than in scriptural 

Christianity. 

Accordingly sanctification was viewed as the attainment of a 

completeness by nan. 4 They saw man as qualitatively close to GodG, and 

thus drawn to the dictates of reason which were understood to be 

diviue-16 This was further developed by the post-Restoration emphasis an 

interiority In worship. 7 It was for this reason that they attacked 

Anglican ceremonialO, and minimised the efficacy of the sacramentsO. 

"Puritans were expected to live as angels, as bodiless spirits, using 

j. cmen, Workm, IV. pp. 83#20Oj Baxter, Prant4cal Vorks. II. p. 267; 
Xillertoy. &=LPP-182-90,280. 
2. Owe uP XCWJM&-X III-p. 4 14. 

3.1=, XIV. p. 74, IV. pp. 179-82; Baxter, Prmntjg-ml Varkst-TV. p. 68. 
4. Owen, Warkz6-IV. pp. 510-20; Howe, lorks. pp. 141,160,164. 

5. Horton Davies, ap... z. U. P. 7; Howe, YbrIm. 
-I - P. 98; Owen, Warka,, 

-XI 
I I. p. 415. 

6. T. GoodwirLoVorks. V. p. 304; Owen. Ynafi.., XIV. p. 74. XIII-pp. 416-417,432,438- 
9; Howe, Ynrlm&J. pp. 94-5. 

7. Horton Daviestag-elt. p. 452ff. 

8. IILJSL pp. 528-9. 

9.1=. pp. 530-1. 
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their ears, but neglecting their senses. They seened to think that 

heaven and earth. grace and nature, forn and spirit, structure and 

freedom were antithetical. "' 

Such interiority led to the equating of imral virtue with 

Christian faith. 2 This was especially true of New Englnd, 

Congregationalists. 2 The inportant issue-for us to grasp is that great 

emphasis was put on the testi3mny of inner reason. 4 Nearly all-the 

Puritans went as far as being, rationalistic, works righteous, ý 

empiricists, when philosophy led then that far. 6 Philosophical 

empiricism gave then great freedom to deal with-the sensorial and super- 

sensorial. 6 -In his nnn nf tha Christian Rallefun, Baxter writes, 

... the certainty, of my Judgment by sensation and reflexive 

intuition... nature would not suffer me to doubt... By my actions I know 

that I an; and that I an a sentient, intelligent and operative being. 07 

'This viewpoint has been seen to have been taken to its logical 

conclusion by Roger VillIams when 'liberty' was divorced from God and 

centred In nan. * It was for these reasons that many Puritans 

J. Horton Daviessap-cit. p. 532-533. 
2. Bazter, Ermctlc&l Works, I. pp. 409-4101 Bass, np. cit. p. 185,262; 
Craggtgp, Cjt, _pp. 

88-Q2; Taylor, upcitpp. 504-5. 
3. j. Jones, Mp,. cjt,, -pp. 

20f f. 
4. Owen, V=jm, XIV. p. 74; Toon, ff3rper-CalviiniAm. pp. 28-34. 
5. Owen, VDrjm, XIV. p. 74; Bazter, Practical Warksm. TI. p. 63. 
6. owen, y2rka.,, IIII. pp. 435,437,414. 
7. Charuock, YD. rkr; L&. I. p. xliii; Haller, QjLrJA. Lpp. 96-8; Mcxin, Ar: t. L=Lpp. 22Q- 
232; Owens yDrjmXIII. p. 311; Killer, aRxJA. L-p- 297. 
s. Gouldingoart-clt- . 747; Taylor, op. cit. p. 510- 
21; J. Jones, gp. aj&L. pp. 20ff; John Redwood, Reangm-R 

-i-d- 
1nulm mmd Rallcrinn. 

-Th, Aga nf Enl1ghtannAnt in Rnglaud. London, 1976; Horton 
I)avies, Cp, _cjt. Lpp. 439-53. 
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found Locke's rationalistic empiricism an intellectual centre of 

gravity. I 

Accordiugly Puritauisn resolved everything to its conception 

of man, his equity, reason, liberty, innate rationality, 

atenporality, etc. God becane consonant with this, and their view of 

religion tended to be altered to suit this. In political terms the 

Presbyterian, Alexander Henderson su=ed-up this trend in his 1ha 

jTninwful-naas mnd Dancer of, Llulted Prelacy ELandon, 16411, *Here Is 

Superiority without Tyranny... Here is parity,, without confusion or 

Disarder... Aud lastly, Here Is subjection without slavery .2 In the 

novement's progress Iron the Civil Var to the Hyper-Calvinism 

controversies of the 1680's individual conscience was pitted against the 

religious# social, and political status quo. 3 

j. LaMoUt, nj2. c1t. p. 241-2. 
2. Drysdale, aq-cft- . 279. 
3. OweU, VgrjmjIII. p. 306o- Lanontoap-clt- p. 133,1450161; 
plujg, g. g, jQj. 

t., -pp. 
96-l00; Horton Davies, op-elt. p. 170-1,438,4541 

Taylor, =, j: jj,. p. 499; V. H. Goold, 'John Owen on Toleration and Church 
Government'- Banner of Truth. Issue 44. Sept/Oct 1966. p. 15. 
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pnlitlc*3 mnd 'Goldian Chaillk' ThealcHry. - 

I There is no doubt that Puritanism 

had a profound affect upon Anglo-American politics. ' As theologians 

they approached man as either elect or potentially elect; all Puritans 

had little time for the sinful or the reprobate. In effect, -this 

standpoint meant they wished to coerce nen into moral action befitting 

the elect, or allow then to choose action as moral men. 2 

Tha PreaWftlarlan AWraftche 

Ve have already seen that Presbyterians 

tended not to see depravity as total. They also believed Natural 

Theology to be efficacious. Because Of this their political outlook was 

communal rather than concentrating on the elect Individual. 'a This is 

why Baxter and Howe could be generous in the ecumenical discussions with 

the Episcopalians and Congregationalists. 4 Baxter regarded Owen's lack 

of enthusiasm for ecumenism as Congregationalist introspection, a 

rationalistic development of the spirit. 6 Hence in his Chrlating 

pirgntorg, [London, 167319 Baxter wanted the Congregationalists to, 

up about free grace ... and be less pessimistic 

j. T&ylor, gp, rj±, p. 498. 
2. Illids P- 499 @ 
3. jbid, p. 504. 
4. Lamont o QPX-tt-PP- 171,182-6. 
5.1blA, pp. 171-3. 
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about the number of godly in a parish. " To Baxter they seemed to be 

hiding themselves from the real world. 2 His own attitude was more 

optimistic because of his belief in sufficient rather than efficient 

grace. 3 

This attitude had been forged in the Apocalyptical excitement 

of the earlier seventeenth-century. During this period-pastoral concern 

for the individual was combined with a scholastical view of natural man. 

Vhen Xillennialism declined In the 1650's and the 1660, sA, pastoralism 

waned, to leave a scholastical view of man which we have already - 

discussed. Relying on empirical rationalism, their resolved all their 

doctrines to their view of man. Therefore the Presbyterians had little 

time for sects which concentrated on what they saw as peripheral 

doctrines which caused division. 6 They regarded man as high in the 

'Golden Chain'# and by nature able to achieve moral excellence. 

Because of this they saw no real division between Church and State. 

This is why they wanted to extend the powers of the magistrate. Such a 

stance was not populisme; they saw the nagistrate as the preserver of 

society through God's reasonable laws. 7 In his Attributas. Charnock 

stressed that such law exists in the minds of nenO, and hence men 

. 231. 
2. lhidopp. 182-3. 
3. lbid-PP-187-9; Charnack, Vorkin. l. pp. xli-xlii, IV. pp. 92-3. 
4. Horton Davies, apxit,. p. 184; Bass, Qp&ciI., pp. 227-31; 
Val lace, Qp,. rjj, -p. 

158. 
5. Lamont 9 QPSi±-PP- 1663,182. 
O. Ibid, p. 246. 
7. charnock , VarJuL-I I. pp. 353,475-7. 
8. Md. I- P- 1636 - 
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should submit', ýbecause moral law is suited to his nature. 2 Such law 

cannot be other'than good. 3 The magistrate rules in virtue of his 

powers as a natural man, and Is closely linked to God.,, 

We can hardly discuss Presbyterian-attitudes to a theocracy 

without comparing it to an 'ecclesiastical polity'. But whereas this 

was traditionally conceiced as the secular serving the spiritual, for 

Presbyterians the two were combined. -' The magistrate held such an 

Important position in their political schema because they believed that 

natural man could conform to God's law. r- Therefore Baxter did not 

believe in tolerance. 6 For the Presbyterians the prince governed from 

God, by God and for God, " ... the linchpin of an agrressive protestant 

imperialism that most immediately needed to sweep Ronan Catholicism back 

to hell. "7 This attitude is seen in Baxter's HaJX 

rnmmnnwemIth, (London#16581. When John Rogers asked if the destruction 

of personal liberty was the best ineans of destroying Popery, Baxter said 

it was. w Constantine was a useful person to Owen and Hobbes'because he 

kept order, but he was revered by Prynne. 11600-166910, and Baxter 

1. Charnock , YQrks. 
-I 

I. p. 95. 
2.1kid, 11. pp. 27-9,111. p. 120,11 - p. 464. 
3. IlLid, I I. p. 386. 
4. jh=, II. pp. 27,330, I. p. 8.; Sibbes. Wnrk%t, III. p. 299. 
5. Lamont , ORA-rAIA. Pp. 182-8,246. 

6.1=, p. 166. 
7. JUd, pp. 210-213,112-116. 

&Tbld-pp. 194-5. 

O. Willimin Erynne-Oxford man. mks a strong . and unbending Puritan he was 
soon in conflict with the High Church party. " Inprisoned. In his jb& 

. qn. vPrgien-E=r., 116431. he defended attacking the monarchy. He believed 
in the supremacy of the state, in works such as 12 Cnnnidermbia 

sarnamJ16441. He was Imprisoned during part of the Interregnum. 

(1650-31. With the Restoration he again cane into conflict with the 
Anglicans, though Charles II appointed him keeper of the Tower. See: 
Cross, Q; L-. QI1--PP- 1119-1120. 
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because-he enforced a discipluel which man could achieve-2 In doing this 

they tended to lose sight of the historic Fall, as well as the 

minister's basic, role In correcting sin. ý Presbyterianism's whole 

outlook was structured around the 'Golden Chain' evaluation of man. - 

During the-persecutiOnB'Of the Restoration period, the Presbyterians 

were forced to adopt many of the'disciplines of the Congregational- 

Church, but this was not in character, and only nasked the profoundly 

different ways they viewed man in his political role3. as we see in 

Baxter's A Trentlae nf Eq1scopar, 3tjLondon, 16811.4 I 

Baxter attempted to retain the central, evangelistic ground, 

whilst developing his theology. ' However, his scholastical theology and 

doctrine of man-Inevitably drew Presbyterianism into a dependence on - 

Natural Theology. Because of this it becamiýprogressively legalistic. 0 

It was this'legallen that they so intolerantly imposed during this brief 

time in power, E16483; 0 This is not to say that they were scripturally 

legalistic, we ahve already seen how varied the sources of their 

theology were. It was man's natural ability to effect sanctification 

which they upheld. 7 

1. Lamont t DALrJJA-PP-189-95,210-214,252; MIller, cqrit, -pp. 70-1. 
2. L&monttQP-QiLTP-l4l, 2G7; Vallace, op-elt. . 140. 
3. Lamont, apA. Cit, -Pp. 

220-221; Toon. r1nd'm St"tors"a-p-113. 
4. Lamont, QR-cIt-. PP. 240-7. 
5. Taylor, gp., rJIpp. 504-5; Horton Davies, 0; LxdI&-pp. 525-6. 
6. Drysdale, gp., aiI., pp. 34Q-51. 
7. Lamont, QP-cIt- p. 173-92. 
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ý The Congregationalists did not have such 

optimism about the whole of-mankind, only the elect. However, their 

view, of the elect was vivid, as we see in their Idea about the role of 

the elect in contemporary English history, as Thomas Goodwin wrote in 

his nirýnnurse nf Rlipetion, ELondon, 16821,0 ... let me tell you, it is the 

declining of election that undoes a nation, when election grows low, and 

ceases in an age... "I Without the need to strive for justification, the 

elect person only needed to explore his own character for a clear 

discovery of God and right reason .2 This is the reason why the opinion 

of the individual was always central to then. 

When we note the original differences between their views on 

efficient and sufficient grace, It is remarkable how similar 

Presbyterian and Congregationalist conceptions of #man# were. Like the 

Presbyterians they saw nan, in possession of. "... the light and law of 

nature.... 0 according to Owein in his Truth and Innnnant-ta 

vjnei4n&ted, ELondon, 166Q1.: 2 Hence the truth as viewed by the individual, 

merited a stand against any magistrate who denied, "... the light of 

human nature, that common reason and consent of all mankind wherein and 

whereon all government, is founded... "4 So that the magistrate was seen 

as an inferior authority when compared to the conscience of man. 0 

1. T. Goodwin, Ynrkr. - X. p. 399. Owen, WQrIMJIII - p. 308. 
2. Taylor. ap, ai±, p. 50910wen, Ygrks., XIV, p. 74. 
3. Owen, VDrjmLlI I I. pp. 346,4 16. 
4. lbid, pp. 346,393,414-416. 
r). I. bid, p. 393; Tudur-J ones, g4z,. cJtpp. 2 Off. 
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Nan deserves liberty in this system because his conscience 

resolves itself to obey ultimate authority. ' By the *ultimate' they 

basically meant reason. 2 So that-the rational Judgement of the 

cortscienceýbecane an act of worship. 3 This naturally developed into the 

application of the conscience of the elect man to politics. 4 Great 

emphasis was placed on the mind, as we see in Owen's 

Animdversions, ELondon, 16621.6 But this in turn developed into the 

principle of government by assent. 0 In the work of Roger Williams we 

see a-conscious'development of the Congregationalist concept of nan. 7 

He divorced their idea of 'man' fron religion, and demanded liberty. In 

formalAerms theology still had a free God as a preniss", but 

increasingly a free man became the starting point. 9 In these terms the 

concept of contract became very important in their view of church and 

state: ýbeing an agreement between parties based on right reason, natural 

justice and utility. 10 The basis of their approach was that certainty 

lay in truth, which must be sought, in and through the thinking 

conscious. " 

1. Owen, VgzbLXI 11. pp. 377,395. 
2.1. bid, XIV. p. 74, XIII. pp. 314,439. 
3. lh=; Taylor, Qprjl. 4p. 420f f; J-JonesiQprdt, 

-pp. 
20ff. 

4. Lamont#QPA-Qi±w6. P-182; Taylor, Qp, 2it, -pp. 
506-514. 

S. Owen,. War-kz, XIV. p. 74; J. Jones, op. cit. p. 20ff; Soltoart. cit. . 20; 
Xjller, Up, sj, t., p. 376; Taylor, op. clt. . 514. 
6. Taylor. gp,. ciI,, pp. 514-519. 
7. Gouldingiart. clt. p. 517ff; Taylor. ap-cit. p. 510-21. 
8. j. Jones, =AsJL±LA-pp. 11,26-31. 

O. Gouldingtart-cit. . 741; Taylor, op. cit. P-506,517-519. 
1O. Taylor, =A-Qi±,.. -pp- 

516-519. 
ljL.. Ibid, pp. 503,514; Owen, yQrkm, XIV. p. 74. 
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Therefore like the Presbyterians they equated spiritual with 

intellectual growth. 'Right reason' became their yardstick, and they 

demanded that the magistrate should reflect this', for true authopority 

was seen to lie in the ConSCienCe. 2 This is not to say that the- 

Congregationalists were populists, they were fully prepared to frame 

repressive laws to uphold the authority of the elect conscience. 3 In 

1652 Owen told parliament, *Know that error and falsehood have no right 

or title from God or man to-any privilege... or any good thing you are 

entrusted withall. "' Congregationalism's political view was based on a 

demand for religious and political liberty for the elect conscience. 

For Baxter denoninational divisions weakened Christianity, but for Owen 

it was good If the difference was the product of, 0... their own choice, 

liberty and Judgement. " They could see no real difference between the 

setting up of a church, trading corporation or government. 6 

Tho Comunn Puritans Attitude to Politics- 

Since 'Golden Chain' theology 

attempted to resolve all, knowledge into Christian faith, the Puritans 

saw politics as a central part of their religion. 7 The 

j. owen, Xgrjm, XIII. p. 3Q5. 
2.1=, pp. 435-8. 
3. Drysdale, Qp-x=. 4p. 309-314. 
4. lbid, p. 352. 
5. Owen. Morkil-a-XI II- pp. 310,308. 
6.1blA, _p. 

304; Tay1or, QpA.. ciL-pp. 514-5. 
7. Taylor, ap. r. iI, -pp-514-2l; - Ahlstrom, op. cit. . 97. 
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Congregationalists's belief in individual conscience has been seen to 

lead, 0 ... on directly to the assertion of the Rights of Man in the 

Constitution of the fforth American States and the rise of political 

democracy... "' "The modern western beliefs in progress, in the rights of 

man, and the duties of conforming political action to moral ideas, 

whatever they might owe to other influences, derive ultimately from the 

moral ideas of Puritanism and its faith In the possibility of the 

reallsation of the Holy Commonwealtb on earth by the efforts of the 

elect. "2 

Whatever their stance, all Puritans strove for a Holy 

Commonwealth. For the Presbyterians it was constructed externally; for 

the Congregationalists it was centred within the individual. For both 

of them such a reliance on the individual was a valuable defence against 

the persecutions of the Restoration period. 0 But coupled with 

scholastical trends this had important implications. Significantly, the 

concept of the 'elect' was expanded to include all who understand. The 

whole moral law was Internallsed 4, with reason as its framework It 

was because of what they saw as man's innate ability to fulfil the noral 

law that they demanded liberty for Individual conscience. 6 They 

believed in God being within man regardless of the Fall 7, 

which allowed man to conceive the unity of knowledge through 

J. C. Dawson, quoted by: Taylor, op. aft. . 498. 
2. Th4d- - 
3. Horton Daviestop-c1t. . 171. 
4. Charnock, Vorke. l. p. 168; Baxter, Practical Works. IV. p. 69. 
5. [)wen, yarbi, XIV. p. 74. XIII. p. 432; CharnockWorkaj. pp. xlii-xlIii. 
6. Owen, VDrJMJIII-p-311; Goulding, art. cit. . 741; Haller, ay., rýpp. 197ff. 
7. Haller. np-L'it. p. 197ff; Oweu, YDIIM,. XIV. p. 74, -Baxter, Prmt-ticnI 
YQrXrU-jV. P. 69. 
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reason. ' Hence for Kilton the exaltation of Scripture meant the 

exaltation of individual reason and private Judgement 

*As the Refornation involved the rejection of the doctrine of 

the visible unity of the church under one infallible head, it of 

necessity introduced a change in relationship between the state and the 

church. 03 For Puritanism it meant the exaltation of the individual 

conscience. This was especially evident after the Restoration, when the 

developing schoalsticisn had-lost the restraining Influence of 

millennialisn-I The calibre of preaching decreased*, and religious 

controvery was increasingly frowned upon. 6 This was a time of social, 

political and academic fernent, and man was placed at the centre of all 

these, which were all in turn resolved into the 'Golden Chainf. 7 

By the, 1660's Puritanism had become an intellectual tour de 

force, dominated by great minds. This-in itself caused a crisis, 

because for variourm reasons the next generation tended not to be so 

2. Haller, =, -cjt, -pp. 
337-8; Tudur-Jones, op-cit. p. 83-7; 

Drysdale, np-cit. . 275. 
3. C. Hodge, The Relation nf the Cburnh mnd the Stata-, London, 1960. p. 109. 
4. Howe, Works, V. p. 239. 
5. HortDn Davies, ajLrAf,.,. p. 184. 

6. Hc)we, Wmrks, V. p. 86; Lamont, op-elt. p. 231-2. 

7. Killeronp-cit. p-90-2. 
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academically able. So what happened when following Puritans did not 

match up intellecttually to the likes of Owen, Baxter or Howe? One 

serious possibility was that they would be trapped within some aspect of 

'Golden Chain' theology which they didn't understand. There is also the 

other side ofAhe coin to consider, when men could have great ability 

without the faith. Without faith, they had the Intellectaul ability to 

conceive the vast Puritan 'Golden Chain', but they could never 

understood what lay behind it. It is important that we have already 

pointed out that it was faith which allowed the Puritans to live with 

the contradictions within their system. 

Conceptions of a 'Chain of Being' were not new, but Puritan 

'Golden Chain' theology was. Professor Xiller tells us that the 

Puritans were only tenants of a vast mansion of theology created by the 

Continental Reformers, so-that they could add little to it. ' After 

touching on some of the complexities of their doctrine of @man,, and how 

they conbiuedýthis4nto a 'Golden Chain', we have gone beyond Miller's 

thesis. For the Puritans constructed a vast 'Golden Chain, theology 

which went leaps and bounds beyond other epistemologles. In the process 

they destroyed much of the scriptural infrastructure. But it Is 

important to stress the'theoretical and practical aspects of their 

faith. The great 'Golden Chain' theologians never lost their faith, it 

spurred then an to create a synthesis of theology and knowledge. In the 

process they often sacrificed one on the altar of the other, but never 

totally. This Is probably why their work Is littered with 

1. Killer, ap. cit- P-90-2. 
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which might make then lesser theologians, but perhaps greater 

Christians. 

However 'faithful' 'Golden Chain' theologians were, 'Golden 

Chain' theology had Its own methodological drives and disciplines which 

staedily took then away fron the Isizaplel Puritanisn of earlier years. 

No component was more inportant to 'Golden Chain' theology than reason. 

It was the life-blood of their system, nan's parallel with God, and the 

ultimate goal of 
I 
sanctification. We have already highlighted some 

aspects of 'reason' in their work, now we need to deiscuss more of its 

implications, 

bir-Itaninugst Ilinim wlth. and dmvelqpýjkt nf CjMMj. Cnj_jjMtjrn, §jjNw_ 

English education during the seventeenth-century was solidly 

classical-' The vast majority of leading, mainstream Puritans came out 

of this tradition. 2 During their time of power during the Commonwealth 

period, they made a conscious effort to protect and develop classical 

education. 3 Even after the Restoration Puritan Academies continued and 

improved traditional education rather than incorporating Reformed 

theology-A Because of this they had a very strong grounding in 

scholastical Natural Theology. 0 Hence it was natural for then 

jL. Haller, np-QIt- . 83; Breward, art. nit. . 6. 
2. Haller, op-r-it. . 83; inrelation to Owen see: P. Toon, ledl. lba 

ce of John Owen-1616-83. Canbridge, 1970. p. 5; 
XcKim, . 202. For Baxter's lack of training 
see: Cross-QP-QIt- . 143. 
3. Toon, Q, Qd'II Sffteg . 108. 
4. Harton Davies, ap-alt. p. 454-5. 
5. xiller, np-cit. . 190. 
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to articulate the traditonal Christian emphasis an virtue through 

humanistic concepts of good'behaviour. Aristotelianism was especially 

important in this-' So that virtue becane associated with right reason, 

and-thus was attainable through the same, as we see in Owen's Truth mnd 

Tnnncennsk Vindicated, (London, 16691.2 

Traditional English Aristotelianism was greatly modified by - 

Ramus' 'practical'-interpretation of leoplatonism. a Villian Perkins 

found that Ramism allowed room for Aristotelian ethics, Whilst 

furnishing the philosophical stability of KQOPlatonism- A balance 

between physlcsýand piety, or between physics and metaphysics. 4 Ranism 

focussed on super-tenporal truth, and gave 'man' a step-by-step analysis 

or method of attaining it-6 Hence 'spiritual', Iteoplatonic concepts of 

regeneration were Integrated with Aristotelian concepts of the physical 

powers of the soul. ' The result, was that grace was understood to enter 

the soul through sense-impression. 7 Grace was seen as truth overcoming 

ignorance or temporality. -There was no room for the historic Fall in 

this system. 0 

1. Bre ward# art,, rýp. 6; Taylor, cprJj., -pp. 88-Q2. 
2. Owen, Works, XIII. p. 414, IIV. p. 74; Howe, X=kgL, 

-IV. p. 22. 
3. Breward, Qp., Cj±,, -pp. 

71-2; MoKim, art. cit. p. 196-7; Toon, Hypor- 
Cmivinism. pp. 20-22- 
4. ToonoHyper-Calvlnlr-m. pp. 23-4; Miller, op. cit. . 286; 
Breward. iit-cj±u-p. 6; Boughton, art. nit.. pp. 84-5. 
5. Boughton. Art-cit. . 84; XcKIz, aprJI&pp. 202-7; Breward, mr-t, -Qjt,., -p. 6; 
Breward, gpA-QI: L, -p. 171. 
O. Boughton, art-elt. . 84. 
7. Xiller, nD. cit- . 281. 
8. MiL PP - 17-2 1. 
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Such a methodology needs an ascriptural, scholastical base. 

Although Puritanism's undoubted scripturality inpeded its development, 

scholastical methodology became more important. Xen such as John 

Preston and William Ames used Ranism as a base. ' The next generation was 

faced with the option of developing this scholasticism even more. 

Therefore Puritans such as John Owen found themselves at a cross-roads .2 

He could have abandoned scholasticism and followed the 'uneducated' 

spirituality which Webster and Dell advocated; or there was the option 

of developing the concept of the internal, elect spirit as zwch as 

Eyre's supralapearianisn. He could have cozabined logic and contemporary 

humanisn with religion like John Goodwin or Nilton. Owen took the 

significant step of buttressing the traditional roots of his Federalism, 

whilst retaining scholasticis3n., m He believed that ascriptural Natural 

Theology could have no place in soteriology, as we see in his Causes. 

WaMR and Means, ELondon, 16781.4 However, his education or religious 

outlook led him to emphasise man's ability to know the eternal truth 

through scholastic empiricism. 0 

If we look at the work of Richard Baxter, It is apparent that 

either he did not grasp the implications of 'Golden Chain' theology as 

firmly as Owen, or that as a pastor he nay not have been as Interested 

j. Boughton, mrt-clt-. pp. 88-94. 
2. KcKjm, gLr_t, cjt,. p. 207; Bass, up-L'It. . 154. 
3. Bass, C; L-=,. pp. 153-4. 
4. KiIler. aA. -QitA-pp- 

19-22; Owen, Workso X. P. 128. IV. p. 194. 
S. Bass, mp-clt- . 154; XcKin, art. clt. pp-196.207. 
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In philosophical, and theological, -consistency, Although his position 

lacked consistency, Baxter valued reason and man's ability to achieve 

faith as elevated reason. ' Like Owen he can be viewed as a Puritan 

schoolman., -I 

ýAll the-other Puritans'drew just as heavily on scholasticism 

to express their faith. John Howe, Theophilus-Gale and Peter Sterry 

relied on Neopltonism. Charles Norton was one of the few Puritans to be 

a committed Aristotelian. All these man can be'seen-as a, step on from 

the more, practical theology of Owen or Baxter. If we look at the work 

of the New England Congregationalist John Norton, we see a concept of 

man as an autonomous, reasonable entity with free-will, who demands 

respect from God-3 The-work of, John Howe and Stephen Charnock 

demonstrates that on both sides of the Atlantic scholastical methodology 

war. assuming a central role. 4 Whereas men such as Perkins, Ames, 

Preston, Owen and Baxter used philsophy to articulate-personal faith, 

Restoration Puritans were doing the opposite, In doing this they - 

asserted the unity of truth In terms of knowledge. -reason and private 

judgement-' 

1. Bass, mp. cit. p. 194-208. 
2. Ibid, p. 2 06. 
3. J. Jones, ap., -Qit., -Pp. 11-17. 
4. Fedwood, Uc=., pp. 9-14,27-29; Bass,,,, =., 

_pp. 233-242. 
5. Xiller, ap-cit- . 281; haller, ap,. Qýpp. 348-62. 
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Tho CA3ncavt of God IwIth4ift 'OnIdan Maine 

Puritans regarded God as the'apex of the vast natural 

system.,. From an examination of, nature they saw God as clearly 

discernible, as Charnock tells us in his AttributaR nf rnd, "Every 

plant, every atom, as well as every star, at the first meeting whispers 

this in our ears, I have a creator, -I an a witness to a deity. "' Hance 

much more than inanizate, matter or brute creation, man, questions, and 

thereby finds God everywhere. Indeed, to deny God is to deny the 

essence of man-2 

, By sense impression nan recognises that all creatures borrow 

life from God3, and iron these impressions God's, "... being stands out 

from all the works of his hands, as transcending the scale of their 

entity..., * according-to Thomas Goodwin In his A njrnrjj'r=8 'f 

Elgai=, (16821.4 So that the very essence of God shows through his 

creation. 5 Reason demands this view", for they saw it as logical that 

the perceived rational order of nature should have a ground mover. 7 

Applying a scholastical methodology to nature and to their concept of 

man, they were able to augment these basic observations. " Reason taught 

i. Charnock, Vorkg, I. p. 168; Owen. YnrkR, XIII. P. 439. 

2. Charuc)ck#Vc)rkigoI. pp. 137,142, xliv; Xiller, op. cit. p. 28-33. 

3. Howe, Vmrks. l. p. 146., 

4. T. Goodwin, larks. X. p. 100. 

5.1. bid. p. 105; Chartock, Vorki3, I. p. 150. 

6.1bid. 
7. Kowe, Varkr.. I. p. 121; Charuock, VnrkR, I-P-150. 

8. Baxter#Practinal Varlm- II. P. 11#IV. p. 70; Charnock. Wnrirq, I. p. 150. 
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that nature could not produce such order without an orderer, 'chance, 

was not constant enough. '. - There had to be a dialectically 

understandable cause, and they-termed this motive 'God'. 2 

'Golden Chain' theology developedýestablished Reformed and 

scholastical uses ofýontology and-teleology3, and concluded that Natural 

Theology is enough to make man worship God. ' This was a very dominant 

theme within Puritanism, and it Is significant that the Hyper-Calvinist 

Joseph Hussey was converted by Charnock's Attributes nf and. a By this 

they meant a type of intellectual works righteousness. 0 

Their own ordered 'Golden Chain' showed God as the creator of 

a harmonic systen, 'Wherefore how Inexhaustable a fountain of life, 

being, and all perfection, have we here represented to our thoughtsl", 

according to-Howe in his Llvlnr Tompla, (London, 16761.7 Nan's rational 

ability perceived the wisdom and knowledge behind creation. 0 The 

preniss that God is reasonable developed their theology. 0 

Sovereign reason becans the ground of their view of God, and 

they associatedýthis rationalisn with virtuous goodness. IcGod, who 

i. Charnock. Worksi. I. pp-8,155. 
2. Ih1. dtPP-155pl44, IV-p-6Qjs Howe, Vgrkg%, I-pp. 144,180; 
Bar, jj, gpsjj.., pp. 184-6. 
3. Platt, 9-9, r=-PP- 13-51; Xiller, QjLcjt, -pp. 

18G-Q0.234. 
4. Bass, mp-cit. . 256; J. Jones, inp. cit. p. 59-70; Redwood, inp. cit. p. 24-34. 
5. Toon#Hy]par-Calvinin-opp. 72-3. 
6. j3ar. s, gp. cft-p. 256; Owen. Varks. M. p. 74; Charnock. WnrkR'I. pp. xlv-xlvjj. 
7. Howe, Imrks. I-P. 180. 
8.1=, pp. 169.122,116,128,130,132. 
q. Oweu, VbrK-A, X. pp. 238-9; J-Jonessap-cit- p. 62-70. 
10. Owen, Yorkils XIII. P. 416. 
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according to Charnock in his Attributea of Godý "... by an unconceivable 

wisdom, who fills the heavens with the glory of his majesty, and the 

earth with the influence of his goodness. 01 They represented creation 

and God in terms of this rational goodness which was associated with 

grace, and seen as an attraction and goal for Man. 2 It followed that 

creation is 'good' and so is God for, *... would it not be a 

disparagement to an infinite goodness to be outstripped by a 

creature... " especially when the creature is a manifestation of divine 

perfection. 3 Therefore the Puritans set God within a matrix of rational 

goodness. This had many rannifications, one of the most Important was 

the way philosophical idealism squeezed the Trinity into monotheism; 

another was an &scriptural view of God. Scripturally God is a 'person' 

who is good, powerful, merciful etc. For 'Golden Chain' theology God was 

a cluster of ground motives. Hence he is not so much reasonable as 

@reason', not good but 'goodness'. 4 

For the Puritans God is the chief 'good'O, whose unchanging 

perfection was the basis of the great sYste3l Of Covenant Theology. 6 

According to Charuock In his AttrIbuton of c; ad, the unchanging order of 

philosophy and the world testifies that God must, 0 ... necessarily 

exist... be infinitely perfect... "7 God is the netaphy sical 

i. Charnock, Varka, I. p. 132. 
2. J. Jones#mp-cito p. 44ff; BaxtergEractIcal Worksl, IV-P. 36. 
3. Charnock. works. I. pp. 11-13; Howe, Vnrks, I. p. 165. 
4. Howe, Works, I. P. 177. 
S. Charnack, Works. II. p. 280. 

6. Howe, Wmrk-m, I. p. 118; Oweu, Varjrj;, XIII. p. 35; Bass, ap. cit. o, 177-82; 
Vallace, ng-elt- . 151. 

7. Charnock, Vorks, I. p. 151; T. Goodwin, Workn, IX. p. 117; Howe, Vorks,, I. P. 168. 
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first cause', above all he is tbe-perfection of man, as we see in Howe's 

MvIng Tp=la, "... the necessary being hath, actuality answerable to the 

utmost possibility of the creature... 02 

'Golden Chain' theology demanded a working 

definition of God which Scripture could not give them, * ... such an 

account we shall have of what we are inquiring after, if we have the 

conception in our minds of an eternal, uncaused, independent... "3 The 

question was not whether there was a first cause, but what it was. 4 To 

construct a definition of God they-turned to Protestant scholasticism 

with its vast philosophical heritage. 6 

Philosophy taught then that the order-of creation meant there 

had to be a ground source orderer. 6 In doing this they effectively put 

God on trial .7 The result was a spiralling philosophy of God, which was 

based largely on Natural Theology, and which was basically a philosophy 

of nan.. " 

One result-of relying on philosophy was the viewing of God as 

a super-temporal, Neoplatonic ideal. 9- In his DIr-ongurmok 

j. HowejVorkm. I. pp. 177-Q. 
2 -Rddo P- 182. 
3. IhId, p. 102. 
4. Charnock, Marks. I. p. 134. 
5. jbid, I. p. 13 1. 
6. jbid, p. 158. 
7. Baxter, Practieml Warks. Mp. 12; HowetWorkst-I. pp. 176,179; 
Owen, yLTjua., IV. pp. 73-4; Toon. Hjp! ar-C&IvjnImm, p. l04. 
8. Howe# WOrk'31 I. p. 211); Miller, Q; Lajjp. 12. 
9. Charnocks YLmjm,.. I. pp. xlv-xlvii, 8-9. 
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nf Rlactlan, Thomas Goodwin writes, "... I understand the sublimity and 

transcendency of his divine nature and essence, as being of an higher 

differing kind, infinitely above-that being which all creatures have by 

participation from him... " Accordingly God was a super-tenporal first 

cause possessed of ultimate attributes, and acting as a fountainhead for 

the whole of creation-' "God must necessarily exist... be infinitely 

perfect... The conception of a-nature more perfect than any other ... from 

a corporeal or bodily substance joined with an incorporeal and 

spiritual... one choice being above all. *3 Such a rarefied concept of 

God led to scholastical views of his actions,, and this in part explains 

the philosophical rigour of Federal Theology. 4 The implication was-that 

allýphyslcal creation is unstable regardless of the Fall. 4 Hence 

physical creaton was seen as'aninated by a super-tenporal philosophical 

ground notive. 6 

The Puritans saw nan as assenting to the 

reasonable goodness of God, "... God Is as good as he is great and 

wise... the first in being and eXCellenCy. N7 OntOlOgy and 

1 T. Goodwin, Vorks, II. pp. 105,117. 
2.11L1j1, pp. 48,106; Baas, np-cit. . 153; Baxter, Prantlrml 
ynrjL&, _j 

I. p. 12, IV. p. 70; Charnock, Vörkg; - I. pp. 148-50. 
3. Charnock, VmrkR. I. p. 150; Hawe@VnrkR-I. pp. 175-6. 
4. T. Goodwin, Vorkr-, II. p. 106; Oweni=JM&. XIII. p. 435. 
5. T. Goodwin, Vörks, Il. p. 7. 
6. liawe, Vorlm - 1. p. 179. 
7. Baxter, Practleal Vörks. IV. p. 36; Owen. VorkR. IV. pp. 60-70. 
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teleology were a strong source of such conceptions. ' In doing this they 

moved away from the s criptural principle that God is good, to the 

Idealistic concept that Good is god .2 So that, "Ve are led... to 

consider a fountain which bubbles up in all perfection, and which 

distributes these several degrees of being and perfection to what we 

see. 003 Much of the scriptural notion of Justification was lost, 

religion became man's gravitation towards reason away from unreason. 4 

Again the historic Fall was minimised for, 0 ... under the notion of 

God... ( as] ... the chiefest good, and of truth... Easl ... the proper object 

and rest of the understanding, none can willingly depart as 

The Puritans saw God as good because he is the one necessary 

being, but most of all because be Is sovereign reason. 'Reason' was the 

great innate bridge between God and n&n. 7 Sanctification became a 

matter of purging error frois the minds of man a, with the reason of 

faith assuming a seminal position. 0 God was viewed as the highest 

philosophical perfection 10, with his authority centred in the fact of 

his rationality". Hence all the traditional characteristics of God 
.1 

were measuerd against reason. 12 In his Ittributes mf Qnd, Cbarnock 

l. Baxter, Prnctlcal VorkR. IV. p. 69. 
2. Hc)we, Vnrke-II. P. iO, l. pp. 169-70,180; Bass, op. cit. . 32. 
3. Howe, Vnrks-I. p. 170. 
4. Owen, VnrJa"IV. p. 74; J. Jones, np. cit. p. 20fi. 
5. lbid. 
6. Owen, Ynrkr2, 

-XIV. p. 62; Bass, gR. clt. p. 204,271. 
7. Baxter, Prmctlcml Vorks; -IV. p. 36; T. Goodwin, Vorks, VI. p. 498; 
Howe, yDrjuj., I. pp. 169-70; Owen, Works. V. pp. 192-5 
8. Howe, VmrkF; . I. p. 194; Owen , Works -IV. pp. 181-5. 
9. Owen, YDrlm-JIV- p. 74. 
lo. Charnock, VorkR. pp. 8-11; BasstapA. =A-pp. 169.271. 
ll. c)wea, Y. arlLm, XIV. p. 74; Charnock, Vorks- -pp. 131-2. 
12. ChLarnock, Vorks. . p. 137. 
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writes, *The impression of a deity is as CD3MMU as reason, and of the 

same age with reason. " This was why they insisted upon the 

reasonableness of something as unfathomable as supralapsarian-double- 

predestination. 2 They did this because they associated God's action 

with his nature as 'reason'. I ... we know how little knowledge and 

purpose, in God do differ. " In expressing the character of God through 

scholasticism, the harsher aspects of Federalisn were avoided. We can 

see this in the Way 'Golden Chain' theology avoided the implications of 

the angry, sin-revenging, atemporal 'Doninus', who left man no room for 

works righteousness. 4 So they constructed another view of God in 

parallel to the former, a rectorial God, who beckoned to man to help 

himself to attain grace. 6 

This in turn supported their rational concept of man, and 

their close alignment of man and God. " Hence they looked to man for an 

image of God. Even when allowing for the Fall, Charnock tells us in his 

Attributes of God, "The impressiOUB Of a deity were so strong as not to 

be struck out by the nalice and power of h911.907 "Nature within man, 

and nature without nan, agree upon the first meeting together to form 

this sentiments that there is a God. "0 This is the rational thread that 

runs through the world, and Is the foundation of man's perception. " 

l. Charnock. Works. l. p. 137; Howe, Vorks. I. Pp. 191-2. 
2. Killer, op. c1t. . 12. 
3. Baxter, PrAQtIcAI Vorktq-III. p. 10. 
4. Lamontong-r-It. p. 141-3; Killer, op. cit. . 36. 
5.1jaid; Baxter, Practical Vorka-IV. p. 36. 
6. CharuocksV2rkffu-I-P-l37. 
7. Thid. 
B. TbId. 
(). Thid.; Howe, Vorlrr,. I. p. 183; F. Toou, GodOa Sat-A-Samoloop. 170; Baxter, lba 
ROAGOID gf the Chrlatiau., pp. 16-17. 
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Accordingly common reason drove every creature to God. ' Xan 

as the apex of physical creation, seeks to achieve God through divine 

reason. 2 This in turn underlined the similarity between divine and 

human conscience3, or soul. 4 From the ability of man they saw, ",,. a 

proportionable Infinite actuality of power on the Creator's part. "O 

They also used a vivid contemporary sense of sin to develop the concept 

of an atemporal God. The result was God as an intelligent, immortal, 

atenporal, dialectical spirit. 6 

The Puritans regarded reason as the most important parallel 

between God and man. 7 By this they meant a spiritual bond, which was 

linked to their placing manhood within the soul. Therefore sin was seen 

as an abuse of the soul as intellect, as in Baxter's The Reason of the 

r'hriAtinn-Ralirlon, [Londou, 16661, *It is a setting up of our senses and 

appetites above our reasou. 00 This does not mean that salvation lay in 

relying an God, rather in examining oneself, and then re-aligning the 

soul to reason. " In the process they were forming notions of man rather 

than of the scriptural God. 10 This betrays a strong 

j. Charuock#VOrkssI-P-191. 
2.1. bidtP-137; Owen, l=kaXIV-pp. 74-6, XIII. p. 439. 
3. Owen, VDrk2, -XIII - p. 437; Charuock, Ygrjmj. pp. xliII-xliIi. 
4. HowesVQrkIImI. p. 219; T. Goodwiu, Vmrks, IX. pp. 20-22. 
5. Howe, Vmr Ira - 1. p. 183. 
6. Owen, ynrjm,., XIV. p. 74; Howe, YarjmVII 1. p. 355; T. 

Goc)dwin, Vnrka, IX. pp. 22,28; Charnock, Y=lm., 
-I. pp. 10-12. 

7. CharnocktWarks-I-p-xliv. 
B. Baxter, Prantleal Varks. JI. p. 63, Mp. 34. 

9.1bid, Howe, Vnrka-I. pp. 141,160,163-4; Charnock, Wnrkm. I. p. 12. 

10. Solt, ar±... cjt., -pp. 
20-22. 
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anthropocentrism within Puritan I Golden Chain' - theology. I "The very I ist 

of attributes that they came up with are not attributes of God but of 

the humn intellect... 02 

Thp rnip nf the TrlnltlE Ilk-ID21dam Chniml Theology, 
_ 

Ve have already 

discussed how 'Golden Chain' theology had a unified view of God. 3 This 

concept of God is the focus of their system. As a result God is 

atenporal, ahistoricalt and indivisible in essence. Hence the 'Golden 

Chain' theologians were uneasy about the Trinity. Of course there Was 

no way they could drop such a centrally scriptural concept, and this in 

turn threw a spanner into the cogs of their epistemology. 4 

Nowhere is this shown better than In their conparison of the 

Trinity and reason. Tine and again we are told how reasonable the 

operations of God are, how in fact he is ultimate reason. * But when 

discussing the Trinity they admitted, 0 ... there being scarce the 

footsteps of then distinctly to be seen in the works of creation or In 

the law. "O At times they trIed, to have their cake and eat it, 7 

" Do not consult with reason in It... Eviz. the Trinity] ... which yet is, 

j. SOjt, art, cjt.. pp. 20-22; XcKlm, art., rdj, -pp. 197ff; Xiller, ap, =, P. 12; 
J. Jones, ap,. Qi±,, &. PP -1 lf f- 
2. xilleronp-cit. . 12. 
3. T. Goodwin, Vorka, IX. pp. 29,48,105,117- 
4. HoweoVnrkr.. I. p. 192. 
5. Owen, yaýdw,. IIV. p. 74; Charnock, YnrJm.,. I. p. 132. 
6. T. Goodwin, Vorka, IV. p. 263. 
7.1=tp. 381. 
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not contradictory to it.... 0 according to Thomas Goodwin in his Tile 

Knowledge of God the Father. ' This contradiction highlights how the 

Trinity had become superfluous to their, epistemology. The actions of 

the Trinity had collapsed into one indivisible, philosophical ground. 

Therefore within Federal Theology it was God who chose a nan 

for grace., with Christ was a tool in the means of achieving that. 2 It 

followed that God created Adam less perfect than He could have, and that 

temporal man always needed super-added sanctification. 0 Hence the 

supreme atonement of Christ was undervalued. He became a means of making 

man a fit temple for God to dwell in, thereby realising man's godlike 

characteriStICB. ' So that it is God who sanctifies according to 

Charnock in his Attr1butes Of God, -"God descends to man by this in acts 

of wisdom and grace, man ascends to God in acts of faith and love. "4 

This was theýresult of seeing man and God as the dominant loci 

of their epistenology. Thus they Saw Justification and sanctification 

as something God created man for. 6 This was the inevitable conclusion 

of a theology which was dominated by Neoplatonic atemporalism. In - 

epistemological terms, Natural Theology had become more dominant than 

the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Owen recognised this In his 1669 Truth mind 

1. T. Goodwin, Vorka, IV. P. 361. 
2.1=, IX. pp. 5,29,97,111,113; Owen, Works. -pp. 242-5-, 
LamontsOP-cit. . 143. 
3. jbid, IX. pp. 97-99. 
4.1blA, IX; pp-106-7, IV. p. 544; Charnock, Vorkin. I. pp. 331,336, 
Howe, V=Jma. p. 332. 
5. Charnock, Worka-I. p. 336. 
6. T. Goodwin. Vorka, IX. p. 97; Charnock, VorkR. j. p. jgj. 
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jjjr, tjC@ Vindlcatado 0 ... that if all religion and the worship of God 

consisted in morality only, there was neither-need nor use of Christ nor 

the gospel... *1 But this does not sit very easily with statemets he 

nakes in such works as his Animadygrgions, E16621.2 In his J)lscmurme nn 

nnijen beinir, Charnock sums up the Puritans' view, "Christ was not the 

moving cause., '. God was the first author of this propitiation, 

appointinhg this method of restoring the creature, and this person, or 

Jesus, to do it. "3, Salvation became a natter between man and a unified 

God. 4 

One inportant result of this nininising of Christ and 

elevation of man, was a changing view of the sacraments. They no longer 

accepted the mystery of the Eucharist as Calvin had. 0 They preferred to 

see it as a seal of the covenant between God and man. 6 "Covenant 

emerged as an individual promise of great strength, demonstrating man's 

worthiness to uphold his part of a pact. Hence a church was made up of 

church fellowship covenants. 07 The sacrament was now based upon the 

concept of corporate consensus, rather than on the historical consensus 

of Christ. 

1. C)wen, iQrjmXI 11. p. 4 19. 
2. Ihid, XIV. pp. 60-76. 
3. Charnock 9 VorkE% -III. p. 337. 
4. T. Goodwin, Vorks, II. p. 105, III. pp. 5,20. 

5. Norton Davles. np. eit. . 310. 

6.1]2id, p. 312; T. Goodwin, Vnrks IX. p. 117. 

7. Taylor. n12. cit. p. 510-21. 
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Therefore the Eucharist was a clear internal and external 

seal, highlighting a mutually binding contract. ' Thereby continuing the 

thought of the Westuluster Shorter Catenhism, "A sacrament is a holy 

ordinance instituted by Christ, wherein by sensible arguments, Christ 

and the benefits of the new covenant are represented, sealed, and 

applied to believers... "2 Hence they could not accept the Roman 

Catholic view of Christ giving sanctification, rather God gives Christ 

as the seal of a-God-nan agreement. 3 The worth of man and the qualities 

of God were the dominant factors within Federal Theology. 

J. Horton Davies, op-elt. p. 312-313. 
2. Ibldp. 314. 
3. TIM d. 
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Federal or Covenant Theology was by no izeans United to 

the Protestant churches. For Roman Catholicism it meant, N... the 

conception of God as lawgiver and judge, the expression of Christ's work 

in terms of satisfaction and equivalence, the conception of the 

Christian Church as the Inheritor of the rights and privileges of the 

Jewish Church... "I However, it was with the Reformation that we have the 

beginnings of Covenant Theology as we know it. "The idea of the 

covenant or testament is used by all the Reformers to express God's 

gracious revelation to His people, both before and after Christ. "2 It 

was John Calvin who especially emphasised the coherence of God's' 

dealings with His people. But as early as 1585 in his Do Subatabtlm 

Fnadaris, Olevinuus expressed the first technical Federalisn, stressing 

the Divine Covenant with the Church, the believer's mystic union with 

Christp and the perseverence of the saints: "Here we see the covenant 

Idea given structural significance and nade a comprehensive 

1. Ilastings, aR,. r., Lt., 
-vol - 3. p. 219. 

2. Ibid., 
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conception under which the whole content of Christian faith and practice 

my be brought. " 

- To some extent Puritanism grew out of these movements, but in 

comparison it was vastly more developed, and Federal Theology as we know 

it is their creation-2 They took the radical step of expressing 

soteriology through a philosophy of history, unlike Calvin who had not 

gone this far .3 Calvin perceived that Federal Theology makes legalistic 

logic the basis of God's action, rather than love-' Also, that It nakes 

Christ a tool@ and alienates the majority of mankind from God. 0 

To construct this legalised version of historyO, the Puritans 

looked to Calvin's contemporaries and followers. 7 These man had 

radically developed aspects of Calvin's work, such as the suggestion 

that his theology was a statement of Christian truth In terns of divine 

purpose, and that the operations and person of God were equated with a 

philosophical ground motive. 0 They made a significant change in 

resolving these concepts, to and from man's perceptiou. w 

Using various strands of Reformed Theology and scholastical 

1. Nastings, my-cit. . 230. 
Ni 11 er, cpmU, -p. 

366. 

3. Toon, Hypgr-Calvlnln-. pp. 16-17.23-4. 
4. See: G-J- Postema, 'Calvin's Alleged ReJection of Natural Theology. ' 
&, t-jr, h journml nf ThAnIngy. vol. 24. pp. 423ff. 
5. S. B. Torrance, 'The Contribution of XcCleod Canpbell to Scottish 
Theology. ' ssrnttinh Jnurnal mf Thanlogy. vol. 26. pp. 299-305. 
G. xiller, ap-cit. . 378. 
7. Lane, &r±, sd±, -p. 

979, Xiller, mg-elt. p-190-1. 
S. McKim, 'The Puritan view of Historylpmrtadt, pp. 215-220. 
9. IlLid, pp. 219,229-232. 
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method', the Puritans produced a synthesis of free-grace and 

intellectual works righteousness within a framework of providence. 2 

This can be seen to have had little basis in Calvin's work or in 

Scripture-3 Justification and sanctification became concepts within an 

all-embracing determinism, theologically formulated as a doctrine of 

predestination-' This was the result of a strong emphasis upon 

rationalisno which is underlined when we note that Puritan theological 

works sometimes doubled as academic text-books. * By this we should not 

mean that their religion was a faith in logic, rather that their faith 

was structured around providential, divine grace and a logical order of 

salvation. ' 

Federal Theology became the infrastructure of 'Golden Chain' 

theology. It explained the mysteries involved in a man's salvation, and 

also resolved the arbitrary nature of God and His grace into the 'Golden 

Chain'. 7 Knowledge of God was treated like any other knowledge, and 

therefore resolved into a stable epistemology. This continued 

throughout the seventeenth-century, and in this sense all mainstream 

Furitans were Federalists. 0 Even more significant is that such 

1. Toon, HMDfIr-CaIM1"1", PP- 
2. Xiller,; 2. cit- p. 384,394. 
3. D. Xacleod, 'Federal Theology. An Oppressi7e Legalism. Banner nf 
truth. Issie 125. Feb 1974. p. 21. 
CHaller. ap-elt. p. 83-88. 
5.1bid, Knappentap-elt. p. 34204371 Bass, op. cit. . 62; 
J. Jones, op,. cj±, -p. 

70. 
6. J. jones. up,, Cit, -P. 

70; Toon. Hyper-Calvinimm, p. 1821 Owen, VOrkR, XIV. p. 74. 
7. Lamont, ap-cit. p-144-5; Xiller, np. cit. P. 394-51 Haller, ap, 911A-pp. 83-41 
Val lace, QR. Sd-'Lpp - 150-1. 
8. B&ss, m2-cit- p. 290-3. 
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Federalism must be seen as a physics rather than a netaphysics. 1 

Vhilst all mainstream Puritans were Federalists, not all 

approached from the same standpoint. The great difference centred an 
I 

sufficient and efficient grace. Efficient grace stated that Christ 

settled an exact debt for the elect; whereas sufficient grace saw Christ 

as generating enough grace for all mankind to have the opportunity to be 

saved, or that Christ's death was tokenal. 2 Both were basically similar 

in their concern for the individual. but there were i3: portant 

differences. 

We have already touched on 

contradictions in Presbyterianism, and this largely came out of their 

approach to Federalism. They saw man as fallen as we see in Charnock's 

Attributgg of God. 3 But whilst they regarded man as wholly corrupted, 

they also thought each individual had a personal responsibility In the 

process of salvation which concurs with Christ's role. 4 Baxter 

expressed this through the sufficient grace theology of the 

Amyraldianism of the Synod nf Dort, E1618-16191. * Hence he constructed a 

theology Of latitude, which he regarded as avoiding the doctrinal 

excesses of the High Calvinists. 0 This does not mean that Baxter 

1. Boughton, art. clt. p. 63-4. 
2. Toon. HMýfjr-Calvlni rals, pp. 50-7. 
3. Charnock, Varkia. lopp. xlvi-xlvii. 
4. Wallace. g, 1q, =, -p. 

136. 
5. svmnd nf Dart. "The assembly of the Dutch Reformed Church... to deal 
with the Arminian controversy... * A moderate Calvinist conference, with 
delegatiOUBt including English. See: Cross, op. cit. . 417; 
Vallace, QA, jai±u-P-139; Lamontoop. elt. p. 126-130. 
6. LamontonRecit- p. 137o146-7. 
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overtly supported moralistic Arninianian. He was a Federalist, and as 

such constructed a-complex Doninus-Rector theory to accomodate these two 

aspects of Covenant Theology. ' This meant that he could exhort nen to 

reforzýand choose the merciful Father, whilst atressing, *The elect 

shall obtain it, though the rest are hardened... 00 when, pressed Baxter 

could be as extreme-as Eyre or Crisp. 2 Hence Baxter described two kinds 

of righteousness: law ful-in Christ, and personal. 3 -I 

Like the Congregationalists, Baxter referred to the penal 

substitution of Christ, but he differed-in what he saw as nan's ability 

to choose-4 - In his Tha Cntachialnir of FAW I lon, E London, 16821, he tells 

us. NVe must learn to love best that which is best in Iself... and choose 

the means by which It must be attained ... 015 It was for this reason that 

he preached hell-fire sermons, giving men a glinpse of what would happen 

if they did not turn to God. * There were many other-, hypothetical- 

universalists who like Baxter believed in sufficient grace. -They 

differed in laying more stress on an intellectual path to salvation, 

whereas for Baxter it was an evangelical choice. 7 Hence all 

Presbyterians relied on the formal structure-of-Federalism. 0 They 

differed from the Congregationalists in that they saw Federalism as 

1. Lanout , Q; Lr.,. U., -PP - 
137.14 6-7. 

2. lbid, PP-130-40. 
S. IlLid, p. 140. 
4. Ihid. 
5. Baxter, Proctinal Works, IV. p. 88. 
6. Lanont#QP. QLt. . 142. 
7. Val lace , g; LrJA. A-p. 136. 
8. nidt PP- 133-4. 
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internal and-external; viz. that one could uphold it through works 

righteousness. For this reason they deplored the enphasis on arbitrary 

free-grace. along with the internalism ofAhe Antinimians and Hyper- 

Calvinists. ' They could not accept anything which conpronised man's 

innate ability to use his intellect to achieve salvation or grace .2 

In the early years of the Restoration, Presbyterianism had an 

uneasy balance In its theology. There was a strong emphasis on works 

righteousness balanced by a weaker concept of sin. Various factors 

emerged to make the former characteristics even more powerful; 'reason, 

and $will' became the key components in man's achievement of 

sanctification. Ve could discuss factors such as the fall of 

nillennialisn and the effects of persecution. Such changes were very 

important in the effect they had on the movement, especially on the next 

generation. They were hypothetical-universalists liko Baxter, but they 

increasingly expressed this through humanism rather than evangelism. 
I 

God was stereotyped into a set of scholastical formulae. He 

was viewed as 'necessary being', with man as a contingent cause In need 

of salvation. ýx Hence sin was explained In Neoplatonic terns as base 

temporalism. "' Election was seen as a super-sensorial elevation of man 

through the good God. * An elevation of-mmn to a-more perfect 

i. Vallace. op. =, 
-P. 

134-5. 
2. Baxter, Prmctlcal Vnrk-P, IV. p. 68. 
3. Charnock, Vorks, I. pp. 151.144. 
4. Howe, Vnrka, III-pp. 306,292,133. 
5. Charnock, larks, I-p. 150. 
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condition than Adam had before the Fall. ' Empirical rationalism 

explained all this through the individual's personal development, so 

that election was set more with man than with God. 

Accordingly by the latter seventeenth-century Federal Theology 

meant much less to the Presbyterians, although it was still the 

infrastructure of their epistemology. 2 "Their enphasis on personal 

choice and reason developed into a moralism, which equated the constancy 

of right reason with the providence of God. 3 We see this In the work of 

John Howe, especially when he Insisted that God would not predestine 

anyone to dammation In his The Racnncilamblanema mf Gndin 

prpncience, (London, 16771.4 By the time of the Hyper-Calvinist disputes 

of the 1690's, election meant even less to the works rightesousnese; of 

Daulel-Williams-6-- 

To the Congregationalists 

of the 1640's and 1650's election was linked to loan's depravity and 

inability to earn grace., Their Federal Theology reasoned to and from 

the Idea of man's sin and God's arbitrary election. This approach was 

not new. Earlier Puritans such as William Perkins in his Auram ArmillA, 

I. Charnock, larks, II. p. 345. 
2. yallace#mp-cit, . 189. 
3. IlLid, p. 179; Basstap-cit. p. 285-6. 
4. Basso =, ajl,. pp. 285-6; Vallace, mp. elt. . 179; TaougHypor- 
rm i Ziuizzpp. 53-7. 
S. Toon#H3m@r-Calvinistin, pp. 53-7. 
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ELandon, 15891, had seen election like this at times, - ... the decree of 

God by which he hath ordained all-men to a certain and everlasting 

estate... "' The difference lay in the steady disappearence of 

evangelical pastoralism from Congregationalism. Hence Thomas Goodwin 

wrote of an internalised election which is completed an earth in his L 

niscourna of Electlon, ELoudon, 16821 .2 Xan and Christ became pawns in a 

supralapsarian system 3, which elevated man higher than the prelapsarian 

Adan. 4 Indeed, man was created to be saved or damned. 0 

Whilst approaching Federalism iron a different direction, like 

the Presbyterians they laid great stress on reason. They-took it for 

granted that Federalism was rational, and dismissed other soteriological 

systems because of, what they understood to be inherent rational 

weaknesses. ' Because of this God. became something like a philosophical 

constant ý to them, as we see In Owen' s Ani mdv&rRI nnn, E London, 16621.7 

John Owen dominated the development of Congregationalism after 

the nid 1640's. By any standards he was a very capable theologian. 

Because of this he came, closest to dropping supralapsarianism, for 

unlike Thomas Goodwin. he saw Adam's prelapearian, righteousness as 

sufficieut-0 But there was a strong philosophical rigour In his 

1. Bass. Qp, -cjt., pp. 184-5. 
2. T. GoodwintlarkaoMpp-9-10- 
3.1=, pp. 5.46-7. 
4. Ihid, pp. 97,100.106. 
5. IlLtd, p. 97. 
6. T.,, Goodwin, Vorkm, IX. p. 17. 
7. Owen, YnzjuL,. XIV. pp. 74-6; T. Goodwin, Vorkst, IX. p. 76; T. 
Jones, COrj-tp. 88; Wallace, ag. eft. . 185. 
8. VAllace, aq., sJS, p-152; Owen, VmrjmXXIV. p. 388. 
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approach to Federalisn. Like Thomas Goodwin he tended to Bee man and 

Christ as pawns in a divine schene. ' His reliance of philosophy drove 

him to see election as supralapsarian. 2 Reflecting his Neoplatonism3, 

Owen showed a contempt for nan's contingent beingo so that he described 

election as a matter of having a new essence enter the being of nan. 4 

Such themes are woven through Owen's (If Cnmnunjon with end the 

Wher, [London, 16571, Neditntinns and Discourses, ELondon, 16841, and his 

rbr1ntm1mr1a, ELandon, 16791. Hence whilst Owen recognised the great 

dangers of philosophy"', there is a basic scholasticism in his work. 0 

Federalism provided an intellectual framework for his views on God, 

God's relationship with man, and manle; place in CoSnology. 7 He regarded 

reason as the key component In this system, with God as absolute 

reason'o and election as reasonable. " It was solely by the use of 

reason that Owen came closest to outlining a rationalistic works 

righteousness-10 

Therefore the same contradictory elements are present In 

Owen's work as we saw with the Presbyterians, although they are often 

less obvious. In the generation that followed Owen there energed man 

1. Val lace, 150-6; Owen, Yarkaj-pp. 236-237. 
2. BassirID-Cit- p. 105-9; Wallace, U, -rýp. 146; Toon, Hyper-CalvinipmAp. 15. 
3. Basso OIL QIt. P-99-100. 
4.1. bid, PP-128-139; Owen, Varks. pp. 52ol3g-40,189-72. 
5. Owen, Wmrks-IV. p. 209. 
O. S. B. Fergusant 'John Owen On Christian Piety. ' Ramnar-mf-Truth. Issue 
191. Aug/Sept 1979. pp. 47-9; Basso up., cit, -pp. 109-111. 
7. Toon, rind'm Stat"11"I". p. 170. 
8. Owen. YDxkm,. XIV. pp. 74-6. 
g. lbid, XIII. p. 439. 
jo. Owen, 1&LrJMaIII-p-4l6t IV. pp. 242-5. 
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who lacked his intellect and pastoral faith. As a result the perception 

and role of Federalism began to change. 

Two distinct movements began to emerge: those who expressed 

Congregationalist Federalisn through empirical rationalism, and those 

who expressed it through empirical anti-rationalism. The former 

movement developed most steadily amongst the Congregationalists of New 

Engalnd. Wbilst restaining strict Federalism they also developed the 

autonomy of man, as well as the ability and will of rational man. 

Increasing emphasis was put upon how God should take account'af the 

character of man. ' Men such as Giles Firnin, E1663-17281, Samuel 

Villard, 11640-17071, and Coton Xather, (1663-17283, ýwere all part of a 

development of rationalistic, empirical Federalism. This was expressed 

in traditional supralapsarian terms. which was nonetheless, 

rationalistic works righteousness. 2 They could do this because the tern 

Isupralapsarian' became a denotation of nan's innortal, innate and 

divine character. In effect they made nan his own electing agent. 

Intellectual choice was the touchstone of this'novenent, and it clearly 

had a counterpart in England. Aspects of this type of theology can be 

found in the work of Owen, Thomas Goodwin, Jereniah Burroughs or any of 

the others. It neverýachieved the strength of New Engalud partly 

because of Owen's moderation, and partly because with the fall of the 

Commonwealth Congregatioualisn was besieged. Despite this strong 

1. j. jones, =, LjtL, _pp. 11.17@35-39,44-6,56. 
2. jhjA#pp. 35-9,41-2.48-53. 
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parallels are evident. We see this In the scholastical outline of the 

Atonement by Thomas Brooks. ' Edward Folhil was praised by Owen for his 

scholastic and 'Golden Chain' view of eleCtion. 2 Theophilus gale turned 

out scholastical concepts of election whilst seeing no incongruity 

between Christianity and PlatoniSM. 3 

All these factors combined to change Congregationalisn into 

High Calvinism. This was a further refinement of Federal Theology, 

relying on the certainty of election. 4 In the Restoration period, even 

this intellectual'certainty changed under the strains of persecution and 

rationalism-0 In such an enviroment Congregationalism became even more 

Introspective# and for this reason they moved closer to the Antinomians. 

Antinimianism had long been regarded as a serious perversion of 

Calvinism because of its subjectivism and lack of interest in 

evangelism. However, its introspection became a source of strength to 

the High Calvinists, and was central to Its progression towards Hyper- 

Calvinism- 41' 

Another Imporant factor in the rise of Hyper-Calvinisn was the 

growing emphasis on reason within Congregationalism. This was dangerous 

because after Oweuls death in 1683 the novenent was characterised by, 

a ... sincere men of average intelligence .... a so that the highly 

scholastical theolgy of Sterry or Gale had no relevance to theM. 7 

1. Wall ace, ap.,. ajtp. 177. 
2. Ibid- 
3. jjdd, p. 178; T. Jones. QpxIt, -p. 

88. 
4. Toon#UYPgr-Calvl"lr,, ". Pp. 145,63-5; T-Jones, op. cit. . 103. 
5. Toon, _ 

jar-Calvi ni ma, p. 146. 
6. lbid, pp. 25-8.50-1,147. 
7. jh=, pp. 147-8. 
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In fact there was a, reaction against scholasticism, and In the movement 

against 'reason' they, were in danger ofýrejecting or absorbing it, or 

Indeed of doing-both., ' 

The result wasýa system, of theology which exalted the concept 

of God, whilst ninimising the moral responsibility of the elect to God 

or their fellow men. 92 Xoderate High Calvinists such as Isaac Chauncy, 3 

were eclipsed by men such as Richard Davis and Joseph Hussey. These men 

had gone back to Tobias Crisp for a rigid exposition of supralapsarian 

Federal Theology-4 Election for then meant eternal justification by 

God, with Christ as a means of attaining this. 15 The Richard David 

controversy-hardened the exclusive, Internalistic nature of this 

providence dominated approach. 0 Ironically It was the very scholastical 

Joseph Hussey who was the greatest exponent. He enshrined it in a 

scholasticism which regarded God as a collection of philosophical 

stereotypes# whilst limiting personal evangelism. I 

l. Tc)on, Hngr-rmlvlnlr-m-pp. 147-8. 
2. T. Jones, gp-giL-pp, 115-116; ToonoH3[Pel: -C81vi"lftm-pp. 145,65-6. 
3. Toon, ibid. p. 63. 

4. lbidpp. 49,53; T. Joues, mv. cit. P-115-118. 
5. Toont ihisi, pp. 60-2. 
6. Ihid, p. 65; T. Jones, Qp,. cjtp. 65. 
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T]bp Puri tanal view nf nf Gnd withlirk Preder: rtlnatlnn. 

There Is a balance between foreknowledge and foreordination in 

Scripture, and this Is reflected in the early Puritan writings. ' As 

Puritanism developed it was the Presbyterians who expressed their 

Federalism in terms of foreknowledge, whilst the Congregationalists used 

foreordination. At its extreme, Presbyterianism used foreknowledge as 

the basis of a works righteous norallem. 2 Whereas Congregationalisn- 

could, go to the other extreme with supralapsarian foreordination. *' 

Supralapsarianism embarrassed most Congregationalists, but they did tend 

to stick to It. " It is very important that we realise that 

Congregationalist supralapsarianIsm when combined with scholasticism 

could develop into a rationalistic noralism. 0 

We have seen that Presbyterianism had Just as high a regard 

for rationalismo which was combined with a great respect for natural man 

and predestination as foreknowledge. Hence the Presbyterians bad an 

optimistic view of creation and man's abilities. 0 Baxter believed that 

persevering believers would achieve sanctification. 7 Therefore man has 

to use free-will and choose God, as we read In Baxter's he Reason jLt 

thp Chrimt1an RallginnjLondon. 16661.0 They demanded scope for man to 

1. Perkins# AllrOll 100111A, In Braward. op. r. 1t. p. 179,197. 
2. Toou, H=@r-C&lvlnlav, pp. 53-4. 
3. Bassoný. cft. pp. 121-3. 
4.1. bid-PP . 105-9. 
5. Wajjace, ap. Lj±. -p. 

178; J. Jones, gp. clt--pp. 17ff. 
6. vallaceonp-elt. . 140; Lamont, ng. cit. . 141. 
7. Baxter. Prmctlcml Work%%, Ijj. pp. 10-12. 
s. Baxter, Thp Rommon,,, Op. 85. 
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achieve virtue, and so denied supralapsarian foreordination. ' Baxter 

regarded Federalism as a 'Golden Chain, linking God and man. Whether 

nan developed'enough to ascend was seen as a matter of personal choice. 2 

In doing this they placed great emphasis on Intellectual development3, 

and*hence saw Antinomianism as the product of natural ignarance. 4 

--, Baxter dominated Presbyterians= until the late seventeenth- 

century. However, there were other important Presbyterians who lacked 

his traditional links with nillennial Federalism. Men such as Howe and 

Charnock certainly acknowledged foreknowledge'5, but the idea of eternal 

covenant meant less to them. Increasingly all decisions were set within 

man, so that by the time of Daniel Williamsi'Truth and 

Paace, (London, 16981, we see a theology of works righteousness moralism 

which effectively made election a record of the fruition of man's Innate 

virtue-'s , 

Generally all Puritans 

understood Christ's role-to be a link In the successive order of 

SalVatIOU7, with Christ either undergoing a masured 

l. Baxter, Tha Ramagn rif tho Chrintian Rallainn, p. 85. 
2. vallaceonp. cltop. 140; Lamout, og-cit, P-141. 
3. B&xter, Thp Reason nf tho ChrlRtlan Ra lrlnnipp. 85-7. 
CLamoutoop-CILP. 228. 

5. C, harnock, Varkm, I. p. xlvl. 
6. Toon , Hyper-Ca III nI sim. pp. 53-4. 
7. Vallace-OR-CILP-152. 

/ 
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punishmentl,, or a tokenal act which allowed man to effect the change. 2 

Despite a strong Christocentrisn in his work, Owen's scholasticism 

devalued Christ's role. 3 Instead of Christ, purchasing all of salvation 

for nan,, he was seen'asýa symbol. 4 towards which man could work. 0 So 

that when Baxter said Christ's grace is sufficient, he neant that it 

enabled man to develop their innate capacity to achieve virtue. 6 

Whether Congregationalist or Presbyterian, the emphasis was 

placed on the individual's role in providential election. Election was 

understood as a tension between God and man as the only foci in 

soteriology-7 Latterly, Presbyterians such as Daniel Williams nininised 

the call of Christ, in favour of the dictates of reasonable virtue. 0 

Others such as Crisp and Hussey also minimised the evangelical calling 

of Christ# whilst setting salvation In a rigid system of providence that 

Internallsed grace, and denied God to all but the elect. 9 

The 'God' of Puritan 

Federalism energes as the one, true necessary ground =tive. '* In doing 

this they were going much further than Calvin's philosophical view of 

l. Vallacesop. cit. p. 152. 
2. lhlli, P-140; Lamont, op-cit, pp. 1410156-7. 
3. vallace, np. cltopp. 250-1. 
4. Bass, nP-citopp. 190-3. - 
5. Wallace, op. cit, pp. 136-7. 
ts. Vallace, up-cit. pp. 136-9; Lamontong-cit, pp. 139-401 BasseoP. eltop, 1840 
7. J. iones, op-cit, pp. 17fi. 
B. ToontH3Eper-Calvinia-m, pp. 53-4; Owen. Wnrkg, XIII. p. 416. 
g. lbid, PP-60-6. 
jo. Charuock, Vorkf%, I. pp. 148-51; Jl- JOn9saQP-,. Qit, pp. 59- 
eo; VallatceoQR-Qlt#pp. 151-4. 
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sovereign God. - Their system accepted God's sovereignty only so far as 

it could-explain it, so that even supralapsarianism was set within a 

rational system. Reason became the-touchstone of their view of God., It 

was the method of Federalism as conditional covenant, rather than 

conditional election-2 The abiding theme of Federalism was a rational, 

good and above all consistent first cause, as we see in Owen's 

Ami nA dversi ons 

These themes were not obvious, partly because of the 

scripturality of major Puritans such as Owen-and Baxter. These men were 

scholastics. but scholasticism formed only part of their outlook. The 

situation changed after 1660 when millennialism waned and the practical 

ministry of-Puritanism was curtailed. As a result scholasticism gained 

a more central; position and Federalism became even nore rarified. 4 

Hence for Restoration Puritans the God of predestination was a 

super-temporal, rational goodness. 0 God was seen as infinitely 

consistent# "Providence Is a great clock, keeping time and order, not 

only hourly, but instantly to its own-honour, 4 as we read, in Charnock's 

A-nimcnursa on Dlying Ravalatlnn, (London, 16821.4 A balance of, "... his 

present revealed mind and future Judgement..., " according to Owen In his 

Truth mnd Tnnocence V1nd1c&tzA, (London, j666]. 7 At the apex of the 

l. Killertop-citipp-17,101-2,125. 
2. Vallace. np. clt. pp. 150-11 Lamont, np-cit. pp. 139-40; 
Miller, mil-cit, pp. 384-94. 
3. Killer, np. cittp. 17; Owen, Vnrks, XIV. pp. 74-o, - Charnock, Worka, j. p. 191. 
4. Toou#HMmr-CftlvlnJ%%-, pp. 74-Q; J- JOnes9Qp. cAt, p. 70. 
5. Cbarnock, Vork-m, II-p. 20. 
6. lhld, I. p. 17. 
7. owen, Vorka, Xjj. p. 388. 
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providential chain of goodness we see an essentially Idealistic ground 

principlet drawing nan to salvation even before the Fall. ' In fact the 

Fall became Irrelevant, because there could never be any tenporally 

based works righteousness in this systen. 2 This is true of the 

Presbyterians and the Congregationalists. Both lodged humanity In what 

they saw as man's super-temporal soul, and so both had a methodological 

contempt for the tenporal. Hence it was against this background that 

they centred Federalism on an ascriptural, philosophical, first-cause, 

which contemporary trends made them call 'God'. 

It was this 'god' which they nade author and nover of 

election, as we read in Charnock's A Dlacourse of God's Being. 0 But 

even the dialectical stability of philosophy caused a tension between 

achieving sanctification in spite of the world4, or through the world. 6 

Vhilst appearing to be contradictory, both these views are-similar in 

their use of dialectic, and the emphasis they placed on hunmn nature. 6 

Vhether one viewed Federalism as a seal of effiCient7, or sufficient 

graceO, both relied an God as the first mover. 0 Baxter made 

1. T. Goodwin#Vorka, IX. P. 97. 
2. Halleronp-cit. pp. 83-92. 
3. CharrLock, Vmrkim, IlI. p. 337; T. Goodwlu, Vnrka, IX. pp. 41-7; 
Vallace, op-cit, pp-151,177; Toon, HyPer-Calvinfalm, pp. 60-63. 
4. T. Goodwin, Vorks, IX. p. 14; Howe, VýAa, VIII. p. 355. 
5. xilleronp-cit. p. 281; Baxter, Prmctical Wnr*=-lV. p. 6Qj 
Charuock#Vnrks, I. pp. 161-2. 
6. Packer, art-cit. . 7; Bass, njj-cft, p. 185; Toou, Hypgr-cnlviniiqm,, pp. 143-6. 
7. . C)wen, Vorks , IV. pp. 263-9. 
8. Lainantong-cit#PP-129-30. 
9. IlLid, pp. 136-8. 
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God a merciful 'Rector" or a sin-revenging 'Doninus'2, and then 

balanced this against the role nan can play. 0 Accordingly we can see 

that the Federallstic God/Man relationship was beconing inverted in the 

latter seventeenth-century. 4 

Therefore, Federalism was resolved into 'god'G, and structured 

around a 'Golden Chain' order of grace which found the historical Fall 

rind Atonement less relevant. " At most Christ war, a penal substitution7, 

or a spur-to individual morality. 0 For Owen whether or not grace is 

sufficient or efficient WaB resolved by God's reasonableness, rather 

than Christ's actions, as we see in his T)amth of Da&Ui#ELondon, 16471.9 

Hence Christ was understood to be predestined as much as man. 10 

At best 

Federalism was an agreement whereby both parties pledged, to fulfil the 

terms of a covenant. " They did not doubt that God had fulfilled his 

pronise. Accordingly man must for his part be faithful, The great 

question was how far could a man be faithful, how far could he attain 

l. Lamont, c'P-citoP-137. 
2. Ibid, p. 24 1. 
3. j. Jonestap-citoPP-17fil Wallacetap-citip. 140; Lanontsap-elt p. 141. 
4.1bid; Vallace, np. clt, pp. 139-40. 
5. vallacoonp-cit, pp. 150-1. 
O. Ihid, pp. 139-40; Bass, np-cit, p. 185. 
7. Vallacs-OD-cit-PP-145-6. 
S. Ihid, pp. 139-40. 
9. Owen, Varka, X. pp. 238-40. 
lo. lbid, XX, pp. 481-2; T. Goodwin, Vnrka, IX. p. 106 
jj. Xjllerjaji-clt, p. 375; Horton Davies, op. clt,. p. e. 
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virtue? 

However; again and again the Puritans stress free-grace, and 

whilst we enphasIse their legal perception of covenant, we nust balance 

the two. For Vavasor-Powell in his Christ And Moses Excellency. 116501, 

the, emphasis was on a 'free covenant' which carefully excludes 

legalistic categories. ' This is very nuch the drift of Howe in his III& 

RjpRsednegs of the Rlrhteous. 2 Even so, Federal Theology was also very 

much a legal concept to them, and this is our imin concern. 

In the Puritans' legal conception of Federal Theology the value 

of the individual promise was equal to God's. Hence the Puritans 

criticised any religious practice which undervalued the Individual. -O, It 

was seen as based on the sane agreement as a corporation, marriage or 

legal contract. Hence God had to perform His role4, as does each man. 0 

Covenantism became a legal agreement with God giving and man accepting. 0 

We have already discussed how the Puritans tended not to view 

God as a 'person' in the scriptural sense. He was sovereign will and 

ultinate reasons necessary being or the first cause. Accordingly their 

contract tended to be with this first cause. God was regarded as a 

constant in the philosophical sense, always there for nan to choose. 7 

1. V. pc)well, Christ and mseR Excellency. London, 1650. pp. 53-7. 
2. HowepWarksa-III. pp. 207-9. 

3. Horton Davies. np. clt. pp. 272,313. 
4. Vallac8#QP-citpP-152. 
5. Breward. up-citop-10; Charnock, Vnrka, l. pp. xliv-xlv. 
6. Killer. mp. cltopp. 375-380. 
7. Baxter, Prxe, tir, Al VnrlrR, III-pp. 10-13; Lamont, op. cit, p. 244. 
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Although they retained the provision of faith being needed for 

election', faith was-increasingly seen as an assent, as moralisn. 2 

Many or all of the conditions of Federalism were understood to 

be performable, either by works righteousness, or internalised as an 

innate link with God. In the latter case preparation for sanctification 

collapsed into the moment of election*'; even the historical Atonement 

was regarded as secondary to this act. So that It is an innate capacity 

for virtue which leads man to grace. 4 This movement peaked in the 

Hyper-Calvinism of the late seventeenth-century. Characterised by a 

move away from evangelisma, and separation from those outside an innate 

covenant with God. 0 They were obsessed with the law of grace, rather 

than the grace of JaW. 7 Thereby internalising the original Reformed 

covennat between God and His people. 0 

ý-. Although we have to take the scholasticism of Hussey into 

account, it is correct to see Hyper-Calvinism as an anti-intellectual 

movement. It Is significant that Hyper-Calvinism came after the great 

nind of Owen, and also that subsequent High-Calvinists were 

intellectually less able', or less faithful. But Hyper-Calvinism 

1. La=nt, op. cit. p. 149. 
2. lldd, PP-138-9.241. 
3. T. Goodwin, Vorks, XII. P. 11. 
4. owen, Vorka, XIII. p. 426; J. Jonestop-cit, pp. 30-1. 
5. Toon, HXPAr-CAlvJDJr,? l, P-65- 
e. lbid, pp. 82-3; Lamout, np. cit, p. 138. 
7. Toon, H3mar-Call7lnlrlp, p. 58. 
8. Taylor, op-cit. pp. 504-6. 
O. ToontHyper-Calvlyllr-, m, p. 148. 
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was a small movement, and for most Puritans man's innate links with God 

were not a platform for anti-evangellcal introversion, rather it was 

nade the basis of a rationalistic works righteousness. 

They stressed that man must labour to know God', 

intellectually to assent to God. 2 Hence election was centred in the 

higher faculties3. and was nade subject to the dictates of reason. 4 At 

most, Christ's death was a satisfactice, but as far as the new covenant 

was concerned, nan had to fulfil it. 0 Accordingly norallem was equated 

with grace .7 

Sanctification became worldly, and so evidential faith assumed 

greater pronitence-0 This increasingly meant faith In one's own gracial 

abilities. 9 The emphasis an man's innate abilities tended to obscure 

any demarcation between pre and post-regeneration. This suggested that 

natural man Is elect-10 Hence election was seen as a life-long moral 

endeavour-11 All men were regarded as capable of attaining 

j. Charuock, V'lrkm, IV. p. Q6. 
2.1hid, I-PP-xlii-xllii- 
3. Ower', Vorka, XIII. p. 439, XIV. p. 74; Charnock, Wmrkfs. I. p. xliii. 
4. Bass, 09-cit, PP-177-9. 
5. lhid. pp. 193-4. 
6. j. bid. pp. 193-4; Vallacelop. citopp. 136-7; Lamont, op. cit, pp. 139-40. 
7. j. Jones, ap-clt, pp-17ff. 
8. Toon. Hjpar-Calvfnfam, pp. 83-6. 
g. vallaceonp-cit, p-136. 
JO. Lamont. np. citop. 136. 
ll. Vallace, up. cit. pp. 138-9,151-2. 
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grace as we see In Baxter's A Trgatlsp nf rnnyprAinn., Ignorance was 

regarded as the biggest obstacle. 2 Covenant Theology was no longer a 

historical agreement, no longer a free gift; rather the fulfilment of 

the dictates of natural reason. 

i. Baxter, Practleml Vorkim, II. p. 406; Lamont, op. cit, pp. 144-5. 
2. LamOnts QP- r-lttP- 128. 
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Detalled aL ßtnplwa (. harnoelrOR Attrlbutes £lf üQd 

Stephen Charnook, 11628-16901, does not rank as one of the 
, 

outstanding leaders of the Puritan movement, but he Is seen as one of 

the most eminent divines. His greatest work, QzLýtjjm Rxistpnce Md 

AttrIlmma rat Ciad, was published posthumously by -Richard Adans and Edward 

Veal in 1691-2. The work was extremely influential; Joseph Hussey would 

list it as the means of his conversion. It is also very representative 

of Puritan thought at this time. Ve have already seen that the prominent 

Restoration Puritan minister, Joseph Alleine, Is said to have been 

producing a scholastic systematic theology. Three centuries later we can 

wonder why this great pastoral minister would put his efforts into such 

tin enterprise. The short answer is that contemporary thought demanded 

that #faith' should be expressed systematically in this way. In this 

sense we can set Charnock's Ezintsw. & cad Attributfa amongst other such 

works such as Alleine's Thenlogin PhilmoRhim, Theophilus Gale's Court 

[Lt: th& Gentiles, and John Howe's Llvlncr TPWIn. It is upon this basis 

that we shall examine his use of Natural Theology within his Existence 

md Altnibutfts - 

He entered Emmanuel College at an early age. The college was 

renowned for its Puritan character, and although it was smaller than 

Trinity and St John's, its pupils were no less eminent. As far as his 

Because of difficulties in getting hold of a conplete version of 
Charnock's Attributem nf GrA, three editions had to be used, those by 
KoCosh, Clark, and Parsons. 
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academic progress was concerned CharnDck entered in 1642, then proceeded 

B. A. In 1645-6, conmencing X. A. in 1649. No one who has ever dealt with 

the life or work of Charnock has ever doubted the importance of this 

period In his life. Later we shall look at his conversion. but equally 

we should stress the scholastic training that he received at Cambridge. 

The Puritans saw no conflict between scholasticism and Reformed 

Theology. Sir Simonds D'Ewes lists some of the set books at St JoWs 

(presumably they would have been much the same at Emmanuel]. "We went 

over all Seton's lazin exactly, and part of Kecker3zan and Xolinaeus. Of 

ethics or noral philosophy, he read to me Gelinus and part of 

Pickolonineus; of physics, part of the Nagorus; and of history, part of 

Florus... I spent the next month EApril 16191 very laboriously in the 

perusal of Aristotle's physics, ethics, and politics; and I read logic 

out of several authors. " For all Francis Bacon's dissatisfaction with 

the scholastic system, as expressed in his Wayum QrZanum, a conplaint 

reiterated by X11ton, scholasticisn continued. It is true that things 

had changed with the rising importance of Platonisn. But for all that. 

it was still a scholastical system which sat Ill at ease with the 

fundamentals of Puritanism; as Robert Browne was saying land being 

ignored] Just about this time. The hold of scholasticism Is demonstrated 

by the Cambridge Platonists. Whilst they rebelled against the strictures 

of Puritan dogna, they were nonetheless seen as typical of Cambridge 

scholars. This was regognized by their pronotion during the Commonwealth 

period. That they were within the 'Puritan fold' is further demonstrated 

by the Influence they passed on to eminent Puritans such as John Howe, 
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who entered Christ Church in 1647. Charnock can be set within this 

mould. He quotes Kore and Culverwell , and Is obviously very familiar 

with Greek philosophy, the medieval scboolnen, and contemporary 

philosophers such as Gassendi and Voetius. Charnock could pursue these 

studies in the original tongue. Johnson tells us that be was fluent in 

Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, French, Dutch, Italian and Spanish. Such 

erudition grew out of his training at Cambridge, and especially the 

Puritan belief that God is served through hard work. Therefore 

throughout his life Charnock was accustomed to spending twelve hours a 

day at his desk. In view of this, and with the obvious testimony of 

works such as 1hjL R-Istance and Attributes, we are dealing with a 

scholar of rare ability. 

TIA BaWrIMMAnd. ta rlhP'rn-'Ir" - Thought. 

We have already noted the ability of Charnock and the tine he 

devoted to the his academic studies. Today these qualities can be 

obscured if we think that the length and profundity of Puritan writings 

made-them boring, to contemporaries. Sons scholars have pointed out that 

we need to approach Puritan writings knowing that they have an 

sunsettled quality'. "In most of the writings of the Puritans, there Is 

a movenent, and in many of then a restlessness, which-shew that they 

were composed for bearers or readers who were no doubt to be instructed, 

but whose attention required also to be kept alive. Their profound 

discussions and their erudite disquisitions, ..., are ever mixed up with 
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practical lessons and applications which interrupt their argument, and 

at times give a strain and bias to the interpretation of a passage. In 

this respect their discourses, written with the picture of a mixed 

auditory before them, are very different from the essays or 

dissertations, philosophic or critical, of certain of the Anglican or 

German divines, who, themselves mere scholars or thinkers, wrote only 

for the learned... " This Is an issue which should send us to the Puritan 

writings with a wish to see how they related their gospel to the 

contemporary situation. It also raises the question of how Puritans 

developed the neans of presenting their argument to ordinary people, In 

particular it can nake us wonder how they used the English language, 

There does not seen to have been any work an this. It seems very 

difficult to believe that a movement which dominated the acadenic scene 

for over a century did not contribute a great deal. We can Justifiably 

draw an analogy with John Calvins. brilliant French translation of his 

InfititUUm in 1546. For all his reputation for boring scholarliness, his BEA 

work is today acknowledged as a seminal and creative contribution to 

the development of the French language. We could also point to the 

immense contribution of Bishop William Norgan's translation of the Bible 

into Welsh. The sane Is true of the Authorised Version of the Bible in 

1611. Not to labour the point, we need to be aware of a tremendous and 

con=nicative creativity within Reformation circles, and the Puritans 

must be included within this. 
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Charnock divides his discussion of the nature of God into 

fourteen main chapters. Ve shall examine three main areas in relation to 

his use of Natural Theology: 

Eil Tbe-Chain'of'Beirig. 

Iii] The Doctrine of God. 

Eiiil The Doctrine of Nan. ' 
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Charnock looked upon creation as made up of different basic 

elements. He sees the hand of God in the act of creation, whereby these 

different elements are ordered in an Interrelated chain. 

, vrn the linking contrar-y qualities togetber-All things aze 

compounded of the elements.... we see tbem cbained and linked 

one witbin anotber, in ever body upon the eaz-tb.... Y 

This is a chain of purpose as well as order: 

RAII the menbers of living creatures are curiously fitted for 

t. he service of one another, destined to a particular end, and 

endued witb a virtue to attain that end, and 60 distinctly 

placed, t. hat one is no bindrance to anotber in its 

operations. 

This being destined to attain, Is in effect a Natural Law, a purpose and 

regularity by which all creation moves: 

NAll the content any creature finds is in perforadng its 

end, moving according to its natural instinct... Vbat content 

can any iman have that runs from bis end, opposetb bis own 

nature, denies a God by whom and far whazi be was created, whose 

izage be bears, whicb is the glary of his nature, and sinks into 

the very dregs of brutiahness? " 

Therefore Charmock links the regularity in creation, with nanle 

1. Zxjsj&=& aml Attrl butaa,, 
-X'Cosh. P. 152. 

2. Thid. - 
3. Ibid. p. 175. 
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perception of God as Creator. The perception is rational, and by 

implication the Laws of Nature are rational also. In this way he closely 

associates the 'law of creation', with the mind of man. ' 

Apart from being the rational perceiver of the order of 

creation, nan is also the centre of tenporal creation. The whole chain 

of creation centres on him. Charnock emphasises that this is a 

relationship of regularity, with man being a refinement of all the steps 

that lead to him: 

"All this subserviency of creatures ceýtres in man. Otber 

creatures are served by those tbings as well as ourselves, and 

they are provided for their nourlsbment and refresbjwnt as 

well as ours; yet both they and all creatures meet in man, as 

lines In their centres. Things that have no life or sense are 

made for those tbathave botb life and sense, and those that 

bave life and sense are made for those that are endued with 

reason. '2 

All this means that each creation fits In to the Chain of Being. Such 

ideas are reminicent of classical Cosmological arguments. Everything has 

its place, serving the natural order, and above all aligned to the 

rational Law of Nature which holds the whole chain in tension up to the 

highest perfection: 

ffAll things have something without tbemand above them as 

t. heir end. All inferior creatures act for saw superior order 

in tbe rank of creation,, the lesser aminals are designed for 

I. JýUd-p- 155- 
2. Frigtoont-goand Attrfhutes. X'CoSb. p. 154. 
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t. he greater, and all for ion. Xan tberefore is for sometbing 

nobler than bimself. To make Ourselves, tberefore, our own 

end, is to deny any superior, to wbom we are to direct our 

actions. -God alone being the supreme being, can be bis own 

ultimate end"' 

This is even true of man. With the i"Plication that the Law of 11ature is 

God hinself. It therefore follows that man as the supreme nanifestation 

of natural law in temporal creation,, is a means by which God 

connunicates more of himself: I 

"God did create Intellectual creatures, angels and men, tbat be 

migbt comiunicate more of bimself, and bis own goodness and 

boliness to man, tban creatures of a lower rank were capable 

of. 12 

Therefore a preimposed balance emerges. A Chain of Being that is wholly 

designed to declare the wisdom of God. By 'Wisdom' Charnock means a 

rationalism that is akin to the essence of God, and which in turn In 

perceivable by the mind of man: 

"Tbe whole creation Is a poem, every species a 6tanza, and every 

individual creature a verse in it. The creation presents us 

with a prospect of the wisdom of God, as a poem doth render 

with the wit and fancy of the composer. " 

1. Ibid., -. p. 228. 
2. Ihi-d- 1. p. 254. 
3.1hiA, Clark.. p. 279. 
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The idea of God is dominant. The concept of the Chain of Being 

is reasoned from and to this all-encompassing God: 

*Tbe wbole world is a stage; every creature in it bath a part 

to act, and a nature suited to that part and end designed for, - 

and all concur in a joint language to publisb the glory of 

divine wisdom, they bave a voice to proclaim the glory of 

God, "' 

It is well worth noting that Charnock is here developing the argument 

from Design. Later we shall discuss the Irplications of this for his 

concept of God. It Is enough now that we realise that in treating God as 

a philosophical constant, Charnock gets perilously near to treating God 

as a synonym for Natural Law; 

'In making the creatures subservient in their natural order to 

bis gracious ends and purposes, He orders things In sucb a 

manner as not to be necessitated to put fortb an extraordinary 

power in tbings.... Mraculous productions would speak bis 

power; but the ordering the natural course of tbings, to 

occasion sucb effects they were never intended for, is one part 

of the glory of bis wisdom. And that his wisdom may be seen in 

the course of nature... Tbus dotb the wisdom of God link things 

toget. her according to natural order, to work out bis intended 

preservation of a people. *2 

I. ExiatenriL am& Attributes. Clark, p. 284. 
2.1hiA. I. p. 307.3. 
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The being and purpose of God are said to prove the sufficiency of ý 
Natural Law. Therefore Charnock is looking upon the Chain of Being as a 

natural mechanism: 

nTbougb God hatb a power to furnisb every creature witb 

greater and nobler perfections than be batb 

bestowed upon it, yet be batb framed all tbings In the 

per-fectest =nner, and most convenient to that end for wbicb 

be intended tbem. 

This natural mechanism is in its turn reasoned back to God as the 

fountain of all' Therefore the idea of creation as a Chain of Being is 

basic to Charnock's approach. Even 'sin' is expressed in terms of this 

Chain, being understood as a disruption: 

OVe cannot thinlr that any creature was blemisbed wltb a 

principle of disturbance as It came first out of the band of 

God. All tbings were certainly settled in a due order and 

dependence upon one anotber; notbing could be ungrateful, and 

unuseful to man by the original law of their creation; it it 

bad, it bad not been goodness, but evil and baseness, that bad 

created the world... [6331... Vhen we see, tberefore, the course 

of nature overturned, the order divine goodness bad placed 

disturbed... we must conclude some borrible blot upon human 

nature... The curse we tberefore see the creatures groan under, 

1.11"Clar1r, p. cit.. p. 374. 
2. ZXjgja= Amd Attrlbutes-Clark, pp. 374,379. 
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the disporders of nature-shews that imn is not wbat be 

was... but bath admitted into bis nature sometbing more 

uncomely in the eye of God... "' 

Ve can be in no doubt that 

Charuock regarded nature as an interlocking mechanism, with each member 

fulfilling Its role within the chain. It followed that the sun shone for 

the good of the world: 

"Tbe sun, tbe beart of the world, Js nor for itself but for the 

good of the world, as the beart of man is for the good of the 

body... 11531... Could anytbing so blind settle those ordinances 

of beaven for the preservation of creatures on the eartb? 1-2 

The interlocking subserviency is a complex but balanced system: 

"Subserviency of the lower world, the earth and sea, which was 

created to be inhabited... The sea affords water to the rivers; 

the rivers, like so many veins, are spread through the whole 

body of the earth to refresh and enable it to bring forth 

fruit for the sustenance of man and beast... Every year are the 

fields covered with harvests. for the nourishing the 

creatures; no part is barren, but beneficial to man. The 

mountains that are not clothed with grass for his food are set 

Itid. Clark, p. 632. 
2. Ibid. M, Cosh, I. p. 152. 
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wit. b stones to make bim an babitation; they bave tbeir peculiar 

services of metals and xdnerals, for the conveniencyand 

comfort, and benefit of man. Things wbich are not fit for bis 

food are medicines for bis cure under some painful sickness. 

Wbere the eartb brings not fortb corn, it brings fortb roots 

I for the service of other creatures. VOOd abounds jwre in tbose 

countries wbere the cold is stronger than in otbers. Can this 

be the result of cbance, or not ratber of an infinite 

wisdom.... [1541... Not the most abject tbingbut batb its end 

and use. There is a straigbt connection; the eartb could not 

bring fortb fruit witbout the beavens, tbe beavens could not 

water the eartb witbout vapours from it. 01 

Even the winds have the set task of refreshing the earth: 

I'Vinds are fitted to purify the air, to preserve it from 

putrefaction, to carry the clouds to several parts to refresb 

the parcbed eartb and assist ber fruits, and also to serve for 

t. he commerce of one nation wItb anotber by navigation. 112 

Therefore the inanimate parts of their chain take their place within the 

appointed order. This is a living lorderl, a developnent of the classical 

argument from Design, for there seems little doubt that Charnock tends 

to regard the Chain of Being as a living machine: 

OThe earth is fitted In its parts. The valleys are appointed 

j. EXjr, tg=. aa AttrlhutpaX'Cosh, p. cit.. p. 153. 
2.1blA, Clark, p. 282. 
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for granaries, tbe mountains to shadow them from the scorching 

beat of the sun; the rivers, like veins, carry refresbment to 

every member of this body; plants and trees thrive on the face 

of the eartb, and metals are engendered in the bowels of it for 

materials for building and other uses for the service of 

man. 

Accordingly ideas of subserviency are integrated with those of function, 

with an overall operation within the natural Law. 2 All the subserviency 

and interrelationship is present in the next step to the plants. 

Charnock explains their superiority over Inaninate matter in their power 

of growth. In the set order the earth feeds the plants, and plants in 

their turn produce fruits for sensible creatures: 

NSo a plant receives its ncurisbment from the eartb, sends 

fortb its juice to every brancb... Tbus, in all ages, in all 

places, it performs the same task0spins out fruit of the same 

colour, taste, virtue, to refresb the several creatures for wbicb 

they are provided. N3 

Even though Charnock says nan. should stand in awe Of creation, he also 

tends to see divisions between man and nature. Later we shall discuss in 

more detail how Charnock sees the real stability of the 'Chain of Being' 

in the Hatural Law that is its foundation. Hence nan reaches for 

stability through his atemporal soul, which Is rational and therefore 

immortal. He dismisses the lower creation for its nutability and 

unavoidable mortality: 

2.1bid. M'Cosh, I. p. l53. 
S. lhl&L- p. 156. 

I 
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"Tbe cbangeableness of all creatures is evident. 

1. Of corporeal creatures it is evident to sense. All plants 

and aninalsas they bave their duration dounded In certain 

limits, so wbile they do exist... [3961... they proceed from 

tbeir rise to their -fall. "I 

He has the same attitude in relation to beasts. He differentiates them 

from the plants because as well as the power of growth, they also have 

sense. Their increasing ability is part of God's purpose that they 

should serve man: 

"Hence let us ascend to tbe bodies of living creatures, and we 

sball find everymenber fitted for use ... Bvery one fitted to a 

particular use in their situation, form, temper, and mutual 

agreement far the good of the wbole; the eye to direct, tbe ear 

to receive directions from otbers, tbe bands to act, tbe feet to 

move. every creature batb members fitted for that element 

wberein it resides. And in the body, 6ome parts are appointed 

to cbange the food into blood, otbers to refine it, and otbers 

to distribute and convey it to several parts for the 

maintenance of tbe whole... 

Un stands at the top of the temporal Chain. Charnock regarded him as a 

mixture of body and soul. He almost regards then as opposites, and 

stresses that man is linked to the beasts only through his body. Again 

Rtance and Attri butem, N' Cosh. I. p. 395. 
2.19A, Clark. p. 283. 
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we have an emphasis on beasts trapped within the nutability of corporeal 

creation. In fact there is the further Idea that 'nanhood' Is vested In 

the rational soul and not in the body. Therefore to follow the Instincts 

of the body is to nove away from God and 'Xanl: 

0... man can In no wise be said to be the image of God in 

regard of the substance of bis bodybut beasts nay as well be 

said to be made in the Image of God, wbose bodies have the same 

members as tbe body of man for the -most part, and excel men in 

the acuteness of the senses and swiftness of their 

motion, agility of bodygreatnoss of strengtb, and in some kind 

of ingenuities also wberein man bath been a scbolar to the 

brutes and beholden to their skill. Tbe soul comes nearest the 

nature of God as being a spiritual substance, yet, considered 

singly in regard of its spiritual sub6tance, cannot well be 

said to be the inage of God. J beastobecause of its 

corporeity, nay as well be called the image of a manofor there 

16 greater similitude between man and a brute in the ranJr of 

bodies than there can be between God and the bigbeet angels in 

t. he rank of spirits... [2721... Tb16 image consisted partly in. 

the state of man as be bad dominion over the creatures, partly 

in the nature of man as be was an intelligent beingand 

t, hereby was capable of baving a grant of that doninion, but 

principally in the conformity of the soul witb God in the 
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frame of his spirit and the boliness of bis actions "I 

]ran@$% looltlon 1n of Baling, 
- 

Charnock outlines a clear subserviency in the lower world .2 

Vithin this structure nan's position at the top of the temporal Chain 

means that everything centres on him-' But Charnock goes much further 

than this, he believes that the whole of creation in represented In 

Man'4: 

"In bis soul be partakes of beaven, in bis body of the 

earth. Tbere 16 the life of plant6, tbe sense of beasts, and the 

intellectual nature of angels .... 8o that we need not step out 

of doors, or cast our eyes any furtber than ourselves to bebold 

a God. He 6bines in the capacity of our souls and the vigour 

of our members. Ve itust flee from ourselves and be stripped of 

our ownbumanit7 before we can put off the notion of adelt7. 

He that Is ignorant of the existence of God mst be possessod 

wit, b so nuch folly as to be Ignorant of bis own nake and 

frame. 'Im 

)[an is seen as the epitome of the world. For Charnock he bears the 

indelible Imprint of the hand of God. 6 Nore precisely, by 'God' he 

1. &M& Attri hutes... p. 271. 
2.1. bid. I. p. 153. 
3. Ihu. 
4. jjýU. Ci ark, p. 3 01. 
5. Ihid-N'COshol. p. �51. 
6.. lud. p. 16 1. 
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means the observable order of nature, or Natural Law. This Is a very 

important point. Hence God Is presented as the maintainer of the order 

of creation and therefore as the sustainer of Natural Law. Ve should 

also note that Charnock is developing a form of the Cosmological 

argument for the existence of God. 

"If the supreme cause of the soul be intelligent, wby do 

we... 11661... not call it God as well as; nature? Ve must arise 

froix bence to the notion of a God ..... A Mn nust be Ignorant 

of himself before be can be Ignorant of the existence of 

God. By considering tbeýnature of out souls, we any as well be 

assured that there is a God, as that there is a sun by the 

sbining of the beams in at our windows. And Indeed the soul is 

a statue and representation of God... Tbe soul fills the body, 

and God the world ... *1 

Against this background nan's soul and body nake his a 

compound of beast and angel. 2 Charnock was In no doubt that true manhood 

lies in-the soul. It is true that sin/temporality obscures this, but he 

insists that the rational soul declares this truth through the 

conscience. This is a significant break between the temporal and 

spiritual. Charnock centres-manhood in the conscience in such a way that 

the break between the temporal and spiritual is total, Infinite. He 

regards 'reason' as the controlling constituent of 'manhood'. This 

1. IZiatA=I. gLnýL Attri butall. 1. pp. 165-6. 
2. lkid. 1. ps 166, 
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attribute is understood to reside in man. Nothing can be added to it, 

and if a non obscures it , he 'unmans' himself. This idea even applies 

to the growing emphasis upon perceiving God in the world. Charnock with 

the other Puritans regarded innate reason as important. All sensorial 

perception could do was present evidence before the rational faculties 

of man, it Is the faculties that decide. The concept Is one of reason 

looking for the mark of reason. The Puritans were fond of using the 

analogy of a courtroom: 

"JIan in t-he -first instant of the u Se Of reason finds natural 

principles witbin binself, directing and choosing tbejr; be -finds 

a distinction between good and evil... [1691 ... Nan can as 

little silence tbo6e tbunders in his soul, as be can the 

tbunders in the beavens. He must strip bimself of bis bumnity 

before be can be stripped of an accusing and affrighting 

conscience: it sticks as close to bin as his j7atur&., vi 

In these terms manhood and rationality are closely associated. In fact 

conscience, reason and God emerge as converging themes. Charnock lists 

the whole history of mankind as proof of this common conscience, and 

sees it as a profound error to deny any one of the thr*ei 

'He Is most unreasonable that denies or doubts of that whose 

image and sbadowbe sees round about bin; be JN7 sooner den7 

the sun that warns blir, tbo noon that in the night walks in her 

lance and Attrlbutas, l. pp. 166-9. 
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brightness, deny the fruits be enjoys froir earth, yea, and deny 

that be dotb exist. He nust tear his own conscience, fly from 

his own tbougbts, be changed into the nature of a stone, wbicb 

bath neither reason nor 6ense, before be can disengage himself 

from those arguments which evince the being of a God. He that 

would mire the natural religion professed in the world a mere 

roiwnce,. must give the lie to the common sense of mankind; be 

must be at an irreconcilable enzity with his own 

reason, resolve to bear nothing that it speaks, if be will not 

bear what it speaks in this case with a greater evidence than 

it can ascertain anything else. God batb so settled himself In 

the reason of man, tbat be must vilify the noblest faculty God 

bath given him, and put off nature itself, before be can blot 

out the notion of a God. " 

This rational view of man and his place in the Chain of Being means 

thateverything Is explained through reason. reason. Upon this basis the 

whole of human society functions In a morality and civillsation which in 

their turn are rational. Charnock even goes so far as to outline this in 

action In contemporary society, with the poor serving the rich, just as 

the plants and beasts serve man: 

I'Tbe poor labour for the ricb, as the eartb sends vapoure into 

the vaster and fuller airsand the ricb return advantage6 again 

to the pooras the clouds do the vapours in rain upon tb# 

1. EXi&tjmca amd AttrI but sm. X'Cosh, I. p. 177. 
2. INA- . Clark, p. 290. 
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Hence Charnock's concept of nauls set within the idea of the 

Chain of-Belug. Ind the beauty of its inter-related parts serves as an 

argument for 'God', ' Natural Law,, and 'harmony'. He doesn't deny 

miracles, but sinply-states that-Natural Law' is more to the liking of 

a rational God. Therefore sin is seen as a disruption, or obscuring of 

Iratural Law. ' The concepts of 'God' 'man' and 'Reason* are so inter- 

related that man must constantly look for the testimony of reason 

through the Chain of Being. Charnock sees introspection as the only 

alternative to this, 2 which for a contingent being Is a parlous state 

to be in: II 

NVbat being we bave, had a beginning. Ifter an unaccountable 

eternity was run out, In tbe very dregs of time, a Yew years ago 

we were created, and jmde of the basest and vilest dregs of the 

world, t. be slime and dust of tbe eartb .... How monstrous Is 

pride in suah a creature. .@s Jvýý, 

OTbe soul being of a perpetual natureo was mde for, the 

fruition of an eternal. good; witbout sucb a good, it can n*ver 

be perfect. Perfection, tbat noble tbing, risetb not from 

anytbing in tbis world, the slim and dust of tbo eartb... How 

monstrous 16 pride in 6ucb a creature. . 

Jldd. X, Cash, 1. P. 185. 
11LUEC1 ark, p. 4 62. 
Thirl. X'Corb. - p. 36.9. 

4. Thid. P. 371- 
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Tberefore mn must look beyond the world and realise that like the 

angels be Is an intellectual creature. 1-l't is in t-his Way tbatýman is 

aligned to the ground of bis being: God. -? So that true stability lies in 

a kind of elevated, rational, beatific comounion witb God. This Is 

especially true in the way that Cbaz-noclr defines God in terms of the 

buman mind. This is sometbing we sball look at in greater detail later. 

But for tbe, present it is enougb to note that in defining the top of the 

Chain of Being tbrough the cbaracteristics of the zdnd, Cbarnock 

dismisses-t. he lower part of the Main, as 'clogs to the mindIt 

"Sense and natter are-often clogs to the mind, and sensible 

objects are tb& SaMe Often to 6piritUal 110tiCnS. OUr SOU16 are 

never more raised than wben they are abstracted frois the 

entanglements Of tbeiz-O" 

"Our- souls are more -bis gift to us tban, anytbing in the 

world. Other things are so given, tbat they are often taken 

from us, but our spirits are the most durable gift. rational 

faculties cannot be removed without the dissolution of 

nature... Ve cannot else act towards God according to the 

nature of rational creatures. Spiritual worship is due to 

God, because of bis nature; and due froir u6, becauso of our 

naturesse" 

j*jRjrjs-t&nca Anti AttrIbutejL, X'Couh. p. 254. 

2. jSxjgj. SjL= gLnýL Ittri butem. pp. 271-2. 
S., Ibid. p. 292; see also I. p. 328, 

, j. 1bid. p, 317. 
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Hence religion Is looked upon as a rational acts "Religion is the 

highest and choicest act of a reasonable creature. "' This enphasis on 

man being essentially rational highlights the gulf between body and 

soul. Charnock was in no doubt that reason Is man's means of attaining 

true stability. Only a rational creature can be immortal., This would 

mean complete separation from the body, and therefore Imanhood' is 

uniquely set In the soul. ' Accordingly the soul emerges as the great 

bridge between God and man. In fact lbridgel Is too limited a term, 

because Charnock moves beyond linking God and nan. They are alike: 

If God be a Spiritwe sbould'take nost care of Oat wberein 

we are like to God. Spirit is nobler than bodywe must 

tberefore value our spirits above our bodies; the soul as 

spirit partakes nore of the divine nature, and deserves more of 

our cboicest cares. " II 

It Is precisely because Charnock viewed God and man as 'alike' that he 

echoes Ansel3l's Ontological argument, and then continued to define God 

as the perfection of man's latent characteristics: 

"As It is necessaz'7 we abould conceive God to be an 

I understanding beingtol6e be could not be God, sa we must 

conceive bis understanding to be infinitely imore pure and 

perfect than cure In the act of ite. 04 

1.1Z. rigtonce And Ittrlb"tea, X'Coah. p. 318. 
2. Tlhid- p. 371. 
S. Thi d. 

- p. 281. 

, j. Th4(j. P. 496. 
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But this is not blind introspection, for Charnock of course sets 

hunanity within the Chain of Being. Therefore any theories about God are 

expressed through the Natural Law demonstrated in creation. ' The 

crucial poiut, is that God, the great, ground of this system, is defined 

in terns of hunan characteristics. But humanity here is the refined view 

of the schoolmen. Therefore 'reason' Is the yardstick. Charnock 

emphasises this when he tells us that Plato regarded God and 'reason' as 

synonymous words. This is really a matter of setting the rules for a 

unified Theory of Knowledge or epistemology. For the perfection of God 

denonstrates the same 'reason' that holds the whole system together. 2 

We have already noted that Charmock regarded man as 

temporal and spiritual . But essentially he understood man to be a 

spiritual being-ý Thereby making him more akin to the angels than the 

lower order. Angels personified the timeless spirituality which 

Charnock understood to be rational man's goals 

OSpiritual natures, as angels. Tbey cbange not in tbeir 

being, but that is frox the indulgence of God; tbey cbange not 

in tbeir goodness, but that is not from their nature, but divine 

grace in their confirmation; but they cbaW in their 

knowledge, tbey know more by Cbri6t than they did by 

,., WgtA=IL &n& AttrIbutem-p. 496; Clark, p. 278. 
2.1hi-d- P-505- 
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crea ti on.... 

They do not suffer from the threat of the lusts of the flesh 2. because 

they are of a purer reason and understanding. 0 Ve should be aware of 

similarities here with Anselm's Ontological Argument. It is here that 

Charnock draws an analogy between Angels and the soul of man. Angels and 

man are the rational creation of God. They are God's chief works. 4 This 

is the peak of the chain in the sense that they are 'simple', rational 

being; 

OJI1 perfections are more united in a shople, tban in a 

corporeal being. Angels being spirits, are ivore powerful than 

bodies. '115 

'But bow much more of this divine perfection... [be bas been 

referring to the balance of the cbain of being in 

creation]... is seen in the soult I nature furniabed witb a 

faculty of understanding to Judge of thing6, to 

gatber ... 12641 ... in tbings tb4t are distinct, and to reason and 

draw conclusions frois one tbing to anotber. 1- 

1. R. rig-tance stntl Attrlbtitest, X'Cosh. p. 396. 
2-Tlhid- p. 410. 
3-1111d. -Clark. p-283. 
4. Tbi d. p. 462. 
5. Tbid. p. 362. 

6. T bid. - p. 283. 
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We should note the way Charnock is rigidly expressing all 

known being through a rational system. As with the place of 'man'. 

everything-is set against the idea of reason. It was upon this basis 

that he understoodýsin as a moving away from God as 'reason'. Order and 

reason are set side by side: I 

"He bad declared bis power in otber creatures, but would 

declare in bis rational creature wbat be m7st valued in 

bimself; and tberefare, createdhin uprigbt, witb a-wisdom 

whicb is the rectitude of the zdnd,... 1tbereforeJ... Tbe sin of 

men and angels proceeded not from any natural... 1463J... defect 

in their understandings, but from inconsideration. He that 

was the autbor of barmony in-bis otber creatures, could not be 

t. he autbor of disorder in the chief of bis works. ffl 

This enphas1ses that for Charnock angels and men are characterised by 

reasont which Is the Inage of God. 

From such a consideration of angels Charnock looks oven further 

to heaven. He regards this as the philosophical perfection of the 

creation: 

OIf his throne be in the heavens, It Is pure and good, because 

the heavens are the-purest parts of the creation, and 

influence by their goodness the lower *arth. 02 

anýL Lttrl butgo. Clark. p. . 462. 
2. Ibid. - p. 676, 
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Ve have already seen how Charnock conceived of God as the 

soul of the world; thereby running and preserving the Chain of Being In 

the sane way that nan's own soul rules the body: 

"is tbe body hath neither life nor- notion, without the active 

presence of tbe soul, wbich distributes to evezy part the 

virtue of acting, sets every one In the exercise of its proper 

function, and resides in every part, so, there is some powerful 

cause wbicb dotb the like in the world, that rules and tenpem 

it. IV, 

Despite the outlining of what Charnock regarded as atenporal qualities, 

he also draws on the Design and Cosmological Arguments and associates 

God with the perceived Natural Law: 

OSince tbereYore we see a stable order in tho tbings of the 

world, tbat the7 conspire togetber far the good and beaut7 of 

t, he universe, tbat tbey depend upon one anotber, there mist be 

saw principle upon which they dependesawthiag to which the 

first link of the clu2in Is fastened, which hijaself depends upon 

no 6uparfor, but Kbcxlly rests in his own essence and being. 02 

This stresses the way In which the Idea of a Chain of Being served to 

unite seemingly comtradictory aspects of his thought. Ve will discuss 

later how, Charnock's ideas of God could be rigidly atemporal, we should 

be aware of a balaimm of metaphysical and physical ideas here* There 

seemed to be no way In which he reccmciles this within a unf led system 

ijizistaAm and AttrIbutes, X'Cosh. p. 161. 
2. T]bj d-- 
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of knowledge. For this reason the emergence of a physics should be seen 

as a greater achievement, because of its inherent contradictions. 

Believing in the unity, of knowledge, and that all being is chained in an 

order# Charnock closely associates God with the Law of Nature: 

"It the supreme cause of the soul be intelligent, why do 

we ... [1661... not call it God as well as nature? Vo must arise 

f. rojx hence to the notion of a God. "' 

But we do need to realise that In Unifying the temporal and atenporal 

within the Idea of the Chain of Being, Charnock was limiting the concept 

of God. Clearly the terms are inconpatible. Banc* the bridge between the 

two is man's perception. This perception Is rational, and so the Chain 

of Being is basically a means of liberating rational thought, which in 

the last analysis Is inpersonal: 

arf you take away God, you take away conscience, and tbereb all Y 

neasures and rules of good and evil. And bow could any laws be 

jode wben the sure and standard of tbex be rejmoved? All 

good laws are founded upon the dictates of conscience and 

reasontypon common 6entijwnts in bumn nature, wbicb spring 

frozi a, sense of God. "2 

Against this background, in ontological and cosmological term, 

'God' is the Idealised perfection of the Chain of Being. By Ildealised' 

we should understand the perfection of non himelf. 3 We must bear in 

Ijilintl= an& Attri "mm. X'Cosh. pp. 165-6. 
2. Tim d. 

- p. 174. 

3.. jhLjL-p. 228jCIark. p. 275. 
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mind that Charnock had a rational, -view of man, and so God Is associated 

with the perfection of these rational traits. Hence he saw God's 

creation of rational man as both a declaration of his nature, and a 

clear testimony that man'Is duty bound to observe and describe the 

nature of God: 

Ols wben we say God -is iJ'finltO#imWns&, Jz-, tabJ@, they are 

negatives; be bath no lixits, i6 confined to no place, admits of 

no cbange. Vbon we remove from bin wbat is inconsistent witb 

bis being, we domore strongly assert bis beingand know "ore 

of bin mben we elevate bin above alloand above our own 

capacity... be is not a body; be consists not of various 

IDarts. 0 0,01 

It is because of this that he believes that man is quite Justified In 

expressing God through preconceived lexcellenciess which are more akin 

to philosophy than Scripture: 

, rf God had a body, be joust consist of parts; those parts would 

be bounded and lijoited; and wbat6oever is linited is of a 

finite virtue, and therefore below an infinite nature. j? eason 

therefore tells US, tbat the most excellent nature, as God 

i6, camnot be of corporeal condition, because of the lijgitation 

and other actions which belong to every body... 1267J... He ig, 

unchangeable in his es6ence, because be is 8 pure'and unnixed 

spiritual being. Vbatsoever is compounded of parts, imy be 

IL. lblji, _ 
XI Cosh. pp. 263,254. 
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divided Into those parts, and resolved-into-tbose distinct 

partsýwblcb mke up and constitute its mature. Vbatsoever is 

compounded is changeable in Its own nature, though it should 

never be changed. "' 

]row this is significant. ^ In an effort to clarify the doctrine of God, 

Charnock uses Platonic scholasticism as a tool. The crucial point is 

that the scholasticism takes over. So much so*that it produces a list 

of attributes which God has to fulfil to be' God': 

Irf God were not a Spirit, be could not be the jwst perfect 

being. The nore perfect anything Is In the rank of 

creatures, tbe more spiritual and simple It Is. 112 

"Is no intelligent croature, maither ang*l Doz. ma, can be 

framed witbout a law in M6 naturs, so we cannot ijmgin@ God 

wi tbout a law in bis own nature.. 

Like other Puritans Charnock regarded the Philosophical definitions as 

the most excellent. It was for this reason that the top of the Chain of 

Being was understood to be spiritual and rational. Hence any corporeal 

representation of God is a disgrace. This was not because of the 

scriptural point that they are Inadequate, but rather that they are 

tenporal and hence base: 

'To make any corporeal representation of God is Unworthy of 

jjjjjj: taj= aid Attrl hutem. Xl Cosh. p. 266. 
2. nAA, -P - 

2158. 
3. Tbld. -Clark, p-677. 
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God. rt is a disgrace to bis mature. Vbosoever tbinks a carnal 

corruptible image to be fit for a representation of 

God, renders God no better than a carnal and corporeal being.. Tt 

is a kind of debasing an angel, who is a spiritual nature, to 

represent bim in a bodily sbape, w-ho is as far removed from any 

fleabliness as beaven from eartb; mucli more to degrade the 

glory of the divine nature to tbe lineaments of a mn. "I 

*I corporeal fancy of God is as ridiculous in itself, and as 

injurious to God, as a wooden statue .... God Is a pure Spirit; 

be batb notbing of the nature and tincture of a body. -2 

"If God be a Spirit, be is active and comunicative. He is not 

clogged witb bea7y and 6luggish imtter, wbicb 16 cause of 

dulness and inactivity. 

I'M God be a Spirit, we should take most care of 

that wberein we are like to God. Spirit is nobler than bodywo 

must therefore value our spirits above our bodies; the soul as 

spirit partakes imore of the divine nature, and deserves jwre of 

our choicest cares. ", 4 

jL. EXjjt, eAQ& aid Attrib"tamA. XI Cosh. 1. p. 273. 
2., IbIA,., p. 277. 
S. aid. p. 279. 
A. Ibid, p. 28 1. 
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Accordingly God is placed within the Chain of Being, whilst at 

the sam time being characterised by atenporal ideas: 

NIt would be a miserable notion of a god, to fancyhin witb a 

brutisb and unguided power. The beathens therefore bad, and 

could not but bave, this natural notion of God. Plato 

t. herefore calls bim... [2761 ... Nens, and Cleantbes used to call 

God Reason, and Socrates thougbt tbe title Irpjor too 

magnificent to be attributed to anytbinjr also but God 

alone. " 

It seems clear that Charnock has moved beyond using scholastical method. 

He is obviously using scholastical ideology. It Is far from clear if he 

is embracing then wholeheartedly. The probability Is that it is the 

result of using scholastical methodology. Vhatever the reason, God is 

expressed through most of the dominant scholastical themes. Notably 

@necessary being', and 'spiritual being': 

00od is the first beingan independent being;. be was not 

produced of binselfor of any otber, but by nature always batb 

been, and tberofore cannot by himself, or by any otber, be 

c. banged from wbat be is in bis own nature: ... Again, because be 

is a Spirit, be is not subject to tbose mutations wbicb are 

found in corporeal and bodily nature&.... 112 

IIJII perfections are more united in a simple, than in a 

corporeal being. " 

,. rUdjdg= And Attr1hutas. Clarkpp. 275-6. 

2.1. Ud. X'Ccsb- I-P- 382- 

. 3. j. "d. Clark, p. 382. 
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In these terms 'God' is the only stable point of being. He is supremely 

detached, whilst being tbe goal of all intelligent creatures. He is the 

great Philosophical Zock Whicb Ran must move towards: 

'God is an imooveable rock, we are floating and uncertain 

creatures; wbilehe seexis to approach to us, be dotb really 

make us to approacb to biz-He cones not to us by any cbange of 

place binself, but drawns us to bix by a change of jzdnd, will 

and affections in us. 

Now Charnock's view of man as 'floating and uncertain creatureal, does 

not tally with Scripture. This concept of nan is set against the 

ontological view of God. hence man In 'secondary being', and so in a 

'perpetual flux', regardless of the 'Fall'. This clashes with the 

Scriptural view of man as the final work of God. It in true that since 

the @Fall' man can find himself overwhelmed by nature (Job 38-421. But 

there is no doubt God made man perfect. Herein is the basis of the 

relationship between God and man which gives man a dignity of body and 

soul, EXt. 8: 25; lCor. 5: 31. Hence it is quite clear that in Scripture 

God is understood to have created man holy, and In this sense not 

#floating and uncertain'. Because obviously he Isn't referring to nan's 

historic fall. Vheu Charnock says man In 'floating' he 3wans it 

eternally, regardless of the fall: 

OTbere is a nutability in us as creatures, and as creatures 

cannot but be nutable by nature, otberwiso it were not a 

Attri butain-Al Cosh, I. P. 39 1. 
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creature, but God ... Naturally we tend to notbingas we caive 

from nOthing. nd6 cnmture mutability le not a sin, yet it 

should cause us; to lie down under a semm of our own 

notldzgmess In the pressisce of the Creator., vl 

Such a view of 'baseness' helps us to uWarstand how Charnock 

could conceive of God in impersonal term. But there was another side to 

this. VhIlst God was viewed as impersonal, he was also n as the 

foundation of creation. In fact, there Is the coemlogical sense in 

which God is creationt 

IvAll the varieties af czvatures are so immy apparitilmB of 

this goodness. Tbough God be ewe, yet be cannot appear as a 

God, but in varlety. An the goodness af Pawr Is not munifest 

but In variety CLf wzrks, and an acute understanding not 

discovered but in variety of zvownings, so an infinite 

goodnese is not so apparent 86 in Variety of 

camunications. *2 

This was the Inevitable result of such a strong concept of God an 

necessary being. It was also the ccmesquen(m of sWessing God through 

Knowledge. For since God was understood to know all. be was also seen as 

the stm of all knowledge: 

"He knows all mwaturee, frm the highest to the low6t,, the 

least as well as the greatest. 00 

j. RjjAtA=jL and lttributea,. X'Coah. p. 408. 
2-lbid- Clark,. 564. 
S. I. hiji. X'Cosh. p. 471. 
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'Je It is necessary we sbould conceive God to be an 

understanding beingelre be could not be God, so wo must 

conceive bis understanding to be infinit@17 jwre pure and 

perfect than ours in the act of It. *' 

There is a close association of knowledge with reason, and this brings 

us to the strongest antithesis between matter and spirit. Reason is the 

great philosophical ground,. the most significant component of being. In 

a manner reminiscent of Anselm's Ontological Argument. Charnock regards 

God as the personification of reason and understanding: 

wGod Is the bigbest degree of beingand tberefore In the 

bigbest degree of understanding. Knowledge is one of the most 

perfect acts in any creature... The perfection of God requires 

t. bis. .. ignorance Isa defect. ., The dul I body understands 

not, hing: sense perceives, but the understanding faculty is 

seated in the soul, wbicb is of a spiritual nature... Vbat Is 

the property of a spiritual nature, must be In a 

most ... [5061... eninont nanner in the Supreme Spirit of tbo 

warld, stbat is, the bigbest degree of spirituality, and most 

remote from any natter. IrA 

1. IlZiatju= anI Attri butess... p. 496. 
2.1bid. p. 505. 
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From what we have already discussed it is clear that Charnock 

thought of the Chain of Being as rational. It followed that God as 

lorderer"nust, be rational too: 

NIf it be intelligent, tbis nature joust be tbe Sam we call 

God al 

Order and reason are the inevitable conclusion of observation: 

OFrojv all tbis it follows, if tbere be an order and 

barnony, tbere =st be an orderer. 112 

Reflecting the Cosnological. Argument, within this approach God Is the 

Ox"factor that explains tbe-perceived order: 

nVit, bout the owning a God no account can be given to 

t. hose actions of creatures, that are in imitation of reason. To 

W the bees, &c., are rational, is to equal tbeie to 

insn. ##93Ch&rnock sees this most obviously In the human body4, and 

especially In the soul which he distinguished by its reasoning and 

understanding-8 Hence the soul emerges as not only a nanifestation of 

reason, but also able to perceive reason in the creation. This is 

significant. Charnock is outlining a basis for' knowledge, and the neans 

of expanding and refining this knowledge. 

We must emphasise how closely Charnock associates God and man 

with reason. So much so that he regarded the atheist as unnanning 

1. R.., istance And Attrjbut, %m, X'Ccmh. p. 328. 

2.1hiA. p. 397. 

3. Ibili, p. 4 08. 

, j. Ijbid, Cl ark -p-280. 
s. i. bidop. 394. 
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hinself: 

"He is most unreasonable that denies or doubts of that whose 

Image and sbadowhe sees round abouthin... Ol 

Charnock particularly associated this reason with the conscience. He 

understood-this to be imprinted with the rational Law of Nature: 

*Conscience is nothing but an actuated or reflex knowledge of 

a superiar'power and an equitable law; a law inpressed, and a 

power above It inpressing it. 112 

Hence reason@ nan and Natural Order are closely associated. So that, to 

ignore the conscience is to bring disorder to the Chain of BeIng. m 

in this sense sin is bad reasoning. Charnock understands nan to be a 

reasoning being. Therefore to sin Is to ezabrace false propositions. 

This InAurn demonstrates how scholastical Charnock's view of nan is. He 

cannot conceive of man'acting in other than reasonable terns. And he 

was certainly not alone in this. Nany Puritans asked why could Adan 

faI27 The Bible suggests a type of wilful disobedience. The Puritans 

would have none of this. Hence if nan fell it was by bad reasoning. The 

Devil tricked man with false propositionst 

'10 sin is CoAmittod as sin, but as it pretends a self- 

satisfaction ...... [2261... The vapours of self-affections in our 

clouded understandings, like those in the air in nisty 

mornings, alter the appearance of t-hings, and mke thoix look 

bigger. tban they really are. "' 

1. Uigtm=& and Attri butooLX1 Cash. I. p. 177. 
2. Ibid. p. 212. 
3. lbld--p. 21G; Clark, p. 462. 
4. lhiiLxl Cosh. p. 224. 
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In this way Charnock is stressing the unity of Knowledge, and its 

rational nature. For even conversion is expressed through the structure 

of a Natural Law which nan can assent to: 

*Tbe wisdom of God appears in the =nner of conversion. So 

great a change God nakes, not by destructionsbut witb a 

preservation ofand suitableness to, nature... God produceth 

grace in the soul b7 the means of the Word, fitted to the 

capacity of mn as mn, and proportioned to bis rational i 

faculties asrational... [304J... Tbe principle that noves the 

will is supernatural, but the will, as a natural 

faculty, concur6 In the act or notion. "' 

VIth such a rational concept of nan, Charnock asserted the 

legitinacy of using reason to make UP an inage of God. This was a 

matter of removing what is rationally inconsistent with his being, and 

adding what is rationally consistent. 2 This was a process In which 

Scripture and reason were understood to come together. 0 

Atenporalism became a significant part of this. Charnock uses 

Irgoplatonic ideas to picture God as a remote atemporal Ideal. And which 

in turn Is best represented by reasonj 

"The wisdom whereby the world was created could never be the 

. 
fZ'Uit of a COrPOZ'Oal Matuz*B; All acte of wisdom 6peak an 

intelligent and 6piritual agent. 04 

1. 
_A_t_tri 

lbutes. CL GM&. Clark. p. 301. 
2. aid,. Xl Cash. p. 263. 

3., Ibid, p. 264. 
4., Ibi, L-Nl Cosh. p. 265. 
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If this idea of renoteness Is developed far enough, Charnock comes close 

to saying that nan can never have an adequate'knowledge of God. ' 

But this 'problem is overcome within the concept of reason. For the 

lofty idea of the rational God meets with the &temporal soul of man. 2 

"God is most visible in the fraim of the soul; it Is tbere bis 

hoge glitters. He batb given us a jewel, as well as a case, and 

the jewel as well as tbe case we must return to him... It Is 

not fit we rabould serve our Xaker only witb that wbicb is tbe 

brute Is us, and withbold frm bim that wbicb dotb constitute 

us reasonable creatures. 13 

The soul emerges as the 'Jewel of the world'. It is the Inage of God, 

which neans; that the'rational bonds are unbreakable., ' 

Such a rational conception of God and nau becane a strong basis for a I 

knowledge of God, and hence for the unity of all knowledge. And it is to 

uature that Charnock turus for a piecemal cOllOction of material. This 

is significant. Because Charnock is balancing the Idea that mule 

rational soul communes with God through internal reason, with the wider 

concept of looking to the Laws of Naturei 

*V. bat is infinite and eternal cannot be comprobended by finite 

and temporary creature6.. " 

1. Attr. Jbut£a CL Qcd. XI Coah. p. 275. 
2. IhilLp. 281. 

p. 29 0. 
4. Ihid,. pp. 292,317. 
! i. IhidP. 368. 
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Against the background idea of a Law of Nature, God emerges as 

the ' first being'. I This is the rational principle to which rational mnn 

3moves-2 The movement is an intellectual one, taking place in the mind of 

man. Even so, for Charnock, this is a process which includes the whole 

Chain of Being-3 

"low God, being the first Being, possesses whatsoever, is inost 

noble in any being. If tberefore wisdom, whicb is the m7st 

noble perfection in any creature, were wanting to God, be would 

be deficient in that wbicb Is the bigbest excellenc7.14 

Vithin this whole process 'reasoul Is used to express being. In fact we 

got perilously near to calling God reason, Oand in this sense Charnock is 

drawing uPOU the Cosmological Argument. Hence the whole of creation is 

a means of articulating this wisdon. 6 The clear implication is that the 

law of nature is closely associated with the being of God. 7 

Ve have already seen how Charnock regarded nau's soul as the 

peak of creation. Nevertheless, he understood nan to be essentially 

spiritualt with nothing tenparal worthy of his attentiont 

'Now the soul of imn finds an imUmrfection in evez-ytbij2g 

bere, and cannot 6CraP* UP 12 Per-fOCt 64t16faCtiOn and felicity. 

j., EZJ&ta= awl Ittrl butes.. X1 Cosh. p. 382. 

2. Thl d. 
- p. 391. 

S. Thid- p. 496. 
4. Tbid. Clark-p-276. 

Clark. p. 275. 

6. Tbid. -Clark. p. 284. 
667. 
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In the bigbest fruitions of worldly things, it Is still 

persuing sometbing else... 461 

In the same teries, It is as 'perfect Spirit' that God rejects all 

corporality: ' 

rf we grant that God is, we must necessarily grant that be 

cannot be corporeal, because a body is of an imperfect 

nature ... [263J... So that the notion of a spirit is, tbat it is 

a fine imuterial substance, an active beingtbat acts itself 

and other things. I jwre body cannot act itselfas the body of 

ion cannot jmove without a soul.... Ve find a principle within 

us nobler than that of our bodies, and therefore we conceive 

the nature of God according to that wbicb is more worthy in 

us, and not according to that which is the vilest part of our 

natures. " 

God J13 exalted as perfect, necessary being. This is a spiritual state 
I 

of philosophical stability, obviously drawing an Anselizes ontological 

Argument-, * Charuack believes that reason and Scripture meet together in 

this concept of God. 6 Hance God is perceived as an Intelligents 

spiritual agent. 6 Reason dictates that such a nature should be 

transcendent and Infinite. It Is for these reasons that God In divorced 

from corporality. 7 Accordingly we should be aware that rationalism is 

1. Xxiatg=£ aal ittributei;.. X'Coab. p. 170. 
2.1. bLL" p. 26 0. 
3. Ihili, _ 

X' Cosh. p. 262. 
4. Tbid-. pp. 262.263. 

p. 284. 
1. bidp. 265. 

pp. 265-6. 
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forcing Charnock to set down conditions which God must fulfil to be 

'God'. ' The rejection of temporal creation Is quite clear. Charnock 

believes it would be a contradiction In terms if God was expressed In 

corporeal terms. 2 Hence God sits at the top of the Chain of Being as a 

#simple' spiritual ideal. 3 He is the great, immutable concept, which 

Charnock sees as a lighthouse guiding the mind of nan. 4 Above all God's 

wisdom shines through creation, and is especially evident in his own 

state of perfection. 6 

Vith this lofty concept of God sitting at the top of 

the Chain, Charnock does not believe that any other, part of creation is 

stable. Therefore everything could be inproved, and by this Charnock 

does not man that everything could be purged from sint 

a there is no creature, but we =7 conceive a pos6ibility of 

its being mde more perfect In th* rfiBk of creatures than it 

already is. Is 

The implication Is that temporal creation is not in the image of God. So 

that if stability lies In God, then tenporal creation in condenned out 

c)f hand. 

j. Ujrmjj= and IttributeaA. X'Cosh. p. 288. 
2-lbid. pp. 277,279. 
3. IWAp. 382. 

, j. IhjýLpp. 416,39 1. 
5.11tij, p. 505. 
6. UISL. Clark. p. 373. 
7. lhidA_ X'Cosh. p. 271. 
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It is for this reason that man's temporality is seen as a profound 

impedimeut: 

"Tbere is a natural corruption in us. There are In godly men 

two contrary principles, flesh and spirit, wbicb endeavour to 

binder one anotber'6 acts.... There is a bod7 of deatb 

continually exbaling its noisome vapours. 111 I 

Thus creatiou is 'good' because God made it sot but Its very mutability 

hearkens back to the nothing from whence it was created: 

*The being of a creature begins from change, and tberefore the 

essence of a, creature is subject to cbange. God only is 

uncreated, and tberefore umcbangeable. If be were ande, be 

could not be Immitable, for tbe very =king is a change of not 

being into being. All creatures were mde good, as tbey were 

the fruits of God's goodness and power', but needs mist be 

mutable, because they were extracts of notbings. -w-a 

Charnock tells us that this mutability is not sizi 0. But for all this 

there seems to be a basic pre-lapsarian flaw In corporeal creatiout 

"It Is a greater skill to frame noble bodies of vile matter, as 

varieties of precious vessels of clay and eartb, than of a 

noble matter, as gold and silver. 114 

Several of these themes come together when we consider his 

ideas about 'Man'. He sees 'man' dragged down by vile temporality: 

1. EXiIU=I. AnýL Attri butgs,. X' Cosh. p. 328. 
2. Ibid- p. 397. 
3. lbid, p. 4 08. 
4-Ibid, Clark. p. 280. 
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*It is no less a wonder that a little infant can live so long 

in a dark sink, in the midst of filtb witbout breatbing; and 

the education of it out of the wojvb is no less a wonder than 

the forming, Increase, nourisbment of it In that cell.... "I 

The great problem is that men are all too often prepared to turn to base 

matter, and thereby Invert the order of nature. 2 Hence sense of the 

material is seen as a clog to the mind. 0 In fact, in his body man is 

estranged from God: 

'God never promised anytbing to the carcass, but to the spirit 

in worsbip. 11,6 

Combined with this emphasis on the soul of nan is the truth of Natural 

Law. At this point aspects of Charnock's thought seen contradictory. 

He has explained at great length how tenporality is profoundly unstable. 

And yet he believes that when God originally made the creation there was 

no blemish of disturbance. Charnock must be resolving this in his own 

mind within the Idea of the Chain of Being. The perfection he refers to 

is the perfection of system. So that whilst true stability lies in God 

as & lofty rational Ideal, creation Is stable in that It denonstrates 

this rationalis3l: 
nVe cannot tbink that an7 creature was bleadsbed witb a 

principle of disturbance as It came first out of the band of 
God. All things were certainly settled in a due order and 
dependence upon one another ... "* 

I. EZintRAM aMA Ittributgal-Clark. p-394. 
2. IWýL X'Cosh. pp. 410,252. 
3.1bid, pp. 292,342. 
4. IhIA, p. 339. 
5. ibid, Clark. P. 632. 
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The background of this is a belief in the unity of knowledge, and the 

basic rationality of this unity. Hance for Charnock atheism was a matter 

of: 

0 inverting the order of things, a =. king God the 

bigbest to become the lowest, and self the lowest to become 

the bidest. "I 

Hence man must be aware of this, and communion with God Is a matter of 

knowing this Law of Nature: 

"He tbat moves and acts according to a law of bis own, offers a 

manifest wrong to God, tbe highest wisdom and cbiefest 

good, disturbs the order of the world, nulls the design of tbe 

righteousness and boliness of God. The law of God is the rule 

of that orderhe would abve observed In the world. He that 

makes anotber law his rule, thrusts out Che order of the 

Creator, and establishes the disorder of tbe creature. 02 

So that sin is a self Ish turning away from the order of reason. 0 

Charnock regards man as being essentially rational and atenporal. This 

accepted man must then live In a temporal world, and be aware of the 

rational order which his own reason Identifies. low with the 

association of reason and the spirit, this gives an important twist to 

the Idea of worshipping In the spirit. Charnock understands the true 

stability of man to be in his souls with the soul's great purpose being 

1. Wat£n= anli Attributes, - 
WCOSh. p. 252. 

2. Ihlýd. p. 2 16. 
3. IhiýL p. 224. 
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to contemplate God through reason. Hence his concept of Natural Law 

allows him to value the testimony of nature, whilst disnissing it for 

Its temporality. In these terms God, like reason, is a remote 

dialectical Ideal, which the soul approaches with and through the 

dialectic. Therefore It is the ateitporal soul which emerges as the 

crown of creation. Indeed, the soul 'glitters' as the seat of God. ' 

Hence man more than anything else is his soul, and cannot but act in a 

rational manuner. 2 So that carnal temporality is the great threat to 

the soul. * Against this Idea the whole of temporal creation can be 

disuissed: 

"Let the consideration of God's eternit7 take off our love and 

confidence. from tbe world, and the tbings tbereof. The eterniq 

of God reproacbes a persult of the world, as preferring a 

momentary pleasure before an everlasting God... *4 

This is a recurring atexporal thene In Charnock's work. For 

God and man meet In the soul, and it is a rational coming together. 

This served the purpose of giving the growing Theory of Knowledge the 

stamp of the divine. It was a Deans of giving authority to perceived 

knowl'edge. So that In a unique way Charnock's atemporallen maintained 

the Idea of a Chain of being. It became a means of maintaining unity 

through rational knowedge. Because of thiso the tendency wait to have 

the nind-of man and God at the top. 

Mintr= aml Attri butan I Cosh. p. 290. 1. E -M 
2. Thid--p. 317. 
S. Tbid. -pp. 

410,338,342. 
4.11hi d--p. 370. 
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lba Doctr-lita cl GadL 

Q13d an thiL Artlflcp-r Ell Uture. 

Charnock believed that the Bible and Natural Theology outlined 

the being of God because they had their own being from him. Philosophy 

had taught bin that the order of creation necessitated a ground source 

orderer-1 In Cosmological terms, with creation nade up of second -causes, 

or unnecessary being, 'God' emerged as the basis of this: viz. 'the 

first cause' or 'necessary being': 

, vHatb not everytbing some stamp of God's own being-upon It, 

since be eminently contains in binself the perfections of all 

bis works? "2 

This would be especially true of rational creation: 

"As the creatures witness there is a first cause that 

produced tben, 60 this principle in man evidencetb itself to 

be set by the same band for the good of that whicb it batb 

framed. nere could be no conscience if there were no God, 

and man could not be a rational creature If tbere were no 

conscience. 

Hence Charnock saw the essence of God everywhere, at the very least 

demonstrating God's immensity and eternity. I The role of the concept of 

man became central In this, for the notion of God became dependent upon 

mants innate impression of a deity: 

l. Fjiatm=LeLaýLAttributes.. X'Cosh. P-158. 
2.1bid- p. 442. 
3. Ibid. P- 170 - 
4.1bid, p. 427. 
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11 zen could not so easily been deceived by forged deities, 

if they bad not bad a notion of a real one. "' 

Accordingly Charnock-saw God as. a soveriegn being, infinite In essence 

and perfect. But despite the absolute nature of such perfection, it was; 

thought of as discernible In creation. 2 

Such a view of nature led to God being regarded as the 'cause 

of causes', as 'necessary being' itself: 

I'Ve must come at lengtb-to an infinite, external, independent 

being that was the first cause of this structure and fabric of 

the world wbererin we and all creatures dwell ... Aan the 

noblest of creatures, cannot of himself make a man, the 

c, hiefest, part of the world. " 

This attitude is significant, in Cosmological terms, Charuock Is In 

danger of making God the perfection of what he sees as the Natural Law. 

Hence God can be adapted to.. meet the theory of creation. Nevertheless, 

Charnock regarded the Idea of God as 'first cause' as self-evident. To 

say otherwise would deny the obvious statement of creation. 4 Hence the 

Idea of God as 'first cause' becomes a means of giving the system of 

knowledge authority. It was a means of establishing a Theory of 

Knowledge. Charuock regarded this as wrapped up with the perception of 

man, and clearly demonstrated in the history of mankind. 6 

1. EXjS±aj=j a3uL Atirl butegi. Xl Cosh. p. 133. 
2. jbjýLs_ p. 132. 

3A. Ibid,. p. 14 9. 
4. Ildit- pp. 252-3. 
S. ItLIA... p. 136. 
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It is essential we realise that the concept of God is at the 

centre of any theory of Knowledge. Of course this in its turn would 

depend on what Charnock meant by 'God'. The use of the Idea of Natural 

Law reflecting the being of God was one way of taking rational concepts 

of system to the very heart of the deity. Charnock believed strongly 

that man could perceive God through Innate powers which even the devil 

could not purge iron man's soul: 

IvTbe Impressions of a deity were so strong as not to be struck 

out by the imlice and power of bell. 

Hence Charnock believed: 

, v... God as the first cause batb an influence into the motions 

of all second causes. As all tbe wbee16 in a clock are noved 

in their different motions b7 the force and strengtb of the 

principle and prijwry wbeel... ff2 

Ve are presented with the image of God as an underlying unity. in 

ffeoplatOUiC fashion Charnock saw the order of creation leading to a view 

of God as atemporal spirit. 3 Reflecting the Cosmological argument, God 

emerges as the unity and stability of the perceived system in creation. 

tie have already discussed how Charnock criticised any change which 

compromised this system. This is why he condemns the changeableness of 

temporal creation. Hence he points to the infinite and unchanging God, 

as demonstrated by nature: 

j. EjjjUa= a=L Attrihufais. 
-p. 136. 

2.1bid. -Clark. p. 395. 
3. ibid, - 

X'Cosh. P. 150. 
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"The creatures are In a perpetual flux... but God batb bis 

wbole being in one and the same point or noment of 

eternity. "' 

All these Infinite ideas of unchanging ability were associated 

with the essence of God. This is probably why Charnock sometimes 

associates creation with the person of god. As we see when he refuses 

to separate God's knowledge of creation fron knowledge of Himself: 

"God Jmows byhis own essence ... He batb not an understanding 

distinct tronhis essence, as we bave; but being tbemost 

sizple being, bis understanding is bis essence. 112 

This shows how closely Charnock was associating God with the perceived 

system of creation. It also shows the force of logic behind this. 

Hence the concept emerges of God as the lorderer of nature': 

NAs the production of the world, so the barmany of all the 

parts of it declare the being and wisdoin of a Ood. va 

Again Charnock seems to echo the Cosmological argument. Order and 

systen are closely associated with God and the way He sustains creation. 

God was understood to sustain the universe in the same way that a man's 

soul enlivens the body. 4 All this was related to the Idea of a Chain of 

Being: 

'Since then we see a stable order in the things of the world, 

that they conspire togetber for the good and beauty of the 

universe, that tbey depend upon one anotber, there must be 

1. Wnta= andL Attribiltall. 'Cosh. pp. 352,375. 
2. Tlhid-- p. 352. 
S. ibid,. p. 15 1. 
4. lbid, P- 161 - 
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some principle upon wbicb they depend, sometbing to wbicb the 

first link of the cbain is fastened, wbich binself depends 

upon no superior, but wholly rests in bis own essence and 

being. "' 

This draws together Cosmological and Design arguments for the existence 

of God. These are expressed through the idea of unity In creation 

through rational system; the essence of God as the basis of this; also 

the Chain of Being, which we have already discussed as an inportant 

philosophical means of expressing the unity of creation. 

In using concepts such as the Chain of Being, Charnock 

associated the perceived system of nature with God. Hence In the 

preservation of nature he saw 'goodness' and 'power': 

... and In this sense God Is present with all creatures, for 

w-h3tsOever acts anOtbOr is present With that wbicb it acts, by 

sending fortb scim virtue and influence wbereby it acts... The 

virtual presence of God Is evident in our sense, a presence we 

feel; his essential presence is evident in our reason. 112 

So the tendency is to collate characteristics of nature and call them 

'God': 

"If nature tberefore uses counsel to begin a tbing, reason to 

dispose it, art to effect it, virtue to complete Its and power 

to govern its wb7 sbould it be called nature ratber than 

God? " 

IL. EXWg= cLnýL Attrl buter... )('Cosh. p. 101 
2.11". _ p. 425. 
3. lbid, - p. 157. 
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Charnock could do this because he regarded rational man as able to 

perceive his own position within the scheme of things. ' Hence natural 

reason was regarded as sufficient to define God In terns of the natural 

order-2 For: 

"What is tbe general dictate of nature is a certain 

trutb... Nature cannot plant in the minds of all men an assent 

to a falsity. " 

Hence Natural Theology outlines the dominant theme of God as lorderer', 

with great emphasis upon rational systen. " In these terns God emerges as 

the highest being, the supreme arderer. 0 

Even at this early stage we should be aware that philosophical 

Ideas are forcing the pace. One interesting example of this is the 

balance In the Attr1butes, Ca. COL between 'God irs everywhere' and 

'everywhere Is God'. At tines the distinction is far from clear: 

NI's it not folly to deny the being of a wise agent, wbo 

sparkles In the beauty and motions of the beavens, rides upon 

t, he wings of the wind, and is writ upon the flowers and fruits 

of plants. " 

'f - 
And: 

"Let It be tberefare our desire, that as be fills beaven and 

eartb by bis essence, be may fill our understandin8v and W116 

by bis grace. 97 

1. EXiat== am: L Attrl butaa, 
-Xl 

Cosh. p. 128. 

2. MýL pp. 8#155, 

3. T ihi d. - p. 135. 
4. Ibid- p. 138. 
5. T bid. - p. 149. 
6. Ibid. p. 15 1. 
7. lldýL p. 456. 
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Charnock tells us that to say God is essentially everywhere, is not to 

say that everywhere Is God. ' But his point is inconsistent, as we see 

when he discusses providence: 

"How fDolisb is it to imgine an7biding-place frolir the 

incomprebensible God, wbo fills and contains all tbings, and 

is present in every part of the warld. 12 

And: 

OVe are all in blizi as fiab In the sea; and be bears all 

creatures in tbe womb of bis providence, and the arms of his 

goodness; *3 

Accordingly, within the field, of God as 'artificer of nature,, 

we have already been confronted with many of the key scholastical ideas 

about God. These include the classical Ontological, Design and 

Cosmological arguments for the existence of God. The very strong 

philosophical concept of God as the atenporal *first cause$ and 

, necessary being' are given, great stability within the Neoplatonic nodal 

of the Chain of Being. This In turn Is linked to the rational concept of 

man, and man's ability to perceive the Imprint of God in nature and 

himself. Lastly the dominance of this type of manotheoism literally 

drives Charnock to infer at times that 'everywhere Is God'. 

j. EXjgjjp. n= CLMA Attrlbutas. 
_X'Cosh. p. 442.1pollit 41. 

2. IlLiji, - p. 450. 
3.1hid, p. 447. 
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Glad as Ult"OntO &=]I, 

We have already touched upon the association of God with 

perceived essences within nature. This was also an important part of the 

way-Charmock expressed God through the concept of reason. the essence 

of God was closely assoclated with 'wirdo3n#: 

0 the wisdom of God is not a babit added to-bis essence, as 

it is in men,, but it is bis essence. ", 

This tied in with the view of God as necessary being. Everything was 

expressed through rational system, so that wisdom and understanding were 

seen as the key part of the essence of God: 

117bere Is an essential and personal wisdom of God. The 

essential wisdom is the essence of God, the personal wisdom is 

the Son of God... the wisdom of God is not a'babit added to bi6 

essence... 12711... God is only wise necessarily. As be is 

necessarily God, be is necessarily wi6o... &a 

so just as Charnock sees God as the perfection of creation, and thus as 

expressible through the rational of Natural Law, he also turns to, 

rationalism In regarding 'wisdom' and 'understanding' as of the essence 

of God. 0: 1 

I'Visdan is the royalty of God; the proper dialect of all biff 

ways and works. No creature can lay claijx to it; be is so 

wise, that be is wisdom itself. 04 

j. FjjjLt, en= amA AttrIbutesINCosh. p-447. 
2. Thid. Clark. p. 270. 
3. WA, X'COsh- p. 252. 
4. T, hid. - 

Clark. p. 268; see also p. 276. 
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It is very important that we recognise that Charnock is making God the 

perfection of the perceived natural order. This draws on the 

cosmological argument for the existence of God. But more significantly, 

when he makes God 'wisdom' or the highest perfection in reason, this 1B 

a matter of God being the perfection of a system: 

"Vlatsoever gives being to any otbez- must be the bigbest 

being, and must possess all the perfections of that wbicb It 

gives being to. N' 

This was based an the idea of God as 'first cause'. It is upon the unity 

of this system that Charuock bases his idea of God as Ireason'. 2 This 

becomes a means of expressing God as the system of being, whilst setting 

H im at an infinite distance from the rest of creation. The distance 

between the two was maintained by God's self-contained perfection. 3 

'Reason' Is the great unifying principle within this system. In fact 

there is the idea that it is the only knowledge there is. For even God 

can only know the reason which is his own reflection: 

"God knows byhis own essence, be sees the nature of things in 

t. he ideas of his own mind, and the events of things in the 

decrees of bis own will; be knows tbeis not by viewing the 

tbings, but by viewing binself; bis own essence is the mirror 

of the book, wberein be bebolds all tbings tbathe dotb 

ardain. 114 

i. Ezl, Lte= ani AttributanA. X'Cash- p. 149. 

2. lhiýL pp. 14 8-15 1. 

S. lbidA.. p. 481. 
4. lbid, p. 497. 
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Thus rational knowledge was taken to the very heart of the concept of 

God. So that to deny dialectical nethod, was tantamount to denying the 

being of God. I Hence reason and God are closely associated 2. Indeed 

the distinction between God's reason and God as reason is not always 

clear: 

"Therefore it is God's reason that animates the lump of 

creatureabip. " 

Within this idea of God as the most perfect being it was 

logical that, he would have the most perfect understanding: 

"As God is the jwst perfect being, so be nu6t have the most 

perfect understanding. " 

Hence God and reason were seen as one. Charnock regarded a failure for 

God to do this as a contradiction in terims: 

"God could not be infinitely perfect Witbout wisdom. A 

rational nature is better than an irrational nature... Visdom 

zwy be Witbout much power... but-power is a 

tyrannical tbing witbout wisdom and rigbtecusness. 114, 

So that to be alienated iron God was understood to be unreasonable. 6 The 

strong implication is that God is absolute reason .7 The association of 

God with reason led to Charnock regarding reason as an important means 

of approaching God. 0 Hance reason, God. and Natural Law are held in a 

,. Exigmt. enm mul Attr1butesitlCosh. pp. 187,1191. 
2. Ildd- p. 132. 
3. jbid., - p. 156. 
4. IbIji,. pp. 465.149. 
5. lhlA, - 

Clark. p. 276. 
6.1. bid, - 

X'Cosh. pp. 128 127,187. 
7.1bid, p. 132. 
8. jbjýL,. p. 527. 
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tension. It is upon these terms that he criticises the unreasonableness 

of atheism. I 

NHOw unreasonable is it fcr any Ban to bazard blimelf at this 

rate In the denial of a Godl The atbeist saitb be knows not 

that there is a God; but may be notreasonab27 tbink there M27 

be one for aught be knows? lv2 

and: 

"He Is most . unreasonable that denies or doubts of that wbose 

image or shadow be sees round about bim... God bath so settled 

himself in the reason of man that be must villify the noblest 

faculty God bath given bin, and put off nature itself, and 

blot out the notion of a God. I 

Tile key point is that we have moved beyond the Scriptural practice of 

using reason to explain faith. For now it is reason rather than faith 

that describes the attributes of God: 

"... we ascend to a conception of a substance purely 

Incorporeal and spiritual, so from a multitude of things In 

the world, reason leads us to one choice being above all. "" 

Echoing Anselm's Ontological Argument, it is reason that leads us to God 

as some postulated perfection. There is no doubt for Charnock that In 

these terms God Is rational. * Because of this the terms 'God' and 

'reason' occasionally become synonymous: 

1. EZintsam cal Attributes.. J('Cosh. p. 252. 
2. Did- p. 178. 
3. WýL N' Cosh - p. 177. 
4. Jbid. - P- 150 - 
5. jbid, p. p. 460. 
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the impression of a deity is as common as reason, and of 

t. he same age witb reason. 01 

*It is but one truth in pbilosopby and divinity, that wbat is 

false in one cannot be true in anotber. 12 

Thus salvation can lie in a rational examination of oneself. 3 It is a 

matter or re-aligning the soul to the principle of reasont 

"By the same exercise of reason, we cannot cast our eyes upon 

anytbing in the world, or exercise our understandings upon 

ourselves, but we must presently imagine there was some cause 

of those tbings, sone cause to iryself and m7 own being, so 

that this trutb is as natural to imn as an7tbing be can call 

most natural or a common principle-04 

The implication of all this is that, ".. God is God because he is wise. "s 

Visdom or rationality are no longer tools used to describe God, they 

have become a standard against which he Is measured, and more pointedly, 

which he has to fulfil. This should be regarded as the product of 

setting 'God' within a Theory of Knowledge. Thereby compromising 

Scripture, whilst extending the authority of Natural Law. 

1. EXiStgn= =L Attri butais., N Cosh. P. 137. 
2.1bld, p. 131. 
3. llild., - P- I'D 1- 
4. lbid, - p. 137. 
5.1, bid, p. Clark. p. 333. 
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By now we should be aware of Charnock's tendency to view God 

through broad philosophical Ideals. We occasionally come across a dual 

basis. For instance where In terms reminiscent of the Cosmological 

Argument he regards God testified to by creation; whilst also conceiving 

of him as a remote 'Soul't as a distinct distillation in ontological 

terms-' Hence we should be aware of Charnock's stress upon viewing God 

as a philosophical perfection. 2 He Is the 'first cause, of things, that 

which is supreme in the order of nature, ... which is greater than all, 

which hath nothing beyond it or above it ... which we call God. 03 It Is 

hard to avoid the Idea that at times Charnock has fallen Into the trap 

of allowing Philosophy to dictate his Concept of God. At tines 'God' 

seems to be a blanket term, a means of Pulling common themes together. 

This should be regarded as part of the process of giving stability to a 

Theory of Knowledge. God is the IxI factor which pulls ideas of being 

together: 

"And since, in all natures in the world, we still find a 

superior nature, tbe nature of one beast above the nature of 

anotber, the nature of mn above the nature of beasts, and 

some Invisible nature, the worker Of strange OffeCtS in the 

air and eartb, wbicb cannot be ascribed to any visible cause, 

we must suppose same nature above all tbose, of inconceivable 

CmdL Attri butes. - XI Cash. pp. 424,150. 
2.1bid,.. pp. 8-10. 
3. IbiA. p. 150. 
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perfection. "I 

Hence God Is 'first', "It can only be said of him, Est, he is... "2 In 

ontological terms, He is the philosophical perfection of any conceived 

attribute. This oUcourse allowed a growing role for Natural Law 

because we are being confronted with dialectical rationalism. Charnock 

is not just using reason to elucidate the doctrine of God, reason has 

become its own terms of reference. He believed that to doubt this was to 

compromise the being of God. 3 

Hence God Is an unchanging essence to which nothing can be 

added or taken away. This in itself appears not to clash with 

scripture. But the key question Is upon what grounds does Charnock say 

these things. If we turn to his statement that 'God is good', there is 

no doubting thatýsixilar sentiments are grounded in Scripture., Vhere we 

have to question Charnock's approach is when he says 'Good is god'. The 

difference is obvious, and is present In his work: 

, *He is the bighest goodness, and tbarefore a co=unicative 

goodness, and acts excellently according to bis mature... God 

:F is necessarily good# as be is necessarily God. HIA goodness 

is as inseparable from bis nature as hij; holinese f 548J. ý. He 

loves binself, because be is the bighest goodness and 

excellency. " 

. j. &jr, tg= &nd Ittrfhtjtas. X'Ccsh. p. J50. 
2. Dld, - 

Clark. p-381. 
, S. Thfd., -X'CoSh. p. 380. 
4.11ILL ClaT-k- p-546. 
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This also hints at the way Charnock at times lapses into a nonotheism. 

Ve see this In some-difficulties in dealing with Christ. The person of 

Jesus straddles the whole Chain of Being in a way that dialectical 

rationalism cannot allow. This night be the reason why Charnock can 

envisage no real union between the two natures: 

'There is no change in the divine mature of the Son when be 

assuned buimn nature. There was an union of the two matures, 

but no change of the deity into bumnity, or of the bumnity 

into the deity, botb preserved their peculiar properties. " 

Vhilst this Is quite in line with the Chalcedoniau Definition,, Charnock 

goes an to highlight the gulf he sees between God as the perfection of 

atenporalisn and the tenporalisn of nan: 

I'Tbe bumnity was cbanged by a combination of excellent gifts 

from the divine nature, not by being brought into equality 

witb it; for that was Jimpossible that a creature sbould become 

equal to the Creator. 112 

it is hard to conclude anything other than philosophy is forcing 

charnock's hand. 3 The beginning of johnes first Epistle leaves us In to 

doubt that God was made manifest in Christ the man, as dots ITIn. 31lO, 

"Great Is the mystery of our religion: He was manifested in the flesh. * 

God is being seen by Charnock, on the other hand as a philosophical 

constant-4 This is all-part of the production of a balanced rational 

l. EXlr&. enm aml Attrlbut@aA.. X' Cash. p. 399. 
2. lbid. 
3. IWd., p. 39 1. 
ClhlýL p. 393. 
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system. Because of this God Is postulated as 'a bare excellency of 

uature. 1 I Even holiness is expressed as a type of rational integrity: 

'God cannot act any evil In or by binself... If be could will 

any unjust and izrational tbing, bis will would be repugmat to 

bis understanding; tbez-e wouold be a disagreement in God, will 

against atind, and will against wisdois... 112 

All this leads us to a concept of God which is philosophically 

sound, but which seems impersonal in conparison with the God of 

Scripture. There seems little room here for a personal God, as we raw 

In his difficulty in resolving the two natures of Christ. Anongst other 

things this moves away from the strong biblical Idea of the Fatherhood 

of God. E Nal. 2: 101. It was the personal God of creation and salvation 

that Paul set before the Epicureaus and Stoics on Kars Hill. ( Acts. 

M16-213. Hence there is no avoiding man's personal relationship with 

the Father. It-is a relationship which can even change the mind of God. 

(Gen. 18: 231 For Christ the basis of his mission is his personal 

relationship with the Father. (Jn. 17t251 So Paul stresses that whilet 

the Greeks want wisdom and the Jews a sign, he proaches Jesus Christ. 

ElCor. 1: 203"It Is upon this principle that Christiania are adopted by 

Christ into a living family. (Ron. 8t171 

Charnock lays a 'simple' essence of God before us. Vhen 

developed far enough God sits remote at the top of the Chain of Being. 

So remOtile that he is seen as a Neoplatonict atemporal Spirit. 2 

AttrIbutesA. Clark. p. 068. 
2. IbUL pp. 461; 448. 
3.1bidA- X1 Cash. p. 267. 
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Essentially, this is a lonely concept of God. But it does have distinct 

advantages within a Theory of Knowledge. In expressing God through a 

dialectical rationalism, he is giving the systen authority and setting 

UO 117aitr- on it- It Is against this background that we should set his 

tendency to express God through Isinplef hypostatic thenes: 

117bere is no weakness in the nature of God that can introduce 

any corruption, becausebe is infinitely sinple, witbout any 

mixture. "I 

This takes us on to the idea of God as the perfection of the 

observed system in the world. Charnock clearly echoes AnselnIs 

C)ntological Argument: 

"God is infinite in bis perfections. None can set bounds to 

terminate the greatness and excellency of God... [4341... In the 

perfection of a creature, sometbing still may be tbougbt 

greater to be added to it, but God containing all perfections 

in bimself farzally. if they be mere perfections in the 

creature mixed wIth imperfection, notbing can be tbougbt 

greater, and tberefore every one of tbem is infinite. 112 

The Idea is that in his perfection God contains all creation. Hence 

God's perfection is associated with unbounded essencet 

"Ird perfection is wanting to God: but an unbounded essence is 

a perfection, a limited one 16 an imperfection. 03 

1. EXiatgm= anii Attri butem. - 
KI Cosh. pp. 242-5. 

2.1hid, pp. 433-4. 
3. Ibid, - p. 4 37. 
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Because he sees nan in the same terns, Charnock believes that all men 

should be aware of the atemporal basis of creation. ' This is Gods but 

we need to be cautious. Because for all Charnock's definition of God in 

atenporal terms, he does not turn his back an the idea of the Chain of 

Being. This idea is fundamental. Xaybe the relationship between the two 

can be well shown in the balance between classical Platonic dialectic 

and epistemology. Plato always set a division between the two, and yet 

the epistemology was understood to be the perfection of the dialectical 

rationalism. Hencve divisions exist and do not exist at the same time. 

In these terms the unifying role of the concept of the Chain of Being is 

seminal in Charnock' s work. 2 

Accordingly God Is set at the top of the Chain 

as, " ... unchangeable In his essence, nature and perfections. Imzautability 

and eternity are linked together... "3 

"Xutabilty is absolutely inconsistent with simplicity, wbetber 

the cbange cc from an internal or an external principle. - 

Ve cannot avoid the Idea that Charnock's idea of constancy is similar to 

the order of a rational system. This Is shown In his attitude to 

providence. Providence, like God, acts as a type of unchanging rational 

pulse throughout all being: 

, vFrovidence, is a great clock, keeping time and order, not only 

, bourly, but instantly to its own bonour. 016 

ani AttrIbutes. XCosh. p. 210. 
2.1hid, p. 161. 
3.1h1d, pp. 380,383. 
4. T hi d. - p. 393. 
5. IMA. p. 17. 
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OSee,. how God orders second causes, naturally to bring about 

bis own decree? " 

In this way God emerges with all-the characteristics of a philosophical 

Ideal. In the process Charnock is forced to deny those parts of 

Scripture which compromise this, such as with repentence, or any sign of 

God changing his mind. 2 This underlines Charnock's views on the 

certainty of an unchanging system. God cannot repent because he Is the 

personification Of the certainty of rational system. Hence no operation 

of God can be placed outside this. 

Against this background God is understood to be the excellent, 

efficient, cause of creation. 3 This excellency is the basis of the 

hamony of creation: 

, vHe that Is the superior of all, ougbt to be the and of all. 

That Is the true barmony of the creation, that Wbicb is of an 

inferior nature is ordered to the service of tbat wbicb is of 

a more excellent nature... 114 

The Idea of harmony Is developed with the difference between God as 

Creator and Creation being blurredi 

"All life is seated in God, as in its proper tbrone, in itir 

most perfect purity. God is life; it is in bix-originally, 

. radically, and tberefore eternally. He is a pure act# notbing 

but vigour and act. He batb by bis nature that life whicb 

amA. Attributes. al. Gaii. - 
Parsons. pp. 522,501* 

2.11LU, XCOsh- p. 400. 
: 3. i. bid, - 

Parsons. P. 501. 
4.1. bid, Clark. P. 748. 
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others have by-bis grant ... He that batb life in himself, and 

is frombimself, cannot but be. - He always was, because be 

received bis being from no other, and none can take aW37 that 

being wbicb was not given b7 another. 11 

7his is the logical outcome of identifying the person of God with 

Natural Law. 2 

The discussion of how 'reason' shaped Charnock's Doctrine of 

God takes us to how It was developed by his concept of nan. This Is an 

important area: 

, "A man must be ignorant of himself before be can be ignorant 

of the existence of God. *-I 

By this he basically meant that God and man shared the attribute of 

reason-4 This introduces the dual ideas of God as a rational-standard 

by which'nan can live, and also of God and nau being rationally similar. 

The link between God and man is most clearly seen In the soul. Charnock 

regarded God as ruling the world as a man's soul rules his body. * 

Both were understood to be atemporal and thus held back by bodies. 

This meant that looking inwards was a key part of conceiving of God: 

*Tbougb we must not conceive of God, an of a buman or 

corporeal shape, yet we cannot tbink of God witbout sojve 

reflection upon our own being. "? 

j. EXjZt. an= andL AttrlbutaaA-Xl Cash. p. 350. 
2. Thid-- pp. 137ol46. 
3. II&L p. 165. 
4. Did- 
5. Tbid. -p. 

161. 
G. Tihid. -Clark. p-376. 
7.11hid- X'Cosh. p. 277. 
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This inward reflection meant being aware of the rational, and It was in 

this attribute that Charnock defined God as Spirits' Hence God and man 

neet, on the most sacred and'rational level. 2 This was not new in 

Puritan thinking. We have already discussed how Perkins and Ames set 

humanity in the rational faculties. This led Charnock to seeing God as 

the atenporal perfection, of reason and knowledge. 3 This idea, comes into 

sharp focus when. he sees God in heaven as analogous to nants mind set 

within the body. God is said to be In his 'holy dwelling placel-2 

Chron, 3: 27. But Charnock goes further. "It Is his court where he has 

the most solemn worship fron his creatures. all his courtiers attending 

there with a pure love and glowing zeal. 04 This goes further than 

saying God rules in heavens Charnock sets God in heaven because of the 

excellency of his nature. 'Court' here ties in with the Puritan 

conception of the mind of man being a type of court where everything is 

tried at the bar of reason. And it is logical that God who, 'dwells on 

high in regard of the excellency of his nature.., ' would hold court In 

this sense. 

1. Exi&tm= ail Attri butaft. Y1 Cosh. p. 280. 
2. lbid., - p. 28 1. 
3. IILIA, pp. 503,384. 
4.1bid, - pp. 439-4o; 252. 
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Charnock saw the goodness of God running, through all creation. 

But with all these strands pulled together in the being of nan: 

"... wben you have run over all the measures of goodness God 

batb poured fortb upon otber creatures, you will Yind a 

greater fulness of it in the nature of man, whombe bath 

placed in a jwre-5ublime condition, and endued witb cboicer 

prerogatives than otber creatures. " 

Hence he understood everything under hin in the Chain of Being to be at 

service. 2 This involved a vivid idea of the whole creation being 

at the disposal of nankind: 

"God richly furnisbed the world for nan... Tbe air is bis 

aviary, the sea and rivers bis fish-ponds, the valleys bi6 

granar7, the nountains bi6 jmgazine. " 

Chain of Being ideology allows Charnock to do this whilst still 

stressing that nau is essentially a bridge between the temporal and 

atenparal: 
'As to the life Of imn in the world, God by an inmense 

goodness copied out in bim the wbole creation, and =do bija an 

abridgment of the bigber and lower world; a little world in a 

j. EXjAt. en=anIAttrIhtjt@zA. Clark. p. 565. 

2. Ibid- p. 568. 

3. ibid. 
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,. greater. one; the linic of the two worlds, of beaven and eartb, 

as the spiritual and corporeal natures are united in 

him... "' 

He agrees with Philo Is seeing nan's soul as of heaven and his body as 

of the eartb. 2 All these ideas are set within a broader framework of 

, being', with-each stage of creation leading onto a higher link In the 

Chain-a Vithin this system man's soul emerges as the peak of creation, 

so much so that the body, "... is a cabinet fitted by divine goodness for 

the enclosing of a rich Jewel. " In this manner he sets 'man' as the 

peak of creation, wbilst-at the same tine placing ran's true being 

within-Reoplatonic conceptions of the soul. 0 

l. EXJF&g= cmcL Attrlbtitas.. 
-Clark. p. 577. 

2. Ibid, - 
3.1hid. p. 565. 
4. Ibid. 
5.1hid. 
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Crod' ra lzm= 13L Am- 

Charnock stressed that the soul was associated with God at its 

deepest being. To deny this, wDuld in fact destroy the soul: 

11T. bis conception is so perpetual, that the nature of the soul 

Bust be dissolved before It be rooted out, nor can it be 

extinct wbilst the soul endures. *' 

He denies that religion is an opiate of the people by stressing Its 

innate nature. 3 This was especially evident If one looked around the 

world, where even the nost base people have a conception of God. 4 This 

was most evident'in comon nations of reason. We have*already discussed 

how Charnock associated this closely with humnity and a knowledge of 

God: 

I*... before they can stifle such'sentiments in tben... tbey must 

be utter strangers to the conmon conceptions of reason, and 

despoil tbemselves of their bummnit7- He that dares to deny a 

God'witb bis lips, yet sets up sometbing or otber as a god in 

bis beart. 04 

This was conbined with the idea of the symmetry of creation, Natural 

Law. Hence the ability to rationallse and perceive rational system in 

the world was understood to be God within man. Thereby emphasising the 

close association of God with reason: 

1. UjMtz=P- UI Attri hutga. -W 
Cosh. p. 136. 

2. IhIA- p. 14 1. 
3. jhjýL Clark p. 278. 
4.1b"L X'Cosh p. 175. 
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, vSc that the notion of a god see2is to be twisted witb the 

nature of man, and is the first natural brancb of comoon 

reason..... Vature witbin man, and nature witbout man, agree 

upon the first meeting togetber to form tbI6 sentiment, that 

tbere is a God-* I 

The wisdom of man seemed to prove this. 2 In these terms God becomes the 

peak of man's learning, just as man Is the perfection of all beneath him 

in the Chain of Being. 0 Hence God is within man, because he is 

understood to be the perfection of man. He saw this undeniably proven 

by the common testinony of reason in far flung nations. 4 Hence to deny 

that God is within man, Is to deny nan himself. & Charnock is here 

associating being true to oneself with being true to rational systen. 

Accordingly sin is a deluded, self-centredness. 6 It is clear that he 

regards such an Introspection as a turning away iron reason, and an 

unbalancing of the Chain of Being. Here we have an interesting 

perspective an 'original sin', for we have noved away from the Biblical 

Idea of sin as a destruction of the created order, to one of sin as a 

dislocation of the Chain of Being. The differences are profound, for 

'dislocation' is not 'destruction'. Sin is thereby enmeshed within a 

system of rational law. Again we need to enphasise that Charnock has 

1. EXjr&. ena& aul AttrI butos,. X' Corah. p. 137. 
2. lbidA- Clark. p-278. 
3. Tbid. - 
4. Ibid.. - 
5. ibid, - KI Cosh. P. 135. 
6. Ibid, pp. 224-5.. 
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gone much further than using reason to explain the scriptural 'Fail#. 

it is hard to avoid the conclusion that Charnock has gone to reaýon for 

a definition and basis of his idea of sin. 

Wain mR a mixture nf the 1411r1tuml nind TeAVM: mI. 

Charnock understood the goodness of God to be demonstrated in 

the body and soul of man. ' But Of the two he regarded the soul as the 

great treasure of the body, the real worth of 'this tabernacle of clayo: 

I'Vbo can express the wanders of tbat comeliness that is wrapped 

up in this mask of clay? A soul endued with clearness of 

understanding and freedom of will; faculties no sooner framed, 

t. han they were intended to produce the operations tbey were 

intended for; a soul that excelled the wbole world, that 

comprebended the whole creation... 112 

There is a sense here where sin is expressed through the body, whilat 

the soul is Jaded more than fallen. ' This is because he is expressing 

the essential attributes of the soul through understanding and reason. 

Also since he tells us that understanding and reason renain, presumably 

sin lies in a misuse of these. The clear InplicatIon Is that salvation 

puts right what man already has. Although Charnock was not an his own 

here# there is no escaping the incongruity of this with Reformed 

Theology. In this rational view of the soul there is no gulf between 

natural man and God. This is explained against the background of man's 

j. EXjjtr. nr. p- and AttrIbutesA. Clark. p. 565. 

2.1bid, - p. 566. 
3.1bid- 
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place in the Chain of Being. Hence a man automatically has the power of 

reason and understanding. No Biblical theologian could disagree with 

this, but Charnock clearly means more. Ve have already seen how he 

expresses his Idea of God and man within a unified system of knowledge. 

So that to say reason and understanding remain In the soul, is to allow 

nan unimpeded development, within this systen. ' 

Accordingly he regards man as a 0... kind of compound-of angel 

and-beasto of soul, and body... ", with the greatest emphasis upon the 

soul. 2 For the soul Is reasonable in essence, and this is the basis of 

nanhood: 

Ivffe that denies any essential attribute my be said to deny 

the being of-God. Vboever denies angels or nen to bave reason 

and will, denies the bumn and angelic nature, because 

understanding and will are essential to botb these natures; 

there could be neitber angel nor iman witbout tben. *4 

Reason is also the nain link between God and Ran. Here Spirit and 

reason nerge to the total exclusion of natter: 

*Aan is not the im9e of God according to bis external bodily 

. form and figure. 116 IM2.6e Of God in Jon consisted not in 

what Is seen, but in w-hat is not seen; not in the confornation 

of the members, but ratber in the spiritual faculties of the 

soul. " 

1. EXifiten= aml Attr1butesSlark. pp. 565-0. 
2.11hilf- K'CC36hs P*160- 
3. Thid. 
4. jbid, - p. 183. 

fi. jbjýL pp. 271; 424-5; Clark, 565-6. 
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In these terms the soul Is seen as made separate and excellent by Its 

rational nature-' This emphasis upon rational system led Charnock to 

regard the soul as capable of reaching to the very highest levels of 

dialectic, viz. to God himself. 2 Now Cbarnock could do this within the 

structure of Chain of Being Ideology because he believed in the unity of 

rational knowledge. Igain we should note that this goes such further 

than believing that knowledge is reasonable, at times Charnock seems to 

be saying knowledge is 'reason' rather than 'reasonable'. This allowed 

an exclusive view of the soul, whilst at the sane time seeing it as the 

epitome of creation-3 

-I 
cm. 

Charnock believed that the history of mankind testified to a 

constant search for knowledge. 4 Hence he sets a rational nature at the 

highest premium: 

"A rational nature is better tban an irrational mature. A z0an 

is not a Perfect man witbout reason ... A Cbristian's graces 

want tbeir lustre, wben tbey are destitute of the guidance of 

wisdam. " 

But Charnock is doing far more here than expressing humnity through 

ratiouBlism- he is also stressing personal Judgment. "No man acts 

1. Exilitenca ZLnýL AttrlbutesA-Clark, p. 553. 

2.11dit- pp. 278.288. 

3. Tibid. - 
4.11hid- X'Cosh- p-135. 
5.1bidA- Clark. p. 276. 
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anything-but he can give account of the motives of his action... "The 

strength of this idea is demonstrated when he even sees conversion 

proceeding upon the basis of God setting forth 'proposals' suited to our 

faculties. ' Xore than this, conversion proceeds within the system of 

the Chain of Being. 2 Hence there is an idea of salvation rectifying 

what man already has. Theýconcept is one of moving away from Ignorance 

for, wDepraved understandings, are not fit mates for a pure unblemished 

nind. - Again the point Is that rationality seems to go to the heart of 

omanhood'. 0 Thus reason has become the means of expressing God and man 

within a unified system of knowledge. 0 To deny this would strip away 

the very foundations of humnity, 7, Indeed the soul would recede Into 

noný-being in the process. 0 Hence the rational perception of man becomes 

the great synthesis and, synthesiser of being. The whole process peaks 

in the recognition and definition of God in rational terms. * This 

inevitably meant that the perception of man set standards which God had 

to conform to-" It was in these terms that Charnock set all being and 

soteriology within a rational systen-11 Hence nan as rational soul was 

understood to be the highest and most rational part of creation. 

j. EXjMta=L d3Mj Attr1butes.. X'Cosh. p. 493. 

2. IbISL- Cl ark .p-3 03. 
3. jbjjL_ Clark. p-303- 
4. Tim d. 

- p. 345. 
r). T, hid. p. 454. 
6.1111ýL- pp. 453,473. 
7. Thid. -X'Cosh. p-135. 
B. T hi ti. p. 136. 
j). T ihi d. p. 137. 

lo. Tihid. 
-p. 

385. 

1I. Tbid. p. 496. 
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]Fnnln FXCA 1111- 

We have already pointed out that Charnock understood all 

Individuals to, assimilate received information. Hence he saw Judas 

Iscariot betraying himself freely, certainly not beini caught in the web 

of blind necessity: 

mif Judas had not done it freely, be bad had no reason to 

repent of it; bis repentence Justifies Cbrist froir iarposing 

any necessity upomhim by that of foreknowledge. No man acts 

anything but be can give an account of the motives of his 

action; be cannot fatber it upon blind necessity... 11, 

Charnock is careful to outline a foreknowledge of God which does not 

compromise man's freedoia of choice. 2 From what we have already 

discussed, it Is obvious that this does not sit very easily with his 

strong, concept of God. One way In which he attempts to overcome this is 

by thinking of God knowing the free acts of man., This can work, 

because he refines the concept with the free, rational choice of man 

being included within the capacity of the divine understandingi 

Mcan all tbe free acts of Jun surmount the infinite capacity 

of the divine understanding? It God singles out one voluntary 

action in man as contingent fis any, and lying among a vast 

number of otber designs and resolutions, botb antecendent and 

subsequent, wby sbould be not the wbole mss of man#8 tbougbt 

Attri hutes. X' Cosh. p. 493. 
2.1hid- p. 494. 
3. Itid. 
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and actions, and pierce into all that the liberty of =nos 

will can effect? "' 

Hence God's forekuowledge-is based an a complex balance of knowing 

Himself and the individual, as Charnock shows when Christ knew that 

Peter would deny hin-2 This in turn should underline Just how important 

Charnock's Theory of Knowledge is to bin. For the whole concept of 'free 

will, tends to centre in the idea of 'knowing'. Accordingly God emerges 

as perfect knowledge, the great synthesis of rational being. 2 For just 

as manes soul is seen as the'rational centre and prime nover of the 

bodyt so God is the centre of being. 4 In this sense God is understood 

to order contingent being-to bring about his own decrees. 6 Providence 

is resolved into the essence of God. This was perfectly possible 

because of Charnock's tendency to associate God with the rational behind 

the emerging epistenology. Because this means that individual choice is 

expressed through universal Natural Law, there Is little room for 

individual choice. 0 But we must qualify this, although this does not 

negate anything we have already discussed. Vhilst Charnock at times 

swamps the individual with the ideas of necessary and unnecessary being, 

he alters his approach when when he conceives of Nan as a microcosm of 

being. In this sense theories of self-validationo and association of 

the rational soul with God, lead to Ideas of God within man, and hence 

7 to free-will. 

, iatgn=cLnitAttrlbuter. A-X'Cosh. p. 489. 
2. rhi d. - p. 49 1. 
3. jhjýL p. 496. 
4. yhld- Clark. pp-553-4. 
S. Tbld. Parsons. p. 522. 
6. Thid. -pp. 

596-7. 
7.1. bjýL Clark. p. 577. 
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i in Wan. 

Charnock coupled his Ideas about sin with the concept of the 

Chain of Being. This In effect meant that slu is a violation of both 

God and man, in that it compromised man's place In the Chain. ' He 

understood this as a self-centredness, as a moving towards the bestial. 

Hence it would be a denial of reason and understanding: 

arbe vapours of self affections In -our clouded 

understandings, like those in the air in nisty mornings, altar 

the appearance at tbings... 12 

in doing this he is bringing the concept of God as 'pure and unblemished 

nind' to the fore. And It was in these terns that a sinful man who 

denied his own understanding rebelled against Gods 

"All creatures are fools, as creatures, in comparison witb the 

Creator. The angels be cbargetb witb folly, =cb Iwre 

sinners ... Depraved understandings, are not fit jotes for a 

pure unblemisbed mind. " 

Hence Charnock saw the key to combatting sin in the restitution of a 

, holy, reasonable understanding., 4 The basic starting point is that 

rational man was created by God In a nutable state. & go that sin is a 

noving away iron this rational equilibrium. 18 This of course seems to 

compromise the basic idea of total depravity In Scriptures This to 

1. ýý W Attributea. 
-KI 

Cosh. p. 224. 

2. p. 226. 

3. Clark. p. 345. 
4. p. 473 
S. pp. 473-4. 
6. p. 474. 
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because Charnock sees man's position in the Chain of Being as weakened 

by sin, but not to the extent that he cannot put this to rights himself 

through the rational process. This is clearly shown In his Idea of 

holiness, where he refers to man in possession of 'loftiness of 

understanding, and purity of faculties'. Hence salvation is associated 

with purifying what man already has. Clearly Charnock is expressing his 

concept of sin through philosophy, and just as improvement In the 

philosophical arts is through study and developnent of innate faculties, 

Charnock expresses the combatting of sin in the same terms. 
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Ve have already discussed what the term Virtuosi can mean. 

Since this group can be said to have been at the forefrontýof post- 

Restoration developments in English thought, we shall begin with them. 

We nust qualify our discussion by 

stressing that many books could be filled In assessing such influences. 

Our treatment is neceBsarily brief. 

For Jobu Locke, (1832-170411, aud the rest of the Virtuosi, 

Frances Bacont(1561-162012, was a fundamental Influerice. a Bacon's 

methodology relied an an Aristotelian enphasJ13 on sensorial induction, 

whilst his Ifeoplatonisn raised high an other-worldly reason as the lamp 

of man's soul. These themes were set within an hierarchical ladder of 

assent, with atoms at the bottom and God at the top, a method well- 

suited to-scientific induction. 4 Bacon's approach associated 

j. J., j, =, t"ngl1sh philosopher. Vent to Oxford, where he was deeply 
influenced by Descartes' views on reason. It was within this framework 
that he developed an empirical, Christian rationalism, as we see in hie 
1695, Tha Rpasonablenesm mf tho ChrjHt1ftn_rhurr--h. Seel 
CrossocIP-elt, p. 832. 
2. F. Bacon. 0 ... philasopher, essayist, crator and lawyer. " Entered 
Cambridge in 1573# persued legal career which peaked In 1018 as Lord 
Chancellor. In such work as the NuMum Orrant'lo. E16201, he outlined an 
emplricalo rationalistic moralism. See: Cross, ap. cft, p. 120. 
3. R. T. Aaron, jr3hn T. mckp. Oxford, 1973. p. 12; X. H. Carre, 'Robert Boyle'. 
gLrt, CJ: L. p. 323. 
4. Bass, njj. c1t, p. 5; F. H. Anderson, Tha Philmnophy nf_Frmnc1s Rannn. 
ChicagoOI948. pp. 124-5. 
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methodological enquiry with the acquisition of righteousness. ' Robert 

Boyle would be an important disciple of this tradition. 2 

Richard Hooker, Ecl554-160013, exercised a great Influence, 

especially through his His revolutionary work 

on the nature of authority raised reason and inforned, iudividual assent 

as high as Scripture. 6 

We should also stress the work of the French scientist Pierre 

Gasseudi- ' (1592-165536, who Inspired ffewton to explain the genesis of 

natter. 7 Locke was also influenced by Gassendi to view the Intellect as 

eternal and innaterial, thereby developing the concept of nan's ability 

to achieve truth, so that, 0 ... for Gassendi theology should rest upon 

sound empirical evidence. "O It Is also significant that Gassendi 

provided a very good Introduction to Carteslanism. 0 

j. p. Bacon, Rsaaya. O. U. P. 1937. pp. 70-2; J. Redwood, op. cft, p. 31; 
CrosstrUD-cit- . 120. 
2. Carrepart-cft. p. 323. 
3. RjjQQkr. r.. Anglican divine. Entered Corpus Christi College Oxford. 
Became fellow in 1577. "Hooker was par excellence the apologist of'the 
Elizabethan Settleneut of 1559, and perhaps the most accomplished 
advocate that Anglicanism has even had... 0 Most significantly he 
developed a concept of law whereby authority was given to Natural 
Theology- See: Crosstnp. clt. p. 665- 
4. F. J. Shirleyenji-cIt-p-69. 
5. IhJA; Aaron, np. clt-p-69- 
6. p__nannPndI,. "French scientist. mathematician, and philosopher, who 
revived Epicurianien as a substitute for Aristotelianisn... attempting in 
the process to reconcile mechanistic atomism with Christian belief in 
the immortalitys free-will, and infinite God and Creation. " SeeiThe Naw 

ji=. London, 1976. vol. 5. p. 140. 
7. j. E. XcGuIre, 'Atoms and the Analogy of Natural. Studlen 1n_H1atnrX 
And phiionmphy of Science. Xay, 1970. vol. l. p. 8, 
8. Aaron. np. cIt. p. 34. 
9.1bid. 
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Locke went to Oxford In 1652 whilst Owen was-Vice-Chancellor. 

wjt is somewhat remarkable... that the change from Royalist control to 

Puritan in the university produced no corresponding change In 

curriculum. "' Added to the Puritans*-acadeizdc Influence# was a less 

tangible cultural influence; for example, 0 ... in his boyhood Locke know 

the severe discipline of a Puritan hone. He was trained in sobriety, 

industry and endeavour ... 02 It is most interesting to-speculate whether 

a Puritan background, 0 ... seems to have provided additional motivation 

for scientific work. 03 

The Cambridge Platonists mst also be seen as exerting a great 

influence upon the Virtuosi. Locke had close ties with Ralph 

Cudworth, E1617-8811, and Nathaniel Culverwello. -Xuch Of the fourth 

book of the Ensay night have beau written by one of the Canbridge 

school. " Vith a great confidence in human reason, the Canbridge 

platonists emphasised that reason and revelation are compatible., so 

that their view of theology became philosophical. 0 Because of this the 

j. Aaron#ap-n1t, p. 4. 
2. Ikid, p. 2. 
S. I. G. Barbour, les"Pa In Rejenne mnd Rellalmn. London, 1900. p. 48. 
4. R., 

_Cji8wmrth,. 
Cambridge Platonist. In his chief work, The True 

Tntel1pntiml EýEaten of the Unlvarse, (Londou, 16781, he said, OReligious 

truth was embodied In three great principless the reality of the suprene 
div1U6 intelligence and the spiritual world which that Intelligence has 

created, the eternal reality of moral Ideas, and the reality of moral 
freedcM and responsibility. " See: Cross, ap. clt, p. 360. 

5. Aaron, apxft, pp. 26-7. 

6.1bid. p. 27. 

7. Barbour. njz-n1t#p. 38. 
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naturalist John Ray. [1627-170511, understood religion and natural 

studies as one. 2 Ray saw their Influence as giving him, a ... a theology 

in which reasons science, observation and exact knowledge had a function 

and a place. 12 Indeed Boyle, Ray, Newton and other Virtuosi can be seen 

as developers of the basic theslsýof Cudworth, that all knowledge is 

bound together in an epistemology of spiritual reason. -S . 

Ray didn't like the mechanistic work of Descartes, he relied 

more on the Canbridge Platanists and the Latitudinarian Vilkins. 1 But 

as much as most of the Virtuosi shunned being Cartesians, they were all 

profoundly affected by him. We have already noted how Gassendi fed them 

semi-Cartesianism. This, along with Descartes' works was very 

influential, helping men such as Locke to restore faith in philosophy 

and man's ability to use it. 6 

Locke was also influenced by the proto-Latitudinarians John 

liales, 11584-16581@ and Chillingworth, E1602-1644141, as well as 

Latitudinarians such as Tillotson and Patrick. 7 Mat of the 

IL.. rjay. laturallst. Entered Canbridge in 1644.1649 became Follow. Very 
good Hebrew scholar. Ordained priest In 1600. *Ray's varied and useful 
labours have justly caused him to be regarded as the father of natural 
historyetow D. N. B. vol*XVI. pp. 782-785. 
2. john Ray, Three PhysIcn-ThomInalcal D1snnurzAa, London, 10Q3. pp. 62- 
80McAdoo, qjp. cit, p. 244. 

3. W-d- 
4. Redwoodomp-citop. 58. 

5. john Ray, The Vlqdmm of God Manifested. London, 1691. pp. 3- 
4. XcAdoo, np. cft, p. 248. 

5. R. E. Sullivan, john Tnlnnd and the Delst-rnntroveraj. A Studl In 
A- ntinns- Harvard, 1982. p. 113; Aarontop. citp. q. 

6. rononp-clt, p. 28. 
7-1hid- 
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Latitudinarians were heavily Influenced by the Cambridge-Platonists and 

this helped then influence Virtuosi such-as Ray., Newton, (1643-172712, 

was lectured by the proto-Latitudinarian Barrow who did pionerring work 

in mathematics aud, geonetryt-11 John Wilkins, (1614-16721, was 

particularly influential in his assertion that natural studies and 

revelation fron God are one. 4 Ray was particularly guided by Wilkins* 

Thp Virminn nf God, which he regarded as divinity. 0 In like manner 

Toland was Influenced by what he saw as the Latitudinarians as advocates 

of reason. ' 

Beyond these background influences we should note that 

Virtuosi such as Boyle were an Inspiration to others. ýLocke saw Boylels 

inductive empiricism as very sound7; 60 that the physics of Locke's 

ES= is parallel to the corpuscular physics of Boyle. Boyle. "***is 

the master who taught Locke how to approach nature empirically and yet 

scientifically-NO Likewise John Toland leaned very heavily on Locke's 

work-* Toland relied on Locke's Ronny because It helped, "Man to speak 

pertinentlys intelligibly, accurately of all kinds of subjects.., " as we 

I. McIdoo, 011-CILP-81- 
2. IZAAr-W8WtQft- OEnglIsh physicist and vathematician ... author of 
Er; LAap3_jA. He, lald the foundation of calculus etc. * Leading nember of 
the Royal Society. D. N. B. vol. 14. pp. 370-93. 

3. )(cAdoo#np-cIt, pp. 23l-2. 
ClUd, p. 244. 
5. Itid. p. 24 0. 
6. sullIvan, m; x1t P-119. 
, I. Aaron, ap. L'Its P. Q. 
8. Ibid# P- 13. 
9. sullivantap-elt p. 0. 
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in Toland's Letters to Serena. (London. 17041.1 Isaac Newton was probably 

the most influential, certainly Locke was very Indebted to him-2 Later, 

Villian Whiston#11667-17521, sought to place earth history In the 

context of Newtonian thought In his A New Thenry nf the 

Parth. [London. 16963.1 

Ijbil VirtUDEWR VIRW- 
- S4 unj var-se... 

We are all familiar with the basic 

differences in view1ug-the universe as organisn or mechanism. The 

Virtuosi chose the latter4, but we should not think that such a concept 

was without ancient tradition. It was Epicureus who developed the view 

of the universe as mechanical against Aristotle's theory of an organic, 

hierarchical unitY-6 Such a classical, mechanistic physics was 

supported by Bechmann, Basso and GassendiO, and In England by Robert 

Boyle. ' Boyle developed the concept of machine with that of theistic 

faiths "The man who conpares the world with the clock at Strassbourg, 

said Boyles could accept a God as a creator and sustainer of it. 00 

j. Sujjjvan, op,, r= p. 121. 
2. Aaraninp-citop-11. 
S. see 'Preface' of: V. Whiston, A Coursp nf Manhmmeml. Qptieal... 
London, 1713; Redwood, np. cit, p. 123. 
4. Xcldoojnp-clt, p. 276. 

5.1t. Hooykas, RellaInn-and thp Rigg Of Indern Sclonno, London, 1972. 

P. A. 

6. IWA. 

, 7. Carre, mrt-clt.. p. 320. 

8. Hooykas, np. clt, P-14. 
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They thought this fitted in well with Scripture, and it was against this 

background that Boyle said there was only one matter, and that it is 

common to all bodies. -' Within this system God was understood to be the 

mover of primary, atomistic matter. 2 Such motion was then systematised 

in Laws of Xotion,. In which the nature of the operation of matter was 

3 
quantified. Obviously this view is linked to Descartes# butIthe 

Virtucmi had gone beyond him. Boyle regarded, *Tireless accumulation of 

evidence, systematic experiment, cautious theorlsing... to be vastly more 

valuable in science than the rational procedure of Descartes. 04 

Nith such a methodology Boyle saw, - *All compounds are made 

from the same fundamental elements, the difference between then spring 

from the node in which the elenentary factors and forces are related to 

each other. " This was a beginning, but Boyle's mechanistic philosophy 

was linited. 6 It was Newton in physics and Locke in metaphysics, who 

firnly set mechanisn into a theistic epiStenology. 7 

For Newton the stress an nechanien left no room for mystery.,,, 

The universe was conceived solely in terms of nass and velocity. * He 

regarded other properties as being purely subjective, as phantoms of the 

]aindlo. Locke developed this to mean the supremacy of reason in the 

I. CarreoArt-cit, p. 324. 

2. lblSl- 
3. IWA- 
4. lhi. d, pp. 320-71 Hooyk&s, op. clt, p. 47. 
5. Carre#Art-citop. 325. 
6., Ihj, d, p. 326. 
, 7. j. R. H. KoormnoA Hlstnry-nf the Church ln-Enalarld. Landon, 1980. p. 256. 
8. XcAdoo, np. clt, p. 304. 
9. Barboursap. cltop. 36. 
lo. Ibid. 
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mathematical sciences which could proceed independently of all personal 

experience. ' It was through such work that. "The nodel of the world as 

an organisn was replaced by that of the world as mechanism. 02 

We should note that Locke and his contezqmraries saw no 

distinction between philosophy and science. 3 This is why their 

mechanistic views touched all aspects of knowled ge. Because of this, "A 

technique of Investigation was on its way to becoming a total account of 

the world... 01 This might well have been linked to the contemporary 

trend of describing efficient rather than final causes. a Hence, "Newton 

argued from the law which governed the stars In their courses, Ray from 

the evidence he found In the structure of plants and animals. sells 

Vhatever their subject of Investigation, a view of the uiverse was 

emerging in which nothing stood outside the laws of notion. In his 

Chrictinnity Irnt Untgarlous, (London. 16901, Toland sought to denonstrate 

the comprehensibility of these laws when he said that even God was bound 

by then. " 

Tho wirtunallin r-grArapt nf Un1fled 11nemledge. 

Obviously the amount of 

knowledge the Virtuosi was assessing was Vast. Information received 

I. Aarononp-cit, p. 306. 
2. Hooykas, np-Qlt, p-13. 
s. Aaron, np-citp. 74. 
4. Barboureng-citip. 36. 
5. lhid. 
6.0. Cragg, Th@ Churnh and the Aag nf Ramoon. 1648-17AQ. 
London, 1962. p. 73. 
7. john TolandoChriat4nnIty lot Klatarlnun. 

-. -. - 
Landon, 1696. p. 152. 
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from the study of objects, is received through Induction. This has 

drawbacks, because there was a limit on the nunber of observations 

possible. They increased the boundaries of their knowledge by using 

transduction. Transduction allowed then to postulate the properties of 

one object iron what they already knew about another. ' , 

We have already touched on the Virtuosi regarding no division 

between science and philosophy. For then knowledge was unified. In 

this schema Katural Theology was dominant, because it was a unifying 

factor-withlu their view of knowledge. The ancient concepts of 

macrocosm and microcosm was Important within this approach, along with 

the strong Idea of a 'Chain of Being'. 2 

With such a unif led, theistic unity, Boyle reduced all nature 

to two embracing concepts: that matter forms a primary foundation, and 

that God acts as a second nover. -I In doing this he undoubtedly limited 

the actions and conceptions about God to Natural Theology. Ve should 

qualify this by stressing that Boyle4, and Newton* were very cautious 

about the development of knowledge. Yet this caution was not based an 

awe of special revelation, rather upon the reallsation. of the 

instability of their Natural Theology, which was not seen as due to the 

Fall, rather an Incomplete epistemology. It was for this reason that 

I. xcouire. arl. all. -p-3. 
2.1hidep. 4. 
3.1bld, p. 9; Carre, art. clt. pp. 324-5. 
4. Carrepart-cit, p. 326. 
5. Barbour, np-citop. 35; I. liewtonsErItelpla. Barkeley, 1934. see Preface, 
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Locke sought to liberate reason', which in turn would validate human 

knowledge. 2 So that for Tindal, knowledge was always preferable to 

bellef. 3 

Thp Virtuoai'R'ttse nf Knnwlad as a Structure of Fnrcan mind Nm&j3eE, 

Robert Boyle's work demonstrated all 

natural things as either matter or notion. 4 "The rules of notion that 

were then established are the nechanical laws by which the parts of 

matter operate upon one another. '& The Virtuosi regarded all knowledge 

as unified, and so they included the spiritual and material in this. 

one very Interesting theory for this in the influence of 

Puritan Federal Theology. To briefly understand this we sould keep in 

mind from the last chapter'that the Puritans constructed an 

epistemology, and the Virtuosi night well have been developing this. 

For instance It has been suggested*that, no. -Ethe Puritan concept 

Of] ... the determinism of God's decrees... Eled) ... to the mechanistic 

determinism of Newtonian science... "O 

Whatever their Intellectual heritage, the Virtuosi saw all 

1. Aaron, np-cttop. 76. 
2.1hid, p. 79. 
3. X. Tindal, T-L-tter tn & Reverend, - London. P. 34, quoted in 
sullivantop-CUIP-95. 
4. Carreocrt-citep. 324. 

5. lbid. pp. 324-5. 

6. Soltoart-CILP-19; R. Mertonj 'Science and Technology. $ In nairip. 
vol. 4, pt. 2.1938; Barbour, op. elt, p. 49. 

0 
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existence as natural, and therefore regarded enpirical science as the 

means of studying God as the apex of Natural Theology. ' This enphasis an 

empirical evaluation was not seen as a degeneration of method, rather as 

the means of allowing the individual to be confident of the authority of 

reasoný For it was reason rather than experience which was the 

touchstone of their developing epistemology, with experience feeding it 

with the raw material for evaluation. 2 

The Virtuosi viewed all natter in term of Biblical creation, 

and therefore dropped the classical concept of plentitude in favour of a 

'Chain of Being'. * Being created,. they understood the chain to be 

finite, though they did believe in an infinite possibility of things. 4 

It was in terms of this 'chain' that they set the naterlal and the 

J=aterial, or more particularly, 0 ... the Insensible levels of nature 

with-the intellectual and the spiritual. 66 We read this In Joseph 

Glanvil's Raddu Unug TrjuzWhj%tus, (London, 10811. So that even while 

Locke developed the corpuscular hypothesis, he certainly believed in 

spiritual hierarchies. 4 The lisportant point is that for the Virtuosi 

their atomistic chain was the same as the theologians' 'Chain of 

Being'- 7 

It was Newton's work In physics which really transformed 

I. Solt, mrt-cit. pp. 21-2. 
2. Aarontmp-cit . 300. 
3. )(cGuiretart-citop. 30. 
4., Lhi. d. 
5. Ibid. p. 3 1. 
6., Lbid. 
, j. jhjd;, XcAdoo, ap-clt p. 174. 
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estabilished concepts of hierarchical being into a system of natural 

phenomena set against the corporeal hypothesis. ' "This was still a 

single harnonious order, as in the Kiddle Ages, but now it was a 

structure of forces and masses rather than a hierarchy of purpose. 1*2 

Locke viewed nature In the same terms. 2 Newton had broken up the old 

cosmological theories, and In the process taken all non-mathematical 

purpose out of epistemology. 4 

Tihn VnIa nf God and Kan lim tho Virtlicualls, RSdvtmwnlcW- 

We have already touched upon the 

Virtuosi's concept of a corporeal universe made of prinary matter. 

Boyle was well aware of the implications this had for God. He countered 

by seeing God as the motion behind primary matter, and In this way 

attempted to remove God from the laws of mmtter. 6 It was for this 

reason that Boyle disliked referring to a 'law of natural, because he 

saw law as a direction by a higher will, rather than a system of rules. * 

1. XcGuire#mrt-c1t, p. 4l. 
2. Barbour, a; Lr. itp. 35; Sullivan-up-elt . 174. 
3. Reflected In Locke's view of society as a means of safeguarding the 
individual. See: John Locke, Thp Second Trantipoxf rjvjj onv. rnmAnt. 
oxford, 1946. p. 62; Taylor, op,. =pp. 204-5. 
4. ToontHyper-Calviniza. p. 33. 

S. R. Boyle, Worka. London. 1744. Val-l-pp. 450-9; Carre, art. Clt, p. 324. 
6. Hooyka9, np-dt, p. 18. 
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So we can see that the Virtuosi still tended to view God In the 

traditional way. Hence they understood God to be external to nature, 

and this was also true of they way-they viewed 'man'. They regarded 

, man' as a spiritual being', capable of excelling nature2. For, "Nature 

is a conplete and functioning nachine which is not'itself striving 

towards any ends. "' 

Newton*s religious tenperament could not dismiss the concept of 

providence from creation. For this reason ý he did not see the world as 

an autonomous machine, rather as dominated by 'spirit'.,, More 

particularly he saw the stamp of spiritual, divine reason as 

comprehensible to human reason. "The traditonal idea of the soul is 

here identified with 'rational spiritO, and taken to guarantee nanes 

unique status. "" 'Accordingly Newton's universe was still moral and 

purposeful because of God's use of reason. So that the rational laws of 

nature link God and man. 4 

Xore authropocentrically, man's separation from the rest of 

creation was seen to rest in his power of reason. Indeed the status of 

mind and its relation to matter was a problem In their efforts to 

1. Barbour, UjL. QJ: Lp. 39. 
2. Hooykas, cLy,. CJtp. 14 0. 
s. Barbour, gy, r, jtp. 3Q; Boyle believed there are levels of truth which 

3must be carefully distinguished. See: R. Boyle, The Chriattan Virtunam, 
VDAM, pp. 13 0-9 - 
4. Barbour. axailp. 39. 
S. W. 

O-Did. 
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describe humanity. ' Developing this,, Locke set the soul In the mental 

substance, on the grounds that it is here that man has consciousness. 2 

Obviously here we have an echo of cogito ergo suiz Siguif icantly, Locke 

developed this to say that, 0 ... any individual mental substance is a 

completely self-sufficient Individual thing in no way requiring the 

existence of any other mental substance for its own conscious spiritual 

being and life. "' 

The implications of such a development were profound. Not 

only had the traditional idea of divine im-nence In nature been losi4, 

but also their anthropocentric view of spiritual consciousness left no 

room for anything outside the Individual's perception. This In turn led 

to a change, in the role of Christ. They moved away from the 

Christocentrisn of the Reformation. * Religioa was Increasingly seen as 

an intellectual demonstration, rather than as a living and mystical 

experience-O This In turn undermined the role of such Scriptural 

doctrines as the Fall and Passion, for In was in the Law of Nature that 

they saw the real knowledge of being. 7 This Is not to say that the 

Virtuosi became overtly monotheistic, but it Is fair to regard their 

epistemology as such. So that when they tried to set Christianity 

within such an epistemology it was Inevitable that, "... In the process 

I 

1. Barbour, cip., -=P. 
55. 

2. Taylor, ap, =p. 203. 
3.112id. 
4. Barbour, a; Lri: Lp. 42. 
5. lbid, p. 40. 
6. ibid. 
7. Ibid. 
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the traditional values about Christ, redemption and providence were 

ignored or modified. " A telling example of this is shown when we 

consider the difficulties thinkers had when setting norality within a 

Natural Theology. This in turn was associated with grace, so that Locke 

regarded the ministry of Jesus as based, 0 ... on a careful calculation of 

rewards-and punishments-02 

Igainst this background it was inevitable that their view of 

providence would change. Even If we look at tho'cautious work of Robert 

Boyle. 11627-169113, providence Is not treated as the hand'of God at a 

historic moment, rather it Is the natural order of the world. 4 This of 

course squared very well with a naturalistic epistemology, and hence 

they divorced-traditional Scriptural providence from the Law of Nature. 

slature is a complete and functioning machine which is not Itself 

striving towards any ends. " Even when they referred to God's presence 

in nature, this was a correlation ot'general, idealistic shared 

principlest such as 'reason', 'order' and 'goodness'. 6 

1. Barbour o UpL, =p. 53. 
2. Crag9#aP-QLt P-76-7. Wth faith as asaent, see: 
Locke, Vnrks. London, 1722. vol. i. p. 330. 
3. E,. jgy. ja. "One of the leading scientists of the seventeenth-century. The 
father of chemistry and son of the Earl of Cork. 0 He took a prominent 
part in the foundation of the Royal Society In 1602. A very religious 
man. See: Crosse q4. citp- 190. 
4. Carre, Art-c1t, p. 327. 
5. Barbour, ay.,. Citp- 39. 
G. XcGuire, ar1A. Q114p-4l- 
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yirtuoallr. Concept nf Qnd. 

We have already touched an how the 

Virtuosi adapted their concept of God to atomien by seeing hin as the 

notive force of prinary natter. 1 One inportant consequence of this was 

that they tended not to accept Scriptural presuppositions about God. 2 

They insisted that one nust, begin with evidence. as we see in Ray's lh& 

Visdnya of God Xanifested In thf4 Vorka of Creatinz. 0 Accordingly for 

Locke the existence of God was a natural discovery of hunan reason. 4 

Vith a developing concept of mechanism, God increasingly 

emerged as a 'god-isechanic' rather than God-Creator. 0 This in turn 

tended to give the Impression that the traditional concept of God as 

Creator was proved. Newton recognised that, "... & God without rule, 

providence and design, Is nothing but Necessity and Natures.. "a 

Therefore as their epistemology developed, God became the $intelligent 

designer'. 7 Basically they viewed God as preserver of the cosaic 

order. 0 ONewton assigned God two specific tasks: the prevent the fixed 

stars from collapsing in the middle of space and to keep the mechanism 

of the world in good repair. 00 

I. Carre, Art-cit, p. 324. 
2. Cragg 9 ap,. QJL: Lpp. 73-5. 
3.1. bid; Newton, 09tics. Loadou, 1721. pp. 344fi. 

, j. s. 1r. Villlams, Rgammn. Judgan tn RevelmtInn. A Cman Study In-Ruempum, 
jjUd&j-And-I&mkgL. Ph. D thesis. Yale. 1981. p. 152. 
5. Hooykas, =, =pp. 15- 16. 

, /. Barbouro; 
ý. 

=pp. 38,40. 
8.1-bid, p. 4 0. 

9. jbid, p. 4 1; Cragg o cjjL=p. 74. 
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It was all very well for ffewton and Boyle to set God as a 

remote, intelligent designer, for such a conclusion was not implicit in 

their work, 0 ... to later interpreters, Impersonal and blind forces 

appeared to be entirely self-contained, and all sense of waning and 

purpose was lost. "' In the process of constructing an epistemology they 

had drastically reduced the function of God, though most of them thought 

that they had preserved the traditional concept of God as 'personal 

intelligence and will'. 2 By Intelligence they meant the energing 

concept of the right reason and mathematical certainty of the laws of 

physics3; and by will they meant the will to choose the ethical way. 4 

The Virtuosi tended to view God in cosmological terms, this led 

to depersonalisation-8 This would give them much common ground with the 

Deistst viewing ao "... God who started the machine and left it to run by 

itself-we- Inevitably the God of revelation and history was squeezed 

out. Toland developed a concept of God as reason and naturs. 7 Locke in 

turn sought to show the evidence for the existence of God through a 

1. Barbour, ap. =p. 36. 
2. Ibid, p. 4 0. 
3. NWbence is It that nature doth nothing in valul and whence arises all 
that order and beauty which we see In the world? How comes the bodies 

of aninals to be converted with so much art, and for what ends were 
their several parts? Was the eye contrived without skill in optics? 
Does it not appear iron phenomena that there Is a being Incorporeal, 

living, intelligent ... ?" Newton, Optles. London, 1721. pp. 344ffl cf. with 
HowetWorks, j. pp. 132,140; Cragg, np. clt . 74. 
4. Barbour, pp. 38-40,53. 

6. Barbour, Sip, =p. 54. 
y. suilivan, up-elt . 133. 
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demonstrable. mathenatical certainty. ' In doing this they banished God 

from his cosmological position of Sovereign Creator. 2 So that the 

existence of God was not so much denied, as regarded as irrelevant to 

the main argument. 2 
I 

Such views represent the process by which Natural Theology 

completely overshadowed Special Revelation. For Newton the mathematical 

method was key part of this, "I offer this work as the mathematical 

principles of philosophy, for the whole burden of philosophy seems to 

consist in this-from the phenomena of notions to investigate the forces 

of nature... "' Since he included all being in nature, and extracted 

concepts of God from men's conceptions of nature, we can understand how 

far ranging Irewton's statenent is. Likewise with Locke, the synthesis 

of inductive and transductive thought was paranount. * Hence, *Nature, 

not history was the clue to the knowledge of God. " Reason, and Its 

deductions from Natural Theology replaced Scripture and history as the 

medium Of the knowledge of God aud being. 7 

a Virtunalln Cnneept nf Nan- 

Boyle refused schemes In which speculation was not based an 

observable evidence. He raw It as lzlmrtant that the individual should 

constantlY uPdate thOught as now Infornation Is prosenttd. - 

I. Mckdooonp-cit, p. 304. 
2. Taylor. np-citop. 202. 
3. Fedwood, Qp. cft, p. 73. 
4. Hooykasonp-citep. 49. 
5. ](oornan. p. 256; Aaron, np. elt p. 74. 
O. BarbOur. mg-cit. p. 40. 
, 7. luji. 8. Carro, mrt. cit, p. 326. 
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Xuch the same can be said of Newton', and Locke2. All seell to share 

Bacon's stress on the individual. 2 

It seems that induction and enpiricisn were closely related, 

and this was consolidated by Cartestanisn. 4 They all developed the 

inductive nethod by which the universe was seen as atanistic, and nan as 

mental substance. 5 This In itself was not out of step with Xedieval 

thought. The key step with, Descartes was that he located human identity 

in a self-consciousness which excluded the Idea of a subsistent relation 

to God. 6 Non-subsistent self-consciousness was in turn. closely related 

to, rational method. Locke had little faith in intuition, for him truth 

was to be discovered by reason and effort, which In turn led to faith. 7 

Ve can safely, ponder this as an embrionic works righteousness. 

y1th such. a concept-of induction, everything came under the 

Individual's-consideration. 0 Because of this Newton combined 

mathematics with experimentation. 0 Vith Locke In turn, developing 

Newton's work to form a concept of 'natural rights'. from which he could 

jL. Carrepart-cit, p. 326. 
2. Aaron, np-cit, p. 7. 
3. Bacon placed especial emphasis an finding a nethodology for achieving 
sure knowledge. See: F. Bacou, Nnvum Orranum. London, 1936. pp. 182-41 
Hooykassnp-C-IttP-138, 
CRAMAYS and Reviewa, London, 1860. p. 257; XcGuire, mrt. c1t, p. 4. 
5. Taylor, np-eIt, p-lQ9- 
6. R. Descartes, Discourse an Xethod, led. R. Eaton]. Now York, 1927. p. 16; 
Sullivan, np-eltop. 112. 
7. Locke, Thp Rensonmblanang nf Christianity, Landon, 1695. p. 292; 
Xoorm&n9nP-cIt, p. 256. 
B. Aarononp-cit, p. 74; Taylor, np. nit. pp. 203-4. 
9. Barbour, np-cIt. p,. 34. 
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Justify the Revolution of 1689.1 Hence he saw, 'AwareneSB Of ourselves 

gives the nost important source of Information... 02 Thus for Toland 

individual assent based an Inductive knowledge constituted the act of 

faith. 3 By this we can identify a tendency for their epistemology and 

soteriology to be anthropocentrIc. 4 Individual conscience was central 

to their method9t with authority vested In the senses and intellect. 4 

Hence Hobbes In his Lovlathan raw, 0 ... that mankind, Inspired by fear of 

death and instructed by reason, could design its own means of 

deliverance caused by the existence of a number'of Individuals each 

possessed of a natural right to the free exercise of his will in the 

persuit of his Own feliCity.. "7 Hobbes approached the whole subject 

from the vantage point of sovereignty an earth, rather than through God 

in heaven-' Accordingly he saw to traditional righteousuesso rather a 

morality Of mighto, with a society centred by the human will. 10 

I. Barbour, up-citop. 44. 
2. Cragg#aP-cftgp. 75. 
3. sullivan, np-c1t p. 128. 
4. ToonoHjpar-c&1v4m4m-, p. 34. 
5. SullivaD#OP-c1toP-l31. 
6., Ibid, p. 123. 
T. Taylorong-cit, p. 351. 
8. Hobbes stressed that the Individual should obey the ruler. See: T. 
jjobbes, T. Pv1mthan. Oxford, 1941. p. 395; with opbedience to the ruler part 
of salvation, ibicLp. 385@ 
9. Redwood, up-eltip-34. 
jO. TAylcwOgjp. c1t, p. 352. 
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Thfj Vir-tumils I? atlnnal4cm. 

Ve have already discussed how the outlook of 

the Virtuosi was coloured by traits such as their enpiricisn, and the 

weakening of the authority of Special Revelation. Their rationallsis was 

central to this. 

Locke was the great exponent of empiricism in philosophy, ' 

and rationalism was a significant part of this. Ve can see his work, jimL 

&mmnAblenegn of Christianity as initiating an era of rationalism-2 

ODuring this period dogma dissolved away to be replaced with reasonable 

precepts, with the whole of religion capable of being proved. 02 As we 

have already seen. the Virtuosi's concept of man divorced consciousness 

from Special Revelation. Vith such an emphasis on personal awareness, 

they equated happiness with a rationalistic tanIng of the nlud. 4 In the 

work of Irewton such rationalism tended to be Inductive and 

experimental. * 

For Locke the obedience nat owes to God is parallel to the 

light of reason. 6 In his Esamy CnnnernIng Hummn UDdm_rst&ndjnr, be 

analised rational nethod, 0 ... which vindicated the thoroughgoing 

rationality Of essential Christian belief. 07 So that revelation could 

only be authoritative when it tallied with the conclusions which, 

I. Vallace, op-cit. p. 327. 
2. H61-511111 mnd Revieks, p. 259. 
3. Ibid. 
4. VIlliams, QP-C1t p. 148. 
5. XcIdoo, nP-cIt, pp. 302-3. 
6. Willians. np-cit p. 154. 

, j. Sullivan, op. clt - p. 72. 
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a their own niuds had reached rationally. "' This Is why Toland saw it 

as natural that the mind could conceive of God's attributes. 2 

All knowledge was set within the nethodology of a rationalistic 

epistemology, which in turn was empirically based. 2 Hence faith was 

understood as assent based on reason. 4 This separated them from the 

Cartesians who understood knowledge as attainable independently of 

reason, whereas the Virtuosi saw authoritative knowledge coming out of 

ratIonalisn-6 Therefore Toland saw his task as one of developing a 

religion to edify the people# OThe universal disposition of the Age was 

bent upon Rational Religion. " 

Accordingly the Virtuosi saw all people as subject to the law 

of reason .7 For them, man's dignity and authority rested in his power 

to reason. 0 Toland developed the Implications of this by insisting 

that assent only follows when the individual has a clear Idea of the 

propositiOn-* Hence for Locke reason was Natural Revelationlo, with, 

a... certainty or knowledge... (as] ... the perception of the relationships 

holding between ideas. "" So that one of the great preoccupations 

j. Sujlivan, QR,, Q1I. p. 80. 
2. J. Toland. Latt@ra to Seroma- London, 1704. pp. 2-4; Sullivan, ap. cit, p. go. 
3. Vjlljams, mp. c1t. p. 158. 
4. IbiA, p. 170. 
5. Aaron. Qp., cjt. p. 307. 
6. sullivanonp-clt P. 119. 
T. Taylartmp. clt. p. 204. 
8. Barbourgap-citop-55. 
9. Sullivan, op.. r= p. 78. 
jo. Hooykas, ojz-c1t, p. 47; Essayn mnd revlpwa, p. 269. 

lj. VillIans, n2. cIt, p. 157. 
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for Locke was the nature of the power and knowledge of reason., lie must 

not think that this was a detatched, acadenic interest, for Locke's 

defence and development of the role of reason was a deeply held 

conviction-2 He saw all all revelation from God in terns of reason3, so 

that a fuller communion with God would be achieved In direct-proportion 

to the personal intake of reasonable knowledge. 4 "Reason originally a 

supplement to revelation, replaced It completely as the medium of 

knowledge of God. "' Hence Toland, (1670-17221, treated religion as 

parallel to natural law, which should be assessed rationally. 6 

Ve should renember that not only did the Virtuosi see all 

knowledge as unified, but also they were deeply religious non. This can 

be said of Boyle who wrote a number of theological works. 7 His lba 

ChrjatjzLn-3Ur-t1u= combines scientific method and religion to form a 

solid persuasion of the existence of God. " Boyle tended to 'err on the 

side of caution# and because Of this saw some antithesis between science 

j,, Wjjjjams, njz. clt p. 157. 
2. lbidt P- 14 9. 
S. lbid, p- 109 - 
4. Aarcn, np-cit, p. 77. 
S. Barbour. up-ellop. 40. 
O. Toland, Lattern tn qprpna, pp. 2-4; Sullivan, ep. cit, p. 127. 
7. Carre, art-citop. 323. 
8. lhid, p. 327. 
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and religion. ' ffewton did not believe this, *Faith and knowledge are so 

deeply related and they illuminate each other so profoundly that their 

relationship can never be too CloSe. 02 But he too was deeply religious, 

with his stated purpose In writing the PrIncipla, 0 ... when I wrote my 

treatise about our systems, as had an eye upon such principles as night 

work with considering nen for their belief In a Deity. " 

in the same way Locke's philosophy is seen to have arisen out 

of his faith4, with his Essay being deeply religious. Like the other 

Virtuosi he tended, like the Latitudinarians, to see Christianity as 

essentially Isimple'. 6 This nade it easier to stress that reason and 

conscience should guide man in religion. 6 So that whilat Locke's 

approach to Scripture was scholasrly, he treated it In general terns. 7 

Allowing for their treatnent of Scripture, we can understand 

that the Virtuosi saw their epistenology mirrored in It. They saw few 

real differences, * ... the revealed truths It they be burdens to reason, 

1. Boyle t Works, London, 1744. vol. I. pp. 450-1; Hooykas, oP. c1t, p. 47. 
2-Craggeng-cit. p. 73. 
3.1.3rewton, F"Ur Lptt@rn frnm R1r lanan Newton tn Dr-Rantlay. 
London, 1756. p-1 
4. But be enphasised that orthodox forme of religion should not be 
Imposed an the Individual. See: J. Locke, A VIndlentinn mf the 

a Chriatinn Rellfflan. London, 1696; Locke also 
stressed the links between intuition and knowledge of God. See: Inrkn, 
Landon, 1759- Val. I. pp. 258-9; XcAdootop. elt, p. 297. 
5. Williams, MP- elt P-M). 
6. Aarononn-eltep. 77. 
7. VIth revelation as Just another neans of perceiving ideas. See: 
LocketWorks-I. p. 330; Barbour, np-elttp. 40. 
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as but such burdens as feathers are to a hawk. "' Hence it was In 

keeping that the Royal Society was warnly supported by church neU2, With 

its charter directing its followers to direct their work, *... to the 

glory of God and the benefit of the human race... "41 Accordingly the 

work of Boyle# Newton# Ray or Tolaud4 was regarded as a preparation to 

divinity. ' *The brilliant advances of the new science were achieved by 

men of deep religious convictions. "* 

I? 

l. sullivan. ay-elt P. 127. 
2. Xoornan. nq-c1t, p. 254. 
S. Barbour. ap-alt. p. 37. 
4. Imbn TnIand. Deistical writer. 1694 went to Oxford, where in 1695 he 
finished his Chrlatlanity Not Mysterinum, ELondon, 16901. 'In it he 
asserted that neither God himself nor his revelation are above the 
comprehension of human reason, and attributed the mysteriousness of 
Christianity to the Intrusion of pagan conceptions and the machinations 
of priestcraft-w Though not an original thinker, Toland was one of the 
most influential representatives of Deisn, and his books largely 
contributed to later discussions Of the relationship between reason and 
revelation and the genuineness of the Now Testamnt books. See: 
Cross# UP - C1 to P- 1364. 
5. XcAdoo, gp-c1t*p. 252. 
05. Craggonn-cit. p. 73. 
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This was a movement of the middle to late years of the 

seventeenth-century. Amongst its nembers we should underline: Benjamin 

Vhichcote, (1609-16831, Ralph Cudworth, E1617-16881. and Henry Kore, (1614- 

168711. They all came iron Presbyterian families. The movement itself 

arose in the Puritan Ennanuel College In CambridS93, but it cannot be 

said that the Cambridge Platonists had much synpathy with Calvinism. 4 

They regarded contemporary Calvinism as dogmatic and theoretical, and 

sought middle ground between this and the Laudians within the Anglican 

Church-0 Hence we can see then as a reaction against orthodox 

Calviniszot and to do this they relied on leoplatoniaM. 7 

in opposition to what they regarded as the strictures of the 

Puritan belief In total depravity, the Cambridge Platonists had 

l. Ha-nj: X Xore,. Cambridge Platonist. Went to Christ Church Cambridge. "His 
chief interests were theology, philosophy and ethics. " He emphasised in 
particular the Instinctive reasonableness of Divine truth and affirmed 
the existence of a higher principle. He had a high reputation for 
learning and saintliness. Seet Crosslall. eff, p. 924. 
2. Drysdaleqa; L&=4p-38G- 
3. Hooykas, nP-CIt#P-l38; Noormanomp-ellop. 254. 
4. Cragg#02-citsp. 68. 
5. Did. 
6. Toon, Uper-Calvinlam. p. 32. 
1,. ]Bass, CipclL p. 235. 
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optimism in human nature. ' They used Richard Hooker's work as an 

intellectual basis for this aptiniGn. 2 The Cambridge Platonists were 

making an attempt to abandon Puritan rational methodology# and form 

their own.: 3 This was centred In a belief in faith being more than 

assent to historical things, rather it Is an innate and divine power in 

the individual soul which corresponds with God. 4 The key to their 

perception of God, man and the world was reason, but this Is a far 

deeper and more mysterious reason than we saw with the Virtuosi. 6 

The Cambridge Platonists lacked passion for Scripture, they 

found-far nore support for their systen In ascriptural sources such as 

Platonism&# more particularly the Neoplatonism of the RSUaiSSanCe, 7aud 

especially the Platonic Plorentine Academy. OLike the Puritans they were 

also affected by the Neoplatanism of Razisn. 0 Ve should underline that 

amidst all these influences they were trying to forn an epistenology 

which they saw as distinct fron such groups as the Virtuosi, "Turning 

aside from empiricism, the Cambridge Platonists had endeavoured to 

provide a method which would take account of reason, faith and 

experience within the framework of a unified concept of 

1. Ifew, np. cit, p. 25. 
2.1hid. 
3. KAox, np. c1t, p. l26. 

, j. Efig"CLjInd-Raltaxa, p. 29 1. 
5. XcAdoo#QP-C1t@P-8l- 
6. Rather than Scripture. Cudwoth looked to a divine mind capable of 
determining the form of the universe. See: R. Cudworth, Trup Tntp1lectunt 

London, 1706. p. 172; and it was In this sense that 
he defended miracles: 1bid#oop7OO-6; See also the Preface to the reader; 
)EcAdooonn-elt p. 121. 
, 7. XcAdoo, ap - elt , p. 124. 
8. Bass, ap,. ciL p. 2. 
9.1hid. 
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reality. "' Vhich we can view as, 0 ... nysticisn based an a foundation of 

reason. 
02 

Thp cambridge-Platrmirstal Czmcept nf NAn. 

The Cambridge Platonists had a 

philosophical conception of religion and the world, and so they tended 

to affirm the role of the Individual as perceiver. For them, "Right and 

wrong, freedom and self-determination, are rooted in the nature of 

things. "3 They regarded the rationality of man as a basis for 

toleration# for, *.., unless a man is free to follow the dictates of his 

conscience he is not able to achieve the moral Integrity which is 

required... "' Whichcote's Platonism raw religion as a matter of moral, 

intellectual uprightness. 6 The Cambridge Platonists had a great belief 

in reasoV'# and especially that It was the duty Of men to think and 

enquire. 7 This In turn was not regarded as a detatched, academic 

exercise, rather as deeply personal. 0 - 

Whereas the Virtuosi treated'reason as exact in its 

c)perations, the Canbridge Platonists regarded It as irlaterlous, 0a 

mix of conscience and rationcinations, a still voice, light in the 

j. XcAdoo, QP-C1tPP-157. 
2. LUA, P- 107. 
3. Cudworth#True Intellectual Systansp. 171; Cragg, aq. c1t, p. 229. 
4. Craggoon-CILP-69- 
5. Sullivan, np-c11, p. 54. 
6.0. g. Cudworth used Neoplatonic Ideas of infinity to prove the 

existence of God: viz. something eternal, soot Cudworth, ibid, p. 642; 
XcAdoo , ap., riL P- 19 - 
j,. Xc1doo, np-c1t, p. 87. 
8-1bid- 
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mind. "' Hence they thought man must. use rationalism and speak 

autharitatively2t for this is the only way to Interpret experience, "The 

tree of knowledge nust be planted by the tree of life. " Therefore 

faith was regarded as a response4, as, 0 ... an internal participation of 

the Divine nature. 00 Not suprisingly the Cambridge Platonists', view of 

God tended to mirror the human intellect. 41 It Is important for Us to 

realise that they greatly developed the concept of the Individual, and 

the role-of reason as part of the human personality, 7 

Caubridgg Platnniatnl CxmCept nf I? Pnnrm. 

We have already discussed 

how the Cambridge Platonists were attempting to restate Christian 

truthe, there is little doubt that their concept of reason played a 

central role In this. An emphasis upon spiritual reason tended to stop 

the development of a narrow rationalisn. 0 SO that whilst Natural 

Theology was dominant within their system, this seemed to be limited by 

their spiritual concept of being. 10 In doing this they reflected 

]Richard Hooker's concept of the spirituality of reason", and thus 

Cudwoth combined spiritualistic and rationalistic themes. 12 It was upon 

this basis that they saw reason and revelation an compatible. 10 So 

j. )(cAdooquP-Qlt, p. Q0.2.1bid. 
3. Lbid. 
4. lki. d, p. 93; Cudwath, ibid, pp. 733-4. 
5.1bid. 6. IbLiep-104 7.1hid, p. 118. 
8. Craggoop-elteP. 69.9.1bld. 
10.1bid. ll. New, ap. clt, p. 29. 
12. HOOYkassQP-clt p. 138. 
13. Barbouroop-elt p. 38; Cragg, mpxlt, p. 08; anyone who considered the 
notion of creation had to accept that there Is a higher reason, 696: 
Cudworthoup-cilipp-192-5. 
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that they regarded reason as much nore than ratiocination, rather, 

... the breath of a higher divine reason. "' Hence Kore wrote of faith 

in terns of love, with such love seen in terms of reason. This concept 

of spiritual reason did not grow out of mainstream, epistenology. 2 

Indeed, we should examine whether the Cambridge Platoniste themselves 

accepted 'spiritual reason' in the last analysis. 

Spiritual reason was the basis of their emerging epistemology; 

so that for Nore and Cudworth even If we could observe atoms, it would 

not undermine their spiritual view of first principles. 3 Hence they 

regarded nature as 'plastic'. *.. -. reason innersed and plunged into 

matter... "4 More denied Cartesianism, and helped to develop a concept 

of subjective, spiritual reason. * Ve can view this as the combination 

of faith and reason. 0 Hence Kars was determined to show the 

interdependence of spirit and matter. 7 It was In such a system that 

they saw intellectual and spiritual peacee, with such a state, *,,, a 

serene understanding, an intellectual calmness. "', 

Accordingly to take, "-*#away reason, is to rob Christianity 

of that special prerogative it had above all other religions In the 

I. XcAdoognp-citop. 84. 
2. XoOrnau, nP-c, lt, p. 255. 
S. Cudwprth, np-r. 1t, p-171; McGuireoart. c! lt. . 3. 
4. XcAdootnp-citop-134. 
5. H. Xore, An Anttdnt@ AgaInat Athelals. Landou, 1653. Prefacel 
Cudworth, op-eltopp. 715-25. 
6. McAkdoo, ap. clttp. 140. 
, J. IblAp. 107. 
8-I. bidp. 101. 
Q. Cudworth, op-clt pp. 831-2; XcAdoo, ap. cjt, p. q4. 
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world, namely, that it does not appeal unto reason. *' They saw reason as 

the Infrastructure of reality. 2 This epistemological view must be 

regarded as quite an achievement. Demonstrating their great ability, 

the Canbridge Platonists Juxtaposed knowledge and faith, revelation and 

reason, ethics and Christian doctrine. ý' More than this they saw true 

self-knowledge and religion in the Intellectual apprehension of this 

reasonable matrix. It followed from this, "... that it was more 

important to understand what... Mod].. is than that he J6.04 

The Cala1hridgg Plattmistor' View nf &--ripturs. 

The Canbridge Platonistal view 

of reason and personality suggest a changed role for Scripture. 

Benjamin VhIchcOtQ Insisted that, 0 ... the revelation in scripture is the 

only rule, in al matters of faith. *6 But we =jet remenber that for the 

Cambridge Platonists there was no opposition between Natural and Special 

Revelation. Hence they saw none of the fundamentals of Scripture which 

could not be explained through reason, ".. *the scriptural way... in alway 

by evidence of reason and argument ... 04 They could do this because they 

set such a premium on the mind, with wisdom being set In the mind. 7 It 

was precisely In this way that Richard Bentley severely denoted 

I. XcAdootall-eltep-104. 
2-Cudworth. np-elt pp. 831-2jXcAdoo, oV. cIt, p. j0j. 
S. Craggonp-nit. p. 88. 
4.1, bidl Cudworth. op. cit, pp. 191-2. 
5. XcAdoo#np-clt, p. 88 
6.1. bid; Cudworth's proof Of the existence of God. np. citop. 725. 
-7. lbid. p. 107; Cudworth, npýclt pp. 854-5. 
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Scripture. using Instead, "... the nighty volumes of visible nature and 

everlasting table of right reason. " Hance It Is accurate to regard the 

Canbridge Platanists' view and use of Scripture as rational, "... nothing 

without reason Is to be proposed; nothing against reason In to be 

believed... ", 

llbm fAmbridgM PintgnIstal Vlaw nf God. 

The Cambridge Platoulets set 

themselves to find a harmony between Natural Theology and Special 

Revelation. "Truth Is one, In the world of the spirit, harmony must 

take the place of strife. 02 Above all they stressed the authority of 

reasout which they personified as the very voice of God. 0 So it is 

important to stress that reason did not mean only the ratiouative 

process, but, 0 ... the breath of a higher, divine reason. 04 Accordingly 

they read the variety of creation back to supreme wisdom*, with God as 

the foundational reason. 6 They saw God's nature as 'firmness of 

ratiocination'$ along with 'integrity of will and affections'# resting 

on the 'light of understanding'. 7 It was upon this philosophical unity 

that the Individual mind could come to terms with the harmonious 

1. Xcldoo, n]2. clttp-88- 
2. Xoormn, ng-elt. p. 255. 
s. ihiii. 
4. Xcldoo, nI2. eit. pp. 84-5; Cudworth. ö2-clt, pp. 733-4. 
5. Ihi. d, p. 88; Cudworth, op. eitepp. 728-9. 
8. Ihid, p. 106. 
f. ihid. 
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personality of God. I Similarly Culverwell saw reason as a reflection of 

God, "You nay see Socrates In the twilight. 02 

We should recognise their anthropocentric approach to God. In 

many ways their Christianity was a restoration of humanity's Innate 

disposition to 'true belief'. 2 Basically they conceived of God as 

), oyow, but, a ... the image of this Is the human Intellect. " 

j. XcAdoo, nP-QIttP-1015- 
2-With understanding as a higher plans of perfection, higher than can be 
perceived by senset Cudworth, ap-cftooo, 854-51 XcAdootap. citsp. 141. 
3. sullivanong-elt P. 540 
4. XcAdoo, nP-cIt#p-1041 with divine knowledge as archetypal: 
Cudworth, np-cit, pp. 733-4 
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'I-Tut--kmmX2 Dabate. 

We have already seen that the Canbridge Platonists were 

prepared to criticise the established Calvinist norms. Benjamin 

Whichcate was part of this trend. 

ffHe bad ky this thm disengagaed bimelf, frO-w the narrow and 

slavisb principles of bis Education; and not content to bave 

emncipated bimself, be employed all M6 Credit, Veight and 

Influence, wbicb were justly great; in spreading and 

propagating a nobler freer and nor* generous set of 

opinions. " 

This attitude grow quite naturally out of the great Puritan college, 

Emaauuel#*The atmosphere was one of eager discussion and Incessant 

controversy. " It is against this background that we should set the 

j. jRpnjmn1n Wh1chenta. [1609-831. Cambridge man. Became follow In 1633 and 
tutor in 1034. In 1637 he was ordained priest and deacon. Succesful 

preacher. 1644 became Provost of King's College. 1650-1 became Vice- 
Chancellor. In 1682 he accepted the Act of Uniformity. He was one of the 
leading Cambridge Platonists, "Averes to the pessimistic view of human 

nature prevalent among the Puritans, he exalted man as a child of 
reason. He saw In reason the test of Scripture, and maintained that some 
matters an which good non disagreed were insolubletand pleaded for 
freedom of thought ... 0 see: Crems. op-elt, p. 1453; 0. R. Cragg(edl, lla 
Cwibdaaa Platnninta. C). U. P. 1968. pp. 3j35. 

2. hnny Tunkn&]E. 1599-1870]. Puritan divine. Educated at 
Canbridge, became follow of Emonuel College in 1519. He took a leading 
part In the Vestminster Assembly. He became Xaster of Emmanuel In 1645 
and then Of St- John's In 1653. In 1650 he became Regius Professor of 
divinity. Forced Into retiremient after the Restoration. He published 
little. His Four Letterg tm Vbjn-hcote exemplify * ... the strength of his 
puritan convictiones his fear of the rationalistic tendencies of the 
Cambridge Platonists. and his charity towards the opinions of his 
opponents. " see Cross, np. cit, pp. 1380-1. 
3. S. Salter led], Xnrml and Rellfflous ApharlaW. Tn which are Addad. 

Vansed between I)r Vhjche! mtjj. 
_ 

prnvnjqt nf KlIncris 

ant mnd Dr Tunkney. Kantor nf aminnua_i cnilege in cambridg 

ja"rmi very 1ntargatIna subjects. London. 1753. pp# xx-xxi* 
4. Craggt np- L'Ite p. 8. 
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Vhichcate-Tuckney debate. 

The Cambridge Platonists had emerged as a group, " ... unable to 

draw any... liue of demarcation between natural and intelligible 

being... between the rational and the spiritual; for in their eyes the 

spiritual is simply the purest and highest form of the rational. "'This 

led to then denying the fundamental requirements of Calvinistic dogma. 

In this they mirrored Chillingworth's wish for more faith and less 

religiontas laid out in his The Protestant RallcrInnE16381.2 But for all 

this their Ideas were 'new' and 'strange' against the background of 

Emmanuel College. Cambridge was overwhelmingly Calvinist, with thirty- 

three of Emmanuel's students enigrating to New England, thereby 

becoming the bedrock of that great Puritan colony. Amongst these we can 

count the immensely influential John Cotton. 3 Therefore it is not 

surprising Tuckney saw Whichcote'r, views as at the least strange. He 

excused his ex-pupil by wondering if they were the product of keeping 

bad conpany-4 

11 Vhilst you were fellow bere, YOU Were cast Into tbe, companie 

of very learned and Ingenious imen; wbo r fear, at least some 

of them, studyed otber autbors, more than tbe scriptures; and 

Plato and bis scholars, above otbers... 11,5 

natever reason there was,. Vhichcote seemed to be putting the Dialneugg 

of Plato above Christian doctrine. 6 Clearly the ideas of the 

I. Ernst Cassirerl The Platanin RennIssanna in England. London. Ifelson. 
1953. p. 52. 
2.. Lb. JjL&p. 37. 
3. Craggtnp-citop. 8. 
4. F. J. Powicke, Tha Cambridge Platonlats. London, 1926. p. 56. 
5. Saltertop-cit. p. p-38- 
6. Cassirer. ap. clt, p. 25. 
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Cambridge Platonists were out of place, and many were saying just this., 

Ve should sound a note of caution here. This argument was far from 

superficial. Whichcote had deliberately set out to oppose aspects of 

Puritanism. "Dr Vhichcote was so zealous to preserve a spirit of sober 

Piety and rational Religiono in the university and town of Cambridge; in 

opposition to the fanatic Enthusiasm, and senseless Canting, then in 

vogue... "2 Because of this Vhichcote wrote to Tuckney and suggested it 

would be better to deal with the Issues in private rather than blur them 

in public bickering-* Tuckney agreed and Immediately raised the issue of 

Vhichcote's sermon on 7/9/1651. He accused VhIchcote of teaching unsound 

theology. 

The prime concern of Tuckney's first letter was the importance 

Vhichcote laid on reason: 

, v. .. I ba ve sel dois bear'd you Preacb; bu t tba t some tbing bj th 

been delivered by you, and that so autboritatively, and witb 

the big words, sometlims of 'diviniest reason, - tbat hatb very 

mcb grieved me; and, I believe, otbera win im ... ., ve 

This is & comma theme of the Rjaht Letters. Tuckney cannot but see such 

a stress an reason as the product of a luke-warn religion: * 

'Xind and understanding Is all; Heart and Vill little spoken 

of. -The docreox of God quatstion'd and quarrelld; becausee 

according to our reason, we cannot coirprobend; bow tboy my 

I. Salter, ap-elte Second Preface. p. xxi. 
2. Tbid. p. xxii. 
3. samuel Salter(edlt up. elt; C. A. Patrldes, Thp rmmhrldcre Plmtnnlntn. 
C. U. P. 1980. P-Xxvil. 
4. SaltergTbld. p. 2. 
S. Cassirer. ap-cit p. 37. 
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stande with Nis goodness: which according to your phrase, Bee 

is under the power of-Tbose our Philosophers, and other 

Heathens, mde fairer candidates for Beavenj then the 

scriptures seene to allow* of: and they, in their virtues, 

preferred before Christians, overtaken with the weaknesses. - A 

kinde of Moral Divinitie, minted; onlie with a little tincture 

of Christ added: may, a Platonique faith unites to 

God *1 

Tuckuey was himself a scholar, therefore he allowed sons role for 

rationalism$ but he did not agree with the supreme role Vhichcote 

appeared to give it, resulting In what he regarded as the abasement of 

ScrIpture. 2 He complained that Vhichcote and his Ilke Involked Prov. 

20: 27 far too much 3, leading to self-reliance. Reason was being raised 

at the expense of grace, which Tuckney regarded as an undermining of one 

of the fundamental truths of the Gospel. 4 

Before we consider Whichcote's reply It will help if we know 

sonething of his background. Like nearly all of the Canbridge Platonists 

he came from a Puritan background, and this Influence Is evident In his 

character. He "... retained some of the finest qualities of Puritanis - 

its noral earnestnesso for exanplo... "s A comment by Burnet in 

particularly enlighteningi 

1. Sa I ter, a"Ltp. 38. 
2.. Lbid-p. 75 
3. Tbid- . 20. 
4jbid. p. 4. 
5. Craggono-cit-P-8. 
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OVbicbcote was a man of rare teirper, very mild and obliging. 

He bad great credit with some that bad been eminent In the 

late times ... [i. e. during the Interrugnuml and made all tbe 

use be could of it to protect good men of all persuasions. He 

was much for liberty of conscience: and being disgusted witb 

the dry systematic of those tines, be studied to raise those 

that conversed with bijv to a nobler set of tbougbts, and to 

consider religion as the seed of a deifar-ji nature [to use one 

of bis own pbrases]. In order to do tble -he got young students 

mucb on reading Plato, Tully [Cicero] and Flotinus, and on 

considering the Christian doctrine as a religion sent from God 

both to elevate and sweeten buman nature; in whicb be was a 

great example, as well as a wise and kind instructor. al 

Vhichcote saw Tuckney's limitation of rationalism as a 

repression of God's truth. For It seemed to bin that reason rather than 

rigid dogmatism is the foundation of Protestantism: 

I And I think, all Protestants bold; that Cuilibet C11ristiano 

conceditur judiciun discretionis... '12 

Vbichcote also wanted nuch more emphasis upon the individual than 

PurItanism was willing to allow. For whilst Christ Is to be 

acknowledged as a pinnacle of grace in us, * he esphasised the role of 

the individual, with grace O... working In or upon them, to make then 

God-like. "' 

1.0 Burnateffintgry nf My Ilkm Tim. 0, Airyled]. Oxford, 1897. 
Voj. j. p. 33ljCragg$nR-cAt0p#4. 
2. Salter, ap. clt- p. 12- 
3. Tbid. p. 38. 
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IvCbrlst dotb not save us; by onely doing for us, witbout us: 

yen, we come at that, which cbrist hatb done for us, with God; 

by wbat be doth for us, within us "I 

He develops this theme in the second letter: "I receive the truth of 

Christian religion In a way of Illunination, affection and choice; I 

myself an taken with it, as understanding and knowing it... Vhat doth God 

speak to but my reason-02 Upon this basis he sets out five points which 

we can see as a counter to the Five PoIntIL of Calvinisn: 

(1) Sacra scriptura est aurojrir7Or [Holy SCTiPtUZ-0 is self- 

aut, henticating in Itself]# 

(2) sacra scriptura est adequata regula fidei [Holy 5ýripture is a 

sufficient rule of faith]. 

(3) Onnis ad saluten necessarla perspicut traduntur in 6cripturis [All 

tbings necessary to salvation are clearly taught in Scripture]. 

(4) Quilibet Christiana conceditur judicum discretioniff ffroedom of 

judgment is conceded to every Christian]. 

(S) Quilibet abundet in sua sensu: and Fides non ext cagenda [Anyone is 

ric. h in bis own mind: and Faitb must not be forced]. * 

Whichcote agrees with Tuckney that Scripture In fundamental, and also 

that the mysteries of God must not be pried Into. Nevertheless, he can 

see no limitation to reasonland adds: * Xy own understanding must be 

satisfied. 04 Therefore VhIchcote saw the Irrational rather than the 

1. Saltertap-cit. p. 13. 
2. cr, agg. np. cft-. p. 40. 
S. 1, hill. p. 4 0. 
4. Tbld- . 41. 
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rational as the greatest threat to Christianity. ' To him it was self 

evident that the rational is most spiritual, 2 With the Individualls 

spiritual development being the imitation of God which rationalism 

allowed. This was far nore inportant to VhIchcote than what he regarded 

as patty divisions: 

IvJnd I pray, God, our zeal&, in t-hese times, my be so kindled 

wit. h pure fire from God's altar; that itt may ratber warm, 

than burn; enliven ratber, than OnflaJw- --I air persuaded that 

cbristian love and affection, among all Partakers of the 

Gospell-grace is a point of sucb Importance, and certain 

foundation; so pressed upon us by our Saviour, and bis 

Apostles; that it is not to be prejudiced, by supposalls of 

differences, in points of religion anie ways disputable; 

t. hougb tbougbt weigbtie, as determined by the parties an 

eytber sidei nor yet by t-he trulie different persuasion of 

tbose; wbo cannot be satisfied, either In our conceited forms 

of expression; or particular determinations beyond scripturet 

wbicb, as som have ob"rved, bave indeed enlarged Dininitie; 

but bave lessened C-baritiot and multiplied Divisions. "" 

1. C. A. Patrides, Cedlg Thm Cambrt Crft Plntnni&ULjC. U, IP, 1980. p. g. 
2.1. bilP. 10. 
3. Salter. T'hld. poll8. 
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Also: 

*Trutb is trutb, wbosoever batb spoken itt, or bowsoever itt 

batb been abused; but if this libertie nay not bee allow*d to 

the universitie, wherefore do we study?... Everie cbristian 

must tbink and believe, as be find cause... yett cannot 

1... give up so noble, so cboice a trutbo so antidotal against 

temptation; so satisfactorie, so convictive, so quietive; in 

so full confirmation, to m7 nind,, of the trutb of Cbristian 

religion ... And too nucb and too often on these payntesi ... Sir, 

I oppose not rational to spiritual; for spiritual is most 

rational: But I contradistinguiab rational to conceited, 

jxpotent, affected, CANTINO: [as I zay call it: wben the Bar 

receives wordes. wbicb offer no matter to the understanding; 

jmke no impression on the inward 6ense. 10 I 

In his second letter Tuckney broadened his criticism by 

labelling Whichcote an Arminian and Socianian. He especially highlighted 

the influence of John Goodwin. 2 Tuckney was concerned to show that the 

lautborities' which Vhichcote set such store by were lackingt 

"Y'be Dfalngu@ of Plato and the Ennead of Plotinus have 

gained an almost cannonical validity; they are placed on a par 

with the books of the Bibleand treated with an equal 

veneration as sources of religious knowledge. " 

I. saiter, op,. cil, p. 57ICassirer. np. Llit.. p. 38. 
2. salter, np-cit. p. 27. 
S. Carssirertap-clt-p. 25. 
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He particularly accused Vhichcote of spending most of his time on 

philosophy and metaphysics, thereby allowing this vaunted $natural 

light' to take him into the sane heretical fields as the kraintans and 

socinians. 1 "Nothing is more questionable than to attribute true 

blessedness to the ancient philosophers and 'other heathens', and to 

defend and reconmend a morality which preserves but a thin colouring of 

christianity. 02 From his own point of view Tuckney stressed that we 

3aust accept the doctrines of Christianity, especially predestination. 

For to turn to the heathen philosophers to establish a recta ratio Is to 

chase a rainbow. to attenpt the Impossible. 0i 

IrTbe power of Nature, in XbraJ6, too irucb advanced- Reason 

batb too mucb given to itto in the isystreis of the Faith- A 

recta ratio mucb talkt-oft whicb I cannot tello wbere to 

finde. 11,4 

VhIchcote answered: 

, vSUrelie, a recta ratio imay tbere be found; where vera fides is 

to be found. " 

lie also added that he had not been reading the 'wrong' authors, to be 

accurate he had read far more of Calvin, Perkins and Beza than anyone 

1. Salter, op. c1t: - p. 20. 
2. Cassirer. gli-cit. 
3.1bid. . 78. 
4. Saltertop-cit. p. 38. 
S. lbid, P. 62. 
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else-' Even so, he denies that enquiry should be curtailed to safeguard 

fundamentals. "Great is the truth, and it will prevaill the truth does 

not seek out corners. *2 Therefore he saw it as his duty to relate all 

knowledge to his faith, because God touches all. Kore than this he 

justifies the use of scholastical terminology and method, because it is 

necessary to describe God adequately: 

"Tbe tine I bave spent in pbilosapbers I bave no cause to 

repent of, and the use I have jmde of tbeit I dare not disown. 

I beartily tbank God for wbat I bave found in tbez; neither 

bave I, upon this occasion, one jot less loved the 

Scriptures. 

Also: 

"In the nexte place you advise DO Onot to affect 6choole- 

phrases and learning, in PrOacbing; nor t-he Use of Fbilosopble 

and netapbysics... 1 have, to my best, andonvoured to confirim 

trutb, and convince the understandings of men tborein: and to 

that purpose, as I bave bin able, bave =do use of all tb068 

principles; that derive from Godo and 5)aeak bim in the 

world... 114 

This attitude Is especially important In the way he related it to 

personal moral growth: 

"I believe, in the true use of understanding, a serious and 

considerative mind would be apt to tbink that either God would 

I. Cragg#nD-clt, p. 42. 
2.1bid- p. 42-3. 
3. IbIA., p. 44. 
4. Saiter, ng-cit. . 00. 
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pardOn Sin to penitents who reforiff absolutely, Or &Ise would 

propose a way in wbicb, and terzis and conditions on wbich, be 

would forgive and bereconciled, God being duly looked upon as 

the fountain and original of goodness. N' 

Therefore Vhichcote defends the central role of reason mud 

hunan perception In religion and all knowledge. "I always thought that 

that doth nost affect and comend the heart which doth nost fully 

satisfy and convince the mind; and what reacheth the mind but reason, 

the reason of the things. *2 Enphasising. "... that there Is nothing of 

true reason againste anie thing of Christian faith .... 03 It was upon 

this basis that he sees the rational and spiritual unitedt 

OSir, I oppose not rational to spiritualefor spiritual is =st 

rational. But I contradistinguisb rational to conceited ... And 

I tbink wbere the demonstration of the Spirit in, tbere Is the 

big. hest and purest roason; so as to satisfy, Convince, commnd 

the mind; tbings are most thorougbly seen into, post clearly 

understood; tbe mind not so mucb amused witb the form of 

woýs, as made acquaiated witb the inwards of tbiDgwo the 

reason of tbez and the necessary connexion of terim clearly 

laid open to the mind and discovered. 04 

I. Tbld. . 45. 
2. JbW. 40 
3. Salter, cý-Clt. pp. 61-2. 
4., Lbid, p. 4 6. 
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All this-neans that Whichcote denies Christianity as the blind 

sacrifice of arbitrary predestination: 

wYet I confess, I cannot but jmrvel to see you balance jutters 

of knowledge against principles of goodnessr, and seem to insist 

on Cbrist less a principle of ditrine nature in us than as a 

sacrifice for us. 11 

wCbrist is the leaven of Heaven, rpent into the world and given 

to us to Jearn us Into the nature of God... Upon this account I 

acknowledge CAri6t, in parts of nature, reason, and 

understanding, as well as; in the gift of grace... " 

upon this basis Vhichcate turns Tuckney's argument around. He sidesteps 

the slur of being called a Socinian by emphastaing that the real issue 

was about the unity of knowledge In God: 

, vTrutb is Trutb, wbosoever "aks It, and I will readily agree 

Witb PAPist, SOCInian, Or SPY, 60 far 86 -be asserter it; 

because It is not bis but God'sF. 1111 

The arguneut developed no further. It was a natter of agreeing 

to disagreel 

'vVberefore it, in this poynte of discerning, we differ; tbore 

is J20 h*]Pe I'Dr it: we Bust forboar one anotherl and notbing 

is to be done. 014 

i. Craggoo2. r-lt. . 48. 
2. Tbld- p. 48-9,, Salterop. elt. p. 123, 
3. powicke, np-cit. . 3. 
4. Salter, np-elt. pp. 132-3. 
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This has been a debate, 0 ... about the power of Reason to judge of 

matters of Faith .... 11 Tuckney had stressed the fundamentals of a 

Scripturally based religion. Wbichcote agreed with this, whilst 

expressing the Christian faith against the background of scholastical 

ideals of the unity of knowledge. Salter sums up this attitude in 

quoting Vhichcote's 956th Aphorism: 

'Religion doth possess and affect the wbole nam: in the 

Understanding, it Is knowle4e; In the life, it Is obedience; 

in the affections, It Is deligbt in God; in our Carriage and 

Bebaviour, it is modesty, Calmess, Gentleness, Quietness, 

Candor, Ingenuity; in our dealings, it Is Uprigbtness, 

Integrity, Correspondence witb the Rule of Righteousness: 

Religion im-kes awn Victorious, in all Instances. 02 

I. Tbld. p. 99 
2.13. WhIchcOtO, XnrAl mnd Rallainus IlphUrIaMM6. lorwicho 1703. p. 
134. 
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XcAdoo stresses that for scholars at this time 

the Cartesian concept of the machine was a great attraction., Even 

Henry Xore, who Is seen as the most spiritual and mystical of the 

Canbridge Platonists, was immersed In such literaturs. 2 The Cambridge 

Platonists could not Ignore the example set by mainstream liberalism. 

The Virtuosi led the field, with frewton and Locke developing the 

implications, "... life and sense, reason and understanding, were really 

nothing but local notion. 02 Of course such Ideas clashed with their 

cosmology, as Cudworth tried to show In his mannoth work, Tbg Trim 

jUt&jjW&=1 Systan of the UnIverses(London, 16771.4 He failed, and if 

anything, landed up relying on the system be tried to criticise. 

This shows a profound flaw In their epistemology, for of all 

systems, mechanistic Carteslanism should have been ananetha to the 

Cambridge Platonists. Henry Kore had stressed that nature In plastic 

and unified, with the Impetus being spiritual# 0 ... an cannot be resolved 

into more mechanistic powers. 10 

1. Xcldoo, rill -QIt, P. 103. 
2. Basserip-elt P. M. 
3. Xcidooonsi-eltop-280. 
4. Redwood, np. eltl p. 51. 
5. X01dootap-elt pp. 211,113.136. 
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As we have already seen from our Investigation of Puritani6m 

and the Virtuosi, this was a time of Christian restatement. The 

canbridge Platonists have to placed In this category. They rebelled 

against what they regarded as the strictures of Calvinistic Federal 

Theology, and wished to reinterpret Christianity from the standpoint of 

man. Whilst dolong this, they should be regarded as conservative, with 

a desire to preserve the full meaning of Christian tradition., So they 

would not consider themselves as making concessions to the spirit of the 

age-2 They saw it as their duty to present Christianity In such a way 

as would appeal to 'the new Age'. ' 

Within such a rigid Christian franowark, they cortaintly 

regarded themselves as separated from the unfettred radicalism of suh 

groups as the Delsts. ' Yet In torn, Cambridge Platonism was abstract 

and philosophical# with an emphasis on general doctrine and values, 

rather than Scripture or historical facts. Vhilst doing this they 

reacted against the materialism of men. such an Hobbes. ' For them there 

was a basic congruity between Christianity and philosophy. * Within this 

approach# Cudworth defended miracles and prophecies as realities that 

could not be reasoned away. 7 In short the Cambridge Platonists were 

1. Crikgot n12- LIt 9 P- 89- 
2. Xcldoogni2. cItop. 152. 
3. lud. 
4. Craggtn]2-eitsP. 70. 
5. I. bigL; Aaron. ap-eit. p. 26. 
6. Crasson12-eitsp. 70i Cudwcirth. ny-cit. pp. 725-6. 
7. ]Redwoodiny-ei, top. 54; CudworthenD-eit, pp. 700-6,637-8. 
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attempting to construct a Christian epistenology, "... which seeks its 

terms of reference In a mystical experience mediated partially in and 

through the contemplation of nature, but which they do not hesitate to 

validate by the historical elenent in religion ... *I 

WhIlst we can accept the drift of this, it Is also possible to 

see the Cambridge Platonists as, "... spe culative theorists defending a 

religious nstaPhYsic and a theism ... *2 Locke criticised than for a 

basic contradiction in their stance. 0 From this we can regard the 

Cambridge Platonists as scholars who were in basic disagreement with the 

contemporary epistemological views. Within the concept of unified 

truth, they leaned heavily an Natural Theology. 4 This In turn meant 

thay they were looking for more than the findings of science. * They 

sought a merger of science and spirit, out of which developed their 

concept of 'plastic natural. Above all they Innersed their whole 

methodology In reason.; The Cambridge Platonists approached their 

epistemology from the basis of spiritual reason and philosophyO but they 

were often forced by their methodology to assent to such things as 

Cartesianisim'S machine. It seems that their OPIstenology and 

methodology were pulling in different directions. An Neoplaton1sts they 

were experiencing precisely the sane difficulties as Plato. 

1. Xcidooen]2-L'Itsp-118- 
2. Aarantni2-eit, p. 28. 
s. imil. 
4. Xcidoo, np-cltop. 85. 
5. ljaii, p. 299. 
e. jUd, 300. 
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So from the point of view of Intellectual stability, It seems 

that the Cambridge Platouists' methodology was more important than their 

epistemology. Hence it was their methodology which stopped any mystical 

withdrawal Into the self-' Instead, they increasingly expressed 

individualism through mainstream liberalisn. 2 Hence whilst their 

epistemology was dualistic with an emphasis on the spiritual and 

material, their methodology tended to deal with the latterl viz. they 

were methodologically constructing a physics. We can see this In their 

use of Cartesiauism because of Its methodological stability. 0 This is 

even true of the most spiritual of the Cambridge Platonists, Henry 

Xore. 11 

The underlying dualism In their outlook neant that they could 

never reach a stable epistemology, or theology for that matter. Henry 

Xore criticised Locke for this very reason-* So we can wonder If they 

were consciously striving to form an epistemology. We have already seen 

that they reacted against Puritanism, and also against mainstream 

liberal method. 6 Whatever the Impetus of their thought, It to clear 

that whilst they developed a Natural Theologyo their thought was flawed. 

Alsoo whilst they were Immnsely Influentialo their thought as a whole 

can be regarded as Isolated. 7 

1. XcAdoo , niz - cl I t, p. 92. 
2. lbid- 
S. Ibid, pp. 104,2801 Redwood, np. clt: p. 51. 
4. Bass, a; Lcit# p. 238. 
iS. XcAdoo. ny. clt#p-103. 
6. Fedwoodealp-citip-59. 
7. Bass, np. clt. p. 23. 
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Is part of our main discussion of the nature and role of 

Iratural Theology In Anglican thought, WG nust touch upon *one background 

material. In doing this we are not failing Into the trap of giving a 

potted history. It Is Imperative that we touch upon the developments 

which gave us post-Restoration Anglicanism. 

As early as the 1570's there was a sharp division between the 

great Anglican apologist Richard Hooker and the Puritans. Perry Killer 

sees the basic reason for this In the latter's Augustinianism and the 

former' a Thomism. I This nay be far too general, It Is more balanced to 

see Hooker taking a middle-road between Calvinism and Roman Catholician. 

The resulting emphasis was upon defending the Church under the Crown. 2 

Theologically they moved further away from Calvinism, '... toward a 

theology of elastic conpronise and continuous adjustment between divine 

law and human nature ... 02 

I. Xiller. np. clt. p. 5. 
2-lialler, np-elt. p. 22. 
3. Ibid. 
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There is no denying the political pressures exerted an the 

emerging Anglicautsmo as we see In Elizabeth's harsh treatnent of 

Archbishop Grindal when he tried to be Independent. ' Also we must 

stress the numbers of Puritans within the church. Between 1583-90 the 

number of Presbyterain ministers Increased to over five hundred within 

the Church of Englaud. 2 Yet even at this stage we can look for a key 

division In their attitude to the Fall. Anglicans certainly felt that, 

O... not every faculty for good had been crushed out of... man. This 

may be a reason why the Anglicans blocked Puritan reform, ... this 

pessimism was based on optimism In hunan nature. 011 Ve nust not view 

this optimiss in human nature as unscriptural, the Anglican position at 

this tine can be seen as profoundly scriptural. '& Hence for Anglicanism 

man, n ... was at once a miserable sinner and within worldly limits, a 

rational creature. " Vhereas for Puritanism man was wholly fallen. 7 

Because of their view of the Fall the Anglicans tended to 

regard salvation as a means of repair rather than renewal. - of all 

mania faculties, they regarded reason as least Impaired, 0 ... It bad a 

natural capacity to distinguish between good and evil In a moral 

order. "* This Is not to imply that AnglIcanien was moving away from 

j. Drysdale, Cjp-clt p. 179. 
2. Ibids P- 192. 
3.1few, np. n1t, pp. 0,25. 
4, Ibid, P. 25, 
5. ald, p. 28. 
6.1hid. 
1, - ibid. 
8. Knox, an-citop-415. 
9.1bid. 
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the Protestant standard of Justification by faith. i Above all we must 

be aware of the diverse strains within Inglicanisn at this tins. For 

instance we have already noted their dependence upon Aquinas, O... but we 

can view their modified interest in the Fall and Its effects on man as 

Augustinian in spirit. 02 

Perhaps we can regard the Puritan/Inglican split as the 

Puritans' failure to, 0... capture the Elizabethan ecclesiastical 

establishment. " Bearing this In mind we can view Richard Hooker as, 

a ... shaking off the trammels of Calvinism with which It had been 

entangled ... 14 Although the leaders of the Elizabethan Church were 

Calvinists to a nano, Peter Heylin's A Declmrntlan nf the 

ju. dgZWat, ( London, 16591, said precisely this. a He regaýded Calvinism as 

too obsessed with systen, and as such not compatible with, "Old English 

Protestantism... *' As early as 1604 Bancroft was rebelling against 

Calvinism for these reasons. 0 This trend was compounded by the 

prefermut of non such as Carey, Andrewes and Laud. " XcAdoo underlines 

the importance of Thomism in giving these non an Intellectual rebuttal 

to Calvinistic decrees, with a system of reason and law. 10 

1. lie w. np. r! 11, p. 12. 
2. H. C. Jones, A-Hlmtnrx al Christian DOG-trint, London#1068. p. 418. 
3. )(clin, 0 The Puritan View of History' , ar-txUt,, p. 221. 
4. StAnley, np. clt, p. 5. 
5. )(cAdooogp-clt. p. 25. 
6.11", P. 26. 
7. Wd. 
a. JbIA. p. 219. 
9.1=. 
lo. lbid, p. 182. 
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For nen such as Laud the Anglican Church was catholic, 

i-- apostolical and rational. Vithin this frawwork he looked to the 

individual to experience forgiveness through the Church. For the 

Puritans the whole process was more Internalistic, and perhaps this to 

why Baxter dis3iLlssed Laudianian as Irrelevent. I "Baxter treated the 

Laudian episode as a false Intrusion Into the predestination debate. 02 

Laudýdismlssed a predestination centred soterialogy, 7, and saw it as his 

duty to achieve a spiritual union of the people; with the hierarchy of 

the Church Instituted by God, as we see In Joseph Hall's Eqiacnpany_b. X 

my4na Right Annarted. lLondon, 16401, and Humble 

Rpnnnstranca. (Loudon, 16413.4 Although seeing themselves as separate 

frost the Roman Catholics, It is Important to note that Laud twice 

refused a cardinal's hat. there Is no doubt that like then they saw 

grace in and around the Church. It In this that really separated them 

from the Puritans, "Anglicans had adynamic concept of sacramental 

power. "* This In turn was administered by an apostolic priesthood, an 

Henry Dodwell, 11641-17111, emphasisad. 6 It was because of this 

ecompletel view that Laud saw the altar as more Important than 

preaching. 7 In short. although It Is difficult to spot the roots 

l. Lazont. nn-eltop-130. 
2. LUC PP- 134-5. 
3. Haller, npxlt. p. 235. 
4. DrysdaleonP-dt p. 268. 
5. irewo np. nit, p. 68. 
6. Lamontonp-clt. p. 251. 
7.1rew, rip. (At. P. 69. 
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which High Augllcans iusisted they had, there Is no doubt that 

especially with Hooker, Anglicanisis became exclusive to PurLtanisn. 

Although Article VI of the XXXIY Articien states that nothing 

contrary to Scripture nust be allowed within the Church, It was very 

difficult to pin down what 'scriptural' meant. The Anglicans were 

moving away from Calvinistic funda utalisn. But when Valter 

Travers, 11584-16431, criticised Hooker for listing extra-scriptural 

authorities, Hooker accused bin of doing exactly the same. ' From what 

we have seen of the Puritan treatment of Scripturso Hooker's observation 

was probably fair. However we Interpret 'scriptural', the Anglicans 

constructed, 0... the three fold canon of Scripture, reason and 

tradition-02 They saw this as the spirit of the church, with the 

reaspOnsibility of Interpreting and supplementing scripture. In 

particular they linked exegesis to the 'natural reason of men@. * We see 

examples of this in the work of Jeremy Taylor, [1013-16671, and John 

Coslu, (1594-16721, who both emphasised, 0... loyalty to ancient 

standards, reinforced by profound learning and guided by spiritual 

insight. Taylor proved that respect for tradition could be harmonised 

with a generous latitude In interpretation. 04 Lancelot Andrewes, 11555- 

16261, was part of this, and he was particularly eager for priests to 

see the Church as part of Catholic Christendom as seen In the Creeds. * 

I. Shirleyonli-eltopp-40-60. 
2. Robinsonoart-cit. p. 35. 
s. Ibid. 
4. Cragg, nP-Qft, P-65- 
S. F. Highan, Cathmllck mnd Rofmrma .A Rtlidl nf the Atwiltmn Church. 155o- 
1&62- S. P. C. K. 1982. pý241 Andrewes, Vnrlm, Vl. p. 352. 
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Ve can point to an emerging Anglican methodology based on a 

natural inan's reasonable interpretat1cm of Scripture, tradition and 

reason. This does not mean there was theological unaninity. 1 For 

exanple, the post-Restoration bishop of Winchester, George Xorley, (1597- 

16841, was a Calvinist. ' "AnglIcanism became an analgan of certain 

Protestant doctrines and certain taditional attitudes ... 02 So that 

while Hooker Is probably the greatest Anglican writer4, his work cannot 

be regarded as a cornerstone of Anglican theology. * It was Hooker's 

methodology which was really Influential, and it was this which united 

then. '& Indeed it has been said, 'Anglicaniss produced theologians far 

more than theologians produced Anglicanisrs. 07 This may be true# but we 

have to stress that it can be very easy to disales Anglican theology. 

There are some authorities who regard Hooker's major influence an 

spiritual rather than nothodological. 0 However, after consideration it 

appears that developers of Anglican theology such as hooker and Henry 

Hanmond, (1605-166010. had success In so far an 

I. Cragg, rawn't. P. 65. 
2. MA. 
S. ]few, Qy'r'"' P. 108. 
4. XcAdootnp-C1tsP-V- 
5.1bill- 
6. Ibid. 
, j.. Lbjjj, p. 32 1. 
a. Higham, op- rit, p. 24. 
9. Hanry Rawmand. Anglican divine. Vent to Xagdalen Oxford. Ordained 
1629. *Forced to leave Penshurst during the Civil Var. He returned to 
Oxford, and conposedl among others his Pr&e! tjrj%i rAtee-hism. " *Throughout 
his life he maintained a high standard of personal devotion and a 
discipline bordering on asceticism. * See: Crosa, np. ett. p. 000- 
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they could narry established theology with everging scholastical 

method-' 

One of the strongest factors in affiruing an Anglican unitY is 

the vigour with which It bounced back at the end of the Interrognun. 

There is no doubt that during the Comonwealth period persecution almost 

obliterated Laud's church. The Church was associated with the Crown by 

the Puritans, with Vhite in his Tho First Century of Scand[a1_ntjjj 

Mifi. trim, describing priests an, 0 ... dumb dogs, Ignorant drunkards, 

whoremungers and adulterers, man unfit to live, crawling 

virmin ... unclean beasts... 02 The old liturgy was strictly forbidden, 

with set prayers having to be said from menory. 's Chillingworth died in 

1644, whilst Hales, deprived of his fellowship In 1649,0... lived 

abscurely until 1050t and died of melancholy and despairing. 04 Despite 

this, the Hlgh, Church showed great strength. During the Inttrrognum 

they purposed to maintain the priesthood, bring the right Influence on 

Charles II, and prepare clergy and laity In Engalud for the Kingle 

return-* OTheir eyes were an the future when the nonarchy should be 

restored, and they were determined that when this took place there 

should be a conplete restoration of the Church of Engalud as the one and 

only church In the country. 00 Hammond was probably the most 

1. Xcidoot nil - Q'Ito p- 367- 
2. Sp4DcQor'P-Q'lt#P-147. 
S. Ibid. P- 151 - 
4. Haller, ng-eltsp. 240. 
5. Moormus nP. C-Its P. 244. 
6. Ibid, p. 240. 
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influential Anglican apologist during--this period. ' Anglicans were 

aided in this with the support they were given, as we see with Hales, 

who was supported by his forner maid. 2 Accordingly the 'spirit of 

Anglicanisn' was nurtureda, so that with the Restoration the Church was 

surprisingly strong. ' 

The political nature of Anglicanism nust also be taken into 

account. Ve see this in the post-Restoration reaction which resulted in 

a substantial exodus from the Church, and the Clarendon Code. 6 Howe 

regarded the new Ant of Uniformity as a demand for him to renounce his 

vows to God, and therefore he left the Established Church. 0 The 

political side of Anglicanism is better understood when we realise that 

they looked at the whole system from the unItY Of an ecclesiastical 

polity. Accordingly they thought it right that the church should 

continue as the 'handmiden of the statel. 7 "The life of ordered 

worship had been rsumed... "O 

Such a political link with the establishment was the 

inevitable outcome of Elizabeth making the church a, *#.. symbol of royal 

authority within the nation. 00 Hance Hooker defended an 

1. XcAdoo, nit - Clt 36. 
2. Highall, ap. cit, p. 253. 
S. Tbld. 
4. Spence, njj--clt. p. 138. 
5. Cragg, n2-r-itopp-51,54. 
O. DavIsP02-cit. p. 438. 
7. Cragg, ap- dt # P. 56. 
8.1hid. 
g. Hallerenji-citop. 7. 
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established status quo under the Crown. ' This In turn developed under 

Jams I, with the Crown portrayed as the supreme governor of the 

Church .2 Xost Importantly these events meants *... that the connon bond 

of... (the] ... people would in furture be not their religion but their 

nationality and that the religious loyalties of the English would 

express not their unity as Christians but theur division upon various 

lines as English men. 03 -So it Is not easy for us to assess the 

political nature of Anglicantsm. Perhaps if we bear In zind the 

Puritans' politicality, with such works as Baxter's Hray. 

rOn=nwea1thjLondon, 16581. we can understand how politics could hold 

such a position Of the national outlook. 

Whilst we have seen that Anglican theology was diffuse, the 

sane cannot be said of their methodology. In this respect the work of 

Hooker was foundational. 4, His Ideas were brilliantly developed by 

chillingworth, especially in his The Prntmmtant Rnijainn pk r. -q-f. -_Va3l 
tn 

Rg&"jL, (London, 16381.0 This was reinforced by men such as Jeremy 

Taylar, 11013-166710 who thought profound learning could only strengthen 

I. Hallertnp-cltsp. 22. 
2.1=. p. 49. 
s. Ibid. p. 7. 
4. Ibid, p. 363. 
5.1=, p. 22. 
6. -y-Taylor 

High Anglican bishop and writer. Went to Cambridge. Ordained 
1633. Preferred by Laud. Chaplain to Charles 1.1642 chaplain to 
Royalist army. Wrote very Important devotional treatises such as IhmL 
Ruin nnd Rvardso of Hnl3t 1-1vinatE1650). They are characteristic 
expressions of Anglican spirituality in their balanced sobriety and 
their insistence on a well ordered piety which stresses temperance and 
moderation. " Crosslop-c1l p. 1325. 
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faith-' They were willing to put religious authorities on trial by 

reasont "God himself was expected to produce credentials satisfactory to 

reason. "' Ve should also note the work of the Great Tew Circle and John 

Hales in particular. 2 Out of these trends develoPOd an emphasis on 

freedon to chooset linked to rational nethod. 4 

It was upon philosophical and political grounds that Hooker 

developed his somewhat out-dated Fxceafmatlcal PolItIO " ... a theology of 

elastic conproxise and continuous adjustment between divine law and 

human nature, towards a rationallem which supported public security. 0"s 

Laud was not a philosopher, but it was within the framework Of Hooker's 

work that be attempted to reform the people, *The Church was one with 

the living whole which was the nation... the church must make the way of 

righteousness plain to rulers and subJectsi it must enforce spiritual 

unity; It nust teach reverence and loyalty, respect for rank and 

authority, and decent nanners; and It must wIntain a beautiful and 

ordered worship of God ... 06 This was developed by Chlllingworth and 

Hales to mean a tolerant Church, but not a toleration of other 

churches. 7 

I. Cragg, Q; L-QIt, P- 65- 
2.1h=-P-159- 
S. 

- 
Ittn Knies. Anglican divine. Went to Oxford. 1612 became public 

lecturer in Greek at Oxford. Present at Synnd-nf_D=t, (16181.1039 
became chaplain to Laud and canon at Windsor. Died in retirement at 
Eton. Hos ramIden Rewins were published postumously. Cross, ap,. ciL p. 603. 
4. HI8hAm, np-cIt, p. 233; Sulllvantap-elt, p. 52. 
5. Haller, CLp, r, jt, p. 22j Shirleytop. cIt-p. 18. 
6. Haller, np-cIt, p. 228. 
, 1. Ibid. p. 247. 
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Although the individual has a role to play In such an 

ecclesiastical polity, there was no intense appeal to the individual In 

the form of a sermon. There were great Anglican preachers such as John 

Downamet[1573-16311, and Lancelot Andrewes'. But for then and Laud the 

altar emerged as the Intensest religious place for the Individual. 2 

Added to this was the Elizabethan repression of preaching an the grounds 

of political uniformity. 0 Isaac Barrow, who In many ways was a bridge 

between pre and post-Restoration attitudes, represents this Anglican 

approach to preaching. 4 Hence the role of the preacher was to be an 

expounder of moral theology*. 0 ... with the prop-or work of man, the grand 

drift of human life ... to follow reason. 06 Accordingly the concept of 

the sermon had changed from an appeal to the Individual, to a rational 

argument levelled at a man's natural-rationality, 

Just as the sermon was softened, dogma was also given a more 

I. Halleronp-cltsp. 221 taint Atdraves. Bishop Of Vinchester. Vent to 
Cambridge. "He was a devoted scholar, hard working and accurate, who 
became the naster of fifteen languages. " A good preacher. 
OTheOlOgicallye Andrewes was one of the principle Influences In the 
formation Of a distinctive Anglican theology ... He bold a high doctrine 
of the eucharist. emphastsed that In the sacrament we receive the true 
body and blood of Christ ... He wanted the Church of England to express 
its worship In an ordered ceremonial, and In his own chapel used the 
mixed chaliceeincense and altar-lights. " Cross, np. eft p. 50. 
See: L. AndrewQsoS@v@AtM SAMIDS On U12--lativit-vo published In the 

lbrary nf ThenInalt-Al-LItern 
-t-I- 

ore. Oxford#1887. 
2. Laud, Varkft. VLp. 57j D. Boormano 'The Puritans and Preaching'. JhA 

of Vales. VOI-17-1o. 6. Dec/Jan 1978-g. p. 10; 
Zjff#nV. CItjp*5* 
3. Boormnjart-clt. . 16. 
4. Andrewes#'YQrk9#LP-51 XcAdoo, aj; -c1t-p. 230. 
5.1bid. 
6. Md. 
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general interpretation. This Is certainly the drift of Laud's jh& 

Raintinn mf the Conferancg of ie22io between himself and the Jesuit 

Fisher. 2 During this be agreed that truth Is in the Bible, but that the 

onus of proof must also lie thers. 41 In saying this he was using the 

ideas of Hooker who had taken the unique step In Protestant terms of 

seeing Scripture as one amongst other authorities. Developing this, 

Chillingworth conceived a more rational view of revealed authority. 4 

schillingworth can fall back on only one cardinal truth, namely the 

truth revealed to reason In scripture, the light of God shining upon the 

eye of the soul-us Hance we can see CbIllingworth pulling away from 

rigid dogma-0 His work was complimented by John Hales. 7 Ve should view 

these opinions as another product of their optimism In human nature. * 

It was also part of a reaction against Roman Catholic scholasticisix. 0 

Anglican attitudes to dogma were also linked to contemporary attitudes 

to the Individual. 10 Contemporary Ideas about Individuality were very 

much linked to rational assent. 11 

I. V. Lmud. Archbishop of Canterbury. Vent to Oxford. 1601 received holy 
orders. 1029 became Chancellor of Oxford. 0He did much to encourage 
individual scholars such as Bales and Chillingworth. Clashed with the 
Puritans. Vas executed In 1045. Seei Crossoop. clt-pp. 789-90. 
2. Haller, UaiL p. 236. 
3. Md. 
4. IbIAL p. 239. 
5. As we sea when ChIllingworth put the spirit of Scripture above the 
Church; see: The RallrInn nf PrQtAstAntft#Oxford01038. Cap. O. sect#50; 
Haller, np. edt, p. 239. 
O. Hallertnp-clt. p. 240. 
, 1. jLbid, p. 242. 
B. HookergVarlizel. 1-viii; New, 99-dt, pp. 25,28. 
9. Sullivaning-cIt p. 57. 
jo. Haller. up-cit. p. 242. 
jl. Sull1van, op-c1t, p. 53; XcAdoo, op. clt p. 12. 
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occasionally Anglicans such as Sanderson treated reason as the 

infrastructure of a physics', whereas Jerany Taylor saw its role as 

metaphysical. 2 The differences are clear, but both are linked by the 

great value they put upon reason. These trends were brought together by 

Hannond when he applied then to religion to find the relationship 

between what was rationally fundamental, and what is speculative. 90 

Therefore we can see Anglicanism as allowing ion an unimpaired power of 

natural reason. with nature reason being the capacity to Judge and to 

perforn good and evil as reckoned by a noral order In the world#4 

Accordingly authority was neasured against this. One by-product of this 

rationalisn was a change in their conception of the authority of God. 

DTbe mare assertion of natural rationality closed the gap between God 

and nan... w* 

All the characteristics we have looked at led to a rigid 

denial of Calvinistic doctrine. This was especially true of 

predestination. Andrewes regarded the doctrine of reprobation as 

perilously close to making God responsible for sin. * He believed that 

Christ died sufficioutlyT. Although Andrawas tried to limit how far the 

individual can choose salvationOt there Is no doubt the concept of free- 

will was energing. 9 Hooker and Donne both regarded the Federal view 

j. XcAdoo, r, v-clt, p. 4g. 
2-1=- 
3. Ibid. p. 359. 
4. irew, ma- dt. Pp. 6-7. 
5.1=, p. 22. 
6. lbid, p. 13; AndrewessVorks, Mpp. 289-90. 
7. lizid. 
a. l=. O. Ibid, p. 21; HookeroVnrkn, Il. pp. 691-2. 
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of soteriology as an abuse, chaining God to man whatever the 

individual's actions. ' This combined with Anglicanism's more positive 

view of the world, made them less sure how assured a nan could be of 

salvation-2 This In turn was balanced by a belief In leniency an 

Judgement Day-3 Perhaps the key question for Anglicans was not whether 

the ends are predestined, rather whether the means of attaining it are. 4 

Bearing all these trends In mind, we can see that there was a 

balance between the visible and invisible Church. Vitb, *The visible 

and external government. -Jas] ... that which Is executed by man and 

consisteth In external discipline, and visible ceremonies practised in 

the church and over the church. " Hance they regarded the visible and 

invisible church as parallel to hierarchical cosmology, O... you must 

with your faith run and spring up to him, and leaving this worldo dwell 

above in heaven. 84 In this whole outlook the Inglicans associated the 

visible Church with reasonable method. 7 They also associated the 

traditional visible Church with divine blerarchy. 0 These were combined 

with an emphasis on natural man to man that Anglicanism was a multi- 

authority religion. Nore than this, the dominance of natural reason, 

undermined Scripture and historical Christianity, 

1. ire w, cLprdl, p. 2 1. 
2. Ibid@ p. 22. 
S. Ibid. p. 76. 
4. XcAdooluip-eltep. 305. 
5. liew, gp,. clte p. 36. 
6. lhiA, p. 38. 
?. XcAdoo, ap-C'ltop-22- 
8. Ibid, p. 317 
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Ve have already looked at Canbridge Platonism, especially in 

regard to its formation of a Natural Theology. It Is Important to 

realise how marked an influence this had on the Anglicans. Xany of the 

Restoration Anglicans had been taught by the Cambridge Platanists', and 

even those that had not been taught by then had similar views. 2 Even in 

the intellectual vitality of the Restoration period, the Cambridge group 

was not eclipsed, with Cudworth producing his massive work, The True 

I SyStem of tha UnIverse, (Landon. 16761.0 With their Influence 

felt as early as 1637, we can begin to have sons Idea how Influential 

they were. 4 So that Tillotson, Stillingfleet, and Patrick were all 

greatly indebted to the ideas of the Cambridge Platanists. 4 

Probably the main feature of Cambridge Platonism utilised by 

Anglicans such as Jereny Taylor was their reJection of systematic, 

Federal Theology. 0 Added to this was the Cambridge Platonistat 

veneration of reason. 7 Jeremy Taylor describes their spiritual Ideas 

about reason very well. 'It to a transcendent that runs through all 

topics. "O The proto-Latitudinartan Barrows shows a similar Influence in 

his ejaphasis upon reasont Scripture and antiquity. * This united belief 

I. Cragg, QJL t4l tip. 70. 
2. XcAdoa#ojl-QltPp-57j Bassomp-cit p. 80. 
3. Hl9hall, Cq-clt-p. 329. 
4. lbid, p. 279. 
5. XcAdoooQP-cltop-1871 Bassonli-citpp. 30,35. 
6. XcAdoo, oq. clt. p-57. 
7.1. bid, p. 74. 
8. ibid. p- 86. 
9. Ibid. p. 235. 
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in reason was made stronger by a common belief In the natural ability of 

man. This trend would peak in the Ideas of the Latitudinarlans. 1 

Therefore Xore and Cudworth had a great influence on the whole of 

Anglicamis". 2 In time P Anglicans such as Stillingfleet and Glanvil 

would leave the Cambridge Platonists' theory of mataphysical reason 

behind, but we have already seen that this was something the Cambridge 

platonists would do to some extent. Whatever the development, when we 

look at the work of the Latitudinarian Wilkins we see, "... his nethod 

was the same as Xore's, and it had Its effect an the work of 

stillingfleet and Tillotson. 00 

Vo have already noted the 

development of a rational method based on natural reason. The work of 

the Virtuosi added strength to such ideas. Joseph Glanvil saw science 

as advantageous for this reason. Bishop Both Vard, (1617-108914, was One 

of the first fellows of the Royal Society. In short, "The Intellectuals 

of the Anglican Church were happy to use the Newtonian world picture 

with its emphasis an God's providence In a material universe composed of 

lifeless Inert matter, to fortify their own liberal Protestant 

I. XcAdoo, PP-c1t#P-l59. 
2. lbids p. 212. 
3. Ibiji, p. 114. 
4. &Ah_yAr. d. Bishop of Salisbury. Educated at Sidney Sussex, Cambridge. 
stayed in England during the Commonwealth period. When In Oxford he did 
very Important scientific works "which foreshadowed the Royal 
Soclety. 0a. g. In works such an Ant Became 
Bishop of Exeter In 1662 and translated to Salisbury In 1067. He was 
hostile to dissenters. Seei Cross, ap. clt, p. 1439. 
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theology ... "I We have already seen that the AnglIcauls ecclesiastical 

polity was all-Inclusive. and that everyone IU the Bove utoo nth-ce ntu ry 

regarded knowledge as unified. Hance it was perfectly possible for the 

intellectuals amongst the Anglicans to fall into the trap of thinking 

that Newtonian physics or Cartesian philosophy could enrich their world- 

view. 

Wilkins regarded the Rumm Thanl mcri. CiL as an Important source 

of Latitudinarian Ideas. 2 Wthout trying to trace their pedigree back 

this far# it Is enough for us to accept the Influence of Hooker, and to 

underline his rationalistic methodology. * This in turn was developed by 

Anglicans such as Jewel, Laud and Chillingworth, to man that man as a 

rational being expected his faith to be resolved to reason. 4 Added to 

this was the metaphysical depth of the Cambridge Platonsts, 

ratiOn3lisn-a It is true that Laud's appeal to antiquity was based on 

Scripture and the Creeds, but It was not separated from reason and 

contemporary liberality. 6 Hence Sanderson saw law and reason an the 

framework of moral theologyp with faith supposing reason. 7 The mane can 

j. jKqonjgsberger, aD. clt . 233. 
2-XcAdoo, ap-clt, p. 212. 
s. Shirely, ail, =P. I- 
4. Sullivan, n: D. clt . 52. 
5. XcAdoo. 99-citop-188. 
6. XcAdoo. np. clt, p. 318. 
, 7., Ibid, p. 48. 
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be said of the work of Jeremy Taylor. ' Before the Restoration these 

trends peaked in Henry Hamond's Of the Ranson of the Christi= 

Rcligica. In this work he said the first thing to do In religion is to 

express a concept rationally and then Judge Its worth. Hance Scripture 

would have to be a rational ground of bellef. 2 After the Restoration 

these trends were developed by Anglicans such as Wilkins and Tillatuou. 3 

Bearing in mind the dominance of liberal scholasticiiin within 

Angiicanisn, the Latitudinarians are significant In that tbeyg 

a ... undertook the task of reconciling the Church to the changes which a 

new intellectual enviroment. denanded. 04 Their belief was centred an an 

appeal to human lutelligencs-6 Vith, "God himself expected to produce 

credentials satisfactory to reason. 04 In a similar vein Sanderson had 

emphasised. the freedom of the rational IndividuaI7, and Hammond 

developed this with religion based an Scripture, reason and experience. 0 

This is not at all true of Robert Soutb, (1634-171610, or Swift, who both 

shunned scholastical expressions of the Anglican faith. 10 However, many 

I. XcAdooonli-eltep. 53. 
2-1. hid-P-370; H. Hanmond. Qf the Reason... ýLoudon, 1650. Preface. 
3.112id; 1. Tillotson, Elle Rjrj==, London, 1694. p. 258. 
4. Cra gg # aA---Ci1P - 157. 
r). Ibid, p- 159 
6. MA. 
1% XcAdoo o Up - t, p. 37. 
8., Lbjd, p. 3d. 
9. R, ZzLtk. English divine. Went to Christ Church Oxford. For a tine be 
wag sympathetic to the Presbyterians, but in 1058 he took orders. *Ilia 
sermonsosmart1witty, and often sarcastics became exceedingly popularl 
but his outspokenness precluded him from higher preferment. " 
Cross# Q; LZiO- 1274. 
10. XcAdootap-r-Itop-170. 
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of the first members of the Royal Society were clergymen. ' So that the 

genius of Latitudinarians such as Patrick lay In his systematisation of 

contenporary scholarship through the traditional structure of the 

Church-' 
It was the rising importance of rational methodology which we 

should regard as the most significant factor In Anglicanisn's role In 

mainstream latural Theology. There was a great emphasis upon religion 

being rational because It is part of a unified knowledgO. as we see in 

the work of Sinon Patrick. 4 In his reliance on science and reason, 

Joseph Galuvil emphasised he was in the Anglican tradition by 

specifically citing Jeremy Taylor .4 Taylor himself asserted, If 

you are to dispute against a heathen, a good reason will sooner convince 

hin than a humble thought. "O In Taylor's Llbertj nf 

prnq1hPr. 3[ijj&, (London. 16471, we see a clear links with Chillingworth In 

his reliance an ideas of an enlightened reason. 7 

Developing this theme, we can look to John Hales, who asks, 

a how can it stand with reason that a man should be possessor of so 

goodly a piece of the Lord's posture as In the light of 

understanding... if he suffer It to be untilled... 00 Her* we come to 

j. XcAdoo, QP-clt#P-170. 
2. MdPP-190- 
S. Itid, p. 370. 
4. IWA, P. 190 - 
S. Ibid, p. 107, 
6. Ibid, p. 84. 
7. Ilad, P. 65. 
8. Hlgh3n, QP. clt . 166- 
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the crux of the Anglican attitude; viz. the ability of the Individual to 

assess rationally. This was why the Great Tew Circle demanded liberty 

of conscience from the tyranny of dogma. ' Chillingworth said much the 

same thing, as did Jeremy Taylor in his Llberty of ProphanyIng. 2 These 

in turn were mirrored and influenced ny mainstream liberalism, and so 

are parallel to works such as Xiltan's 1renqar1t1=# and Roger Williams' 

iRl ntidy Tenet. 

1. HI gban, cty, =p. 164. 
2. IblAp p. 232. 
S. McAdoo, up-citep-231. 
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In the crisiss of the Commonwealth period Jeremy 

Taylor produced Rnly Living, and Holy DlIng, They became beacons of 

Anglican doctrine. ' They are casuistical works, and reflected the High 

Church views providing a means by which, "... the questing soul could 

travel toward God and In which It could find peace in this lifs. ma Vith 

such a general view, Laud had denied the Puritan elevation of the 

sermon-* He regarded ceremonial In general, and the sucharlat In 

particular, as the true means of finding religious a xpe rience. 4 Hence 

Laud raw Jesus as having bequeathed the Chruch an the dispenser of 

grace. 0 This In turn was expressed against a hierarchical view of 

being@ with the priesthood as the link, 0... between the lowest In nature 

and the highest in heaven. 06 

If we look at the work of Hales, we see an optimistic view of 

hunanity. 7 Sintlarly, Lancelot Andrewes has dismissed the Calvinistic 

1. Nortan Daviei3, cp. ý.. aUp. 360; 
2. Horton Davieseng-eit . 3601 
3. ihiLL- 

5. ihiii. 
6. Ziffen12. elt -8. 
, r. Xcidoo, ny-eit, p. 19. 

Crogig, ap. Lllt . 13251 Highan, apr£U. 243. 
zigt, cm, rmp. e. 
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idea of predestination because he wanted to approach predestination from 

man's perspective rather than from the concept of eternal decrees. ' He 

felt the Puritans had made a fatal philosophical mistake In making dogma 

out of an opinion. 2 Above all they didn't want predestination to 

infringe man's perception-O This was all part of a marked reaction 

against Calvinism by High Anglicanism. 4 Accordingly from the earliest 

days they wanted to lessen Its Influences, and so they were at pains to 

outline their own theology. Part of this attitude resulted in a 

disliking of the Calvinism of the XXXIX Articles. & 

Although not a theologian, Laud had a firm grip of Christian 

doctrine-d' The Fisher debate proved this. Ve should also note the way 

he kept his Anglican Identity in a Roman Catholic court. 7 Viewing 

doctrine through an ecclesiastical polity, boo "... wanted to silence 

dissent and restore the church to nedieval beights. 00 To achieve this 

he needed a uniforn doctrineo and to do this he expanded education at 

Chdard. 0 Against this background we can see High Anglicans such as 

Thomas Fullero(1608-1601]'Oo and XLcholas Ferrar, (1592-1637111, as, 

1. )(cAdooonji-eltep. 301 Andrewes, YwJuL. _Vl. p. 290.2. XcAdoo, n; t-r-1t, p. 30. 
3. lbid, p. 18.4.1hi: L, p. 29; H1gbax, QqrJtp. G4. 
5. XcAdoo, nP-c1t, pp-120o343. O-Mdsp. 337. 
7. Highamoup-eltop-91.8.111"p. 109. 
9. lbid, p-111. 
10.12Aal=- Anglican Historian. Went to Queens Cambridge. Entered 
orders. *His witty and popular style won his a wide reputation, * Wrote 
such works as Church RlstnrX nf Britalnol(London, 16551. 
Cross# aR,. Qi14 p. 532. 
11.1, &r=. Founder of Little Gidditgo a haven of Anglican 
spirituality. A very able student at Cambridge. 1629 he left parliament 
to jorn his community. *In 1620 he was ordained deacon by Laudo and 
under his direction this household of sons thirty persons lived a life 
of prayer and worked under a strict rule. * He earned the hostility of 
the Puritans, especially In works such as The Arialnlan Nuftnery, E16461. 
Croset 122. Cit, P. 500. 
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a searching for a via media which was the lowest common denoninator. 01 

There is no doubt that a hard Anglican doctrine emerged during 

the Connonwealth period. Hamnaud's Eftalf1c Discournes[London, 16801, 

developed a sacramental doctrine based on Scripture. reason and 

experience .2 The Prayer book was also assuming a much more dominant 

position. This shows the influence of Hooker. 3 Also, Jeremy Taylor was 

especially Important In the way he Joined theology with scholastical 

method, whilst maintaining the emphasis on the personality, "... through 

the means of grace and the experience of the individual In relation to 

the corporate. '4 He did this by consolodating the Church's position, 

but in the process compromised Scripture to reason. * In doing this he 

was developing Hooker's Ideas about reason and law. 6 In applying reason 

to Scripture be split it Into what he regarded as perspicuous, 

necessary truth, and unclear unnecessary truth. 7 This In turn was based 

on man's Innate rational ability. Therefore whilst Taylor believed in 

original sine- he did so in terns of a man's freedom to choose to do 

good. * This does not mean that with Taylor we have a detatched scholar, 

for his work was greatly concerned with practical divinity. 10 Likewise, 

1. Bass, r, ]D- clts p. 801 Sullivall#'Picltopog8o 
2. XcJtdOOonjp-clt. p. 30. 
S. JhM p. 48. 
4. Ibid, p. 55. 
5.1biA. p. 87. 
6. Ibid, p. 332. 
, 1. Ibid. p. 72. 
8. Ibid. P- 78 - 
9. Md- 
lo. =, p. 326; HiShax, ap-c-lt. p. 243. 
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the High Anglican works of the 1650's and 16601s, " ... display a 

renarkable unanimity of method In combatting moral theology, prayer, 

meditation, and sacraments In such a way that devotional practice and 

practical divinity are seen to be aspects of the same thing. 01 Such a 

conbination tended to be doctrinally geueralistic. If we look at the 

great success High Anglicans had In indoctrluatlng during the 

Commonwealth period, it Is well to remember that# ".. #what gave the 

Laudians cohesion as a party was policy not party theology. 02 

Accordingly the High Anglicans were not always clear about 

fundamentals. For Laud the test lay In Scripture and the Creeds, with an 

emphasis On the latter. * The Great Tow Circle added to this that only 

what is clear In Scripture should be regarded as fundamatal. 4 

Clarendon summed up this trend, 0 ... whatsoever is too hard for us there 

to understand# Is in no degree necessary for us to know. 015 

Vlth the return to power, It seened that the High Anglican 

doctrine would be In the ascendency. John Cosin, 11594-107216, and Vren 

drew an the Durbilkin Rnnk of 1019, and Weddenburnes Scottish Liturgy of 

1637o to produce a very much higher version of the Prayer Hank. 7 The 

Latltudinarians turned this downO. Vhilst this was a great blow, it was 

I. McAdootap-elt. p. 320. 
2.1bid# p. 337. 
3. Ibld. p. 34 0. 

, &. 1. hid, p. 344. 
S. Jhjd, P. 350. 
6. rntm rnaln. Bishop of Durban. Educated at Cajun College Cambridge. OH* 
was a personal friend of Laud... and an such Incurred the hostility of 
the Puritan party. This Increased when In 1027 he published his 
rmilantinn nf Private Devotlans. Vent Into exile with the Royal 
household. A rigid disciplinarian@ he used all the legal powers at his 
band to make both the Puritans and Roman Catholics conform to the Church 
of England In his diacese. Crosel Mi" p. 340. 
7. Hortcm D&v1es, n1p. eft, p. 374.8-lbidap. 386. 
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still a tine when nany Laudian practices returned. ' This was a time when 

old school Anglicans attempted to establish full Caopline worshipa. 

Jeremy Taylor lived until 1667, Cosin until 1672. John Pearson, (1613- 

16861, -Iived to produce his Rzpnnltlnn nf the CragIL (London, 16803.0 

Vhilst being aware of their Influence, we need to reallse that High 

Inglicauisn was changing, no one shows this better than Edward 

stillingfleet. 4 

Xany scholars see Stillingfleet as a Latitudinarian. Like 

Dewey Wallace we should regard him as a descendent of the moralist, 

Irninian line of Henry Hammond, Jeremy Taylor and Herbert Thorudyke. 6 

Wallace also shows us why Stillingfleet could also be viewed as a 

LatitudInarlant 0 ... Arminianisn was becoming Latitudinarian and was 

converging with the legacy of the Cambridge Platonints, and the 

scientific divines. "* 

StIllingfleet thought he saw a destructive now philosophy 

behind contezparary scholasticism. 10 This was the drift of blot niou-miran 

in vindinntion nf tho Dnntrlifte nf the Trlnlt]: * which was written against 

1. Horton Daviestap-eltp. 392. 
2. XoorDaU, "'R-c1t, p. 254. 
3.1=- 
4. EdjarA-M4 111mat 180t. Bishop of Vorcester. Educated at St. John's 
Canbridge. Van the favour of Charles II. After the Great Revolution of 
jeso William III preferred him. Stillingfleet was a High Anglican, 
whose scholastical method often made him appear a Latitudinarian. 
Cross# CIPAS-ite P- 1293 o 
5. Vallace'DR-Cit'p-160. 
6. Ibid, p- 160 - 
7. sullivan, up-elt p. 76. 
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Locke. ' Hence Stillingileat raw It as his duty to proclaim High Church 

orthodoxy to the wider Church. 2 He attempted to turn away from 

rationalistic empiricism to an authoritative emphals on traditional 

testimonies. * Part of this was an attempt to use liberal method to 

prove the validity of Scripture. 4 This was not a return to Puritan 

fundamentalism, rather a High Church emphasis an scriptural reason. 

Therefore be attempted to prove Its superiority against other books of 

philosaphy. 6 Ve should not regard this as a rejection of contemporary. 

scholastical method, rather as a denial of what be saw as an attack on 

the traditional values of the Church. 0 

The rationalistic attack on mystery was also opposed by Robert 

SC)uthes Chrintlanity Xyaterlaua7, uAgainst Unitarians and Anglican 

ration&listro he emphasised the need to accept all revealed truth. * he 

denied ratioualistic-enpiriciimo and criticlued the Sociantans for 

adnIttingo N ... of nothing which the natural reason of man cannot have a 

clear and complete perception of. *O Bishop Villians also dismissed the 

contemporary ratianalistio means of Investigation.,, V* can understand 

I. stillingileat was worried about Locke's RamaX. Especially its effect 
upon the Trinity. SeesThe Bishop of Vorcester's Answer to Xr Locke's 
Letter. London. 1697. p. 0.1 Aaronoap. clt, p. 40. 
2. Sullivanlop-clt p#55. 
3. lbidop. 79. 
4. XcAdooonV-C1toP-18G- 
5.1bid- 
6. Hjghan, j3jj-c1t, p. l02; Sullivan, op. ej t p. 85.. 
7. e. g. South's attack an Sherlock's accounts of the Trinity In his, 
Anj? mijvP_rm1nng upnn Dr RharInck's Pmak... London 1693. p. xvil; 
Sulljvan#np-c1t$p. 80. 
8.1bidop-81- 
g. sullivantap-cIt p. 94. 
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these neus' oppositIon, not so much as a challenge to scholastical 

method, as to contenporary epistemology. 

The High Anglicans used authorities from the early cAinturies 

to prove the validity of their case. ' Above all they wanted to 

denonstrate that the High Anglican emphasis an outward worship, a ... were 

neither old superstitious Ronan dotage' nor Iscbisnatically new'. 02 

Hence in Andrewes' work we see an enphasIs on antiquity and continuitya, 

0 ... it was In this rather than logical developmut or dogma that he 

trusted. 04 Sinilarly Jeremy Taylor stressed, "***one canon ... two 

testaments, three Creeds. four general councils, five centuries, and the 

series of Fathers in that perlod... deternize the boundary of our 

faith. 09 Hence whilet Hooker developed a methodology of reason In 

relation to authority, Andrewes always started with tradition. * It was 

for this reason that Laud regarded the Idea of continuity an a living 

one. 7 If we move an to StllliDgfleet, It 16 Precisely this synthesis of 

tradition which he saw as under attack. 0 

Vhilst affiraing tradition, like the Puritans the High 

Churchnen were solidly anti-Roman Catholic. * Laud wan twice offered 

2. Ihid. p. 
p. 30. 

4. Ihiii. p. 320. 
5. Ihid, p. 320. 

Ihid, p. 332. 
jUd, p. 317. 

8. Sullivanenp-clt P. 76. 
9. Zi ff , m12. el t, p. 6. 
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a cardinal's hat, but he refused. ' Such a rejection was carried forward 

in Thorudyke's, 11598-16721, The Reformation of the Ch"reh mf England 

bettor thnn thmt nf the Council mf Trant, ELoudon, 16701.2 He anphasised 

that catholic traditionalism did not imply any sM athy to Rome. In fact 

anti-papalisma was one of the most popular themes of this tins. The 

legitinacY Of James 11 as a Ronan Catholic King put this to the test. 

Bearing In mind the way the Elizabethan Settlement had bound the Church 

to the monarchy, compounded by Stuart Ideas about Divine Right, it was a 

grave crisis when the legitimate successor was popularly deposed In the 

Great Revolution of 1689. By 1691 there were about four hundred Won- 

Juring clergy, led by Archbishop Sancroft. 0 But the crisis was one 

about loyalty to the Crown, not to Rome. High Anglicans were united in 

their hatred of Rona, and so on reflection rejected Janen. A Despite 

this trauma High Anglicans did not give up the Idea of a comprehensive 

Church. * Francis Atterbury, (1602-173216, believed that to 

I. HighantUP-elt -111- 
2-Horber't ThnrmdXka. Augl1cau theologian. Educated In Cambridge, His 
first inportaut theological work w&s, 1)jm-cn, rn&-nf the (Inv Mont nf 
rhrjajjAnj. ty., 1Loadoujl(5411.0 ... he looks for a unified christandom on 
the basis Of the first General Couucile, conceding a certain superiority 
to the pope... 0 Crossong. elt . 1356. 

3. Horton Davj9s0Cp., rj&p. 393. 

, &. )joornau, np-cft . 253. 

5. sullivau'all-elt . 59. 

6. p. Atterbury. Bishop of Rocbeeter-A true High Churcbmu. Lecturer at 
Christ Church. Became chaplain to William and Xary. Regarded as the best 

preacher of his day. Banished in 1723 for Involvement In Jacobite plot. 
see: CrosetMelt . 103. 
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to be an Englishman was to be Anglican, and Archbishop Sharp, (1645- 

17141', a ... treated church and nation as Interchangeable expresslons. "2 

As a corollory to an appreciation of tradition, High Inglicans 

saw it as essential that religion should have an extrinsic forn. We 

must remember that right up until about 1610 Calvinism was very strong 

within the Church. Archbishop lbbot, (1562-16331, was a Calvinist. He 

incurred bitter opposition froix Williams and Laud for this. * Part of 

their defiance was shown in their enrichment of churches under their 

control. Andrewes did this at Winchester, and Katthew Vren at 

Peterhouse Cambridge. They saw that, 0 ... the piety of later 

Tudors ... twas formal and scholasticall ... It was to offset 

this... that ... 0 they purposed to enrich church life. 4 Part of this 

enrichment was an elevation of the eucharist over the Word. * Farrar 

added an enphasle of depth and meaning In the Christian conmunity. a 

Laud was greatly concerned with ceremonial when he became Archbishop In 

1633. He wanted to Impose a spirit an the people rather than a 

theology. This Is shown when he accepted the Prayer Book when he really 

wanted It to be revised along the lines of the Durhmu Rnnkof 

j. jAMM"ba=. Archbishop of St. Andrewes. Early sympathy with Puritans. 
Professor of philosophy at St. Andrewes. Involved with Xonck and the 
plans for the King's return. As a result he got the see of St. Andrewes 
in 1681. He took repressive measures against the Presbyterians. As a 
result he was brutally murdered in 1679. Seel Cross#c; xr. LJLp. 1249- 
2. sullivanjap-L'It #60* 
3. Ejgham, nq-c1t . 84. 
4. Horton Davies, apcitp. 337; Higban, aiLrdo. 141. 
5. Horton Davi9soOP-Cit . 339. 
6. Hjghan, nv-c1tp-l55. 
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1619.1 He did this because In the Stuart period the Prayer Book became, 

0 ... an excellent nedluza for the expression of the spirit of the English 

Church and people before God... This Is a well ordered worship of great 

dignity and decoucy-02 

These characteristics were highlighted during the difficult 

Con3sonwealth period-* Therefore In 1849'Joremy Taylor's An lpaingy for 

Au_tlhnrlr. ed jqnfl not fmrMS_2L_Lit1Lr9iMA* regarded the Prayer Book as the 

great strength of ecclesiastical polIty. 4 Anthony Sparrow, (1012-16851, 

sought to defend the legitimacy and pertinence of the Prayer Book In his 

j&tj2=JfL, (Londou, l6571.41 Commonwealth persecution necessitated 

adaptation of the Prayer Book as we see In Robert Sandersouls, (1587- 

166316, A-Liturgy In Tlm&R nf Rebellirm, an well an Taylor's L 

cnligntlon nf Offices. These works, added to LIEstrange's Allianne nj. 

nivinp OffIces, E16591. began to Instill a great aura of sacredness In a 

book which before-had been taken for granted7 I as we age in john 

J. Horton Davles, ap., =pp. 338,340. 
2. Ibid, p. 529. 
3. IJUJIP p. 331. 
4. Taylor, An Horton Davles, 09, =p. 348. 
5.1772 editionopp. 79-80; Horton Davles, op. clt . 3501 Anthnny Sparrow. 
Bishop Of Norwich. Vent to Cambridge. 0 He was a keen High Churchman 
throughout his life, beat known through his Ratfnnmle 0 ... the object of 
which was to show that the Church of England service was neither 'old 

superstitious Roman dotage nor schismatically now. " Seat 
Crosse =XJ-tP- 1278. 

6. Rnhprt Sanderann. Bishop of London. Went to Oxford. "Gaining favour 

with Laud he was appointed a Royal chaplain in 1631.. * Reinstated In 
1660. "He took a leading part in the Rayny ennforence of 1001, and 
drafted the Preface to the now, 1602 Prayer Book. " Cross, np. eltp. 1214. 
7. Harton Davies, C44=p. 384. 
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Gauden's, E1605-16621, Rilmn RAfallika. Post-restoration High Anglicans 

did not share this veneration as much as the main body of the Church, 

and so they pressed for revision. After the repression of the 

Conmonwealth period, the Prayer Book lost some of its nystique, ý 

especially since they were far more concerned with developing a more 

catholic Church. despite the trauna of the Great Revolution, these 

themes continued within High knglicanisuP. as we see in the work of 

Clareadon-2 

Ve have already touched an links between the Church and Crown. 

Such trends peaked in Gauden's Rilmn-Rmall lira, within which we are 

confronted with quite a sophisticated stop on from the Tudor concept of 

the 'virgin Queen' or James I's 'Divine Right'. Gauden presents the 

ling as a sacred part of the ecclesiastical polity, Against this 

background the Laudian party planned for the return of the King as the 

conpletion of a religious crusade. * In such an adoration of the King, 

we should see a dependence on the Institution rather: than the person. 

Nothing denonstrates this more clearly than Laud's refusal to become a 

Ronau Catholic when the court wanted W. it is also significant that 

a large number of High Churchmen remained within the Church after the 

iron-Juring crisis. Nevertheless, Divine Right was still very Important 

to then after the Restoration, Olt 'was Inculcated by preachers so 

I. Suilivantop-elt . 51D. 
2. HI Shan. Uxi-tp. 3 11. 
s. Sullivan, ap-cit . 240. 
4. HI gham, Q; LCitp. 132. 
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diffrent in outlook as South, Stillingflest and John Tillotson, 

(1630-941.1 

Although we can see the High Anglicans as attempting to impose 

an ecclesiastical polity2o this did not stop then trying to develop 

their own pastoralism. Laud was. *... a man of devition, discipline, 

reudition, and sympathy for the poor ... 03 Andrawas was greatly 

concerned with practical theology4, and It In notable that during the 

Abbot controversy he supported the Archbishop. 6 We should also remember 

the spiritual community of Farrar at Little Gidding. 0 This was a great 

time for Anglican preachingo with Doune, Andrewes and Taylor masters of, 

0 ... the brilliant and daring act of metaphysical preaching... U7 bearing 

all this in mind it has been suggested that In the 40's and 500s, High 

Anglican priests tended to be better pastors than their Puritan 

counterparts-0 Accordingly we can understand why In the Commonwealth 

period Sanderson strove to come to terns with the authorities and 

maintain his own standards. " This In nirrared In Taylor's Haly Mving 

I. Cragogp, _cjjp. 
78j J. TilIntann.. Archbishop of Canterbury. Went to 

Cambridge. "in Idol he was present at the Savoy Conference as a watcher 
an the ilon-Conformlet side. " mIn 1091, with some reluctance through the 
circumstances Of Sancroft's deposition, he accepted the see of 
Canterbury. His tine was undistinguished. His policy was dictated by 
hatred of the Roman Catholics and a desire to Include all Protestant 
dissenters other than Unitarians within the Church of England. * 
cross. =, DAP-1359. 
2. Cragg#QD-CLt . 79. 
s. Horton Daviestnil-nit . 339. 
4. XcAdoopnp-c1t, p. 322. 
S. Highan, np-elt . 64. 
6. Ihid, p. 155. 
7. Horton DavieGoOD-Cit . 524. 
8. Highan. op-elt . 91. 
Q. Horton DaviesonD-Git . 357. 
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and Eal3LDying-s which again is a casuistical work. In these and other 

works such as the anonynous Thm Vhm1a Duty nf Xan, the High Anglican 

desire to neet the needs of the people Is evident. 2 To answer such a 

need, Sanderson, Laud and Hall were all outspoken opponents of 

enclosiUg-3 

On the tenth of January 1645 Laud was executed, Cosin fled to 

France and Vren was imprisoned. 4 There Is no doubt that the High Church 

party suffered during this period. 6 We have already touched on the 

abolition Of the Prayer BookO. But there was a fight back which is 

demonstrated by such works as Thorudyke's Of RellrlnUIL 

jLMMgjjhjjp. A, E1642]. 7 The most learned attack an the Direntnry came with 

Henry Hammond's The Vlaw of the New DirectorX. Mondon, 10451.10 Hance the 

High Church party was working in unison, developing and sustaining dogma 

along with ministry and striving for the return of an Anglican King. 9 

Laudians got themselves appointed to key positions where they could 

influence people who would make all the difference In making the 

Restoration a success. 10 As a result the first Restoration parliament 

was solidly High Anglican, and the King was an their side. " 

J. Horton Davies, uprjLtp. 300. 
2. Xoc)rmzlo'R-lit . 260; XcAdoo, up. c-Jt, p. 54. 
S. Jbid, p. 45. 
4. Horton Davies, op-cit . 344. 
5. Xoor=au. oV., =p. 245. 
6. Horton Daviesomp-cit . 304. 
7.1bid. 
a. lbid, pp. 345,348,356. 
9. Xoornan. opý.. Citpp. 245-G. 
lo. lbi. d, p. 246,250. 
ll. =, p. 249. 
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It is somewhat curious why, if they had this supports the 

Latitudluarians held the whip band. The reason probably lies in the 

High Church fight back during the Conmonwealth period. It was a 

romantic policy of Church and Crown which they proclained, and this had 

to be general. Hence it is not really surprising that their 

, supporters' saw no need for the inplenentation of full blown High 

Anglicanisn., 

In the chapters on Puritanism we discussed how the central 

'unreasonableness' of Puritanism often clashed with their methodology, 

whereby they attempted to set their faith within a theory of unified 

knowledge. High Anglicanisn was similar In that Its epistemology was 

supernaturals whilst Its methodology was natural, Stillingfleet 

realised this clashed with the traditional Anglican concept of spiritual 

reason-2 It was for this reason that the High Anglicans attacked the 

unitarians-3 Therefore when Hammond In his Spanifir 

DiS. CIMMoa, (London, 10001, saw religion as a balance of Scripture# reason 

and experience, It was within a traditional eplatemology. 4 For Jeremy 

Taylor, OReason... is contained in a view of reality which Includes the 

spiritual as well as the Intellectual. 06 In similar fashion 

Stillingflest resisted contemporary, scientific, naturalistic 

epistemology-" VhIlst we can accept this, we should also reallse that 

the High Anglicans used liberal method a great deall so much so that 

they became epistemologically committed to It. 7 

j. XcAdoo, np-c1tOp. 337.2. Su1lLvan, Qj1,. Qi1p. 76. 
3.1hidopp-M94- 4. Xc1dootap-cit. p. 30.5.1bid. p. 60. 
6. lbid. p. 3911 E. StillingfIestoThe Plahnn-Of Wnrrenter'n Anskmr.. London 
1697. pp. 3-7. 
7. jbido p- 186 
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Iligh Analicanime Fcare-ed tn Dafand aP Itinn Unra 1polftir-al than 

ThAMOKICRI. 

After the Bestaration the Church did not Just have two 

theological streams, it also had two political groups: High Church 

Tories and Low Church Vhigs. 1 Their wranglings straddled three reigns. 2 

Ve should not underestimate the fact that the High Anglicans regarded 

the Latitudinarlans as their enemies, labelling then an Remoustrants and 

Socinians. 3 Xuch to his regret, Toland fled from Ireland In 1697 and 

walked straight Into this power play. The High Anglicans dubbed his a 

heretic whilst for the Latitudinarians he was speaking their sort of 

language" 

Ve really should not be surprised at the political mature of 

the Church at this time. Ve have already noted how everyone in the 

seventeenth-century regarded knowledge as Unified. Added to this there 

were social reasons why any separation of Church and State would have 

undermined, 0 ... the whole basis of the territorial church-state system, 

thereby loosening the whole order of society. 00 Therefore whilst the 

SAym, cotfarenne of 1661 was called for liturgical reasons, it was 

manipulated by politicians. 46 So that the Puritans were not rejected for 

religious reasons, rather because the Anglican* equated religious 

I. Cragg. mi-cit 
2.1hid. 
3. Sullivan. ap-cit . 82. 
4. Ibid. P. Q. 
s. Taylor, nji. elt . 511. 
G. Hortou Davi*s, np-cft . 387. 
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disunity with weakness in the body politic., When pleas for toleration 

cane from Anglicans such as Stillingfleet, It was for freedom of thought 

and not of action. 2 One result of this politico-rellgious synthesis 

with its emphasis upon the sovereign, was that the High Anglicans 

misunderstood the Stuart's attempts to Increase their powers In civil 

and religious affairs. This was part of a savage attack against the 

political and religious liberty of the Individualo, but Charles I and 

Charles II kept close to the High Anglicans, and so the real Issue was 

A masked. The trend was only broken when James II introduced a straight 

Anglican/Roman confrontation. 0 

In the Restoration era. "The Prayer Book was the very lunge of 

conservatism, of the unchanging island In a sea of turbulance ... 0A The 

political nature of the Prayer Book had been recognised as early as the 

yestainster Assembl y7. and now such a concept had been, "... sealed In 

the blood of king Charles the Xartyr ... 00 Hence compromise with the 

Puritans within any framework put forward by Baxter, or Useher's 

R. Auntion nf Episcopncy unto the fnrm nf %=d1caL 

a=r=mmt., ELondon, l04l1, was out of the question for areligious 

reasons. ' Clarendon would reflect political opinion In his efforts to 

completely restore the Laudian. Church. Hence the now Prayer Book was 

j, Xoornaujap,. =p. 220. 
2. Ibid, p. 288. 
S. ]pl u m, ap,.. citp. 72. 
4. Ibid, p- 69 - 
5. Jbid. 
6. Horton Davies, op,. aLtp. 331. 
7. IbJA, p. 334. 
8. jbjjj, p. 363. 
9. Moornan, n, =P. 249. 
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inposed as part of the Ict of Uniforaity., Church and state were 

regarded as one, * ... and those who refused to conform to the discipline 

of the church could not expect the privileges of citizenship. 62 

no Illah Almallcan'm hnImEttiCal I[AthndnlQgya. 

For Jeremy Talylor, 

a ... it is reason that carries in to objects of faith, and faith to my 

reason so disposed, so used, so instructed. "* Ve have already seen that 

such an elevation of reason was placed within a traditional epistemology 

of the world as a created spiritual blerarchy. 4 Vhllst accepting this, 

we should underline the authority they placed in reasorn. 0 In the years 

after the Restoration, their conception of epistemology changed, with 

reason now discerning a hierarchy of mmtheamtical and mechanical 

certainty. This, coupled with their reliance on reasarn meant that the 

nature of High Anglican epistemology changed. Nost Importantly it led 

to High Anglicans taking part In mmiustrean scholastical thought. so 

that Stillingfleet combined contemporary rationalism with tradition by 

stressing that the Fathers relied on reasono and thus did not disregard 

rational evidence for faltb. 0 Such a use of contemporary scholastical 

thought inevitably led to some of Stilling1leet's work being wholly 

I. Koorvanow-L'It p. 251. 
2.1bide p. 252. 
3. Sullivan. op. dtp. 52. 
4. XcIdoo, mq. c1t. p. 58. 
5. MA, p. 64. 
6.1=, p. 389. 
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Latitudinarian In flavour, so that XcAdoo regards his SAcrmp, as an 

important Latitudinarian work. ' Stillingfleet attempted to combine 

traditional attitudes with contemporary Natural Theology. It was for 

this reason that he defended Xosaic history by proving that it conformed 

to the canons of reason. 2 In the process his work took on the character 

of the scholars he was attempting to counter. 0 OThe Inherent 

contradiction of their methodology and epistemology also undermined 

their opposition to Socinianisn, where, because of their shared 

methodology the High Anglicans didn't effectually ram home the Socintan 

denial of Christ. 04 This is also linked to some theological Inaptitude 

an the part of the High AnglicanO, Stillingfleet Is representative in 

his association Of faith with the contemporary concept of reason. * 

iZevelation and reason were used to establish each other. 7 So that 

whilst trying to safeguard traditional authorities, Stillingfiest 

juxtaposed faith and knowledge. 0 ... both of them proceed on the same 

foundation of certainty ... faith fIxeth on the veracity of God 

immediately In references to the Divine testimony; knowledge proceeds 

upon it. 00 Even when StillIngfleet began to reallso the Incongruity of 

High Anglicaulen with contemporaryt rationalistic mthodology, he could 

2. Xcldoo, rlll-cltoP-17Q. 
2. Cragg, r'P-ICltoP-71- 
3. Suilivanonsi-L'Itop. 77. 
4. lbid. pp. 99,107. 
5., Lbiji. p. 107. 
O. CraggpoPer-ItoP. 71- 
7. jUd. 
8. Xcldoo, ap-Clttp-184- 
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only try to f Ight it with the same nethodology. I The Inplication. Is that 

High Anglicans such as Stillingfleet were lightweight theologians, who 

certainty couldn't stabillse their attitude to tradition, faith, or 

contemporary rational nethod. 2 Even so, we should accept that they were 

attesipting, the Impossible, the reconsillatlon of a spiritual 

epistenology with a naturalistic methodology. 

All these trends Inevitably led to a re-evaluation of 

Scripture. Ve have already seen that Stilllngfleet defended Nosaic 

history by proving that it conformed to the contemporary concept of 

reason. * Wbilst conceptions of Scripture crumbled before such 

rationality# Scripture seemed to be safeguarded by equating it with 

morality. It was for this reason that Stillingileet saw Scripture as 

safe in the hands of the Delsts, OHe was confident that they respected 

it as the best statement of the moral law... 14 

The Latitudinartans began to dominate the Anglican Church as 

early as the Savoy Conference In 1661.0 It was for this reason that the 

Laudian proposals of Vren and Cosin failed. * Latitudinarians wanted no 

0 ... rocking of the ark of the church of England... 071 and in this way 

I. SullivansOR-Cit pp. 79-80. 
2.. IbIA, p. 58. 
3. Cragg. ap,... Citp. 7 1. 
4. Sulllvan, a; z. t%lt, pp. 50,02. 
5. Horton DavLes, cp. c! lt, p. 367. 
6. lbid, p. 379. 
, 1. IjbiM p. 386. 
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they represented the mood of the nation. ' 

Ve have already discussed how High Anglicans had inculcated 

High Anglican policy@ which meant that their specific theology didn't 

receive widespread support. It was probably for this reason that the 

Latitudinarlans were not as loyal to the Prayer Book. 2 Rather than 

committing himself to such an intense foci of authority, Tillotson 

stressed an appeal to reason, for. 0 ... the careful. comprehensive 

arguments, solid, unhurried, unadarned. "3 This does not mean that we 

are dealing with a departure from traditional Anglicanism. If we look 

at Isaac Barrowls, 11630-167714, sermons, we see they are, 

a ... scriptural. expository and practical... Ewith) ... frequent references 

to the Fathers who are described as 1wiso Instructors'"-& Likewise 

Tillotson preached, 0 ... modests rational, pragmatic sormons... 00 The 

great change came In the emphasis upon contemporary, rational 

methodology. One of the key figures In synthesising Anglican liturgy 

and rational method was Simon Patrick, [1025-170717. His liberality laid 

great emphasis on reason. 0 Patrick felt that such a development 

I. Sullivan. ap-elt p. 380.2. lbidop. 308. 
3. Xc1doo, QP-C1t, P-l64- 
4. ar- Rarro . Anglican divine# classical scholar, and mathematician. 
Vent to Canbridge. In exile 1655-9. Appointed professor of Greek In 
Cambridge. 1660 professor of Geometry at Greshal College. He taught 
Isaac 1jewton. The precision of a mathematician's thought shines through 
his pnUgeot Su; rjxct=. (168O3. Barrow was nrjL influential. 
Cross@ 09--Clts P- 134. 
5. XcAdoosnp-c1t, p. 234. 
IS. Hortan Davies, np. cit, p. 524. 
, 7., q1mnn-Patrfck. Bishop of Sly. Vent to Cambridge, where he was 
influenced by the Cambridge Platonist John Smith. 1654 ordained. He was 
a prominent Latitudinarian. Crosslap. r. 1f . 1026. 
a. XcAdooqap-e1t, p-lQ0- 
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was balanced and not Inimical to a caring priesthood. ' However, we 

should recognise that they were, 0 ... far less conscious of the threat to 

orthodoxy which was inherent In the stress on reason as opposed to 

revelations on morality in contradistinction to sacramental grace. 002 

In such a lack of caution we can grasp samthing of the =tlve 

force behind Latitudiuariansm. 3 The influence of the Cambridge 

Platanists can be seen In the Latitudinarian emphasis an a, *... broad 

based ... clergy seeking toleration, a reasoned religion... sometimes with 

Arnluiau leanings. 04 Latitudinarianan has been seen as, * ... Cambridge 

Platonism minus the sense of wonder and gentus. 06 We should also regard 

them as a reaction against the extreme of the Puritans and the High 

Anglicans. 's They were deliberately aoderatg7, and were In turn seen as 

dull-0 In his Thp FrIandly Debate, E London, 16691, Patrick outlined their 

position as a, 0 ... nexus of scripture, reason and tradition... 0, as 

opposed to the Non-Conformists'. 0 ... disregard for sober and plain 

doctrine. " Hence Barrow saw, 0 ... devotion Is that holy and heavenly 

fire which darteth into our minds the light of spiritual knowledge, 

which kindleth In our hearts the warmth of holy desires ... 010 Because 

j. Xcldoo, nP-cAt#P-1Q0- 
2-Highantnp-elt, p. 329. 
3.1bid. 
4. Fe dwood o 

=Ardip -60- 

5. XcAdooonp-elt, p. 158- 
6.1bid. 
7.1=, p. 228. 
8. lbidop-160- 
9. lbid, p. 194. 
lo. Md, p. 233. 
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of this we tend to find a nixture of contenporary rational method and 

traditional Inglicanisn in Latitudluarlansix. 1 This was developed by a 

great inpulsion to know the sense of the world, through rationalistic, 

empiricist Investigation. 2 

Rationalistic assent becane a key Wt of their outlook, as we 

see in Spratt'93 Hir-toa, *... the Church of England will not only be safe 

amidst the consequences of a nation, but auldst all the Improvements in 

knowledge, and the subversions about old opinions about naturso and 

introduction of new ways of reasoning thereon. " Fowler's lb& 

1! rinntpiep xnd Prnntices, (London, 16701, further outlines 

Latitudinarlansm's reliance on Natural Theology, with his definition of 

Latitudinarlanism as, "... concerned to demonstrate that religion Is able 

to co=jend Itself to man's free acceptance by Its reasonableness. ", in 

doing this they regarded themselves as stabilising contemporary moves 

towards religious enthusiasn, and discension. s Accordingly John 

Vilkins, (1614-167210, was eager to demonstrate that there in no 

incongruity between theology and the new philosophy. 7 

I. XcAdoo, op-eltep-185. 
2. Lbid. P- 229 - 
3.1=, P-171. 
4.1. h1A, P- 16 1- 
5.1hid. p- 102 - 
6. TjIlkins. Bishop of Chanter. Went to Oxford. *He beca3w Increasingly 
interested In the now scientific movement. In 1638 he published IhLL 
Diacnvary of a Varld In the Xnan - Sympathetic to Parliamentarians, i= 

- therefore nade Xaster of Vadhan College and then Trinity. Deprived at 
the Restoration. Founder of the Royal Society. Crose. op-citp-1459. 
, I. J. Vilkins, Of 111P Principlas On Nitles of natural rallaton. 
London, 1675. p. 20; XcAdoo, np-c%1t, p. 206. 
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Doctrinally the Latitudinartans didn't believe 

in the Puritan emphasis an Imputed righteousness., They also disliked 

rigid external autharity. 2, Because of the stress they placed an natural 

man's ability to discern rational truth, they exphasised Individual 

freedon and reason. 3 Therefore Tillotson wanted to emancipate the 

pulpit iron High Anglican netaphysical, and Puritan fundamentalistic 

preaching. ' Because of such an appeal to natural nan, Barrow saw the 

Atonement as Christ's noral conquest of sIn-0 The Implication of this 

was that natural man must take part in such a noral crusade. 

1ccordingly doctrinally the Latitudinartans tended to be In an 

intermediate position. This was partly the result of a methodological 

sinplification of theology. OThe terns In which they defined reason, 

together with their active Interest In practical problem, persuaded 

then that essential beliefs were profound and simple, "* Doctrinally the 

Latitudiuarlans were not only differentiated In their lack of nysticisn, 

but there was also their comparative lack of Inagination to take Into 

account-7 Part of this might well have been the post-Restoration 

emaphasts an Political stability. 0 So that even their great 

1. Xcidooon]2-eltop*163. 
2. Ihiii- 
3.1211. 
4. Ibil, p- 171 - 
15. Ihiii, p. 233. 
6. Craggog12. eit, p. 72. 
7.12. d, p. 70. 
8.111d, P. 78. 
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emphasis an moral theology lacked urgency. "Their outlook was reasonable 

and dispassionate; nagmaninous and charitable. Their virtues easily 

degenerated; their good will subsided Into mrs conplacency a' 

A central thene of their theology was that, "The great design 

of christianity was the refornlug of non's natures... "a 

Hence there was a strong ethical enobasis In their work, they constantly 

defined man's noral duty. 41 Such an emphasis an morality was easily 

interchanged with interest In Intellectual developments, so that there 

was a strong interest in keeping abreast of Intellectual developments 

which seemed capable of quantifying and promoting such norality. 4 It was 

for this reason that Joseph Glanvil valued 

Cartesiauiran-a 

1mbp Tatlt n9a Lass Tipbl%4 tad mr- of Iffaturml- Thanlcwv. 

Latitudinarians saw nore Importance In practical 

considerations than removed theology, with, 00--t0thing. o. nore relevant 

than acadenIc theory. *O They believed God's existence could be 

demonstrated, "... his attributes could be determined by an examination 

of the universe; mn's status and dignity could be Inferred from an 

unbiased study of man's nature. 07 Therefore the association 

j. Cragg, mp-cft, p. 72. 
2. lbid. 
3. Ibid, p. 72. 
4., Lhid. 
5. Xcidoo. np. citop. 170. 
6, Craggonp-eltop. 71. 
7. lbidop. 71. 
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of reason and demonstration was important to theial, and this especially 

changed their view of God. The Latitudluarians were quite aware that 

the God of special revelation and the God of nature and reason are 

inimical. 2 In practice the latter were used to interpret the former. 

Therefore Joseph GlanvilOE1636-108012, saw It as essential that men 

should, 0 ... understand the laws of natter and notion, the more shall we 

return the necessity of a w1se mind to order the blind and Insensible 

matter. " Hence Glanvil was more concerned with finding out truth 

through the wholeness of experience. 's Out of this grew what Wilkins and 

Glanvil raw as a sceptical defence of mystery based on reason., & 

The Vlrtuosi were supported by the LatitudinartaUS7 , and they 

also influenced tham-0 V9 can set this against the growing importance 

of naturalistic sciences In the second half Of the seventeenth century. 

Wbilst utillsing the new mechanistic rationalism, Thozos Spratt and 

Joseph Glanvil regarded knowledge of science and religion as unified. 

1. Sullivan. ap-clt p. 224. 
2.111d, P-61- 
3. 

- 
ngtpph Monvil. Religious writer. Educated at Oxford. Pro-Restoration 

be had sympathy with the Presbyterians. 1000 became rector of Abbey 
church Bath- *Throughout his life be took a keen Interest In natural 
phenomena, especially In their bearing on religion, and he became one of 
the founder members of the Royal Society. " Cross, op. ettp. 502. 
4. XcAdoo, aV. C1t@p-l67- 
5. Ihid, p. 17 1. 
6. Galuvil defends reason. Seat J. Glanvils I Egmannmhle reeammandatinn 
,, na Apf@nr! p nf rgnant in the jiffalra nf roliffinn. London, 1670. p. 11 J. 
Vilkinsellf th2b Principles and D"110301 latural_RoliffInn, 
London, 1075-p. 29. 
, f. Xoormn, ap. cit, p. 254. 
a. Aaron. np- dto p. 29. 
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Oln other words, scientists deal with natural phenonena, but they 

approach them in a reverant and religious spirit... "' Sprat thought 

scientific aud religious methods were showing evidence of clasing, and 

therefore should be kept apart. 2 In this be was supported by Boyle3, 

but not by Newton". 

Sprat and Glanvil emphasised that faith cannot be destroyed by 

knowledge. * Hence the non-rational elements of Calvinism found little 

support with them or the Virtuosi. ` This does not mean that the 

Latitudluarians set all religious authority In terns of scientific 

method, they, "... stood half way between the unquestioning reliance on 

authority which was characteristic of the early seventeenth century and 

the rationalism Of the eighteenth. " Hence they saw groat advantages In 

the new philosophro with Tillotson urgingo a ... the utility of natural 

religion and its arguments, veering towards a deistic form of religious 

apologia. ** All this cane out of a deep confidence In reasont"o that 

profoundly affected their attitude to soterlology. Their cosmology was 

I. Craggonp-Cit . 73. 
2.1bid. 
3. TIM d. 
4.1hid. 
5. lbid, p. 73; J. Glanvil, A Semannable Rae-nmTmrtdmtjmn, London# 1670. p. l. 
6. Sol t, 4r±,., rjL p. 2 1. 
Y. CraggenDiell, pp. 71-2. 
B, XcAdoo, QP-C1t@jP-l65- 
9. J. TillotsOntflilr Parunnn, London91694. p. 2581 parallelled when 
Stillingfleet argued against transubstantiation, by saying that Jesus' 
body could not be In more than one place at a t1w The nrmAr1agL_j2L_thjL 
Irinity and TransubatantlatInn enamrad-aa tm Se-rIpture. Reannn and 
IrAditigm. London, 1887. pp. l'D-24. 
IO. Xoormansop-dt p. 255. 
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clearly mechanistic and deistic. ' Xorality grow naturally out of their 

emphasis an the injunctions of natural law-2 They were confident that 

the 11oly Spirit would argue with the soul through latural Theology. So 

they stressed the need for Isinple', uncorrupted doctrine for 

uncorrupted minds. ' With such an emphasis upon reason's role in sitting 

pure Christianity from natural law4s combined with man's innnate and 

natural rationality, It was Inevitable that Latitudinarians such as 

Gilbert Burnet, 11643-171510, would regard the Bible as pious allegory. 

lrbM pniitirnl StandqUI t nf tho Latibidjamriann. 

The Latitudluarlarm were 

very Influential# and held some of the most prominent pulpits in 

England. 10 This was evident as early as the Savoy Conference of tool, 

which they dominated. 7 They refused to allow the High Anglicans to gain 

the theological or political Initiative. 0 They supported the Whig 

standpoint of modernistic emphasis an the Individual's right to choose. 

This was not a charter far a freedom of rights, but rather an 

intellectual freedom to work with modern concepts of authority, rather 

than traditional ones. The Latitudinarlans stood for a via media# they 

shunned, and were reactions against political and religious extremes. 

1. Sullivan. ny-L-it p. 243. 
2. IMIJ# pp. 65 o 82. 
3.. Lb, iii, p. 52. 
4. lUdP - 119 - 
5. Ihid, p. 175. 
6. Cragg@OD-eit@P. 71 
7. Bortan Davieegnp. cit, p. 379. 
8. Ihiii, P. 380. 
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Being removed from the High Church adoration of the Crown, and 

aware of the political discard a Roman Catholic monarch would cause, the 

Latitudinarlans supported William M. ' Despite the crisis this caused, 

they took the opportunity of stressing the Importance of a broad 

church. 2 This was an appeal to the High Church, and to some extent the 

Presbyterians as well. Hence Thomas Conber. (1645-109932, regarded the 

Prayer Book as, 0 ... so comprehensive, so exact, and so Inoffensive a 

composure; which Is so Judiciously contrived that the wisest my 

exercise at once their knowledge and devotion; and yet so plain that the 

most ignorant nay pray with understanding ... 0* The Latitudinarlans used 

the Prayer Book as a general means of unifying the Broad Church# whereas 

for the High Anglicans It was almost a sacred book. The Latitudinarian 

attitude to the Glorious Revolution in general and the Prayer Book In 

particular. shows their adaptation of doctrine and traditional 

conceptions about the Church and Its relationship to contemporary 

culture-0 

Accordingly whilst Latitudinarians didn't believe In an 

ecclesiastical polity, they still regarded politics and religion as 

closely tiedO Politics was a great preoccupation of the 

I. Craggoop-cit P-61. 
2. Horton Davies, ap. cit, p. 394. 
3. T., Cajb=. Dean of Durham from 1691. He wrote, i ennaninn tn the 
Tagpla xnd ClEmst, 11672-63, written to bring Yon-Conformists back Into 
the Church. OComber strongly resisted James 11's attempts to fill 
Anglican benifices with Ronan Catholics, and unreservedly welcomes 
William and ". 0 Cross, np. clt . 315. 
4. Thomas Conberok Mannurna Crincernitig the dmi-IX and frequenting thL 
rn, mann Prayar, Londonol087. p. 13. 
5. Harton Davies, ap. eit, p. 403. 
6. Craggonp. dtopp. 119-120. 
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bench of bishops. ' "In his own diocese, the bishop was expected to 

promote his party's cause. "2 This was part and parcel of the way they 

regarded Church and State to be linked3, so that they thought any 

separation would affect the whole order of society#4 Whilst accepting 

this, we should be aware that the Latitudinarian movement towards 

individual liberty was very significant. The Non-Jurors failed because 

the Latitudiuarians placed civil and religious liberty above High 

Anglican theory. a When using such concepts as 'freed=*, we should 

remeinber that like everyone else In the seventeenth century, the 

Latitudinarians regarded disunity In religion as weakness In the body 

politic. 4 Hence we are really talking about freedom of thought rather 

than of actiono which nonetheless was a very significant development. 7 

Tha iatitudir-rign Concept nf FkarlItture. 

The Latitudinarians valued 

reason, they saw, "... Its authority... ( as] ... the groat defence against 

unregulated Inspiration. " 'It was equally natural to then to define It 

in terns that made It Indistinguishable from common Sense, " Hence 

I. Cragg. oll-citopp-119-120. 
2. =, P. 122. 
3. Taylar, nsi-eltep-511. 
4.. Ibid. 
5. pjum, np. r. jt, p. 73. 
6. Xoornan, np-ctt, p. 266. 
7.. Ibid. 
a. Cragg. np-cltop. 71. 
9. jLbid. 
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their whole religious consciousness centred on the Individual's rational 

evaluation. Such a methodology was self-validating, and although 

Scripture was set at a premium, it was Interpreted by reason. "The 

usual practice was to construct a reasonable pattern of belief, and then 

prove that revelation coincided with It. 01 Therefore Tillotson believed 

that revelation which purported to be divine, should be validated by 

man's rational conceptions. 2 So that GlanvIl In his Introduction to 

Rust's Discouraggs emphasised the religious significance of, 

0 ... arguments taken fron natural notions. 00 Of course It, 0 ... was 

impossible to be consistently rational and still remain doctrinally 

orthodox. . . 04 Despite this the LatitudInarlans valued Scripture*, 

although their conception of It was changing to one of moralistic 

allegory., 

Iccordingly for the Latitudinarians 'the now commandmento was 

in fact a synthesis of Natural Theology. 7 they believed, "... true 

philosophy can never hurt sound divinity, ow so that for Tillotson 

nothing contrary to reason could be contained In Scripturs. 0 Scripture 

was treated as more authoritative than patristic sources, but only so 

far as It was Interpreted by reason. $* We can see that their 

1. Cragg. n]2-citep. 71. 
2. Efz*PNXR 12nd R@vlewa, pp. 2,267. 
3. Xcidoa, ny-elt, p. 1679 J. GlanVil. A Softsonal 
4. Sullivanenip-, nIt P. 55. 
5. Ihiii, p. 7 1. 
e. 1. bid, p. 55. 
7. Xcidooo n]P-Iclttp. 175. 
a. Ibid, p. 194. 
g. 1. bi£i, p. 200. 
10. Cragg, alp. c, it, pp. 71-2. 
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view of Scripture was well on the way to eighteenth century 

rationalism. ' The Latitudinariaus regarded reason as natural 

revelation. and therefore as enough, 0... to convince us of our moral 

freedom and the certainty of a future life. 02 For Tillotson natural 

revelation became the dominant means of assessing the nature of all 

revelation. * So that religious commitment was seen to resemble the 

understanding of scientific propositions. 4 Synge believed, *The great 

and necessary Truths of Religion are plain and evident to every sober 

and inquisitive person. "s It was for this reason that Wilkins put 

Platoes testimony next to Xoses'. 6 

The ascriptural nature of Latitudinarian autboritles 

necessitated a recourse to classical conceptions of morality. 

Aristotelian views of God tended to be dominant, despite their 

incongruity with Scripture. 7 Vilkins used the Aristotelian definition 

of prudence as practical reason. 0 All this came out of a great concern 

with moral theology't which for Patrick could never be contrary to sound 

reason. " Tat all Latitudinarians liked such an obvious reliance 

I. Cragg, mcittp. 71. 
2.1bid. 
3. Vots-ANS And Revicims, p. 267. 
4. SullIlVan, t3p-clt, p. 04. 
5-lbid. 
6. Xcldoo, nq-clt, p. 210. 
7. Lovejoy p f3p -dt, p-5. 
a. John, Vilklus, Tha prIneAplas mnd Ditims mf Nmtllrml rpliginn. 
London. 1675. p. 20; XcJkdoo, apal. L p. 223. 
g. lbid. p. 229. 
10. JLbid, p. 19 4. 
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on the Ru=M Th@n1nafc&,, Glanvil complained that, "Thaws Is but 

Aristotle sainted. *' But whatever they raw as their Influencers, they 

had a great concern for moral theology, which tended to take the 

authoritative place of Scripture. Barrow explains Its role, "... the 

study of moral philosophy, how exceedingly beneficial nay It be to us, 

suggesting to us the dictates of reason concerning the nature and 

faculties of our souls, the chief good and and of our life, the way and 

means of attaining happiness, the beat rules and method of practice. 02 

So that even anougst the best of the Latitudinartans Christianity was, 

a ... a type of religion which was reasonable, sincere and within the 

range of ordinary meu-*2 All this helped to promote a rational 

moralityo the foundation of religious societies was one product of 

this. 4 The Latitudinarlanal sermons were ethical and high In noral 

tone. 6 It was upon these grounds that they emphasised reasouO, whilst 

questioning the place of too much emotion. Sermons, 0 ... were rational 

rather than mystical In tons, ethical rather than dogmatic in Contgnt. 07 

They thought of the universe as a harmony of God's benificence, with man 

obliged by his rational nature to act In the saw way. OHaving 

minimised the speculative element In religion, the Latitudinarlans were 

free to OmPhaBisO Its practical Impl1cations-It to wise and sober and 

plaus. "s The drift of their thought was the assimilation of natural and 

special revelation. * 

I. XcAdooong-cit, p. 369.2. lbid. P. 236. 
3.1=, p. 256.4. Cragg, np-r. 11 p. 02. 
5. Xoorwnoop-cft, p. 2d0. G. Cragg, njp. clt, p. Gj. 
7. lbidop. 117.8.1=. p. 158. 
9. XcAdoooap. clt, p. 175. 
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All this led to then believing moral certitude was within the 

grasp of natural man. ' This grew out of their belief that Natural Law 

and Christianity are parallel advancements of worldly happiness. 2 

Patrick saw faith as, "... the highest Improvement of reason and elevates 

the understanding. " Barrow coupled this with an emphasis on 

obedience4i which Wilkins interpreted as the rational and prudent choice 

of what seems most rational-41 Therefore sanctification was understood 

in terns of the cultivation of sincerity, 0 ... the slapicity of mind and 

manners in our carriage and conversation one toward another ... 06 With 

@sincerity' being the rational treatment of things seen. Offaving 

regularised the act of'faith, the Latitudiuarians were on the verge of 

transforming Christianity Into natural morality. " The idea of grace 

had been transformed from a divine gift Into a human attalument. 6 

Accordingly for Tillotson and Patrick religion was put on a 

rational base. * Nothing was seen to be outside reason'Os and by virtue 

of man's rationality, the Individual's perception became the most 

significant authority-" Natural Theology became paramount because 

1. Sullivanenp-, nlt p. 54. 
2. IhLie P- 50- 
3. Xcidaatnn-clt#P-197- 
4. Ihi£L. p. 238. 
5. lbigi. p. 213l J. Vilkinatnf the Prinelplem and 1)utten..... p. 20. 
6. sullivan. c12. elt p. 64. 
f. miLd. 
8.1. biji. p. 86. 
9. XcidootnP-cltop. 177. 
10. Ihid, p. 19 0. 
11. Ibid. p. 208. 
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OThe law of nature Is the law of reason, for voluntary agents partake of 

it by reason. "' Moral theology grew out of this enphasis an Natural 

Theology2# OThe new theologians were men more at home In their gardens 

than at their altar rails-they thought In terms of Natural Tbeology. 00 

1. Xcidooi 9212- clt o P- 311- 
2.1. Ud- 
3. Redmod#OP-clt@P-118- 
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In brief the, " ... torn applied to a critical and 

reconstructive theological novement of the post-Reformation decades, 

with consequent Ideals of faith and morals. 01 The torn recognises the 

influence of Faustus Socluus, 11539-16041. His churches In Poland were 

greatly persecuted after a time of success. Le a result they scattered 

to Holland and England, where they were succesful in Influencing what we 

can tern unitarian theology. 2 However, we should be cautious, since 

there was no groundswell of popular Sociniantan. Oln the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries English Socintan influence may be traced In the 

opinion of Latitudiuartaus and liberal philosophers and of the so-called 

Ariaus of the Church of England. " 

Hence the Socinians were not so much a party, an a broad based 

movement. Their numbers Included Unitarians, Latitudinarlans and 

Virtuosi. ' It was for this reason that their Ideas spread so easily. * 

This is why Tolaud4o TLIlotgon7, and Lockso war* all associated with the 

1. i. nf-I? allirinn_nn_d Pthie-m. Edinburgb. 
1958. Vol. XI. P. 650. 
2. IhLi, p. 652. 
3. A. Richardaau, fedl, 1 nlrtinnarg S@COK@ 
1979. p. 314. 
4. Sullivan, ny-elt p. 84. 
5. Ihid, p. 88. 
e. Ihiii, p. 119. 
7. Xcidoa , 129. L, 1 t, p. 177. 
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Socinian movement. One of the key figures was Firn1n, and when be died 

in 1697 much of the steam went out of the Socinianism. I 

Is a religion. Socinianism, cherished reason, they bad no place 

for a mystical faith. ' Because of this they did not accept the absolute 

authority of Scripture. 2 However, they were far from clear about all 

this. Ilya expressed it as having confidence in those who have 

transmitted the Bible, rather than In the text Itself. 4 In similar 

fashion the Soclulans effectively denied Christo but they didn't really 

connect theory with practice. 6 Despite this lack of clarity mmuy were 

very close to, the Sociniaus. If this was not the case they would have 

been far more severely attacked for their view of orthodox sateriology. 

Iffence we should regard the Socintans as the apex of a movement which 

relied totally an empirical rationalism. They were particularly 

indebted to Locke's work on the concept and role of reason. * 

In his Vind1clas Evangelleat"Mondon. 16551, Owen empbastsed 

God's perfect knowledge of all events past and future. He wrote this in 

answer to John Biddlels, 11615-1652)71 denial of predestination 

P. 105. 
2. IbLit p. 89. 
3. jhij. p. 94. 
4. Sulliv3n, QP-C1t P-92- 
5.1. bido p- 99 - 
6. FedW0od#QP-C1t#P-I0l- 
, r. ynhn Riddle. English Unitarlan. Went to Xagdalen Hall Oxford. In 1038 
he developed his Y11 Arg"mPnts, against the deity of the Holy Ghost- 
This caused hin a lot of trouble In the 10401s. Vent to prison, he was 
released, but was harrassed until his death in 1002. Crose, ap, =U#p-172. 
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in order to emphasise nan's f reedcnz. I Allowing such private judgenent 

they saw, "Reason and norality provided the criteria for distinguishing 

truth from error. 02 Hence It seemed logical to lye that religious 

authority lay with the perception of nan. 2 Because of such an emphasis 

an Individual choice and understanding, the Soclulans were anti- 

clerical, 0 ... for them the sacraments were only synbalic... Eforl ... good 

men extract theology from nature. 04 Toland developed this theme to see 

christianity as a means of producing civilirwation. 0 The great thong of 

these times was the validating of the Scriptural view of God. Because 

of their eisphaals on a rationalistic Interpretation of Scripture, they 

tended to view God as being un1fled. 0 This approach led to Christ being 

regarded as a creatur97, with his role being a moral exemplar, with each 

man being capable of attaining a moral perfaction. 0 

This was, OA type of christian thought and religious 

observance which rejects the doctrines of the Trinity and Divinity of 

Christ In favour of the unipersouality of ood. ole John Biddle In 

I. Vallacesap-ell. p. 152. 
2. Sullivatioulp-elt p. 87. 
3. lbido p. 92. 
4. Jbid, p. 103. 
5.1bid, p- 109 - 
6. Toon, HIpar-Ca I vi mI vita, p. 37 
T. Ibid- 
a. sullivansinp-cit p. 99. 
O. Crosslop-citep-1390; Richardson, op-C-11, P. 352. 
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regarded as, "... the father of Unitarianism... ", The novenent had no 

formal creed, and it had adherents from across the religious spectrum. 

Igalu we are dealing with a movement which was linked to malustre&= 

liberalism "Hance reason and conscience have now become the criteria of 

belief and practice for Unitarians. Owing to their belief In the 

abiding goodness of human nature, they are critical of the ortbodox 

doctrines of the Fall, the Atonement and eternal punishment. 02 

We are examining Soclulanism and Unitarianism under different 

headings to Isolate specific trends In their Natural Theology. in 

reality the terms were Interchangeable. 12 Peter Firmin was a Unitarian 

and leading Soclulan, as was the clergyman Stephen 1ye. 4 Both show the 

popular appeal these movements had. They flourished after the freedom 

of the Great Revolution. but had been a growing force since the 18601s. 6 

Because so many Unitarians had links with the establishment, and also 

because overt Unitarianism tended to be radical, Unitarians tended to 

seek anininity-'O John Biddle's works were republished In 16910 with the 

movement development with such works as Arthur Biddle's The waked 

nngpaj. 7 

f 

I* Cross# c4L "Ito P. 1392. 
2. Ibid. 
3. SulllvamoQP-clt p. 84. 
4. Xcidooinp-citip. 83. 
5. Sullivanoup-elt p. 83. 
6.1. bid, p. 84. 
T. 1hid. 
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The Unitarians divorced philosophy from contemporary 

theology. I Like the Socintans they were anti-clerical2. They prof ored a 

more Individual faith and regarded morality as the rational assimilation 

of the Individual with Natural Theology. *Tbey thought of nature as 

obeying uniform laws which were natural rather than scrlptural. 4 Against 

this background they believed that It was. "... of his 

intellect... (that] ... van stood between the eternal and the transitary. 00 

Therefore Xatthew Tindal only paid 11pr-servIce to revelation In so far 

as it concurred with reasonable demonstration. 41 The upshot of this was 

a severe indictment of the credibility of ScrIpture. 7 Any use they gave 

to Scripture tended to be subserviant to their rationalistic designs. 0 

Avove all we should view the Unitarlans as the apex of the Increasing 

emphasis an men, w ... thinking for themselves... Eto be) ... Intellectually 

honest-OP 

Such an Intellectual honesty tended to think of God In terms 

of logical concepts, tbereby depersouallsing God. 10 lye treated God an 

an impersonal Ideal". and In the process undermined the Trinityin. 

j,, Sujjjvan. ap. clt p. 87. 
2. lbid- 
3. Jbid. 
4. Jbid. 
5. Ilaid. 
6. Jbid, p. 93. 
T. M. Tindals christIm"Ill 88 Old- 
8. Sullivan#QP-Clt p. 93. 
g. Hortan Davies, OP-CILP. 454. 
IO. Toon, llyp2r-lCalvJWsn, p. 33. 
II. Sullivantop. cit, P. 102. 
12. Ibld. P. 97. 

Landon#1730. p. 13; Sullivanoopritop-95. 
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Accordingly It was natural for Toland to treat miracles as if they were 

explicable through Natural Theology. I Vithin this framework God was not 

conceived of as supernatural, so that we should be aware of an emerging 

Deism bere. 2 The traditional concept of the Trinity was shattered, 

because they regarded it as contrary to reason. 

The term Is seen as, "... the systex of natural religion which 

was first developed In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 

century. *' It was a system of rationalism. "The Delete hold that 

reason itself was capable of demonstrating the propriety of believing in 

God, as 'The Intelligent luthor of Natural and 'Xoral Governor of the 

Varld'. 04 Deism was closely alligned to the work of Newton, Locke and 

especially Toland's Chrivationity Not Mysterl nun, I London, 16901 . 

The methodological and epistemological changes caused by such 

groups as the Puritans and Virtuosi helped to tooter the growth of 

Deism-16 The Virtuosi In particular# N... discredited traditional 

theology# and therefore rationalist natural theology became very 

doninant. "s In 1600 Pascal estimated Delsis to be a rational religion 

independent of revelation-7 Such a concept of reason was greatly 

I. Sullivan, ýý, p. 128. 
2. Mo p. 205. 
Wross, ý lp. 385. 
4. Rlchardsonoýýp-89. 
5. ToonjHXper-C-mIvInIsm, p. 33. 
6. Cragg, ", pp. 73-5. 
7. Sullivan, ýýp=. 
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by Locke'. So that their whole view of the world was rationale with all 

knowledge expressed through Xatural Law. 2 It followed that they denied 

the supernatural-" 

All this meant that any truth for man is contained In nature, 

as we see In Tindal's ChrIntlanity as Old fts Crontlan-4 The Implication 

was that Natural Theology was perfect and complete, 60 that to recoguise 

the validity of Special Revelation. was to undermine the unity of the 

natural, rational system. 0 Hance a Deist was, "... Due who acknowledges 

the existence of God upon the testinony of reason, but rejects revealed 

religion-06 They demonstrate a complete reliance on Natural Theology 

and rational method .7 

In seeing the Deists' view of Natural Theology an perfect 

knowledge0o we also need to remember that they associated knowledge with 

morality. They regarded natural morality as so conplets that nothing 

could be added to it. " 0 ... the moral law Is nothing but the conditions 

of our actual being ... w1O Locke hold a similar view. " Therefore the 

Deists opposed any restraint on personal enquiry, a... non could arrive 

at moral and religious views for themselves by rational enquiry... 012 

I. Cragg#QP-cLtsP-77- 
2. lb=, p. 159; Sullivanoap. clt p. 200. 
3. Ibid. 
4. TIudal#rbrfr-tI'IDItX am n111- pp. 20101; Cragg, up. cit, p. 159. 
5. CraggociLdtop-1591 Sullivantap-nit-p. 93. 
6. Suilivan. ap-c-It p. 206. 
'I. Jhid, P. 220. 
8. Cragg. ap-eftep-159. 
q. Er, gmyg and R@vl@wa. p. 270. 
10.6. g. Anthony Collins#$ A Maccurfte nf th*armunda ftnd rananna nf the 
Chrmintlan R@IIcrfan&. Loudon, 1724. p. vIj Eaamjm_mnd Ravlgws, p. 270. 
jj. VLllIams, aj;. cit, p. l5G. 
12. Redwoodeap-elt p-24. 
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It is Important to renember that In the period before 1700 the 

Deists were not really a party. *At this time the torn Deist was often 

a neaus of abuse with to specific neanlug. "' However# It Is fitting 

that we should Identify those factors which characterised the emerging 

Deism. Of these, the authority they set on Natural Theology was most 

giguificant. 2 nVhat distinguished the Deist was not an Interest In 

natural religion, but the belief that natural religion alone was 

sufficient, without need for any supernatural revelation. *" 

OThe Friends were organised as a distinctive christian group 

in 1688 when Fox, 11624-16911, draw up his 'Rulp fnr the KainAcrpmpnt mf 

j[pptjnqa,. w4 OThey constituted a 'way' rather than an *orthodoxy', a 

friendship group rather than a church. Dispensing with the outward 

forns of religion ... they nevertheless adopted very fornal nanners of 

speech, dress etc. In daily life. 06 The religious beliefs of the 

Friends are set forth In the classic work of Robert Barclay, EI048- 

1690],, o Theolnelme Verms Chriallanme Apalarlms, (London, 10763.0 The 

1. Sullivansinji-elt p. 2(XS. 
2.1=tp. 205. 
3. Toono HIpar-Calvini arm, p. 35. 
4. Cross, nP. c1t, p. 529. 
5. R1chardson, a9. eit, p. l3l. 
6-, &ý =- Scottish Quaker apologist. Educated at the Roman Cathollo 
Scottish college In Parlso Followed his father Into Quakerism In 1007. 
*He soon acquired a wide learning which. combined with considerable 
Intellectual powers, mmde his the most weighty of all Quaker 
theologians. * In 1683 be was =do Governor of East low Jersey. 
CrossoUP-Cit- . 130. 
T. Crosseap-Cit . 529. 
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central doctrine is that of the 'inner light', which they set above such 

traditional authrities as Scripture. 

The Puritan devaluation of the sacraments reached a peak with 

the Quakers. Their intense concentration on the 'fire within', could 

allow no sacerdotal Interference between the Individual and God. 

Therefore Villian Penn, 11644-171811, saw Quakerism as profoundly 

individualistice a monastery within each person, 0 ... the soul Is 

encloistered from sin. 02 It was for this reason that they were 

iconoclastic, they tore down anything which Infringed upon the 

individual as a receptical of the Holy Spirlt. 13 Therefore for the 

Quakers New Testament worship Is one of living revelation proceeding 

from the heart-4 It was such an emphasis an the sanctity of the 

individual and the authority of personal revelation, which led then 

torefuse Oaths@ violence and above all to press for personal freedom. * 

This is why they placed such an emphasis on honest living and 

jutegrity-'5 The Quakers saw every aspect of life touched by the Holy 

Spirit, hence nothing was set beyond Christian standards. 7 

1. ýL, EC=, _Quaker and founder of Pennsylvania. Partly educated at Oxford, 
from where be was sent down In 1601 for refusal to conform with the 

restored Anglicanism. By 1608 be was becoming a Quaker. 1009 he wrote Ra 
rrnAa, Nn Crnwn. a classic Quaker statement. In the 70's be was taken 
with the Idea of forming a colony with security of conscience. 
Established the colony by 1684. Unfortunately supported what he saw as 
lanes Ills toleration. As a result he lost the governorship an 
penusylvanin. Femained In England, and wrote a great deal. 
Crosssay, =PP-1042-1043. 
2. Horton Davieutop-eft . 294.3. Ibid. 4.1=. d. 
4. A. Lloyd, Qijaker Social Hiatnry. 1660-17. U. 
London# 1950. p. l9jCragg, c[p,. rJLtp. 67. 
6. A RaistrickoQuakers In Salence and lnduntM. Newton Abbot. 1968. p. 67. 
T. As we see In John Grattan's emphasis upon personal evangelisation, 
whilat emphastaing the matUtsDanCe Of his family and profession. tee: L 

-T-nurnal 
of the 11fa Of that Anclefit -qdrvant_nf_1&aun. Inhn arftttan- 

London. 1720. pp. 89,112. 
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Therefore they saw the doctrine of the Indwelling Christ as 

central. ' This was the guidance of the Inward ligbto, which John Owen 

saw as nystical in nature-12 Such a concept was known to be subjective, 

and things could get out of hand. Fox4 rolled on group leaders to 

regulate this-6 

Because of such an onphasis in the Individual and toleration, 

it Is not surprising that the Quakers tended to cons from the socially 

disadvantaged craftsmen and the professions. -& As we saw with the 

Puritans Webster and Dell, such a grouping had rebelled against 

hierarchical conceptions of society. church and scholarship. 

Accordingly he advocated toleration. religious liberty and the now 

liberal scholarship. as we see In the work of Penn and Barclay. 

1. Ralstrick, op. elt, p. 17. 
2.1bid. 
3. vallace. op-clt. P. 150. 
4. nonraa Fnr. Founder of the Society of Friends. Oln 1640, after a long 
Interior struggle, he won noral victory In reliance on the lunar light 
of the living Christ. " He was frequently Imprlsones. "To promote the 
growth of the Society of Friends he undertook frequent missionary 
tripe. * His famous Journal. was first published In 1694. Seei 
Crosstall-eltopp. 516-517. 
5.1Zalstrick, ap-eft, p. 25; Horton Davies, ap. elt-p. 531. 
O. Ralstrickeop. eftip. 29. 
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Magitar Twelve. 

In our discussion of the Cambridge Platonlets we saw a strong 

methodological rationality which jarred with their mystical 

epistemology. Such an Incongruity didn't stop this liberal 

rationalism's if anything by the and of our period It was stronger. We 

should regard the Latitudinarians, with their reliance on the Cambridge 

platonists and the Great Tow CIrcle3, an users of the same liberal 

method. They mark a stop on, In their emphasis on authoritative 

reason-= This was not a denial of faith, but It does demonstrate that 

liberal rationality was entering their epistemological world-view. 4 

Even when we look at the High Anglicans, with their epistemological 

cozmitzwut to the traditional church catholic, we encountered a clear 

reliance on rationalistic methodology. However, whilst Jeremy Taylor 

emphasised reason against a background of spirituality, Stillingfieet 

had a deeper comaitment to liberality, which In the long term meant that 

his methodology undermined High Anglican epistemology. When we move on 

to the Virtuosi, the acceptance of rational method In almost total. 

They regarded all knowledge an rational, with the empirical assessment 

I. Aaron, nP-clt. p. 25IXcAdoo, cp. c! ltop. 81. 
Morton Dmviestinp-citop. 179. 
3. Salt, mrt-cit, P-21- 
4. suilivan. np-cit p. 63. 
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of Natural Theology the basis of their cosmology., Such a Dove was seen 

as a constructive attempt to form a new synthesis of science and 

rellgion-2 But for Newton such a synthesis had a rationalistic- 

empirical bass. -' Private assessment was a growing feature Implicit In 

this epistemological method. It was with such groups an the Soclulaus 

that this achieved Its most uninhibited development, Private Judgement 

was centrally important to then. with rational method as the means of 

assessing all truth-' Similarly with the Unitarians we see a reliance 

on rational method*, with any credibility In religion and revelation 

judged through rationalism. 4s Because of this miracles were natural 

phenomena to Toland. 7 Vhen we turn to the Delete we see an even more 

developed belief in the law of a Natural Theology which denied the 

existence of supernatural revelation. 0 Even though sons saw this 

attitude as little short of atheism*. the Quakers used such scholarship 

at times. 'O 

Inother common theme was the centring of perception and truth 

in the human mind. This is shown by the Cambridge Platonlets, 

especially In the way they associated norality with the reasonable 

I. Solt, mrt. cit p. 22. 
2. Koemlgsberger, op. cft, p. 231. 
S. Ibidp. 232; Taylor, Qp. cft, p. 187. 
4. Sujlivauoop-clt, p. 87. 
5.1blA. 
6. lbid, P. 92. 
f. lbid. pp. 127.208. 
8.1=, pp. 208.228. 
9. Redwoodonp-elt P. 14. 
lO. Ralstrlckoajp. clj, p. 32. 
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perceptions of the nind. ' In the same way the Latitudinartans 

emphasised personal assent2. as did the High Anglicans. 0 Rationalistic 

empiricism was certainly the main Impulse of the Virtuosi, with the 

individual's rationality a means of making a synthesis of all 

knowledge-' The Socinians were even clearer In their emphasis an the 

importance of private Judgement and assent. 6 On the basis of such 

empiricism, Unitarianism attempted, OThe Inpasible task of a purely, 

radically rationalist interpretation of Scripture ... *0 For the Daists 

personal restraint of any kind could not be tolerated. Xatthew 

Tindal, 11655-173317, believed that only human knowledge was relevant. 0 

The whole Deist movement was aimed at the average educated man's 

conception of rationalistic religion. " The Quakers are different In 

that there was to real rationalism, but their development of the 'inner 

light$ can be regarded as empiricist. "' For than all religious 

experience was understood to proceed from the Individual's heart. " 

I. Sullivan, op-elt pp. 53-5. 
2. Xc1doo, nPX1t#p. 174. 
3. Cragg, mettep-71. 
4. Koenigsbergertap-eltap. 232; Taylcr, np-r-1t, p. l88. 
5. Sullivanoop-elt pp. 87,95. 
6. Jbid, p. 92. 
7. xAtthaw TIndal. One of the leading Delete. Went to Oxford. Except for 
a short time he stayed In the Church of England. Its, "sought to show 
that, common to all rational creatureal 'there In a low of nature or 
reasons absolutely perfect, eternal. and unchangeablel and that the 
design Of the GOBP41 was not to add to, or take from this law, but to 
free mn from superstition. " Crossonp. elt p. 1360. 
8. Tludal#rhr1Jqt1AB11X ma n1d. pp. l3, G9e232. 
9. Cragg, ap-eltop-101. 
l0. Ralstrlck$np-e1t, p. 25; Horton Davies, mp. eft, p, 531. 
il. Horton Davles, np-elt, p. 404. 
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Ve have already seen that after the strictures of Calvinism 

the Cambridge Platonists sought a via media. ' To do this they tended to 

have a moralistic view of faith2, which was based an an optimism In 

human nature. * For the Latitudinarlans such a moralistic stance was 

combined with a similar idea of reason. 4 Therefore for Newton all truth 

was unified, with moral truth rational In character. 6 In the sane way 

the Socintans emphasised the congruity of reason with moralitr, with 

all assent to religious truth based on the Individual's clear 

understanding of It. 7 Developing this the Unitarians understood 

religion to be parallel to the rationalistic principles of Lord Herbert 

of Cherbury. 0 Accordingly Christ's mission was regarded as the arrest 

of the decay of natural religion. * Similarly the Delstso a ... sought to 

establish a tangible standard with which to evaluate a doctrice. 10- 

Hence for Charles Blounts(IO54-93111, Natural Theology and morality 

I. Cragg. n2-cIt#pp. O8-Q. 
MASAYS mnd-raylaws, p. 291. 
3. lie w, a; Lx. 11, p. 25. 
4. sullivanomclt P. 63. 
5. KoenIgsbergerqn2. eft p. 232. 
6. sullivanon2-clt p. 87. 
T. jh=' P. 95. 
8.1bid, P-85- 
9. Ibid. 
lo.. Ibid, p. 228. 
ji. rbarlas Blrwnt English Delst. "He is beat known by his InIzu 
l1indi. E16791l a sceptical discussion of the subject of Immortality, and 
the Two First Rnmkn mf Philmstratug. concerning the I-Ife of Apnllanlua 
Tymneus. (16801. The notes of the latter gave offence, by their attacks 
an Opriestcraft' and sympathy with the free thought of Hobbes. 
Crossoup-eltop-179. 
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were the same-' In a similar way the Quaker emphasis on personal 

integrity, simplicity and honesty, was the by-product of their belief in 

the integrity of man. 

Just as liberal method changed the view of religion, it also 

changed the perception of revelation. For the Cambridge Platonists this 

was inevitable because of their belief In there being no conflict 

between reason and revelation. 2 Even though the High Anglicans had 

great respect for tradition and Scripture, their rationalistic 

methodology tended to dictate their view of Scripture. -3 For the 

Latitudinarians there was no inhibition in their emphasis on rational 

method., Hence for Tillotson. natural revelation became the dominant 

means of assessing the nature of special revelation. 4 The Virtuosi 

synthesised this conception, with all knowledge being unified and 

natural. ' Accordingly it was from a base of Natural Theology that Boyle 

looked upon science as a means to study the way in which God was 

revealed in the universe. 6 This was developed by the Socinians to mean 

that only reason's assessment of Natural Theology was a sound basis for 

knowledge, thereby excluding supernatural revelation .7 Similarly the 

Unitarains undermined the credibility of revealed religionO, so that all 

revelation was explicable through Natural TheologyO. In the same 

I. Suilivan, op. clt, p. 228. 
2. Aarc3n, np-clt, p-25- 
S. Cragg. np-cit, p. 71; XcAdoo, np-cit, p. 184. 
4. Rssays and Reviews, p. 267. 
S. Redwood, np-cit, p. 29; Solt, arftArýp. 21. 
6. Solt, art. cit. . 21. 
T. Sullivan, op. clt, pp, 87j9O- 
8. Ihid, p. 95. 
O. Ibid, p. 127. 
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way the Deists Insisted that belief should be vested In natural 

religion, with a denial of the possibility of supernatural revelation. ' 

ilthough the Quakers did not set up any great Intellectual challenge to 

special revelation, their emphasis an the *inner light' led to 

empiricism. ' So that for them, I ... the worship of the low 

Testament... Is spiritual, proceeding from the heart. 92 

There was a common move away from viewing Scripturs as a 

primary authority. So that Delete such as Tindal wanted credal 

statements which were Independent of special revelation, and which 

achieved universality only when conceived, 0... by unaided human 

reason... 04 If we look at the work of the LatItuditarlan Tillotson, we 

see it as part of a movement by which religion was put an a rational 

base-O Hance for Boyle the world was, "*.. a school for rational 

I. Suilivan, ap-cIt p. 208. 
2. Ra1str1ck. ap-Wt. p. 25. 
s. 07he Christian convent and nonastery are within, where the soul to 
encloistered from sinj and this religious house the true followers of 
Christ carry about with them; who exempt not themselves from the 
conversation of the world, though they keep themselves from the evil of 
the world In their conversation ... True godliness don't turn 3sen out of 
the world, but ouables then to live better in It and excites their 
endeavours to nand It. " William Penno The Vitness nt V1111an Pann. No% 
York, 1957. p-48- 
4. sujlIvan#nq-c1t p. 200; X. TLndal. Chr1st1nnj_tX an Old,. pp. 69.230. 
5. XcJLdoo, nP-dtsP- 177. 
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souls to learn the knowledge of God. 01 Igainst this background grace 

was equated with morality, so that Nye viewed Christ as a moral 

crusader. 2 It was upon such a basis that Lenke In his RemannablPiftefts nf 

chriAtlanUX, proclaimes Christ as Messiab. 0 However, wbilet referring 

to Jesus as Xesslab, the tendency was to do so within a framework of 

Unitarinuisn'. Therefore Newton' a mork woved away fron 

ChristocentriszkO, and stressed that the connon core of belief was the 

conception of, n ... a supreme Being, the Immortality of the soul, and the 

obligation to noral conduct. 00 

I tendency to subjectivism parallelled these views. One of 

the most distinct vanifestations of this calm with the Quaker's belief 

in the Indwelling spirit. 7 Such an empIrIclum had a theological history 

in the Reformed emphasis an the priesthood of all believers In general, 

and movements such as the Anabaptists and Antinomlans In particular. 

vhilst taking this Into accounts Quaker Individualism can nonetheless, 

be seen as part of mainstream liberalism. Ve see this In a 1602 letter 

of Penn to his wife concerning the education of their children, gFor 

their learning be liberal... but lot It be useful knowledge, such an in 

consistent with truth and godliness... I recommend the useful parts of 

mathematics. " When we turn to men such an lye, this 

I. Xcidooong-elt. p. 271. 
2. Sullivatlonil-clt P-85- 
3. Aaron. up-clitep-39. 
4. Redwood, Cip- cite P. 102. 
5. Barbour, np. cft, p. 40. 
05. Barbour, sip. elt, p. 39. 
7.1RajstrLck#fnp-clt, p. 17. 
8. lhid, pp. 32-3. 
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emphasis on an Individual. rational method was nore overt. ' Therefore 

only those principles evident to reason were accepted2# with Tindal 

emphasising that such knowledge was preferable to faith. 0 In such a 

system God's function, 0 ... In the present was thus reduced to the 

preservation Of the cosmic order ... 04 This view was parallel to 

Descartes'. * So that the Virtuosi's methodology was IsIolating and 

invalidating any spirituality in their epistemology. 

This balance between a spiritual and mechanical epistemology 

was mirrored In their concept of God. Hence God was soon an a wise mind 

who will Judge man rationally. 0 lye's concept of such a mind was wholly 

materialist, "... his God worked through the mechanical order of nature, 

so that prayers and supplication were useless to him. 07 This was part 

of a move away from Chrlstocentrien. 0 Some semblance of the Trinity was 

maintained by the Latitudinarian Sherlock when he argued that the 

Trinity is made up of threat eternal minds. * Tillotson recognised the 

implications of such a conception, especially when Sherlockis pupil, 

I. Sullivan, ap-eft p. 85. 
2. XcAdoo. cp-cJt, p. 27l. 
3. Sullivanap-eft. p. 96s TIadal, ChrjmtjmnjtX an nid. pp. 2069. 
4. Barbourenp. clt pp. 37,41-2. 
5. Jbid. 
6. SullIvan, npx1t p*102. 

Barbour, g1j. Lll+, p. 40. 
a. Jbid. 
9. Sullivan, up. c-I I p#981 Sherlock, The Drictrite nf the rAthmie church. 
London. 1697- p. 5. 
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Joseph Bingham, 11668-172311. said nuch the "me. 2 Liberal methodology 

was making then loose touch with the traditional concept of the Trinity. 

For Tillotson revelation was set within a framework of Natural 

Theologyt 0 ... all our reasonings about revelation are necessarily 

gathered by our natural notions about religion, and therefore he who 

sincerely desires to do the will of God Is not apt to be Imposed on by 

vain pretences of divine revelation. 00 Accordingly special revelation 

became acceptable only so far as it fulfils the natural concept of God. 4 

This inevitably led to an emphasis on revelation as reason#* which In 

turn was expressed through empiricism. 46 This was taken a step further 

by Tindal who stressed that all truth must be conceived by unaided human 

reason# and therefore be Independent of special revolation. 7 Such a 

stress on reason inevitably led to Scriptural authority being expressed 

1. jggaph Ringhan. Educated at Oxford. Got Into trouble In 1095 for 

preaching Trithelan. His most famous work, the DrIalnes 
( jo vols, 1708-221, with its wealth of systematically arranged 
InformntiOnt on the hierarchy, organisation, rites, discipline, and 
calender of the early church, was the fruit of some twenty years* 
labours and has not been superseded. Cross, np-rlt p. 173. 
2. SullivanoCIP-C11 P-105- 
3. VaRAYS and revigma. p. 267. 

4., Ihid; sulljvan, np-r-1t, p. l3l. 

S. Sullivanonji-elt p. 70. 

6. VjllIams, mp-c1t p. 151. 

7. Sulljvan, ap.. cjL pp. 1020207. 
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through it. ' We see a clear shift In authority fron spiritual grace to 

nature2, whereby nature and not historical revelation was seen as the 

key to a knowledge of God. * We should not Imagine that such a 

developnent, of the concept of scripture was a thoughtless by-product of 

scientific method. For Scripture had been changed Into a secondary 

authority4o into pious allegory. * 

Therefore religion became less a matter of living experience, 

than of intellectual denonstration. -O So that Lattitudinarlans such as 

Tillotson condemned the pagans for, 09--sinning against the law written 

an their heartawl rather than for not believing In Christ. 7 The upshot 

of this was that It was impossible to be doctrinally and 

rationalistically orthodox. Vith the emphasis an the latter, religion 

became noralistic. 0 Tindal showed this to be the Inevitable outcome of 

seeing reason as primary. " VhIlet Joseph Glanvil Insisted that such a 

stance did not make then neglect Scripture. 10 It was for this reason 

that Stillingfleet In his Sac=#116621, emphasised the reasonableness 

of Scripture. " This was a general trend", which cart be seen an 

I. McAdooonp-elt, pp. 200,280. 
2. Vallac4oQP-cIt#P-I5Q- 
3. McAdoojnp. cIt, p. 207; Barbour, ojj. c-jt, p. 40. 
4. Sullivan@ op. cl I p-65; KoenIgsberger#QiLrJLtp. 233. 
5. Barbour. op-cIt, p. 53; SullivanotMett, pp. 128,175. 
6. Barbouroup-cit, p-40. 
If. J. Tillotson. -qJzSmrmnn*,. Loodon. 1694. p. 258; Sulljvau, Qp. =p. G4. 
8. Sullivanonp. clt pp. 55,137. 
9. =, p. 207. 
JO. J. Glanvil, A Senamnable Rannim=ndatln-n,. T-ondon#1670. p. l. 
ll. XcAdooto; Lýcit, pp. 287,182. 
12. lbidep-286. 
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severely weakening the traditional concept of revelation and religion. ' 

For the tendency we see in the work of those such as Locke and Toland, 

is one of allowing reason to be Its own authentication. 2 In this we see 

a significant shift from the former concepts of spiritual reasono OThere 

was inevitably more emphasis on measurement. calculation and proof, so 

that the idea of reason with which theological method was working was 

unable to escape being affected... by the current stress an ratiocination 

and demonstration. " 

Accordingly Locke viewed Scripture as far simpler than people 

imagined, being a synthesis of reason, simplicity and morality. 4 

Therefore faith was Increasingly associated with precise concepts in 

words, " ... rather than the meanings behind the faitb. 00 Such an 

attitude peaked with the Unitarians and Delst&O, but was by no imeans 

7 uncommon. It was for this reason that the Latitudinarian Burnet 

explained revelation through moral necessity, O an did Locke*j with 

]r9wton for his part attempting, 0 ... to make a statement In matbenatical 

terms of the ratio between present and future bapppiness ... 000 Above 

all there was a unified emphasis an expounding a moralistic duty for all 

men., ', Toland showed this to be a duty with no nystery'2, with whatever 

I. Xcidooonp-elt. p. 285. 
2. =tp. 384. 
3. lbid, p. 3031 Sullivan. ap,. ciL p. 194. 
4. Xoornan, cip. elt, p. 258.5. XcAdoo, QpXItsp. 93.6. Sullivan, Cjp.. cjtp. 228. 
I. Ibld. 
8.0-g. T. Burastols"tir's Thenrim Rm=. Lcndon, 1O81j and T. Ponnot, rane-red 
IUDIM. London. 1905. pp. 213-7. 
9. XcAdoo#njj. c1t. p. 30G. 10. Md. p. 297. 
ii. j. Toland, bRttgrm tm Sorons. p. 9; XcAdoo. cq,. cjtp. l83. 
12. Sullivanonp-eftop. 5. 
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value religion has resulting from Its rational credibility. ' 

The right of Individual Judgement was seen as central# 

0 ... they tried to acconodate both the right of every Individual to 

interpret the Bible as he thought fit, and the insistence that articles 

of faith could only be established an the basis of express revelation 

and co3sprehensibility. 02 Therefore Toland and Locke enphasised the 

discoveries of individual sense and Intellects$ and stressed the 

integrity of reasonable consclence. 4 So the Sociniate regarded the 

right of private Judgement as fundamental. 41 This In turn bad close 

sinilarties with the Cambridge Platonist concept of natural nan** 

capacity to prove by reason whether any proposition cans from God. 0 

)juch the same could be said of the High Anglican Jeremy Taylor. 7 

Reason becane the standard against which all knowledge of God 

was set. For Jeremy Taylor reason was more than ratiocination, he saw 

it as guided by divine revelation. 0 Hance whIlst Taylor compromised 

Scripture toreason, his emphasis on spiritual reason seemed to overcome 

this*; but significantly he stressed, * ... Scripture, tradition, councils 

and Fathers, are the evidence In a question ... reason Is the judge. *'* 

This was continued by the Latitudinarians Beth Ward", Bentley, Qlanvil, 

Vilkins and Ray. 12 This led then to think that, ". #. Scripture should 

I. Suilivan. ap-elt P. 1231 Xcldoo, QP. cll, p. 304. 
2. SullivAnpQP-clt p. 70.3.1. bidop. 123.4.1hid. p. 131. 
5. IlLid. p. 87. 
6. ueriry Xore. An Jkntldnts ncrainat Athels". London# 1683opp. 53-72; 
Bass, np-cit. p. 80. 
?. Bar-sonp-cit. p. 67.8. XcAdoo. ap-rjt, p. 65.9. lbid, p. 67. 
10. ibid. p. 74. II. Ibid. p. 200.12.1. bidp. 280. 
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read with the same critical presuppositions which applied In studying a 

profane text. "' Vithin such a system Ray and his followers attempted to 

stress the harmony of Scripture, while Blount and Burnet criticised 

biblican Integritys and doubted that It was to be taken sarlausly. 2 At 

beat Nye used reason to conceive of God as a materialistic mind parallel 

to the laws of nature. 0 It was for this reason that Bolls assigned an 

architectural role to God. 4 A wholly natural view of God was emerging. * 

The Latitudinarlans enphastsed that all doctrine should be 

self-validating. If It Is not, though, 0 ... an Angel from heaven should 

bring it@ be... Evlz the Individuall... wIll not receive It. 04 Even with 

Scripture. 0 ... no other doctrines which are not sufficiently revealed In 

scripture, either In express terms, or by plain necessary 

consequence ... are to be esteemed any part of that faith In religlon. 07 

Hence when Synge undertook to list twenty-one tenets of gentlenanly 

Christianity. only the last, the existence of angels, was not toplclt In 

Lord Herbert of Cherbury's five self-evident propositions of natural 

religicu-0 Such an approach was a mixture of validation and Individual 

1. Sullivanen12-elt, p. 61. 
2. Jahn Ray# Thre@ PhZglrn-Thaölneteal Dlannursen. Landauelt93. pp. 65-77. 
3. Su 11 ivan, op... a1. t p. 102. 
4. Barbour. np. elt. pp. 41t50. 
5. Sulliv, un, ny-elt pp. Gle128. 
6.1. bid, p- 65. 
'r. Ihili, p. 68. 
a. IM£l, p. 87. 
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assent. All knowledge was conceived as propositions which need to be 

assessed. ' Ve can see this as an attenpt to, I ... acconodate both the 

right of every Individual to Interpret the Bible an be saw fit and the 

insistence that articles of faith could only be established ... * by their 

ratlanalitY-2 Therefore Anthony Collins, E1676-172910 0 ... sought to 

treat free-thimLkLug as the effective nedium of conscience, so that man 

could not be moral without searching for the truth. 04 Therefore there 

was a growing emphasis an personal freedom and reason. 41 go that Patrick 

wrote, 0 ... nor is there any point in divinity, where that which Is most 

ancient doth not prove the most ratlanal. 04 

Toland abowed that a different conception of autbority was 

emerging. For him the discoveries of Scripture were less certain than 

those of the senses and of the Intellect, which were seen as the seat of 

authority-7 Collins developed this with great exphants on the thinking 

conscience. * So that religion was Increasingly placed on a 

l., qu II ivan. nP. elt, p. 03. 
2.1. bid. pp. 70.93. 

Delst. Educated at Cambridge. Greatly Influenced by Locks. 
He denied that the Old Testament contains prophecies of Christ. An he 
hold prophecies to be the only valid proof of the truth of 
Christianity... his work was intended as an Implied rejection of It. lie 
also denied the canonicity of the New Testament. as well as the 
Immeteraility and Immotality of the soul. Cross. opaJL p. 312. 
4. SullivAUQP-CL1 p. 2311 XcAdoo, ap. eit p. 14, 
5. Xcidootap-elt pp. 163,35gl349. 
6.1bid. pp-193g207-9. 
7. Enphasisimg that the Intellect should not be burdened with 
supertsition. See: TlandsLatters tn Serenn, pp. 2-4. 
a. sullivan. np-clt p. 231. 
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natural base, which peaked In the views of Delon. ' The stress an 

Individual Intellect was rational2,0 ... reason steers by so excellent a 

conpass ... things cannot be believed unless there Is reason... 0-2 Faith 

was increasingly conceived as elevated reason, "... (faith as).. the 

highest Improvement of reason ... 04 

I. XcidooomPacitop-158. 
2. llad, P-177. 
3. Ibid oP- 13. 
4.1. bid, pp. 196-2001 Highastap-c-Itop. 13, 
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Conclusicm. 

We have been concerned with the Theory of Knowledge. Our 

special interest has been to study the developments of Puritan 

conceptions of latural Theology, and the way In which this group 

integrated its understanding of man's knowledge of the natural world 

with its theology. Whilst saying this, we need to bear In mind the 

difficulties we encountered in the Introductim when we tried to define 

Puritanism. This inevitably means that references we make to Puritans 

and Puritanism are by no means binding on the whole of the movement, or 

for that zotter an all of the work of the Puritan or Puritans to whou we 

are referring. 

Protestant thought In England was certainly not a homogeneous 

construct. It draw its Inspiration from several sources. The man who= 

we are discussing had been deeply Influenced through their education by 

the classical culture of Greek and Rona. But they were even more deeply 

influenced by the Bible. It was Inevitable that thee* two Influences 

should create severe Intellectual tensions. How were the 

presuppositions Of buzon knowledge as understood In Greco-Roman culture 

to be reconciled with those of the Bible? But we mist be aware that 

Puritanism was by to means a unified movement. 

Of course, English Prottstants were not the first people to be 

confronted by this challenge. Classical culture had filtered Into the 

European mind through nedieval scholasticism. That, In tural had 
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influenced the Protestant Reformers. Thus John Calvin had striven to 

create an acceptable synthesis of Scripture and Scholasticism. But his 

synthesis involved a radical criticism of medieval thought, not least 

because he wished to preserve the Biblical Insight into the Divine 

ordering of history. The Puritans took Calvin an their starting point. 

Vhile seeking to be faithful to his guidance, they had their own 

contribution to make to Calvinistic thought. It has been asserted that 

Puritanism wove together three strands. - rationalism, norallan and 

mysticism. There Is much to be said for this assertion, If only because 

it helps us to understand bow Puritan plety, while seeking tp respect 

the role of reason, was eager to commit itself with enthusiasm to the 

persuit of moral excellence and connunion with God. 

The Puritans were not an Isolated group. Ve have considered 

others who were engaged In the effort to provide philosophical 

justifications for Christianity. And we have seen that at several 

points these groups were In agreement with each other. Respect for 

reason and the conviction that belief should be tested In the light of 

reasont was connon to almost all of than. This attitude of x1nd In not 

to be wondered at since so many of then shared a cozoon pattern of 

education In the Bible and classical studies. 

Ve have already said that we have been mostly concerned with 

the theory of knowledge. All the groups we have looked at related such 

knowledge to God. For many of the Puritans we looked at this zoant 
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balancing ideas of a transcendent God against the Immanent God of 

history. They also had to strike the right balance In the sources of 

this knowledge, between ScrIpture and reason. Their own faltbo and the 

testimony of Reforned Theologyo put Scripture first. But this was a 

tine when confidence in reason was Increasing. This wont beyond the 

belief that reason Is a technique of understanding, to a belief In 

reason as the locus of authority, viz. to ratlonalisz. Xore especially, 

there was a widespread belief that the Age of Light had dawned. In part 

we are referring to the emergence of science. This would challenge 

Puritanism In =nY ways- Xost Importantly It would question the nature 

of Scriptural authority. Science also questioned many of the 

scbolastical presuppositions of the Puritans. But whilst science was 

obviously different, It can also be seen as a logical development of 

aspects of Puritanism. Federalism might well be the bridge between 

then. This was a technical elaboration of predestination which set 

Scripture and scholasticism within a rigid system. It was very 

influential. Basically It sought to set all creation within a plan of 

salvation. This Inevitably led to a reconsideration of the definitions 

of Godo man and the world. These were In turn set within given systema. 

Thus a unified Theory of Knowledge, or an epistemology, emerged. 

Against this background we can *to that there was a cannon preoccupation 

with the need to produce an epistemology. 
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The Anglicans were involved In this process. For various 

reasons they had failed to develop their faith In the same way as 

Federalism allowed the Puritans to develop theirs. Laud was aware of 

this, and by a system of patrowge sought to encourage an acceptable 

development of the Anglican faith. The work of man such as Jeremy 

Taylor, John Hales and Robert Sanderson was the results But the Civil 

Var checked this. Hence there to a sense In which contemporary 

scholasticism failed to go to the heart of Anglicanism; whereas with 

Puritanism it did. But whilet AnglIcanism was not leading the way In 

the development Of the Theory of Knowledge, It certainly used Itj and 

supported all the developments. This does not mean that great scholars 

were absent from Anglican ranks. Richard Hooker's FcclealmaticaL 

rXaj±. W 15941 was revolutionary In the way It explained authority in 

terns of reasoned, Individual choice. However, his thoughts were In 

many respects Isolated In Anglican circles. This to evident from the way 

big papers were mishandled after his death. Lancelot Androwes showed 

very little understanding of Hooker's thought when he was putting those 

papers Into some sort of order. No, the fact In that It In to the 

Virtuosi that we have to look for the heirs of Richard Hookerl and even 

beyond then to Edmund Burke In the sigbteenth century. 

Iccordingly the Anglicans were not united In the way that 

Federalism united the Puritans. This meant that Anglicans such as 

Jeremy Taylor could stress that reason Is spiritual# wboreas Sanderson 
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was more modern In regarding It as mathematical. low In philosophical 

terns they were very far apart, but they were united In the authority 

they set In rationalism. Both believed that knowledge Is unified, and 

that reason is the only way of expressing this. Therefore differences 

were swept away by the process of reasoning. Basically this was 

regarded as a process of observation, deduction, and systematization. 

Clearly the Anglicans were Influenced by the principles of the 

developing physics. and since this had to real basis In their own 

thought, they must have looked to the Puritans to some extent. The 

point is reinforced by the Cambridge Platoulsts who deliberately set out 

to challenge Puritantim. Although aspects of their Ideas of a spirltual 

reason were Influential, they failed because of the Increasing strength 

C)f physics. 

Therefore the Puritans, Anglicans and Canbridge Platontats 

were all linked by a comeon Interest In epistemology. in this sense 

they have Inportant parallels with the Virtuosi. It is true that the 

scientists can seen far removed from Puritan or Anglican theology. But 

they had much In common, especially In regard to scholasticism. From 

the Puritans' standpoint the Federal world-view In similar to the 

Virtuosi's concept of the world. Both took It for granted that there Is 

a single law of reason against which everything aust be wasured. Going 

beyond this there was also a shared belief in the Chain of Being, along 

with classical Ideas of microcosm and macrocosm. The Important point Is 
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that scientists such as Newton and Boyle did not formulate their 

theories from practical ob6orvations alone. Many of the key concepts 

within their epistemology are present within PuritanIsis and to a lesser 

extent in other groups as well. 

Hence the development of a Theory of Knowledge was really a 

matter of achieving clarity of system. This was a time of great 

intellectual change. but this was tat just for the sake of change. The 

Puritans and Virtuosi were driven an by the need to express knowledge 

more clearly* The common reason for this was that It brought them Into 

closer connunion with' God'. Of course. 'closer communion' , could mean 

many things. Part of this clarification was to concentrate on the 

thinking mind. This was not wholly for scholarly reasons. Indeed, bore 

we nust underline the celebrated Reformed concept of the 'priesthood of 

all believers'. The Puritans undoubtedly drew an this In the 

revolutionary way they related all knowledge to the pcnition of the 

individual. Perkins' chart In his luren Irmilla (15923 sets the man, 

whether be be a saint or sinner, within a systen which contains God 

himself. It was this idea which drove scholars such an Ames, 

Chillingworth and Unke to express knowledge In term of Individual 

perception. However. In using 'reason' to define the Individual@ the 

tendency was to depersonallse. In this sense they moved back Into the 

innumerable generalleations of the Schoolmen. But this did not retard 

developnento for the same push for clarity continued despite the 
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changes. Newton was not like Perkins or Owen. Perkins had explained 

knowledge from the vantage point of the individual. Newton explains any 

object ire= the basis of universal nechaulst1c: principles. We should 

underline the inpersonalism of Newton's system, but In that It clarifies 

thought through rational authority, Newton Is faithful to the preceding 

developments. In short, the century leading up to Newton ban one great 

theme: the emancipation of knowledge through Natural Theology. 

From our standpoint Puritan Federalism can mass a very complex 

combination of Reformed Theology and scholasticism. Ve should bear In 

mind the definition of Scholasticism In the Introduction. This to the use 

of rcholastical method to achieve clarity of system. It was not the 

embracing of Medieval Scholasticism. The key point for us is that 

scholastical method took aspects of Puritanism down the road to 

rationalism. The basic reason for this is that If one expresses God 

through such a rational methodology, the definition which you get out at 

the other end in scholastical. Aspects of this were present from the 

earliest time# certainly In Perkins' Ariallin A"rea of 1592. 

However#there was great development as we see In Ames# Xadolla (16273o 

Charnock's Friatence an& Attrlhute& a GDX 16721 , Bowe's Living 
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TP=1 aE 16761, and Theophilus Gales' Cnurt at thL G-entl I an E 1070). Even 

this approach was uniquely suited to people In the seventeenth century. 

it helped to shape Ideas on many levels of life. Part of this was the 

development Of a physics based on Natural Theology. Now whilst it Is 

most difficult to quote chapter and verseo It to hard to belive that the 

Virtuosi were not affected by these developments. Considering the 

standing and contribution of Puritan scholars such as Perkins, Ames, 

oweno and Howe, along with the mden appeal of men such an Baxter In the 

publication Of these views, the probability In that the Virtuosi were 

deeply influenced. But the most that we can do Is to draw parallels 

between all the movements we have looked at. 

If we turn to Newton and Locke we see something akin to a 

Puritan vocation. Newton strove to make knowledge Intelligible through 

the unity of natural concepts of being. This is essentially the same as 

Puritans such as How* and Charnock It Is true his terms of reference 

are more refined. The Laws of Nature are In clearer focust but just 

like sons of the Puritans he sought to explain the unity of being 

through the authority of rational method. The Inevitable consequence 

wag that Ideas about authority changed. Vhat happened was that they had 

moved from the model of allowing reason to explain Scriptures to 

Scripture explaining reason. This Inevitably draw In the Individual as 

interpreter and assenter. levertheleset this was still a system where 

jawtons like the Puritans and other groups, sought to define God, 
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Authority had moved from Scripture to a rational system which placed 

Scripture amongst other authorities. 

This subtle, but profound chang*0 Is also shown In their 

attitude to morality. Time and again we saw the Puritans such as Baxter 

expecting a man to use his natural reason to act morally. In 1072 

Charnock pointed to the common civLlisation of son as a proof of natural 

reason. All this led to late emphasis an the Inspiration of grace from 

God. Xorality became the by-product of rational andeavour. So much so, 

that by the tine of Daniel VillIams and Joseph Hussey, even the Church 

was understood In these rational/moral terms. This was also the view of 

John Toland and Tillotson. The lonjuror crisis In 1688 Is a 

particularly good example of this. The lonjurors failed precisely 

because the majority of Churchman had a moral view of the Church. They 

had no time for what they regarded an out-moded Ideas about Divine 

Right. This development also betrays the growing breach between 

theology and knowledge. For Richard Hooker or Baxter It was unthinkable 

that the Church should not embrace all knowledge. Vbereas for Tillotson 

and Locks, the Church was a moral Inatitution. This does not mean that 

they denied Divine Right or Scripture, they simply gave than a lower 

priority. This was to lose true amongst mom Puritans. Of course they 

still had a strong concept of the Churchl but the perception had shrunk 

to a primarlly-noral role. This Is shown by Bypor-Calvinists such as 

Davis and Husseyo who quoted Puritan scholaticies without understanding 
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Its basis. On the other hand we are struck by contemporaneous Puritan 

scholars such as Theoph1lus Gals and Peter Starry who used and 

understood Puritan scholastician. whilat not experiencing the basic 

religious motivation of the man who wrote Lt. For both groups morality 

became most important, for the substance was beyond then as demonstrated 

by the dramatic decline of Puritanism In the late seventeenth century. 

These trends were especially evident In low England. Just forty years 

later the struggles of the zdgbty Jonathan Edwards, were mostly with 

those who had this moralistic concept of the Church, and who marcbed 

under the banner of the Half Vay Covennat, of joee. Edwards wanted no 

division between theology and the rest of knowledge. An a result be was 

shunned for many years. 

There Is an attractive theory that Calvin and the succeeding 

Calvinists set about the task of reconstructing the epistemology which 

had collapsed during medieval times. It In attractive because Its broad 

generalization In neat. However, closer examination leads us to doubt 

whether this was their main Intention. lad even If they did reconstruct 

an epistemology, the movement was by no means homogeneous. Accepting 

this. we can nevertheless see Important theme of scholasticism In 

their work. One such was their use of classicaloNeoplatanto Idealogys 

especially of the Chain of Being. Ve discussed Its use In Charnock's 

thought an a means of setting temporal and spiritual being in a rational 

order. Tine and again we have been struck by Its usel overt in Charnock 
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and Baxter, whilat more refined In Perkins's plan of salvation. In fact 

there seems to be a striking resemblance between the Idea of the Chain 

of Being and Federalisn. Both were a mans of placing the Individual 

within a rational system which held all being. In this sense Puritans 

such as Alexander Richardson and Charnock were Involved In the 

production of a scholastical system. But this was the result of their 

belief In an articulate faith and union with God, not of a faith In 

scholasticism. This Is especially evident In the way they breathed the 

energy of revival Into scholastician. 

But no matter how we quallfy the nature of Puritan 

scholasticism, In the last analysis It began to dominate aspects of 

their thinking. This became especially evident In our close examination 

of Charuock's AttrIbutas of God. For eleven hundred pages scholastical 

Ideas are continually taken for granted. Basically he used It to 

achieve clarity. We should note this against the contemporary concern 

to refine a Theory of Knowledge. Thus to matter how much the Puritan 

scholasticism lacked unity, It was Involved in a general movemant to 

liberate rationalism. This was the them of Kilton's 

_Ar&nDma4t1. 
cAjl0443. But we should not regard this as the Intense 

speciallsation of scholars. Assurance In the authority of rational 

m@thc)d was only a means of articulating the revival, and It was the 

revival that Izipelled pastors such as Charnock to write substantial 

books. In return It helped to explain the view of man and the world. We 
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must remember that this was a tize of huge political, social, economic 

and intellectual change. Assurance In a rational system not only helped 

to bring those abouts It also breathed confidence. However, we must 

stress that Puritans such as Cbarnock had a xethodological# rather than 

an Ideological commitment to rationalism. This Inevitably led to 

contradictions In their work. But It does underline their commitment to 

a traditionally Reformed faith. 

The Anglicans had the same confidence In rationalism. lot 

being Federalists they expressed It through a more open use of the Chain 

of Being. Richard Hooker's work was important In the way It expressed 

rational law an emanating from God In a harmonious chain. Thus we have 

the same emphasis upon clarifying the Theory of knowledge, the same 

combination of grace and nature. Of course they had basic differences 

with the Puritans. But belief In a rational system was probably the 

most important them In their thought, and on this Issue both groups 

were united. 

Iccordingly rationalism became a guiding principle. This does 

not mean that Scripture was Intentionally devalued. But the fact is 

that if you Interpret Scripture with a rational method, the 

interpretation you will got back will be rational. in this sense 

PuritanG, Anglicans and the Cambridge Platonists were working In the 

same field. Their work became abstract and philosophical$ Increasingly 

concerned with abstract Ideas rather than tangible facts. This was the 
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basic thens of the Whichcote-Tuckney debato[le5l). Vh1chcote stessed 

that scholars should be free to express God and religion through 

contenporary Theories of Knowledge. Although this was a clash between a 

Puritan and a Cambridge Platonist, way Puritans had nuch In common 

With Whichcoto. I 

Viewed as a whole, all these groups were using Natural 

Theology to re-state a Theory of Knowledge In rational terns. The 

Virtuosi nust be Included In this. The connon theme to of the unity of 

knowledgeg and Tewton brought the developments to a logical conclusion 

by explaining this through a rationalistic physics. In this sang* the 

Virtuosi's work was the plausible conclusion of all prior developments. 

The search for a basis and definition of authority was a 

constant them throughout this period. This was most closely associated 

with philosophical scholasticism. Such an attitude was present from the 

earliest times# as we saw with Calvin's association of Scriptural 

authority with revealed propositions. Therefore the taste. and 

developing promise was one of rational authority. The Puritans combined 

this with a stress upon Interiority. Wth their Raulat background and 

also using Ideas from the concept of the Chain of Being, Perkins and 
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Imes outlined an individual rational ascent. Despite the stress an 

Individual understanding, this was really a matter of the authority and 

freedon of rational thought. This become clear with Wtou's 

irpnpagitlea. It Is also the driving force behind Roger Villians' jh& 

Rinudi Tenet, where we come close to a charter of rights. But equally 

there are parallels In the actions of Quakers such as Jams Saylor. Ve 

can also Include the Anglicans within this process, although Ideas were 

curbed to some extent by theories of 'The Church Visible*. 

sEccleelastical Polity', and 'Divius RightOoRichard Hooker drew up the 

classic Anglican definition of ecclesiastical polity, and yet his 

theories of individual rationality were very close to those of Puritans 

such as John Preston In his SoulOn Preparatinn fr Xuch the same 

can be said of Villiam ChIllIngworth0s, This Prntentmnt RmlicrinLE16383, In 

which be swept away dogmatism an the basis of the rational nan's right 

to choose. These themes were aspeciallydeveloped after the Restoration 

in the work of the Latitudinarian Patrick. This, along with the 

jonjuror crisis helped to take concepts of authority beyond traditional 

concepts. These Ideas were further developed by the Virtuost. They set 

concepts of rational van within the mechanistic operation of natures and 

closely associated thought with rationalistic Induction. 

The development was one of setting authority with rationalism. 

For all of the groupe, we have looked at, thin bad obvious links with 

tGodo. The fact that they tended to associate 'God' with scholastical 
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principles meant that there was no great break when they Increasingly 

set authority in rationalism. This was true of Puritan such as 

Charnock. Although lacking the Puritans' Reformed Ideas of a God who 

has little to do with scholastician, the Uglicaus still had to overcome 

powerful theories of the 'Church Visible' and 'Divine Right'. They 

rejected Laudian Ideas of authority, just an the Puritans tended to 

leave Reformed Ideals behind than. The most dramatic example of this was 

at the 1662 Savoy Conference, where High and Low Church fundamentalists 

were blocked by the majority Latitudinartans who had different Ideas 

about authority. Turning away from the Reformed doctrine which Baxter 

set before thez,. or the sacred Ideals of Cosin's High Church, they 

believed In the Individual perceiving authority as reason. an manifested 

by the Idea of a great and wine mind behind creation. This was the theme 

of rjlanvills PhlIrmophla Pla 16711# Baego exemplifies this When be 

termed natural law an God's Intellect. The expression of authority 

through rationalism was also present In the work of the VirtuosI. It was 

for this reason that religious men like lewton and Boyle sanctioned the 

use of the ancient philosophers and alchemists. There In a basic 

similarity with the Puritans such as Baxter and Howein the way Toland 

and Locke linked rationalism with Individual assents and than set this 

against a background of the unity of knowledge. The parallels are 

highlighted when Toland developed the Idea of the elect as the few who 

could understand. 
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For the Puritans reason became the key method of assessing the 

nature and substance of their authorities. It was for this reason that 

the mainstream Puritans Baxter and Oimu, reactad against those Puritan 

sects which denied the Importance of reason. In like manner Laud 

understood the Anglican faith an a religion he could commend to the 

reasons of all men. In similar fashion Chillingvorth asserted the 

supremscy of natural reason , thereby allowing the Individual to choose. 

Thus there was a common tendency for all aspects of Scripture and the 

Church to be expressed through Natural Law. For John Hales this meant 

the basic acceptance of Individual Intellectual freedom. Since 

#Intellectual' meant rational, 'rational* was understood to be central 

within a unified system of knowledge. Therefore Ideas pertaining to 

intellectual freedom were understood to be deeply religious. Wilkins and 

Tillotson saw Christianity as a rational religion which rational man 

should and would choose. With these Ideas 

of man's Innate reason the Anglicans were forthright In their weak 

concept of the fall . In some ways this distances than from the 

Puritans. But we should remember that the Puritans' attitude to the 

'Fall' was full of contradictions, as we saw in the attitude of the 

y&ffjjLjuz&ar- Confamatf nil. The Important point Is that the same 

exaltation of reason, rational methodology and concept of Innate 

rationalit7o was present with the Puritans. There was the same 

development with the Cambridge Platoniste, with their Ideas of reason an 
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the candle of the Lord within man. The whole Idea of rational existence 

was given added Impetus with their Idea of reason Immersed and plunged 

into matter: 'plastic reason'. Therefore the Idea of authoritative 

reason stretches throughout all these groups In an unbroken line. It was 

to less true with the Virtuosi. Their expanding mechanistic physics 

rested on the sole principle that rational man could perceive the 

operation of natural law. Clearly we have moved far beyond reasoning as 

a tool of the understanding, to reason as the locus of authority an In 

rationalism. 

Those Ideas led the Puritans such an Baxtorto ascribe great 

authority to the concept of rational man. This was characterised by 

confidence In the inner light of roascm. rather than In the Reformed 

Idea of Scripture or In any external ecclesiastical authority. It was 

against this background that a concept of the rights of men emergeds an 

can be seen In their developing attitude towards the state. This Is 

clearly seen In the 
; 

deas of Roger Williams of Rhode Island, and 

graphically outlined In his two volums: The Alnudy Tanat- and, 1hL 

RInual Tenst X re 111mudy.. 
- 

His work left Reformed Ideals behind In 

its eziphasts upon the rights of man In relation to nothing outside 

himlelf. We can hardly regard William's work an Isolated within the 

Puritan novemente when Chnn wrote the preface to his first volume. 

sizdlar themes emerged In the work of Acontius 9 and also with Richard 

Hooker's Ideas of the natural powers of the human mind. Accordingly 
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there was a common belief that the nature and ability of van lay In his 

power of reason, with this In turn set within a unified system of 

rational knowledge. Such a belief bridges the gulf between the Leveller 

John Lilburn and Ifewton. Fewton for his part linked Ideas of man's 

rationality to his expanding natural physics by treating man's reason as 

Identical to the rational behind mechanistic nature. 

In going this far In our comparison we have touched upon 

parallel and diverging theme. The role of the Virtuosi assume great 

importance In that nen such as Newton pulled these thaws together. Ve 

have outlined very strong Ideas of Neoplatonto atemparalism, which 

defined God and man In terns of an atemporal rationality. Conversely 

there was the Aristotelianism which was such a feature of early 

Calvinists-such as B*za, Zanchi and Xartyr. There was also the emerging 

Ramism which developed a physics which looked to nature for principles 

of order and reason whilat scholastic metaphysics collapsed. Against the 

background of such developments we cannot prove that Newton grow out of 

a novenent which encompassed these thems, but his Ideas clearly 

associated Imul as reasonable, with 'God' as the same. in such an all- 

pervading, mechanistic methodology and epistemology 'reason' became a 

mans of preserving an atexporal notion of humuityo whilst setting this 

Ideal within a rationalistic structure. 

Vhether or not we accept this theory* there in no doubting the 

common belief In the ascendancy of reason# rather than In a supernatural 
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religion. Ve raw this In the work of majar Puritans such as Owen, Baxter 

and Thomas Goodwin. For Ch#eu to believe that God must conform to the 

dictates of scholastical reason Is very close to Chillingworth setting 

reason above dogma , or Whichcate demanding that reason should be free 

to judge all things. Clearly religion was moving beyond traditional 

ideas of the authority of Scripture. It was conceived an very much the 

product of a rational m1ndo for reason was regarded an the essence of 

both van and God. Such Ideas were also prominent among the Virtuosi. 

Tindalt like Whichcote and Chillingworth, dismissed dogmas that didn't 

tally with reason. Locke articulated what many theologians had Implied 

when he said the mind and soul are synonymous. The sane Idea was 

present in Cudworth's work. Therefor@ Information Is to be placed before 

the mind, with authority being vested In the mind's Judgment, This was 

one of the key theme of Richard Hooker's work. Even John Owen at times 

viewed Scripture as a rational means of persuaditg the rational 

creature. John Norton echoos this with his emphasis on the Innate 

qualities of the reasonable soul, It was against such a background that 

the Latitudinarlans have been soon as testing God and dogmm at 'the bar 

of reason'. The common them Is of a faith In the authority of reason 

as the locus of authority. There &*ams to have been a clear 

progression. Downane's INIMOU841y Influential book$ Ths ChriattAft 

yularA, 110041 had declared the relevance of salvific history to the 

Individual and therefore the nation. The Bible was regarded as the 
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record of how God had saved his chosen people in time. But the 

development of Natural Theology led to less emphasis upon history, for 

'reason* Is essentially eternal. Thus the development of a naturalistic 

epistemology encompassed all being aud time. By the time of the Virtuost 

this had progressed to the extent that nature and Its laws# rather than 

history was seen as the primary source of a knowledge of God. 

Iccordingly reason became the dominant them and methodology. 

For Puritans such as Charnock 'reason' had been associated with the 

description and definition of God. The sam conceptuality Is present in 

the Anglicans' Ideas about reason and grace. This was a common them, 

and when Tenison said Scripture must conform to reason, he was only one 

amongst many. The &am approach was present In the Cambridge 

Platonist's Ideas of reason Immersed In matter. Siallar Ideas appear In 

the work pt of Locke when he correlated rational proof with faith. It 

was for this reason that he saw reason an synonymous with God. Hance 

the Virtuosi seen to be at the peak of this movementl especially when 

they understood faith In God to be describable with mathematical 

certainty. 

Vh1lat we can agree with all of the above, we need to qualify 

what we have said about Puritans and Scripture. Puritans such as Owen 

and Thomas Goodwin were obsessed with Scripture. Their hefty tome are 

strewn with references, and Indeed most of their writings were Biblical 

exegesis. So when we conclude that conceptions of authority took them 
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away from their Scriptural roots, we are not saying this was deliberate, 

or by any means complete. Ve must remember that Puritanism was 

basically a movement of revival. It was not a unified philosophy, or a 

single theology. The energy of revival. when combined with world-class 

scholarship, Influenced Natural Theology In a significant way. low this 

is not saying that they set out to achieve this. If the Puritans had 

wanted to produce a perfect system of Natural Theology, they would have 

done a mich better job than they did. Ve can say the same In regard to 

theology. The Puritans could number some outstanding theologians 

amongst their ranks, but they did not produce a unified theology. It 

was flawed, because they tended to put the beat of revival before the 

discipline of a system. All this means that Puritanism thrived despite 

internal contradictions. Hence they could produce a Natural Theology 

which undermined Scripture, whilst being vehemently Scriptural 

themselves. 

The developing concept of man In central to our discussion of 

authority during this period. An we saw with Norton and Howsothe 

Puritans regarded Imn' an a rational being within whose mind all 

Informtion was tested at the bar of reason. Perkins, Anes and Preston 
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all set the conscience within the understanding. This was why Owen 

would later regard persons an Idealistic essences. For Baxter this was 

part of the process of seeing the essence of God within each Individuals 

innate reason. In this way they associated Ovanhood' with the highest 

levels of rationality. Therefore Kilton's Areaparitic16(16443 could 

demand Intellectual and personal liberty In the %ana terms. For John 

IrortantEIG443 this would mean a personal sovereignty. Ve see something 

very similar when the Cambridge Platoulsts expressed personal 

consciousness through the Intelligible Ideas of the divine mind. Before 

this Richard Hooker had outlined the basis of a personal, rational 

authority, which was later extended by ChIllingworth. Thus like the 

Puritans the Anglicans closed the gap between man and OcA t and they 

used Ideas of a common rationality to do this. However, In both of 

these groups the example of Reformed dogma, Scripture, or the traditions 

of the Church, masked such developments. This was mot the case amongst 

the Virtuosi. Locke closely associated Individuality with mental 

activity- Xors Importantly he saw such mental activity as completely 

independent. Vhon at times they stressed suboerviance to the Laws of 

Nature, it was taken for granted that such OLaws' were rational just 

like the Individual. Hence for Newton the 'Laws of Natural were the key 

co3sponent of man's religious and Intellectual standing. It seem 

incongruous that the first great exponents of taturalistio physics 

should define Individuality In terms of atemporal reason and rational 
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reflection. The Idea is obviously scholastic and looplatonic. But far 

more Inportant than this observation is that It strongly suggests the 

chain of development from the late sixteenth century. 

Federal Theology had played a significant part in this 

rational subjectivism. For the Puritans such as Perkins and Ames the 

logical certainty of predesdination bad elevated the Individual within a 

system which could neglect the authority of Scripture. The Presbyterians 

interpreted this as necessitating a personal choice, so there was the 

development of the Idea of-'sufficignt glgctiont. In extirpating Ideas 

from this basic 'chOIC48', they tended to associate salvation with 

something that can be understood. Another corollary was a greater stress 

an external forms of discipline. because they believed all men had the 

power to conform, as we saw with Barterls Hals Cannazwealth-116583 Wth 

the Independents there was a nor* Intense emphasis upon the light 

within. They would, explain such a light an the fruit Of electiono but 

even so we are dealing with such the same emphasis an rational man as 

with the Presbyterians. Hence Roger Villia3wo plea for liberty has much 

in common with Xiltouls. Both groups were united In their stress an the 

rights and abilities of elect man. Therefore from the earliest times 

Puritanism was characterised by an emphasis upon rational nano combined 

with spiritual subjectivism. ID the post-Restoration period persecution 

would further encourage Inwardness. We can best understand the 

conceptuality by using Baxter's allegory of mule rational conscience 
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being like a courtroom. In this courtroom reason, will, and 

understanding sit In Judgment of all received information. Since God's 

essenoe was associated with the hypostases of 'reason', 'will'# and 

lunderstandinglo van's self-sufficiency was understood to be God within. 

obviously Proverbs 20: 29 come to mind, and here we have a parallel with 

the Cambridge Platonist's concept of spiritual reason within man. In 

sindiar terns Jeremy Taylor echoed Lancelot Andr*wes when be associated 

faith with reason. Like the Puritans, StIllingfleet regarded this 

personal rationality as the indwellIng divine nature. Anglicans such a 

Vilkins used this Idea of personal freedom to deny predestinarian 

theology, but the connon emphasis upon rational freedom links both 

groups. In similar fashion Boyle stressed the Importance of experimental 

observation. 

The 'freedom' all these groups demandedo was for man an far an 

he personified rational mthod. This Is a common these In the work of 

Kilton. Looks. Toland and Tindal. This trend would peak In the work of 

irewton, but for our purposes It underlines the Interrelated development 

of epistemology and misthodology. This Is underlined by the fact that all 

the groups we have looked at had no real tim for the 'rights of man't 

they were really talking about the rights of rational man. They were 

basically emoncipating the amrgLng physice. This In demonstrated by the 

difficulty many had In coming to term with Roger williamis when he 

demanded rights for the Individual. It also explains the reaction 
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against Hobbes' 'night is right' theoryoth*reby underminiug the 

developed theories of rationalistic moralism. Ve should also remember 

the reaction against Quakerism. and the aid-century attack on Puritan 

scholasticism by the likes of Vabster and Dell, which was strongly 

rebutted by Owen, Baxter and Vaterhouse. Therefore all the movements 

were nore than prepared to defend scholastical conceptions of the 

freedon of rational thought, Ve can cite the popular reaction against 

Cartesianism in this argument. The basis of this reaction against 

Descartes Day well lie In his stretching the Implications of the 

developing physics beyond what they were used to. Vo have already 

mentioned that the major religious had factors built Into then which 

masked the dominance of Watural Theology. Descartes built to such 

masking features Into his philosophy. He dramatically demolished 

theories of extended being. His Ideas of uou-extendod being postulated a 

machine-universe that was the logical outcome of the developing physics, 

The reaction against his works did not stop many writers from 

extensively using his Ideas. Baxter# Howe, Cudwortb, Vilkins, 

Stillingfleet, Locks and Jrewtoz are all linked by their regard for 

Descartes. The fact that they could still condemn his underlines the 

incomplete nature of the developing epistemology. 

In his book The Klnrdnu nf OM in 1ýrlra, Xlebubr points to 

the importance of the concept of a free God In religion. This point can 

be seen an especially Important In the nmke-up of Protestantism. If We 
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further accept that all of the groups we have been looking at were 

affected by Protestantism, It Is obvious that there has boon great 

developnent beyond the basic Idea of a free God. In the course of events 

it was rational methodology which became free. This drift towards 

scholasticism In clearly demonstrated within the development of Richard 

Baxter's work. In his Velsh 115-11aln, Dr Futtal Implies that Baxter's 

increasing use of scholasticism led his away from his spiritual roots. 

This is seen as the reason why he later condemned the spirituality of 

Powell, Llwyd, and Xorgan, mon who had been closely associated with him 

in his earlier years. This underlines deveolopment within the attitude 

of some of the Puritans. In a similar fashion Richard Hooker expressed 

the concept of God through Natural Law. For Sanderson this meant that 

the actions of God should conform to the rational method of the 

individual. Even the conservative StIllIngfloot saw the Individual 

sharing substance with God through rationality. None of this means that 

they were getting any less religious. It does demonstrate the growing 

authority of the 'rational Individual*. Igainst this background It seem 

a natural stop for the Virtuosi to regard religion an a matter of 

intellectual demonstration. Therefore there was a common them of the 

'god-like* substance within man assuming a dominant role within 

religion. Cudworth acutely Isolated this 'substance' as mind. 

The changing perception of the Individual is especially shown 

in the crucial contemporary Issue of Ecclesiastical Polity# Ve bave 
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already discussed some Puritans rational view of the Individual. Because 

of this Roger Villians' revolutionary work, the rights of man can be 

regarded more as a political philosophy than theology. His Ideas on 

political authority lying within mn were far from easy for most 

Puritans to handle. This Is because Villiame was doing what Vabster and 

Dell had tried to do. He was divorcing Individual rights from all 

scholastical concepts of mmn an a rational animal. But whilat most 

Puritans would not do this, Villiam's call for liberty coincided with 

the more widespread call for Intellectual liberty. An well as this the 

whole development of the Puritan movement can be understood In social 

terns. An those who wanted to break the old order and have the power 

bass widened. Ve have already discussed how the concept of election 

became a crucial mans of articulating this. Because of the obvious 

links with the status quo, and strong Ideas such as 'ecclesiastical 

polity*$ 'Divine Right'. 'tradition', and the 'Church Visible', the 

Anglican church did not have the same social outlook an Puritans such 

as owen. However, the commitment to the smimncipation of Individual 

reason is beyond all doubt. The extent of this was shown by the 

jonjuror crisis. Faced with the undeniable claim of Jame Stuart, the 

vast majority were at one with the Puritans' theories of corporate 

authorty in backing parliament. Therefore a common theme of the 

sovereign authority of man's reason emerges. 
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Ve have already discussed the common expression of man, God 

and soteriology through rationalism. Against this background concepts 

such as innate reason led to strong emphasis upon moralism. If a man 

could chooset it followed that morality was central to human existence. 

The Puritans and Anglicans agreed completely on this niatter. they did so 

for scholarly and practical reasons. Lack of medloineo poor living 

conditions and more brutal standards want that all lives were lived 

against a background of pain and suffering. John Otten lost ton of his 

eleven children. Therefore morality was understood to beessential for 

civilisation In this life, and for the hope of an after-life# that was 

all to present in those days. Against this background the great Reformed 

concept of 'predestination' had a practical role to fulfil. It gave then 

assurance that God would give then strength to be zoral$ wbIlst giving 

standards against which such action could be measured. For the 

Presbyterians this meant considerable concentration upon outward 

actions. The rational bocamw a key part of thist with Presbyterian 

predestination theology being very such a uniting of the head and heart, 

This was why the Presbyterians were so repressive during their short 

time in power. An far as Baxter was concerned It was better to have a 

Neroo than to let the mob take over. The Independents didn't agree with 

Baxter's emphasis an outward morality. However, they did share the Idea 
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that a rational being was a moral creature. So that whilst Owen 

denounced the Anglican Parker for equatIng morality with faith, 

congregationalism and Presbyterians= was moving In much the same 

direction. There was a widespread notion of making oneself a fit temple 

for God. The Anglicans shared the same Ideas, stressing that 'moral 

certitude' should be each man's goal. For Tillotson and Stillingfleet 

this was achieved through using reason to achieve man's Innate potential 

through the consideration of Natural Theology. This Idea was close to 

that of the Canbridge Platonists. In similar fashion, Virtuosi like 

Toland valued Scripture only so far as It was moral and relative to the 

Individual. Therefore the Delsts understood religion as a mans of 

establishing an acceptable standard. Thus the Socinian Firmin understood 

issue as 'Christ-like', because he maintained the" 'acceptable 

standards*. 

Hence morality can be seen as a common these In the emergence 

of an epistemology. For Puritanis such as Baztero Owen and Howe It ionant 

standards which the 

Individual In society could adhere to. This was the reason why Baxter 

deplored Hobbes' amorality. It was the same within Anglicantsm. 

Iffooker's Er-clesiftatleal Pallt)4 the Claranamn Cnds, and William Law's L 

sarinum Ccal, (Londong 17281# were all the products of the belief In 

corporate and Individual morality. lo less for the Virtuosio morality 

was a key part of their view of being. Linking morality to the existence 
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of God and the soul , they used mathematics to calculate the ratio 

between present and future happiness. This Is based upon the basic 

preniss that natural nan can perceive rational laws In himself and the 

world, and thereby conduct his life. Because of thin Juxtaposition of 

morality and rationality Locke could regard the expansion of natural 

philosophy and morality as the same. 

For the Puritans the Joining of rationalism and morality led 

to complexity. For Howe it would mean God being synonymous with 

rational morality. No less for the Anglicans morality and reason 

dictated how a man should act towards his follow man. For Barrow 

morality took its place within the unity of rational knowledge. The 

Canbridge Platonists approached morality within a similar unity. For 

them it formed the basis of an Intellectual communion with God as 

supreme reason. Similarly for Locke religion took Its place within a 

Natural Theology, with morality as part of this unity. 

Accordingly morality developed from the Initial practical 

necessity of living one's life under Christian principles. From this the 

large-scalO Ideas of an ecclesiastical polity grow quite naturally. The 

]Puritans were part of this. All their calls for liberty were for liberty 

for their religion and freedom for the Intellect. ]Rationality became the 

key factor In unifying Ideas of God an other-worldly, and God an 

attainable. It was for this reason that the 'good' of philosophy was 

closely associated with morality and God. We saw this In the thought of 
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the eminent Puritan philosopher John Howe. The AnglIcans were of a 

similar mind. For Jereny-Taylor religion was just a matter of moral 

obedience. The Cambridge Platonists understood this 'obedience, in 

terms Of man's natural abilities. Hence morality was the rational 

fulfilnent of innate ability. Similarly for Locke morality was a matter 

of reason and conscience. 

This was a time when no scholar could avoid the concept of 

God' - For John Downame religion was a natter of the exaltation of God. 

Ve have already discussed how this *exaltation, was subject to great 

development, especially through scholasticism. But even so, sons aspects 

of scholasticism are in the roots of Puritanism. This In so if we regard 

Calvin's theology as containing aspects of a Neoplatonic philosophy of 

history- All these factors combined to develop a theology with a 

rationalistic concept of God and his attributes. This was present In all 

the groups we looked at. So that when the Virtuosi viewed God as. - 

mechanistic necessity and Natural Law, it was the logical conclusion of 

these developmaUts. 

The concept of God was Increasingly expressed through the idea 

of the unity of knowledge. Locke pointed to the reason within nan as 
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the 'very voice of God'. Therefore Newton believed that to know the 

rational pattern-of creation Is to know God. The same belief in reason, 

and the unity of God through Natural Law, is present with the Puritans 

such as John Howe. This close association of God with rational system 

led to then using rationalism to describe the nature of his being. 

Therefore Howe thought it necessary to assert that God is the highest of 

excellencies, infinite extrinsically and intrinsically. 

Iccordingly there is a sense In which scholasticism goes to 

the very heart of Puritanism. If Federalism can be viewed as a 

philosophy of history, then all other aspects of Puritan theology would 

be affected by this. One corollary was a drift towards a unitary notion 

of God. Howe explains the reason for this as the philosophical standard 

this God must be 'one'. In a similar light Owen even admitted that the 

Trinity is contrary to reason. In an attenpt to balance this Howe saw 

Jesus as the perfection of man's innate qualities, and as such an 

example to which all man could conform. This was the inevitable result 

of Natural Theology's inability to accept Jesus in scriptural terms. The 

strength of the concept of a unitary God would mean that the Hyper- 

Calvinists would regard Jesus' function as Idealistic, and Infinitely 

achieved in the unity of the Father. 

The Cambridge Platonists also viewed God within the unity of 

philosophy. They especially stressed the synonymity of God and reason, 

as proved by the light of individual understanding. Like aspects of 
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Puritan thought they had great difficulty in accommodating the Trinity 

within this system. The Latitudinarian, Joseph Glanvil, tried to 

overcome this problem by using the Idea of the Chain of Being. By this 

he used Neoplatonic ideas to postulate immaterial spirits at the top of 

the chain. The links in such a chain were rational. and so this 

inevitably draw in their rational concept of man. This was another way 

in which Anglicanism helped to close the traditional gap between God and 

man. This. was part of a contemporary trend which had great difficulty in 

balancing ideas of Trinity and God against 'self'. Rationalisn became 

the standard against which everything was neasured. As we see when 

Sherlock thought he had, solved the problem by, postulating the Trinity as 

three eternal ninds. Xore particularly God is expressed through the 

ideal of rational man. Therefore the seventeenth century was 

characterised by a developing concept of God. However, the God which it 

offered was impersonal. He Is the product of rational proof. 

In many ways the Virtuosi's work was the logical development 

of these trends. Like all the other groups they expected God to produce 

reasonable credentials. Because of the testimony of Natural Law they 

viewed God as 'reason'. CarteBianiSM exerted a great influence with its 

concept of God as a universal mathematical law. Looking inwards at man's 

rational soul, and at nature, they deduced God to be the intelligent 

designer. Therefore it was nature rather than Scripture that they 

regarded as a primary authority. As they had done with man, so with 
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God; the tendency was to express God in and through the certainty of the 

developing rationalistic physics. 

All our discussion has grown out of the wish to explain why 

aspects of Puritanism in the seventeenth century could be connected with 

rationalism in the eighteenth century. It is a remarkable historical 

fact that the Presbyterians [for example], although they were stricktly 

orthodox in the period leading up to the Restoration, began to modify 

their position subsequently, and step by step, moved through 

Baxterianism to Arnianism, and later on to Arianism, Socinianism and 

finally to Unitarianian. Our basic task has been to understand the link 

between the Puritans' early Calvinistic orthodoxy and their later 

Liberalism. Within this Conclusion we have especially emphasised the 

role of Rationalism, Noralism and Scholasticism in this process. 
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